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Abstract 

The sutter-dandy is an oppositionat figure who appears fiom time to  time throughout 

Western culture, an elusive figure who can be t e m e d  a philosopher-sage for whom the 

t erm p hilosophy, the p/iilosophiu, is something to  be iived mt, not merely gleaned and 

digested in an abstract sense frorn leamed scholars and their texts. In fact, the 

philosopher's real fùnction is not only to atternpt to live a sovereign, sinçular, utc1p0.s 

existence. as seen in the life o f  Diogenes , but also, through his own spectacular form o f  

self-prescntation and his stylized mode o f  being, to  conver/ others to this way d l i f e  as  

weil. 

The roots of  gutter-dandyism are found in historicai figures who bravely defied the 

conventions of their times and cultures and paid for it dearIy, sornetirnes with their 

freedom. as in the Marquis de  Sade, sornetirnes with their lives, as in Loy Pmystinck and 

John of Lcyden, both Brethren o f  the Free Spirit. These figures keep the underground 

strain of  gutter-dandyism alive, which decedent European artists of the nineteenth century, 

such as Baudelaire, Huysmans, Rimbaud, and Genet mutate and develop, the phiimophiu 

finally rnaking its way to  America via Henry Miller, who enacts it dernocraticaily, minus 



t h e  aristocratie hangover of European culture. 

I t  is in Miller's work that Foucault might have found the key to the neo-dandyism he 

seeks in his last works, especially " M a t  Is Enlightenment?," where he States, in 

millenarian Fahion, that the public at large must seize control of and "experience" the 

"aut hor-function," imploding the line between art and life for themselves, fashioning their 

own lives creatively, in the rnanner of those who make houses or  table larnps. What is 

necessarily invoked here is the three-fold process of destrrrciwalism, where the socially 

imposed seIf is discarded, contact with "tme nature," the void, estabiished, and a "new," 

authentic selfrebuilt. In the latter hdf  of  the twentieth century, this process is taken up 

within popular culture, where sovereigns such as Elvis Presley, Miles Davis, and Lou Reed 

becorne main proponents of neo- or gutter-dandyism, the ascendent mass media allowing 

t hem the  opportunity for mass conversion. 
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And IJl'm acting Iike a king 
Weil that's cos I ' m  a lrvmnn being, 

And if1 want too many things 
Bon 't yuu know, we//, 

I 'm a human being 
And if I've p t  to dream 

Raby, baby, I 'm a human being, 
And when it geis a bit ubscene 

Wlioaa, I 'm a human being. . . . " 

-The New York Dolls 



FRAMING DIONYSUS: THE GUTTER-DANDY m WESTERN CULTURE 
FROM DIOGENES TO LOU REED 

.A POLEMICAL INTRODUCTION: PART A-THE DIAGNOSIS 

The poet makes bimself a seer b y  a long, gigantic and 
rational derangement o f  dl the senses. A l l  forms o f  
love, sumering and madncss. Be searches himself. Re 
exhausts al1 poisons in himsdf  and ktcps only thcir 
quintessences,. . . he becornes among aU men the great 
patient, the great criminal, the one accursed-and the 
supreme Scholar!-Because he reachcs the 
unknown! . . . Let h im die as he leaps through unheard 
of and unnameable things: other horrible workem wiU 
come; they wi l l  begin from the horizons where the other 
one collapsed! 

-Arthur Rimbaud 

For  ar t  to exist, for any sort o f  aesthetic activity o r  
perception to exist, a certain physiological precondition 
is indispensable: intoxication. . . . A l l  kinds o f  
intoxication, however different their origin, have the 
power to do this. . . . The essence o f  intoxication is the 
feeling o f  plenitude and increased energy. From out of 
t h i s  feeling one gives to things, one compels them to 
take, one rapes them-one calls this procedun idealizing 
Iwhichj does not consist . . . in a subtracting o r  
deducting o f  the petty and secondary [but in( a 
tremendous expulsion of the principal features . . . so 
that thereupon the others too disappear. 

--Niebsc he, Twilight Of The ldols 

Neo-dandyism, notably as theorized by Michel Foucault in the later stages of his 

career. is a philosophical/literary/mystical/psycholocai/seai theoty-praxis which mns 

counter to the ultra-rationatism of (post)Enlightenment man. "A totality of life has little 

to do with a collection of abilities and areas of expertise" says Georges Bataille, whose 

work is a major influence on Foucault's. "One can no more cut it into pieces than one can 

cut up a living body." For Bataille, "life is the virile unity of the pieces that go to make it 

up," ta be lived as a work of art (Visiun.~ 227). This contemporary Western dandyism is 



an intuitive, creative, continuing process impelled by what Alexander Trocchi cails 

"transcategorical inspiration," (/rrvisibie 195), in opposition to  the world of "specialized" 

knowledge and its progeny, bourgeois "experts." In con t ra t  to  recent "critical theory" 

movements o f  the Saussure-derived variety, neo-dandyism insists, as we see in Rimbaud's 

exhortation, on the existence o f  a corporeal world outside the symbolic, and on total 

involvement--i.e., exprience-on the part of its practitioners: "theory" is thus wed to a 

polymorphous praxis involving ail o f  the sensory reaims. "The essence of  k i n g  radical," 

as Foucault puts it, "is physicaf. The essence of being radical is the radicatness of  

existence itself' (qtd. in J. Miller, Passion 182). 

Gutter-dandyism, which has its roots in antiquity, deveIops in certain medieval mystical 

sects. such as The Cult of the Free Spirit, and eventually coheres in the work o f  Jean 

Genet and Henry Miller, eventualiy dominates dandyism in the twentieth century, 

appropnating and subverting the mechanics of  a repressive urban/corporate order which 

requires the utilitarian management o f  docile subjects to ensure the smooth hum of  the 

machine. Passivity versas Action: you can remain submissive, letting technoiogy be used 

by outside forces to moid you into the perfect corporate citizen/consumer; o r  you can 

seize control o f  the "author-hnctiow" and use rationai strategies-as advised by 

Rimbaud--acfi~*e&, to investigate the limits of existence and eventually remake the self. 

Not mere "theorizing," but a physical commitme~~t is called for here. 

APOLLO'S REVENGE 

Foucault convincingly demonstrates in Disciplirie K- Pur~ish that "power" (the 

operations o f  order) had previously manifested itself in Western society as a singular 

Dionysian blood-spectacle witnessed by the undifferentiated mass as an affirmation o f  the 

rights of  the sovereign (i-e., in public executions), with the eyes o f  the many garing upon 

the spectacular event. In our "modern." urbanized, techno-industriai era, Foucault finds 

the direction o f  eye-power reversed, typified by the hidden carnera-eye (of governrnents, 

of corporations, and so on) which monitors the activity o f  potentially disruptive units 

composing the mass. The structure o f  society thus shifis tiom--to use Nietzschean 

tenninolosy--the Dionysian mode o f  the sovereign and the amorphous mass who gaze 



upon the spectacular image of  power. to the Apollonian mode of  capitalism and tiberal- 

humanist "democracy," whose constrictive controls are inscrïbed in the labyrinthine 

lanwaçes of law and bureaucracy: the "literate" society o f  the Word which fonns and 

"normalizes" a new being called "the individual." 

With this development, the previous culture of imagistic blood-spectacle becomes the 

ultirnate laboo. As Nietzsche puts it, "labor m m "  now caught in the Apollonian cultural 

web of "custom and the social straitjacket," becomes "cdculable," a kind o f  clockwork 

rnechanism (Hirth 190- 1 ). This more "civilized." superficially benign culture, one 

dedicated to optimizing the utility of  human life through micro-management, seeks to cut 

oîT the modem "individual" t;om the culture of the past, tiom the festival of  cruelty which 

had not only served to dissuade transgression against the rights of the sovereign, but &O-- 

with its close connections to the irrational, Dionysian realm of nature-provided an 

irnagistic source of pfeasr~re. According to Nietzsche, we modem "domestic animals" 

recoil fiom "imagining clearly to  what extent cruelty constituted the collective delight of 

older mankind. how rnuch it was an ingredient of  ail their joys. . . . Not so very long ago, 

a royal wedding or great public celebration would have been incomplete without 

execut ions, tortures, or  autos da fe," Nietzsche continues. "To behold suffering gives 

pleasure. . . . There is no feast without crueity, as man's entire history attests. 

Punishment, too, has its festive features" ( 198). 

The mass or "popular" festive culture of the previous societal configuration had to be 

eradicated if the new order was to hnction smoothly: such a strange confluence of 

intoxicating pleasure and pain could only be a threat to  forces bent on spinning ever-finer 

Apollonian webs of  societal control. But "eradication" of  phenomena so deeply imprinted 

upon the human psyche proves impossible; instead, what develops is the "progressive 

sublimation and apotheosis of cruelty which not only characterizes the whole history of 

higher culture, but in a sense constitutes it" ( 198). On the ievel of "the individual," this 

manifests itself in Nietzsche's "bad conscience" (analogous to Freud's policing superego): 

the "interiorization" of  the guilty subject-or the "seul"-which then manifests itself 

externally in "the fitting of  the hitheito unrestrained and shapeless populace into a tight 



mold" (2 17- 19). But this sublimation also produces sornething else: "Bad conscience," 

Nietzsche asks, "has it not çiven birth t o  beauty itself? Would beauty exist if ugliness had 

not first taken cognizance o f  itself, not said to itself, '1 am ugly"'? (22 1 ). Here, Nietzsche 

identifies the emergence o f  present-day "high and "low" art/culture as a by-product of  the 

dominant capitalist/bourgeois, middle-class order. 

UP THE DOWN STAIRCASE 

The way up and the wrty down is one and the same, and 
Cod is day night, summer winter, war peace, satiety 
huoger. 

-Aeraclitus of Ephesus 

What we discover here is that, as Norman O. Brown points out. "there is no aspect of 

higher culture uncontarninated by connections with anality" (Li& 199). Like Brown, the 

contemporary Western gutter-dandy rejects a strict higMow binary division based on the 

repression and denial of the Dionysian continuum of  polymorphous pleasurdpain, and 

seeks to restore the originary nexus between the high and the low before it was severed by 

the censonous middle. Gutter-dandies are holistic.: quite often, as seen in the writings of  

Jean Genet and Henry Miller, they juxtapose and intertwine high-sounding "literary" 

passages with explicit "pornographic" imagery, explicitly (re)affirming the ineradicable 

connection between the two forms. This refùsai to  dismiss the "iow" as alien, distastefii1, 

and unworthy of  exploration has in part led to the semi-exclusion of  (post)modern 

dandyisrn and its attendant literature from the classrooms o f  the West, especially in North 

America. 

BORN IN THE U.S.A. 

America itself is the prime site for a study of the evolution of the dandy in the 

twentieth century. The birthplace of mass media and pop culture, including rock and roll, 

it spawned the "no lirnits" Mega-Capitalist and the ''ruçged individualist," both of  which 

feed the Amencan dream o f  fluid movement across class boundaries exemplified by Elvis 

Presley's "rags to riches" mythology. lt is aiso the site o f  religious fùndamentalism, with 

its emphasis on literal interpretations o f  scripture; o f  the "just say no" neo-Puritanism of 

riçht-wingers like anti-drug crusader Nancy Reagan; of the prim, ami-pom, anti-masculine 



polit ics o f  "leftist" liberal-humanist feminists like Catherine MacKimon, whose maxim "to 

Say it is t o  do  it" sounds like a t w i s t 4  secular version of literalist tùndarnentalism. Yet 

there exists a less easily classifiable line of cultural figures operating in the Amencan 

context. equaily offensive to the guardians o f  the lefi and the right: a beautifùlly ravaged 

gutter-dandy like Jim Morrison, for instance, consuming vast quantities of  Rimbaud's 

-'poisons" in a Dionysiac fienzy whilst exposing his penis to teenage girls and boys, is 

surely as  unacceptable a role-mode1 to Reagan as to MacKinnon. 

The application o f  political t e d n o l o g y  like "left" and "right" to people like 

MacKinnon and Reagan and their successors is now passé. As Bruce Benderson points 

out, both lefl and nght wing politics in Supercapitalistic America have now been 

subsumed by "norrnaiizing" bourgeois management culture, with its need to identifi, and 

then expel or  re-fonn, al1 unstable, unruly, and truly "heterogeneous" elements which 

threaten the smooth hum of the capitalist machine, its raisort d 2fr-e. These "two absurd 

agendas from the Right and fiom the Left," Benderson notes, 

are the product o f  a new conspiracy between two former 
enernies. Each had its gievances against the other, yet each 
agreed about the need to  promote certain community 
standards. . . . Today we live the hl1 flowerinç o f  that 
centrist paradise. Though nobody admits it, it is the utopic 
drearn of a very specific class. . . . The middle classes of  
the Lef? and Right have conspired to strangle libido, 
aestheticism, and lower class expression. Because political 
correctness neglects the embarrassing subject of  class, it has 
been able to become the voice o f  one ruling class--the 
homoçenized suburban bourgeoisie. ("Degenerate 
Narrative" n. pag.) 

As capitalisrn has become the de facm new religion, with even God being forced to 

shave and put on a suit, the underlying Puritan heritage of  whitehght America (work, 

guns and Jesus), and the bland Rousseauian utopianism of the left (whose basic drive now 

seems to be the legislation of  "niceness" as  a secular religion), have neatly dovetailed to  

create a New World (read: American) Order, as  it was once described by former U.S. 

President George Bush. 



A BAD CASE OF DEMOCRACY 

The i r  most successful disguise is compassion. Bow 
tender they can become! Eiow considerate! How 
touchingly sympathetic! But if you  could ever get a 
look a t  them, what a pretty egomaniac you would 
see, They b l e d  wi th every bleeding sou1 in the 
universe-but tbey never fal l  apart. A t  the 
crucifixion they hold your hand a n d  slake your 
thirst, weep l ike  drunken cows. They are 
professional moumers from t ime imniemotial.. . . 
Misery and suffering is their habitat, and a t  the 
equinox they br ing the whole kaleidoscopic pattern 
o f  l i fe  t o  a gtaucous glue. . . . 

-Henry Mi l le r  

Particularly troubling and blackly humourous in the "postmodern" epoch has been the 

intellectual lefi's response to  the tnumph of  American-styled capitaiism and political 

rationalism in the West. The words "democracy" and "equality" have recently been 

repeated like a mantra by politically correct Amencan culture theorists like Henry Giroux 

and bel1 hooks,' as  if the levelling and reduction of  individual styles, fieedoms and choices 

to a uniform herd-level o f  bland non-hierarchical "goodness" envisioned by-them, who 

elsc?--presents some kind of  "challenge" to "he~emonic" and "elitist" nght/white 

corporate oppression. This view, negativeiy depicted by Foucault as "the Rousseauist 

dream" of many "revolutionaries" past and present, envisions "a transparent society, 

visible and lesible in each of  its parts," in which there are "no longer existing any zones o f  

darkness . . . or . . . zones of disorder." Here, he continues in an unmistakably sarcastic 

tone, "each individual," o f  whatever social position "rnight be able to see the whole of 

society," communicating with an open heart and a "vision unobstructed by obstacles." 

Most importantly in this paradigm, "the opinion of  ail should reign over each." Foucault 

rightly secs such a scenario, which has unfortunately gained "hegemony" among the 

aforement ioned societal progressives, not as utopia, but nightmare (Power 1 52). 

1 ronicat ly, the ideologies espoused by t hese "Improvers o f  Mankind," as Nietzsche calls 

thern, fit i ç h t  into the corporate scheme ofthings. The Rousseauist philosophy, Foucault 

explains, actually meshes with the panoptic, Apollonian techniques of  surveillance 



associated with Jeremy Bentham, which he maligns in Lliscipiine andPunish (1 52). This 

version o f  "liberal-humanism," as opposed to  more traditionai versions of Iiberalism o r  

humanism, functions in reality as  a pseudo-hip Puritanism, covert conservatism for those 

who detest the term. "Multiculturalists" and "politically correct" types, Camille Paglia 

notes, .'are not radicals at dl," but instead "represent a continuation o f  the genteel 

tradition of respectability and conformity," which covets above al1 the institutionalization 

of "Amencan r~icenes'' ( Vàmp 98). This code of  niceness, however, fails to  extend to  

those who may disagee with the political positions o f  its adherents, who are oflen 

characterized in a knee-jerk fashion with the by-now overly familiar labels meant t o  

tùnction like Hawthorne's scarlet letter: "sexist," "racist," and the like, as if the mere 

uttenng of such words instantly damned the  recipient(s). As a result of al1 this, both ultra- 

nght American tùndarnentalists and ultra-lefi Amencan feminists-such as MacKinnon and 

her ally Andrea Dworkin-have in various instances becorne strange and uncomfortable 

bedfellows, seen for instance in their joint "war against pornography." "It used to  be," 

says John Fekete, "the right-wing fiinge groups" who were the energïzing force behind 

censorship campoiçns, these efforts finding strong opposition arnong members o f  the 

traditional leR. However, he notes, the "censorship impulse" is ernanating more strongly 

%rom the lei?, fiom feminists," with a much higher rate of success. Ironically, "it's even 

the same passages that get censored, the same books, the same kind of sexuality" which 

causes a mord uproar (K 12). Here again is the bourgeois fear of Nietzsche's cruel 

tèstival--the messy Dionysian reality o f  nature and the suffering body-in fÙ11 hysterical 

flight: not only to  say "it," but to even think "it," is "evil." I . r g  il is out  o f  the question. 

WEEP FOR ME, OEDCPUS 

Without a profound complicity with natural forces 
such as violent death, gushing blood, sudden 
catastrophes . . . the fa11 into stinking filth of  what 
had been elevated-without a sadistic understanding 
of  an incontestably thundering and tomntiai  
nature, there could be no revolutionaries, there 
could only be a revolting utopian sentimentality. 



W hat we have to find is the possibility o f  a 
community o f  shattered egos, . , , The question is: 
how can we genuinely shatter the iron collar OC 
group formations which demand conformity and 
uniformity? . . . How can deproprintion (not k i ng  
identical to others, o r  even self-identical) become a 
politically powerful and compeîling force? 

Al l  i n  al1 it's just another brick in the wall 
A l l  in al1 you're just another brick in the wall 

-Pink Floyd, "Another Brick In The Wall Pt, 2" 

Concurrent wi t h the development of  the previously described strain of "liberai- 

humanism" has been an emphasis, especially by neo-lefiist educators and feminists, on  

"therapy" and ego psychology, i.e., the normalization of the deformed and wounded (by 

the aforementioned villains) ego as the answer t o  problems o f  "self-esteern." Benderson 

points out that in Amenca, leftist sixties political activisrn metamophosed into seventies 

--new historico-political cnticism," and finally, in the eighties, into no "kind of activism at 

ail," having beçun with "the aim of  l ibera t io~"  oniy to end "trapped in dusty Anglo-Saxon 

exigencies." Al1 the while, as even French theory was being farcically transfomed into 

unrecognizable, sentimentalized Americana. "the [middle-class] id was being boiler-plated 

and the superego strengthened" ("Degenerate Narrative" n. pag.). 

These developments on the left mesh perfectly into the schematics o f  capitalist / 

bourgeois order. Locare and zealously protect your assigned territory within the grid o r  

be "damned": the oedipal structure o f  the Holy Nuclear Family (daddy-mommy-me), 

which the rniddle-ciass sees as "the basic linchpin o f  the social order" (Benderson, 

"Dcgenerate Narrative" n. pag.) thus expands outward, incorporatinç racial, çender and 

sexuai groups coilectively seeking States of "equality" and "normality," these delimiting 

categories finally fusing with the Apollonian structures of socio-political order, Deleuze 

and Guatarri's "despotic machine."' These "subaggregates7' then "assume precisely [the] 



fcrm of bricks that ensures their integration into the higher unity . . . consonant with the 

great collective designs of this same unity: major work projects, extonion of surplus value, 

tributes, generalized s e ~ t u d e "  (Anii 199). 

As essayist Pete Hammill has correctly pointed out, this kind of thinking has led 

America into a culturd "endgame," where identities are not the result of existentid self- 

fashionins but are instead determined by "membership in groups." The subjects of such 

iiberal-hurnanist dogma "are not individuais but components of categories, those dots and 

pigeonholes belovcd of socioloçists, polisters, and the U.S. Census Bureau. And such 

categories, they believe, are destiny" (89). Reducing itself to the component of a gnd, 

mere dots in the omnipresent and blighted mediascape, the liberal-humanist subject has 

dways airedy submitted to its neutering and containment, accepting what Hamill 

accurateiy calls "a social workef s version of predestination," or Calvinism with a srnile. 

Made a mere pawn within the abstract historid currents of gender, race, class, and so on, 

the Western subject, far fiom being "empowered," becomes infantilized. 

THE BLAME GAME 

With the utopian state of "normaiity" now elevated to the status of secuiar 

parmirvana, to be ah-normal, to incur "hurt feelings," now equates to the worst kind of 

horror. The fight for "equality" becomes aJigned here to the ability to recover that 

"naturai" nature-state of harmony and equilibrium described in The Sucial ~~~~~~mi, 

preceeding the subject's deformation by the hierarchical, tyrannical structures of 

~Lcivilization." Yet, paradoxically, this effort to turn schools and other social agencies into 

group therapy centers has not created an atmosphere of equanimity, but instead has 

produced subjects who "corne out of the process seething with bittemess . . . followed by 

the need to blame" (Hamill 90). North Amencan culture has as a result currently 

splintered into proliferatinç, monad-like groups--defincd by race, gender, sexual 

preference, what have you--battling over predefined territory. The peacefùl, benign utopia 

envisioned by the intellectual lefiists who prornoted this ego-centered psycho-philosophy 

has instead manifested itseIf as a hothouse of hysteria, a raging babble-on where inflamed 

victim rhetoric has become the seeming key to "power." 



TALK I S  CHEAP 

So it is  not enough to Say that the subject is constituted 
in a symbolic system. Et is not just in the play of 
symbols that the subject is  constituted. I t  is constituted 
in real practices. . . . 

-Foucault 

1 shall never forget the wonder and violence of' the 
determination to open my eyes, to look straight at what 
is happening, ât what is, And 1 should not know what is 
happening if I knew nothing about extreme pleasure 
and extreme pain. 

-Bataille 

The ominous developments we have just examined can be at least partially attributed to 

the aforementioned belief in a logocentric world composeci of logocenttic subjects, 

mediatcd by the typically bourgeois fear of  experience. As Brown explains, the belief in 

confessional therapy is based on the Freud's wishfid notion that "talk can cure." when in 

fact "it is easy to demonstrate, with the aid of Freud, that words have no such power" 

(1.u~ 1 49). Brown points out that Freud himself has shown that "words are only one class 

of the sets of symbois that make up human culture," and that they aione provide no access 

to the repressed realm of the id, Freud's psychologicai term for Nietzsche's Dionysian 

realm of flux and chaos. Today's milleruid victim-hysteria thus issues fiom the repression 

of mernories f a  deeper than parental spankings received at the age of four. These are 

"not the ordinary kind of mernories that can be revived through word associations" but 

those '-which belonged to the primary process in the id, and never were in consciousness; 

hence, they were never forgotten" (1 49). If M a c K i ~ o n ' s  "to say it is to do it" victim- 

ma~irn were valid, then surely word-based therapy would have a much higher rate of 

success! 

What simuItaneously repels and attracts a bourgeois culture which has been taught to 

covet normality above al1 else, then, are limit-impirlses wtiich threaten to overflow into 

physical experience. Apolloriian art forms both high and low, such as "the literary text . . . 

surrealist art . . . advertisement(s) . . . a pop festival o r  jazz concert" are displacements by 



which outbreaks of the Dionysian are delimited on a mass level (Stallybrass and White 

178, 18 1 ). Such controlled catharsis is acceptable to the status quo as a safety valve for 

the resultant tensions of societal repression. As society becomes ever more encased within 

constrictive corporate strictures, however, the field of "entertainment" has expanded and 

intensified to keep pace; hence, popular culture's mutation into an electronidmedia culture 

which mocks the corporate "bored- room" world from which it springs, powered by an 

ever-expanding and potentially uncontrollable technology. The Internet, originally 

developed as a tool of the power-complex critiqued by Foucault (here, the U.S. military), 

provides an example of how the technologies of Apollonian control (including, of course, 

words themselves), can be can be appropriated and utilized by the populace for 

pleasurable, Dionysian purposes (the "Net" is now rife with downloadable rock music, not 

to mention pornographic text and images). Clearly, the p t e ~ t t i d ,  still largely untapped, 

exists somewhere in this formula for subversive action on a mass level. 

1 AM CURIOUS-YELLOW 

1 recognize the symptoms 
but I don't ever Iisten 
to such morbid hysteria. 

-The Only Ones, "As My  Wife Says" 

1 remember thinking that only in America could 
such hysteria be, Only where the urge to conform 
had become a faceless president reading a 
meaningless speech to a huge faceless people, only 
where machinery had impressed its forms deep into 
the fibres o f  the human brain so as to make 
emciency and the willingness to cooperate the only 
flags o f  value . , . only here could such hysteria be. 

-Alexander Trocchi 

Andrew Klavan writes, "the instinct to censor is the tragic flaw of utopian minds . . . 

because the perfectibility of human society is a fiction itself, it cornes under threat fiom 

other, more believable fictions, especially those that document and imply the cruel, the 

chaotic, the Dionysian for their thritls" (Utne 96). The "experts" whose iives are most 



intricately tied up with the contemporary corporate machine-the aforementioned 

representatives of both "left" and "right" wing societal configurations-are thus most 

threatened by the Dionysian poîential of electnc media culture: rock and roll, Hollywood, 

and pornography. Amencan popular culture, which as Paglia correctly points out has 

conquered the Western world, has evolved into such a powerfùl force exactly because the 

U.S.A. has also been the prime breeding ground of the repressive corporate capitaiism and 

attendant business "realities" to which we di, fiom writer to rocker to academic, now 

must pay lipservice. Thus, both Foucault's anaiysis of an emerging techno-corporate 

Western society o f  hidden power and repressive controls, and Paglia's critique of  

Amencan popular culture as a contemporary pagan spectacle, though seemingly 

antipathetic, are accurate. The explosion o f  popular culture and electronic media is a 

Dionysian reaction to increasing Apollonian compression, and as such attempts t o  reverse 

the  direction of eye power, with the eyes of  the mass turned back upon the spectacular 

event. 

The problem which anses here hearkens back to my previous formulation: AcfÏott 

ilt.r.sm /'a.ssivitdv. As we have seen, the Western-and especially Amencan-subject is 

caught in a double-bind, "where sex is sin and yet sex is paradise" as Norman Mailer puts 

it. pulled in opposite directions between the increasingly complex technological demands 

of the working world (with its Calvinistic undercument o f  hard work=spintual election 

dogma) it rnust navigate to  survive, and by the Pop-media spectacle constantly ready to fil1 

the void o f  its "leisure" time. 

This situation has led t o  a kind o f  polymorphic paraiysis. Too often, the subject's 

learned docility in the work place transfers itself to the home, where the role of  "passive 

spectator gazing upon the electronic pagan shrine" merely titillates, and ultimately fails to  

re-connect with the Dionysian. A general ennui develops. The subject is reduced t o  the 

dual modes of worker drone and mindless consumer: Iijie, it seems, is taking place 

elsewhere. To step outside these prescribed and imposed roles indicates a malfùnctioning 

ego, and constitutes a violation o f  the communal code o f  "normality": it's n o r d  t o  want 

to work and work, to want to buy and buy, to produce more and more drones for the 



machine, ad infi~~itlrrn. Yet the nagging feeling persists, to quote Elvis Costello, that 

-'therets no action," 

Hence. societai neurosis, a state of mass inertia punctuated by outbursts of random, 

secrningly senseless, violence, and çeneral cultural paranoia. William Irwin Thompson 

perceptively pinpoints the dangers of this development, which he labels the creation of an 

"electropeasantry in the state of Entertainment." Typified by a troubling "new passivity," 

the subjects of this new State of "mediocracy-a society of the mediocre bonded together 

by the entertainment medi*" dissolve into a collectivist illusion of "fantasy participation in 

the electronic state" (3 1) .  The end result of this phenomenon is a public which lacks the 

ability to think critically, and thus becomes easy prey for the Facile emotionai appeals of 

the leWright wing spokesmen we have already discussed here. "In this world of emotional 

signaling," Thompson explains, 

it is more important to protect the flag than civil liberties. 
The flag is not a syrnbol of a revolution fought to achieve 
civil liberties fkom kings and cardinals; it is a syrnbol, not of 
individuation, but of collectivization, of the electropeasant's 
bond to the body politic. If the flag is burned, then he or 
she is burned . . . electropeasants [thus] içnite in rage at 
t heir own disfigurement. (33-4) 

Thompson's critique bnngs out the important point that the rational, Apollonian 

principle must be retained in any farm of practical critique of Western society, as in 

Rimbaud's rdonal derangement of the senses. Even someone as generally favourable to 

electronic culture as Paglia concun with Thompson's Mew; for her, the result of large- 

scale passive immersion in the electronic spectacle is mass hysteria. Such people, lacking 

the critical skills that corne with the development of Apollonian skills such as reading and 

writinç, "become very susceptible to someone's ideology. The longinç for something 

structured . . . that gives them a world-view is so intense that whatever cornes atong, 

whether it's fascist or feminist ideology . . . they'll glom on to it and they can't critique it" 

("Screarn" 54). The question, then, is not how to diswd the Apollonian operations of 

order/power, but instead how to obtain active control of them on the levei of individuai: 

how to "fracne Dionysus." 



PART B: THE PRESCRIPTION-DESTRUCTURALLIYT THERAPY 

True sanity entails in  one way or another the 
dissolution of the normal ego. 

-R D. Laing 

Anyone who loves art knows that psychoanalysis bas 
no monopoly on the power to heal. What the times 
cal1 for is . . . the beginning of the CO-operation of 
the two in the work of therapy and in the task of  
making the unconscious conscious, 

-Noman O. Brown 

To confas, to whine, to commiserate, dways 
demands a toll. To sing, it doesn't cost you a penny. 
Not only does it cost you nothing-you actually 
ennch others. 

-Henry Miller 

The poetics o f  contemporary neo-dandyism, whose most prominent contemporary 

manifestation is the gutter-dandy, provide tnie therapy for a repressive, static culture by 

engaging, in bot h t heory ard praxis, and encouragïng others to  engage in, a spiralling 

p rocess of ind ividual depuwermenP and re-co~~~strz~crion 1 cal1 des~rr~ctt~ralivm. As Brown 

decrees, "the human ego rnust face the Dionysian reality, and therefore a great work of 

self-transformation lies ahead of it. . . . the problem is the construction of  a Dionysian 

ego'' (LVe 175), not a discardil~g of  Apollonian order and structure, but rather a different 

I L S ~  of it t han we have today. Like the aforementioned liberal-humanist "experts," the 

practitioners of neo-dandyism also see "civilization" as the enemy, but for diametrically 

opposed reasons. Whereas the former see the originary subject as  a benign, neutral entity 

impinged upon by tyrannical and hierarchicai societal structures, the latter embrace the fùll 

implications of  the raging Dionysian id (the intenor [human] nature), and see societal 

structures as impeding access to it, crucial if one is to throw off the yoke of societal power 

and re-create the self fiom the inside-out. 

in  contemporary neo-dandyism, words are not elevated to the status of  a magic 



curative elixir o r  linguistic snake-oïl '"Cruth," as in traditional modes of "literature" o r  

confessional "therapy," but are instead rhetoricai, part of  an ongoing process emanating 

from the artist's individual experience while at the same time open to  dl. The "experience 

book" is just that: a book of experience, both its seed and its k i t .  As such, it transcends 

facile categorization: fiction, autobiography, philosophy, pornography, it is al1 of these 

t hings and more-an "inventory," as gutter-dandy Alexander Trocchi puts it (Cain 's 232). 

Functioning both as an "invitation" to intense living and as a Dionysian experience-in-itself 

which ailows the reader "to be borne dong, within it, and by i t  a happy wreck" (Foucault, 

..lrchueohgy 2 16). the experience-book is a book of breakdown-of breaking down- 

Apollonian boundaries. Instead of aligning themselves t o  the Judeo-Christian cult of 

metaphoric Holy Word, gutter-dandies generally take their cue fiom the older, Pagan 

tradition, placing the bold, often shocking image at the center of their work, often 

provoking the label ''p~mographic'~ fkom liberals and conservatives alike, a label they 

make litt le effort to evade. Foucault himself "confesses" his obsession wit h the image of 

the "uptumed eye" in the erotic writings of Bataille, which, he stresses, does not fùnction 

as a metaphor, as  it "has no rneaning," but instead as a "nondialectical fom of 

philosophicaI lan~waçe" ( h ~ g u a g e  48). For Foucault, the image is thus rhrroricaI in 

nature, leading both author and reader toward "the essential emptiness" of "being at the 

Iimit" (38-9).' 

-*IntertextualityV is too weak and limited a term for this phenornenon, indicating once 

again only a wlord-worid, a subject made of only words, w o r s  as the singular cure for a 

diseased Apollonian order. Poststnicturaiist emphasis on "intertextuality" really arnounts 

to more bourgeois censorship, a way t o  take the body and nature out of the debate and 

thus kcep cverything in the much cleaner, more manageable and passive abstract. The 

stakes here are much higher than those suggested by Roland Barthes' onanistic and 

ultimately ineffectuai "'jouissance" world of purely textual bliss.* Barthes is symptomatic 

of the "theorists" Brown describes as being "completely taken in by the inhuman 

abstractions o f  the path of sublimation" while avoiding "contact with concrete human 

beings, with their concrete bodies" (L@ 3 18). In his poem "Bubonics," Trocchi responds 



to such writing: "Literature is that body of  doctrine / whose carnality is metaphorid / 

whose pretension is categorical / and which, incidentally / is wonh bugger-dl, " he writes 

(/.ris71re 13). The "writerly" text as promoted by Barthes, which revels in its status as 

pure undecidable abstraction, is thus an anathema to a neo-dandyism, which, like Zen 

Buddhism, originates with the experience of the individual-where the problem starts-but 

whose very premises posit societal transformation: a community of transfomed 

irdividz1aIss R D . Laing's term, inmexperience, is neo-dandyism ' s answer to 

poststnicturaiist intertextudity. In this view, the ineradicable relationship between 

rxperrrncr and behaviour is made explicit, as "only through action can Our experience be 

transfomed" (Laing 23). Behaviour m an art: fiom Diogenes to  Lou Reed, a defining 

characteristic of  the gutter-dandy. 

As opposed to  the liberal-humanist Iegacy of  the 1960s, with its naive, neo-mordistic 

faith in a utopic Rousseauian pastorality, neo-dandyism is not blind to the underlyinç 

chaotic "reality" of nature, whether intemal o r  external. As Paslia points out, "Dionysus, 

trivialized by Sixties polemicists, is not pieasure but pieasure-pain, the gross continuum of  

nature, the subordination of  al1 living things to biological necessity" (Sex, Art 1 05).  

Immersion in and experiential knowledge o f  the chaos, desire and violence of chaotic 

[human] nature is instead seen by gutter-dandies a s  a necessary initial step in the eventual 

reconstmction of  the subject, first, and society, second? Thus, Foucault's "invitation" to 

slip into the state o f  the "happy wreck" should be understood in the lisht of one of his 

most pervasive, and subversive, influences, the Marquis de  Sade, who valorizes "those 

perverse wri ters" whose 

corruption is so dançerous, so active, that their single aim 
is, by causing their appalling doctrines to be printed, to 
immortalize the sum of their crimes after their own live are 
at an end; they themselves can d o  no more, but their 
accursed writings will instigate the commission o f  crimes, 
and they cany this sweet idea with them to  their gaves. . . . 
(italics mine, .hsfim 6 1 1 ) 

lt is no coincidence that Trocchi chooses this Sadean quotation to lead off his 

mast erwork, or  "mastercrime," as James Campbell calls C-'ain'k M. The novel, a 



definitive text of gutter-dandyism, is "a novel to give to minors, a book to  compt  young 

people," writes Carnpbelt (458). Again, the key here is the word "active." The 

experience-book (a tenn coined by Foucault) fùnctions as an active rhetorical agent, "a 

unit force whose power is exerted upon the world in a particular direction7' (Tompkins 

204). As such, it is diametrically opposed to contemporary critical notions that "the first 

requirement of  a work of art in the twentieth century is that it should do n~thing, '~  but 

mereiy exist as an end in itself, as an "object," a work of "Art," something to be merely 

"adrnired for its fine craHsmans hip (2 1 0). "This eternai art d l  be fùnctionai," States 

Rimbaud, and its poetics "will no longer give rhythm to action; it will be in advance " 

( 1 03). The ptter-dandy appropnates and recuperates a poetic language which has 

become harnessed to the operations of  power and the needs of the state, an especiaily 

heinous state of affairs in the current era of "scientific" rationality, but one dating as far 

back as the classical period, where Plato, the original censor, argued for the exclusion of 

poetry From the ideal state because of  its potentially disruptive influence. 

lNTO T H E  VOPD 

Friar hermit stumbles over 
the cloudy borderiine. 
Frozen wamings, 
close to mine 
close to the 
frozen borderline. 

-Nico 

"Nothing": the title of the final chapter of Brown's Love's Body. "Admit the void; 

accept loss forever," says Brown (260). The journey which must be taken is toward the 

true democracy of the Void, where the competing multinarratives o f  worldly ego are 

united in silence, as opposed to psychotherapy, "where nothing happens but an exchanse 

of words." "To be rebom," writes Brown, "words have to pass through death, the silence 

of the grave*' (263). The emptying out of these inen, passive, obedient bodies prefi~wres 

their rebirth as ucîive rhetorical figures. The praxis of Rimbaud's supreme "Scholar," 

which is the  bluepnnt for the neo-dandy as identified by Foucault, initially entails this 

realization of a state of nothingness. Ilepowermettt means the wholesale voiding of the 



subject, "a whole scounng of the unconscious, a complete curettage" (Deleue and 

Guattari 3 1 1 ) .  "I oflen wondered how far out a man could go without being obliterated," 

wonders heroin addict "Joe Necchi," the thinly-veiled au tobiographicd narrator of  Cain's 

Book; "to exist simply in abeyance, t o  give up . . . and corne naked t o  apprehension" (1 I - 

13). 

Perhaps such notions are nothing new for those living in Eastern cultures, where 

religions such as Buddhism stress similar notions; in Buddhism, as in Jes~n~cturai ism, the 

reaiization of .wyafa. (the void. emptiness) is "not the nihilist statement for which it is 

oHen taken," but instead signifies the subject's realization that ail human concepts and 

abstractions "are ultimately void," and that swya ta  is "itself is not a mere state of  

nothinçness, but . . . the very source of ail life and the essence of ail forms," the fount of 

creativity (Capra, Tao 1 10). Rock critic Lester Bangs expiains the sarne phenomenon 

taking place in Velvet Underground singer N i d s  remarkable solo album The Marbfe 

111de.r: L L S h e ' ~  chosen to de-create from the surface to decreate again and again until the 

oniy message is, 'l'm the life force itself, I'm the will to  live"' ("Nico" 55). Western 

culture. however, with its Calvinist Weftamcha~iwlg, characterizes the goal of striving for 

-'nothing" as at best inexcusable laziness, a t  worst a f o m  of  insanity. Who wants 

"nothinç"? Yet, according to Bataille, that is exacffy what the individual who wishes t o  

become sovereign must seek: "1 don t  want to lose sight of the main thing," he declares- 

"The main thing is always the same: sovereignty is NOTHINC" (Accïrrsed 3: 430). 

Bataille's advocacy here of  a personal potlach is in opposition to  the wishes of  the Great 

Corporate Deity who offers us a plethora o f  pleasing, purchasable products; for today's 

neo-Calvinist bourgeois, not t o  acct~nndafe casts severe doubt that you are, indeed, 

arnong the Elect. 

RATIONALLY DERANGED 

Prudery may be healthy for backward souls, but 
those who would be afraid of nude girls or whiskey 
would have little to do with 'joy before death.' 



They took a path where no one goes 
They hold no quarter 
They ask no quarter. . . . 

-Led Zeppelin (unafraid of whiskeyhude women) 

Baudelaire's assertion that dm&tne is a fonn o f  mysticism finds resonance in poetics 

which posit and promote systernaric methods toward non-rationality, as in Rimbaud's 

"rational derangement of  dl the senses." The "experience-book of the gutter-dandy thus 

differs from other avant-garde texts which stress the "unrecuperability" of the signifier in 

that it fùnctions (covertly o r  explicitiy) as a book of instmcfïotr, d u s  such airns to 

commrrriicate wifh its audieme. This point aione makes it radical within the context of  

much of the abstract and overly "theoreticai" experimental poetics of the twentieth 

century, which generally promote an attitude of passivity instead of praxis. "If you have 

to lay yourself bare, then you cannot trifle with words, play with slow-moving sentences," 

writes Bataille in his "erotic novelette" Madame I.harda. "Should no one unclothe what 

1 have said, then 1 shall have written in vain. Edwarda is not dream's airy invention; the 

real sweat of her body soaked my handkerchief . ." (93). 

Colin Falck points out that this "move toward a literature of experience," which 1 

locate as a key tenet of  neo-dandyism, "represents a fiindamental shift of sensibility" which 

he sees as truly "post-modern," in the sense of "after modernism." "Our need," says 

Falck, "is for an art that can engaçe with, and thereby redeem, the mechanized and de- 

sacralized world o f  practical life" (169). In contrast t o  the "postmodern" artist who is 

producing a cynical recycling o f  past styles, the çutter-dandy is perhaps the tme 

postmodern figure, collapsing the "great divide" between art and Me. While "'radicals' 

such as Habermas counsel that the desire to  abolish symbolic mediation is irrationai," John 

Zerzan argues, 

it is becorninç clearer that when we really experience with 
our hearts and hands the sphere o f  art is shown to  be 
pitiable. In the transfiguration we must enact the symbolic 
will be lefi behind and art refused in favor of the real. Play, 
creativity. self-expression and aut hentic experience will 
recommence at t hat moment. ( I 39) 



ROCK N' ROLL DOCTOR 

Doctor, Prïest, Mystic, Shaman: al1 roles appropriated at vatious times by Rimbaud's 

"horrible workers": as such, the "postmodern" dandy recognizes no boundaries between 

either roles or artistic forrns. Thus, Cleveland, Ohio's Trent Remor and his one-man 

studio band Nine Inch Nails, who metamorphose the intent of the experience-book into 

the musical arena. Remor is a gutter-dandy and monstrous priest of destmctura/ism, a 

self-confessed "control addict" who composes alone in the studio, utilires Apollonian 

technology (in the fom of cornputers) to make some of the most intricate, and at the same 

time most volcanic, Dionysiac rock music yet heard. The "experience-book here mutates 

i nto the "expenence-album," The llowmard Spid, highlighted by the reverberating 

synthetic riffs and instructive lyrics of "Close?': 

help me tear down my reason, 
help me its your sex 1 can smell 
help me you make me perfect, 
help me become somebody else 
i want to fiick you like an animal 
i want to feel you fiom the inside 
i want to fûck you like an animal 
my whole existence is flawed 
you get me closer to god 

Reznor's philosophical stance here is analogous to the "Practice of Joy Before Death" 

described by Bataille. "While it is appropriate to use the word my.s~ïcism when speaking 

of 'joy before death' and its practice," notes Bataille, "this implies no more than an 

affèctive resemblance between this practice and those of the religions of Asia or Europe" 

( I  7.s1or~s 236). The "god" Remor addresses is not the usual metaphysical entity located 

ouiside or heyotid (of that entity, Renor sings "your god is dead 1 and no one cares" in 

7 he D a w r w d  Spiral's "Heresy"), but rat her wiîhi~r: the polymorp hous çod of the body. 

Here is the "apotheosis of that which is perishable," the very "ripeness" that Paglia locates 

throughout Semiai Per.wlae as the basis of decadence and decadent art. Throuçh the 

vehicle of the flesh (itself a technology, a "desiring machine" as named by Deleuze and 

Guattari) altered by the systematic use of sex, alcohol, dnigs, blues, jazz and rock music, 

and the "expenence book itself, the gutter-dandy (re)discovers a modality of Me which 



predates "the intrusion of a seMle morality," and blows apart the constrictive rules of our 

current cultural endgame. Through a subversion of Apollonian techniques, the sovereign 

self is rediscovered in "the animal" within. The result is that the constricteci identity-cells 

of "society" are displaced by a life "çlorified fiom root to summit" (Bataille, Visions 237), 

one which shatters the societd ego-gridlock and "breaks on through" to the redm of 

polyrnorphously perverse satisfaction sought in Nine Inch Nails's rauwus "1 Do Not Want 

This" : " 1 want to know everything / 1 want to be everywhere / I want to fiick everyone / I 

want to do something that matters." As Bataille points ouf this true "liberation" c m  only 

occur when man "stops behaving like a cripple, glorieng necessary work and letting 

hirnself be emasculated by the fear of tomorrow" (Visiom 237). It is precisely the quest 

Cor such "iiberation" that (in)fonns the gutter-dandy as he develops throughout the history 

of the West. 



Notes 

1 .  See Henry Giroux, ''Postmodernism as Border Pedagogy: Redefining the boundaries of 
Race and Ethnicity," and bel1 hooks, "Postmodem Blackness," both in Natoli and 
Hutcheon 452-496 and 5 10-5 28. 

2. R. D. Laing similarly comrnents: "The farnily's function is to repress Eros; to induce a 
false consciousness of security; to deny death by avoiding hfe; to cut off transcendence; to 
believe in God, not to experience the Void; to create, in short, one-dimensional man; to 
promote respect, conformity, obedience; to con children out of play; to induce a fear of 
faiIure; to promote a respect for work; to promote a respect for "respectability." See n e  
l'oiifics of lfXperietlce 6 5 .  

3. The t erm depuwerment, analogous to Avital Ronell's depropriation, suggest ed by 
Wayne Gotts in the unpublished essay, "Beauffil Losers afler ALDS: William T. 
Vo I l  man's Ridferfly Stories" 7. 

1. This devaluation of the great Metaphysical Metaphor in favour of the Image has made 
the gutter-dandy the black sheep of the literary world created and policed by academia. 
Yet in fact, the image has been "probIematic7' since antiquity. Foucault points out that, 
among physicians of the classical era, there was a "general distrust of 'images' 
@hatirasiai)" (Cure 136), which were thouçht to disturb the equilibrium, the natural 
balances of bodily appetites required for sood health. Images, such as "those which can 
be seen at the theater; those which are suggested by reading singing, music and dancing," 
were thought to "insinuate themselves into the mÎnd without there being anything that 
corresponds to them in the needs of the body," çiving nse in the sou1 to "empty desires" 
( 137). As time moves on, however, and Judeo-Christianity triumphs over Paganism, the 
c haracterization of images, powered by the prohibition against graven images in Exodus 
20:4--"Thou shalt not make unto t h e  any graven imagew-takes on an increasingly 
rnoraiisfic tone, and "the strugçle against interna1 or extemal images" thus becomes "one 
of the most constant aspects of sexual ethics fiom antiquity onward" ( 1  39). 

6.  The pagan image thus returns us to the prima1 processes of nature which Judeo- 
Christianity strives to deny, an unpopular concept arnong current squeamish bourgeois 
social thinkers and "politically correct" artists who see "the figure of Man," as Mark Seem 
notes. "behind every social event," in the same way that the Judeo-Christian God is always 
imagined to be "looking down upon us." Such thinkers, trapped in rigid Apollonian 
paradigms, "talk figures and icons and signs," but are willtully blind to the "forces and 
flows" of the primordial realm, which must necessarily be experienced (xx)- 



CEAPTER ONE: THEORlZLNC NEO-DANDYISM 

The critical ontology of ourselves has to be coasidered 
not, certsinly, as a theory, a doctrine, nor  even as a 
permanent body o f  knowledge that is accumulating; it 
has to be conceived as an attitude, an ethos, a 
philosophical l i fe in which the critique of  wbat we are is 
at one and the same time the historical analysis o f  the 
limits tbrit are imposed on us and an expr iment  wi th 
the possibility o f  going beyond them. 

-Michel Foucault 

I formulate infinity / and store it deep inside me 

-The Meat Puppets, "Oh Me* 

Toward the end of his career (and life), Michel Foucault requested that an essay which 

h e  had recentiy completed entitled "Mat  1s Enlightenment?" occupy a strategically 

central position in the incipient I-~m~cm~lr Reader.' The essay is remarkable in its explicit 

embrace of what Foucault's mentor Pierre Hadot nervously refers to as a "new fom of 

dandyism, a late twentieth-century style" (Philosophy 2 I 1). Hadot's trepidation is 

symptomatic of the kind of reception that the figure of the dandy is likely to receive in 

the often overly sober climate of contemporary academe; the word itself tends to connote 

something fiïvolous, problematic, "a culture of the self which is foo aesthetic," as Hadot 

puts it (2 1 1). the unstated meaning here being "too morally questionable." Yet. for 

Foucault, the problem being addressed was ultimately a political one, a quest shared by 

classical scholar Hadot in his own work: how does one both create the self and attain 

wisdom in a world which insists that it can--and indeed must--conduct the former task, 

and puts little if any value on the latter? 

.As James Miller points out, Foucault's work has been used in a variety of ways by 

North American scholars, mostIy in the effort to bend his thought, whether or not it tmly 

fit S. into the "sociaily progressive'' shapes of t heir own characteristically secular, liberal- 

humanist thinking.' Conveniently ignored have been the protestations of thinkers such as 

Gilles Deleuze, who instead sees in Foucault's thought the operations of a mystic. ' which 



for the aforementioned liberal-humanists, is a notion which often is tantamount t o  heresy. 

Yet, thouçh he may have indeed thrown many off the trail (as was his wont), the 

culmination o f  Foucault's thought in the neo-dandyism of "What ts Enlightenment?" 

extends the notion posited by one of the seminal theorizers of dandyism, Charles 

Baudelaire, o f  the dandy as "a weird kind of spiritualist," and dandyism itself, "a kind o f  

religion" (Painter 28). 

It  is approptiate, then, to begin with the latest (until now) major theorker  o f  

dandyism, Foucault, who gives the theory a t u m  in the direction of the gutter, aided 

heavily by his direct influences, Bataille and Baudelaire. Having established the tenets o f  

this neo-u?am@srne, we can then g o  back (in a kind ofgenealogy-in-reverse) t o  examine 

some of the perhaps not-so-obvious roots of the gutter-dandy in history, seen in the state 

of atopos inhabited by classical philosophers, the anti-nature bias of  medieval 

Gnosticism, and the anti-word, pro-image Anabaptism of  John o f  Leyden, al1 figures and 

movements obsessed with the key notion o f  individual sovereignty. 

FOUCAULT'S (a) DANDY 

It is the quest for an individual sovereignty free Ciom the tyranny o f  the group, yet at 

the  same time offenng itself freely t o  the subaggregates o f  the group without 

discrimination, that animates the thought o f  the late-period Foucault which culminates in 

"What 1s Enlightenment?" For Foucault, a state o f  "eniightenment" is one where any 

individual can "seize power," subverting societai power structures and re-routing them as 

much as possible back t o  the control of  the subject. As he put it in an interview during 

this latter phase o f  his career: 

Relations o f  power are not something bad in themselves, 
from which one must tiee one's self . . .The problem is not 
o f  t w n g  t o  dissolve (these relations) in the utopia of a 
perfectly transparent communication, but t o  give one's self 
the niles of law, the techniques of management, and also 
the ethics, the e,hos, the practice o f  self, which would 
allow these games o f  power t o  be played with a minimum 
of domination. (/*inal /+Oucau/t 18) 

"What 1s Enlightenment?" expands o n  this power-praxis thematic, and posits the figure of  



the dandy-as noted, a problematic figure for academics-as its resolution, its vehicle. 

Foucault's dismissai here of a "utopia of perfectly transparent communication" is a not- 

so-veiled attack on group politics, identity politics, Rousseauian politics . . . in other 

words, al1 the things that Foucault was becoming associateci with in North Ameiican 

academic circles at this point in his m e r ?  Something -'othei' than these ideological 

avenues--which Foucault had consistently been at odds with throughout his career--is 

proffered instead in "What 1s Enlightenment?": a turn a w q  "fiom al1 projects that daim 

to be gIobal or radical" (i.e., goup causes), toward "work carrïed out by ourselves upon 

ourselves as free beings" (F'oztcmtit Reader 46-7). For Foucault, the most sublime 

formulation of such "work," in which one becomes the "object of a complex and difficult 

elaboration," is that which "Baudelaire, in the vocabulary of his day, calls dat~dysme" 

(4 1 ). 

This major pronouncement has been given scant attention in acadernic circles, even 

though Foucault's final scholarly works, l he  C'are of the Self and Ïhe  Use oJPfeasrtre. 

were his attempts to locate the historical bais for the "arts of existence," identifjring the 

"technologies of the self' where "men not only set themselves rules of conduct, but also 

seek to transfom themselves, to change themselves in their singular being, and to make 

t heir life into an oetrvre that cames certain aesthetic values and meets certain stylistic 

cri teria" ( ihe 1 0- 1 1 ): the sarne process which Foucault promotes as the very core of a 

"modem" ethos in "What 1s Enlightenment?" Yet it would be a rnistake to think that 

Foucault had only in the final stages of his life and career become intriwed by such 

notions. For closely linked to darrdysme is the theme of sovereignl): which is explored in 

early Foucault texts, as well as in works by key Foucault influences such as Hadot, 

Bataille. Nietzsche and Sade. 

T H E  QUEST FOR SOVEREIGNTY 

As early as Madtless atld CVivilizatio~r (Histoire de la folie, 196 l) ,  Foucault engages 

the theme of sovrreiptty, an interest which eventually finds its culmination in his 

advocation of mo-dat~dysme. Ln that book's opening chapter, "S tultifera Navis," 

Foucault almost gleetùlly delineates the process-which he aptly calls an "inverse 



exaltationw--by which societd outcasts become sovereign, even holy . Speaking of t he 

final throes o f  leprosy in the Middle Ages, for example, Foucault notes that "what 

doubtless remained longer than leprosy, and would persist when the lazar houses had 

been empty for years, were the values and images attached to the figure of  the leper as 

welI as the meaning of his exclusion, the social importance of that insistent and f d l  

figure which was not driven off without first being inscribed within a s a c d  circle" 

(Marl~~e.s.s 7). Furthemore. these "hieratic witnesses of evil . . . accomplish their 

salvation in and by their very exclusion; in a strange reversibility that is the opposite of 

good works and prayer, they are saved by the hand that is not stretched out" (7). These 

are strange priests, mystic holy men whose very exclusion empowers them as sacred 

objects outside the world of  men. 

Leprosy eventually dies out; the ieper becomes a scarcely acknowledged apparition: 

still, the structures of itwerse exallatton remain. "Often," Foucault notes, these "formulas 

of exclusion" by which the leper was cast out, yet strangely made central, "would be 

repeated" in the  coming centuries: "Poor vagabonds, criminals, and deranged minds" 

would extend the lineage in which that which is excluded paradoxically becomes sacred. 

Next, Foucault invokes the Renaissance-era's "Ship(s) of Fools," Iiterally boatloads of 

-'vagabond madmen cast adrift" in vessels which "conveyed their insane cargo from town 

to town" (7- 10). In accordance with the notions of sovereignty enunciated by Bataille, 

these bizarre figures are consecrated through the ritual act of their exclusion, as men 

whose "departure and embarkation do not assume their entire significance on the plane of 

social utility o r  security" (10). "We rnay cal1 s o v e r e i s  the enjoyment o f  possibilities that 

utility doesn't justie (utility being that whose end is productive activity)" States Bataille. 

"Li fe heywtd utifïty is the domain of sovereignty" (Acc-~med 3 : 1 98). For Bataille, 

Foucault, and for those who set them adrift, these madmen become the Ubermensckrr of 

ihe irr~deworld, inhabitants of the dark side, the unconfined, chaotic "other" o f  an 

increasingly rationalized, ordered society. Ln them, we witness the destabilizing 

-'manifèstation in man o f  an obscure and aquatic element, a dark disorder, a moving chaos 

. . . which opposes the mind's luminous and adult stability" Maahess 13). Here is the 



secret Dionysian element of an Apollonian order that wished forever to exclude it: a fùtile 

wish, as what is eventually reveded is that the "other"-this Dionysian, Satanic 

underbelly-is nothing other than the ~ a m e . ~  

As Foucault's analysis shows, the theme of sovereignty is intertwined with the myths 

of the dark gods, Dionysus and Satan, rebellious underlords of the respective traditions of 

antiquity and Judeo-Christianity, grand possessors of forbidden knowledge, the secrets of 

chaos. The mad crew of the Ship of Fools revels in that which "society" constantly 

strives to deny: an "animdity" which "has escaped domestication by human symbols and 

values." Paradoxically, this animality also constitutes a "difficult, hermetic, esoteric 

learning" (2 l) ,  which-as Foucault develops his line of thinking here-begins to seem 

closely related to Gnosticism.' The madman, "by means of a delusive detachment that 

enables him to gant himself al1 the qudities, al1 the virtues or powers he lacks," 

transcends the  everyday world of utility, becoming a gutter-sovereign: "Poor, he is rich; 

uçly, he admires himselc with chains on his feet, he takes himself for G o d  (29). Viewed 

from the standpoint of the nom, this creation of a "new royalty" (25) through inverse 

exaltation is a "faIse happiness" which presages "the diabolical tnumph of the Antichnst; 

it is the End, already at hand (22-3). 

1-MAGE OF SATAN 

In a revealing but seldorn-analysed essay entitled "The Prose of Actaeon," published in 

the same penod as Histoire de la folie, Foucault, assessing the work of art-pomographer 

Pierrc Klossowski, clarifies this iine of thought and makes explicit nis interest in a 

"harrowing mietzschean] vision of a gnosis beyond good and evil, glimpsed at the limits 

of experience" (J. Miller, Passion 459)' Foucault praises Klossowski for recovering in 

his work "a long Iost experience" which posits the notion that "the Demon is not the 

Other, the opposite pole of God . . . but rather something strange and unsettling that 

leaves one baflled and motionless: the Sarne, the perfect likeness" ("Prose" xxi). He thus 

invokes a realm where there is ultimately no subject or object, but only emanations, 

proliferating images, of the Sarne, forever flickering into focus and then disappearing into 

nothingness. "Klossowski's expenence lies here," says Foucault, "in a world where reigns 



an evil genius who has not found his god, o r  who might just as well pass himself off as 

God, or who mighr even be Godhirnself- Such a world is neither Heaven or  Hell, nor 

limbo; it is, quite simply, our own world" (xxiv-xxv). Aithough, while perhaps ~clrimaidy 

existing beyond good and evil, it is also made clear here that whoever would aspire to a 

state of irrdividrtaf sovereignty-who would supplant God-is most commonly identified 

with evil: Satan, the rebel. 

The world (which is our world) summoned up by Klossowski and deciphered by 

Foucault is thus ultimatety a Pagan realm, a realm populated by images which muitiply, 

interact, disperse and re-form. "This is a narrow, numinous region," says Foucault, 

"where al1 figures are the sign of something." In this "void," characterized by the 

absence of  a corporeal deity of any kind, the substance of  human presence is deterrnined 

only by "the absence in which it resides, and in which it unrealizes itself through 

transubstantiation. Numerl qrrod habilar simdacro" (xxv-xxvi). The "madman" himself, 

with a skull that is "already empty," devoid o f  the habits and patterns o f  everyday life, is 

not a coheting subject, possessor of a singular hidden "tnith" or "meaning," but instead a 

repository of multiplying images, the pure reflection of exteriority, a "brilliant surface" 

where "no enigma is concealed" (16, 25). Such a being is a "useiess" object, one  with the 

power not "to teach, but to fascinate" (20): an objet d'art, seductive as evil, purveyor of 

a "fascination that now operates through the images of  madness" (2 1). 

This process of transubstantive "unrealization" (central to  Foucault's theory o f  

Jut~&mc) which lifts the Apollonian veil-(re)mixes and (re)forms subjects and objects in 

kaleidoscopic fashion--is initially the secret of the madman, the monster, the (as we shall 

see) phifasuphet-; in time, it becornes the secret formula of  the gutter-dandy. 

Klossowski's art-realrn is populated not by solid, "profound, continuous beings . . . but 

with beinçs consigned, like those of Nietzsche, t o  a profound forgetfulness, t o  that 

oblivion which makes possible, in 're-collection,' the sudden appearance of  the Same."' 

Those who would dare enter this Dionysian r e a h  are i ~ t i a î i y  dissociated, tom apart--like 

Actaeon himself 'O-and, in a spiralling, kaleidoscopic fashion, re-form to project myriad 

images and persorzae, al1 individuated emanations o f  t he Same, the Void. "Everything in 



thern is breaking apart, bursting, presenting itself and then withdrawing in the same 

instant," perpetuating a "whole game of  alternating experiences in which the simulacra 

Hicker" (- xxxii). Dionysus fiamed, and (re)framedl' 

The power of  the image is iocated here, in its Dionysian potential for both dîssocia~ior~ 

and fascir~ufiort. Typically, Foucault puns on the nature o f  Klossowski's imagistic prose 

of proliferating simulacra when he calls it "The Prose of Actaeon," fiom which we can 

also infer "The Prose of Action." The image-whether presented in words o r  pictures-is 

always potentially disruptive. threateninç to  draw subjects into transgressive action 

through fascination, as first recorded in the Biblical episode of  Aaron and the Golden Calf 

(Jir0J11.s 32). In "Stultifera Navis," Foucault explains that, in Europe at the end of the 

sixteenth century, water imagery had obtained a balefùl power, "water and madness" 

having "long been linked in the drearns of  European man." In fact, "the very image of 

the great turbulent plain itself" -the sea--could cause a man to "lose faith in God and al1 

his attachment to home; he is then in the hands of the Devil, in the sea of  Satan's ruses" 

(italics mine, Madtzess 12). The ocean is thus the equivalent of  the numinous, paradoxical 

space of Klossowski's art-world, transgressive rnovement which may lead to  the 

break(ing) d o m  of  the subject. 

Paradoxically, this loss of  coherence also holds the initiai key to  what becomes fur 

Foucault a central concept--L'Power"-the key ingredient in the recipe for sovereignty. As 

time moves on and the "rational" age o f  the Enlightenment fùlly transfonns the West, 

madncss. from a sacred phenomenon o f  the outer lirnits (the isolation of the leper, the 

madmen at sea), becomes captured, "civilized," driven imide to  lurk within mental 

hospitals, and within the human heart. By the seventeenth century, says Foucault, 

"madness has ceased to be-at the limits o f  world, man and death-an eschatotoçical 

fiswre. . . . Oblivion falls upon the world navigated by the fiee slaves of the Ship of 

Fools. Madness will no longer proceed from a point within the world to a point beyond, 

on its strange voyage. . . . Behold it rnoored now, made fast among things and men." 

Dionysus has indeed been framed, encased by an emergent Apollonian societal order: "the 

classicaI experience of madness is bom" (35). The initial task for d h e  who would be 



sovereiçn, then, is to first locate, then liberate, and finally manipulate this nearly-forçotten 

(because contained, shaped, and neutered by the Apollonian operations of reason fiom 

forces orrtside) "power." 

TUE PROBLEM WITH POWER 

"The sou1 is the prison of the body7' (Disciplir~e 29). It was with this famous line fiom 

his crit ically lauded 1 975 opus Biscipiine mtd Prrnzsh t hat Michel Foucault solidified his 

fame among post-Woodstock, Rousseauian-inclined academics in North Amenca. 

Rousseau's theory, as enunciated in The Social Conrracf and other works, that the human 

subject was basically an innocent victim of compt societal forces, seemed, at kast, to 

dovetail neatly with Foucault's expressed view that, contrary to Christian theology, what 

was thought of as the human sou1 was not something "born in sin and subject to 

punishrnent," but was rather a phantom irnposed fiom without by "methods of 

punishment, supervision, and constraint" and thus a key factor "in the mastery that power 

exercises over the body," or "bio-power" (29). In the Rousseauianhippie slang of post- 

1960s radicals. "getting back to the garden" meant isolating and removing these power 

operations so that the human subject could live in a democratic, mutually caring, 

"natural" state of equanirnity and bliss. "Power7' thus became a catch-al1 phrase for 

converted Foucauldians, begetting seemingly endless studies isolating the fate of its 

-'victims" within the patriarchal confines of WASP history and literature. Or as Camille 

Paglia puts it, for many of Foucault's self-proclaimed coterie of social constructionists, 

"powcr" becomes a "squishy pink-marsfunallow word" which "caroms around picking up 

Iint and doç hair" but ultimately leads nowhere (Sex, AH 225). 

Paglia's expression of disdain for utopian liberal theories (she calls Sexuaf Persorlue "a 

book written açainst humanism" [Sa, Arr 1061) is hardly surprising, coming fiom an 

unabashed fan of Nietzsche and Sade. Yet her alignment of Foucault (as opposed to 

sorne of his followers), who daims the same influences, with such theories is quite 

puzzling. Take, for instance, Foucault's derisory comment during an interview in 197 1 : 

"In short, humanism is everything in Western civilization that restricts the desire for 

power: it prohibits the desire for power and excludes the possibility of power being 



seized" ( f a~~gz iage  2 1-2). Humanism is for Foucault "antiquated," an "insipid 

psychology" whose emphasis on the benign goodness o f  the o r i g i n q  subject constitutes 

a trap, tixing the individuai within a ngid binary good/evil fiamework which guarantees 

nothinç but continued subjection, fnistrating the all-important quest for personai 

sovereignty (qtd. in J. Miller 172). 

NlETZSCHE, APOLLO, DIONYSOS 

At this point, it will be beneficiai to  examine more fully Nietzsche's concept o f  the 

Greek myths of the çods Apollo and Dionysus, central to Foucault's formulation o f  neo- 

dandyism. " Beginning with 7he Birih of iragedy, Nietzsche organizes existence around 

two binary drives, the Apollonian and the Dionysian, "formative forces arisinç directly 

from nature" which are later depicted by the "human artist" (24). Apollo is for Nietzsche 

"the god o f  al1 plastic powers," the Cipri)tcipizim i)~dividka~ioni.s" who fixes the Iimits o f  

self and culture through the illusion o f  form, an artificer (21-2). Dionysus, on the other 

hand, represents the entire chaotic realm o f  eternal motion and flux which form stnves t o  

control. obscure, and deny. Transgression into the Dionysian realm riskr the 

disintegration of the individual subject (a state of  "madness") and its subsequent 

reinteyration into the whole: "The mysticai jubilation of Dionysus," States Nietzsche, 

"breaks the spell of individuation and opens a path to the maternai womb of  being" (97). 

The dichotomy which emerçes fTom Greek culture and continues through the history 

of the West. then, is a naturdculture opposition: the Apollonian Socrates introduces the 

"illusion thal thought . . . might plumb the farthest abysses o f  being and even correct it . . 

- stronz in the belief that nature can be fathomed" (934). Western art, as a rnirror o f  the 

human psyche, becomes in part a record of this basic struggle and the differing responses 

to it in various epochs. In The H i r h  of ïiugedy. at least, Nietzsche implies that both 

drives should unfold in a sort of  perpetual cycle or spirai: "Only so  much of  the 

Dionysian substratum of  the universe." he says, "may . . . be dealt with by that Apollonian 

transfiguration; so that these two prime agencies must develop in strict proportion, 

conformable to the laws of  etemal justice" (145). Later, in response to what he perceives 

as an irnbalance in Apollo's favour onginating with the Age of  Reason, Nietzsche places 



greater emphasis o n  the Dionysian, identifjing it with that most important drive, the ~lill- 

lo power; finaliy, he proclaims himself "the last disciple" o f  Dionysus before succumbing 

to madness and silence (r'wilight 198-9, 1 1 1). 

James MiIler notes Foucault's basic concurrence with Nietzsche's binary thesis that 

"every human embodies a compound of nature and culture, chaos and order, instinct and 

reason . . . symbolized . . . by Dionysus and Apollo" (69). Almost ail o f  Foucault's work 

is concemed on some level with variations on this theme, the Apollonian drive variously 

identified by the names %mit" (e.g., "Preface To Transgression7') and "powei' 

(D~.scipli,re and Ptmish). The Apollonian, in contrast to the timeless, immanent realm o f  

the Dionysian, is a historical force, embedded within Our culture in a tangled network o f  

conflicting pat h s  "crisscrossed by intrinsic dangers" (Fm~cairlr Reader 249). 

Charactetized by the use of  "reason" and its oflspnng in the post-Enlightenment era, it 

actively delimits the chaotic flux of  the Dionysian and produces both society, o n  the 

macrocosmic level, and personality, or  "the subject," on  the level of the individual. "1 

think," says Foucault, 

that the central issue of  philosophy and critical thought 
since the eighteenth century has always been, still is, and 
will, 1 hope, remain the question: What is this Reason that 
w e  use? What are its historical effects? What are its limits, 
and its dangers?. . . . If it is extremely dangerous to say 
that Reason is the enemy that should be eliminated. it is just 
as dangerous to say that any critical questioning of  this 
rationality risks sending us into irrationality. . . . if critical 
thought itself has a has a function . . . it is precisely to  
accept this sort of spiral, this sort of revolving door of 
rationality that refers us to its necessity . . . and at the sarne 
tirne, to its in ths ic  dangers. (I~uucmrlr Iieader 249) 

Within our current Western episteme (or historical period), one characterized by a 

post-Enlightenment faith in reason and concomitant loss o f  belief in God, Foucault 

locates sexual experience as the final borderline separatins what cm be thought from the 

Dionysian realm o f  the unknown. He valorizes those writers/philosophers whose lives 

and works reside a t  the '%mit of  madness-astride the line separating reason Erom 



unreason, balanced between the Dionysian and the Apollonian," where it is possible to 

glean information beyond this b i n q  split and then transmit its dissonant content to others 

(J- Miller 107). Foucault's "art" thus performs a double-fùnction: it is not merely end, 

producl or  record, but also inwitation~, i m t n ~ f i o r ~  and means: its fiinction is fùlly 

rktorical in nature. The philosopher in this conception of  things is cast in the role of the 

outsider, the monder, who transmits his "forbidden" and potentially disruptive Dionysian 

information back to the everyday worid tiom beyond the ApoIIonian pale. For the roots 

of this phenornenon, however, we must turn to classical philosophy, and the work of one 

of Foucault's own key intellectual influences, Pierre Hadot. 

BREAKENG D O W N  THE SUBJECT 

Empty is the discourse of  the philosopher by which no 
human passion is  attended to. 

--Epicurus 

Ancient philosophy proposed to mankind an art o f  
living. By contrast, modem philosophy appears above 
al1 as the construction of  a technical jargon reserved for 
s pecialists. 

Are You Experienced? Have you ever been 
experienced? Well, 1 have, 

-Jimi Hendrix 

The writings o f  Pierre Hadot, as Arnold 1. Davidson points out, are "of profound 

importance" For an understanding o f  Foucault's latter-day investigations into the "arts of  

existence" (476). As Davidson explains, Hadot's work on the techniques of  the self --or 

"spiritual exercisesV-- in ancient philosophy has as its main tenet the notion that "in the 

ancient schools of thought, philosophy was a way of life." For Hadot, classical 

philosophy constituted "an invitation to each human being to  transform himself' 

(f%ilo~sophy 275). Philosophy is thus not a merely abstract, reflective f o m  of thinking, 

but an activiry: it is a "conversion, a transformation of one's way of being and living, a 



quest for wisdom"(275). Thus, Hadot continually underlines the "distinction . . . between 

philosophical discourse (or the discourse on philosophy) and philosophy itself' (Davidson 

379). As philosophy moves away in modem times fiom being an uskesis, a living 

practice, it becomes a mere "technical language reserved for specia1ists"-a deveiopment 

whose ongins Hadot traces to the Middle Ages, when philosophy becomes exegetical13- 

and loses rnuch of its transfomative power, bogging down in the increasingly rarefied 

wor Id of expert S. "Biscourse abozrr philosophy is not the same t hing as philosophy, " 

Hadot emphasizes repeatedly. "In philosophy . . . we are not dealing with the mere 

creation of a work of art; the goal is rather to transforrn mrselves "(Phiiosophy 267-8), 

and this seems tantamount to saying that one's life must be made a work of art. When 

philosophy rnoves strictly into abstract, symbolic areas, what is lost, most importantly, is 

the former, more accessibly democratic function of philosophy, where "even someone 

who neither wrote nor taught anything was considered a philosopher," if his life was lived 

actively as an ernbodiment of a philosophical ethos (Davidson 479480).'4 

T H E  VIEW FROM ABOVE 

The joumey of the classical philosopher. as Hadot formulates it, contains a seemingly 

paradoxical elernent that is aiso central to Foucault's theory of neo-dandyism: the true 

classicaI philosopher, in his view, uses--and issues an invirarion for others to use--the 

active process of subject-dispersion (what a Freudian might cal1 rg+loss) to achieve a 

unique kind of sovereignty, to stand apart from (but not to rule-which holds no interest) 

the rest of humanity and sain "the view from abo~e." '~ Initiaily, this "invitation" is for 

I-ladot a journey toward ego-/os.s, wherein "the whole of the philosopher's speculative 

and contemplative work becomes a spiritual exercise, insofar as he raises his thought up 

to the perspective of the Whole, and liberates it from illusions of individuality" 

(l'hile-suphy 97). In this process, the philosopher learns to see beyond the limited 

parameters of the self in order to merge his consciousness with the totality of existence, 

rising from "individual, passionate subjectivity" to the objectivity of the "universal 

perspective" (97). Such a process constitutes a form of death: "At this stage, it is as 

though we die to Our individuality; in so doing, we accede, on the one hand, to the 



interiority of our consciousness, and on the other, to the universality of the Ali" (99). 

There is a dualistic element, then, to the role o f  the philosopher in antiquity as defined 

by Hadot. While movinç toward "the view fiom above" (a phrase which itself certainly 

connotes a "god-like" posture), and liberating himself from the illusions of the lesser self, 

the philosopher attains a sovereign state; yet, as Hadot describes it, this is hardly a 

process of canonization, but instead involves a great deal of  rjsk on the part of  its 

practitioner, entailing a wifhrii.awai Fiom much of the everyday worid and its affairs which 

can have adverse consequences. This peculiar sovereignty "irnplies a rupture with what 

skeptics called hios, that is, daily life . . . the usual rnanner of  seeing and acting . . . 

respectinç customs and laws, practicing a crafi or plying a trade. . . " (56). As a result o f  

this rupture, says Hadot, such philosophers are often seen by society as "bizarre, if not 

dangerous characters," and "strange, a race apart." Much doubt and suspicion is created 

by those "whose behavior, without being inspired by religion, nonetheless completely 

breaks with the customs and habits of most rnortals." "By the time of the Platonic 

dialogues." Hadot continues, "Socrates was cailed atopos, that is 'unclassifiabIe.' What 

makes him afopos is precisely the fact that he is a 'philo-sopher' in the etymological sense 

of the word; that is, he is in love with wisdom. For wisdom, says Diotima in Plato's 

.~vrnpossirrrn, is not a human state, it is a state o f  perfection of  being and knowledge that 

can only be divine" (57). 

This aropcx being, today more often termed a "monster," is the root f o m  of  the 

modern-day gutter-dandy, who employs a drliherafe process of "inverse exaltation," 

purposely marginalizing himself only to achieve finally a sovereign, even sacred (with al1 

we have seen that this tenn implies) natus.16 Hadot points to the Rrprtbiic, where Plato 

declares that for a "philosophical nature" to  be attained, "the sou1 must not contain any 

hint of servility," but instead musc leave the world of  "pettiness" in order to "constantly 

strive to embrace the rcniversai totality of  things human and divine" (97). Having 

attained this "view h m  above," such a being defies the easy categorizations and 

compartmentalizations of the everyday world, where one is defined by what one does, 

instead living life as an art. The state of being called utopia is thus analogous to  modem 



day gutter-dandy Alexander Trocchi's ideal state o f  "transcategorical inspiration": 

Art can have no existenti J significance for a civilkation 
which draws a line between life and art and collects 
artifacts like ancestral bones for reverence. Art must 
inforrn the living; w e  envisage a situation in which life is 
continually renewed by art, a situation imaginatively and 
passionately constructed to inspire each individual to 
respond creatively, t o  bring t o  whatever act a creative 
cornportment. (Irwisible 1 8 1 ) 

Hadotfs descriptions of the state of the "enlightened pfùlosopher are also strongly 

reminiscent of Rimbaud's program of  a "rational derangement of al1 the senses" in which 

one makes the sou1 into a monster. All is turned inside-our: the aropic philosopher now 

recognizes the everyday hios-sphere as a state o f  madness, and the "enlightened" 

perspective he has attained as sanity. He is thus, Hadot explains, in a permanent state of 

collision with the everyday world o f  material affairs, because he 

knows that the normal, natural state of men should be 
wisdom, for wisdom is nothing more than the vision o f  
things as  they are, the vision o f  the cosmos as it is in the 
light o f  reason, and wisdom is nothing more than the mode 
of being and living that should correspond to this vision. 
But the philosopher also knows that this wisdom is an ideal 
state, almost inaccessible. For such a man, daily life, as it is 
organized and lived by other men, must necessarily appear 
abnormal, like a state of  madness. . . . And nonetheless he 
must live this life every day, in this world in which he feels 
himself a stranger and in which others perceive him t o  be 
one  as well. And it is precisely in this daily life that he must 
seek to attain that way of  life which is utterly foreign t o  the 
everyday world. The result is a perpetud conflict between 
the philosopher's eEon  to  see things as they are tiom the 
standpoint o f  universal nature and the conventional wisdom 
of things underlying human society, a conflict between the 
life one should live and the customs and conventions o f  
daily life. This conflict c m  never be totally resolved. (58) 

Robert M. Pirsig, another important theorist/practitioner of  the North American strain 

of neo-dandyism, notes a very sirnilar "inside-out" process which occurs in the peyote- 

fueled mysticism of  North American lndian tribes: "The majority opposition to  peyote 



among Eurocent ric North Amerîcans," he explains, "reflected a cultural bias, the belief, 

unsupported by scientific o r  historical evidence, that 'hallucinatory' expenence is 

automaticaily bad. Since hallucinations are a form of insanity, the te- 'hallucinoçen' is 

clearly pejorative . . . [yet] the Indians who use it as part of their ceremony might with 

equal accuracy cal1 it a 'de-hallucïnogen, ' since it's their c l a h  that it removes the 

hallucinations o f  contemporary Iife and reveals the reaiity buried beneath them" (IAu 40). 

Foucault links the atopic operations o f  both Hadot's cIassical phiiosophers and this 

t'orm of rnystical praxis in his construction of neo-dandyism. Work on the selt  the 

positive investigation of lirnits, includes "the suppression of taboos and the limitations and 

divisions imposed on the sexes . . . the loosening o f  inhibitions with regard to drugs; the 

breaking o f  dl prohibitions that form and guide the development of a normal individual. f 

wn referring CO ai/ those experierrces which have beerr rejec~ed hy ow civilizat~or~ or 

which ir acLcepts uniy within /;terature" (Imlgnagr 222, italics mine). The italicized 

section here is of  extrerne importance for Foucault's eventual advocation of a rieo- 

datz~vsme where life and art merge, becoming one and the Same. He thus advocates a 

return to Hadot's "philosophy" instead o f  philosophical "discourse." a theogdpraxis of hl1 

experiencing where man will discard the "pseudosoverei~mty" of  imposed subjectivity in 

favour of the acriral sovereignty achieved initially through the methods of this 

"desubjecti fication,"" t his rafiotcol experience of madiess à la Rimbaud (222). The way 

to true sovereignty lies in this "de-hallucinatory" experience, which the gutter-dandy 

typically embraces. '" 
Hadot dso stresses the oratoricai, rhetoricd, ordaura l  nature of the classical 

philosopher. "It is an exaggeration to assert, as has still been done recently," he says, 

that Greco-Roman civilization early on became a 
civilization o f  writing. . . . For the written works of  this 
period rernain closely tied to oral conduct. . . . And they 
were intended to  be read aloud . . . emphasizing the rhythm 
of t h e  phrase and the sounds of the words, which the 
author himself had already experienced when he dictated 
his work The ancients were extremely sensitive to the 
effects of sound. Few philosophers of  [this] period . . . 
resisted t his magic o f  the spoken word. (Philosophy 6 1 -2) 



Rock performerdgutter-dandies like Jim Momson and Iggy Pop can thus be placed in 

this line of philosophers: the idea is to have an irnmediate effrcf on the audience-in our 

current lexicon, what could be cailed an ;t~teracrive experience-with energy being 

t ransrni t ted in bot h directions, fiom performer/philosopher to  audience and back. 

"Doubtless there are occasions when someone was converted by reading a book, but one 

would then hasten to  the philosopher to hear hirn speak. . . . ln matters o f  philosophical 

teashing, wtiting is only an aid to memory, a last resort that will never replace the living 

word" (Hadot, Phiiosophy 62). In rock and roll as well, this aspect of  "performance" has 

rernained crucial; bands are most oflen ultimately judged on whether they can "cut it" live 

(see M W ' s  [Jrrph~gged program for verîfication) and those who cannot usually disappear 

rather quickly. And it is (ive performance--1ife as art-that is the theoretical root o f  the 

neo-dand~isrn. l 9  Aptly, Nicholas Roeg' s film Pe>lformance, featunng Mick Jagger in a 

starring role, is perhaps the definitive celluloid treatment o f  the contemporary dandy and 

his philosophy. 

For Hadot, then, "above all, the classical philosophical work, even if it is apparently 

theoretical and systematic, is written not so much to  inforrn the reader of  a doctrinal 

element. but to forrn hirn, to make hirn traverse a certain itinerary in the course of  which 

he will make spiritual progress" (64). This idea takes a turn toward the dark, "left-hand" 

path in Sade, for instance, who explicitly writes to  cornipt, and to leave a blueprint for 

fbture corruption, an idea that also appeals to Foucault. 

DISCOVERCNG "TRUE NATURE" 

Despite the many similarities between them, a crucial difference remains between 

Hadot and Foucault, a difference alluded to, but left unresolved, by Hadot himself in 

"Reflections on the Idea of  the Cultivation of the Seif" 'O The problernatic concept is 

that ofrmfrrre, both human and inorganic. 

ln reading Foucault, it is crucial to differentiate between the unified subject, the self as 

an Apollonian construct, and a human nature which, in contrast. is revealed t o  be part of  

rhat limitless realm of  form-less essence (or "void") which precedes and follows the 

material world of bodies (in Eastern mysticism, this essence is called Atman, part o f  the 



larger reaim, Brahman). As he points out in his touchstone essay "Nietzsche, Genealogy, 

History," it is the task of the "genedogical historian" to scrarnble received notions of  a 

"tme" self at the base, o f  a "nature" o r  "soul" which "pretends unification o r  . . . 

fabricates a coherent identity" (8 1). Through the subject's rational derangement of the 

senses, or "limit-experience," this "natural self" is revealed to  be not a unified, coherent 

whole, but instead a Dionysian conundmm, a tangled subjectivity; not "a possession that 

grows and solidifies, [but]. . . an unstabie assemblage of  faults, fissures, and 

heterogeneous layers that threaten the fiagile inheritor fiom within and underneath (82). 

The body, as  "the locus of  this dissociated self' and thus inseparable fi-orn it, is thus 

revealed to be "a volume in perpetual disintegration" (83). 

Paglia's view of nature basically coincides with Foucault's. What 1 will-with some 

irony--cal1 [nie rlatrire, for her the "chthonian," is at base not merely benign, but rather a 

-'gnieling erosion of natural force. flecking, dilapidating, grinding down, reducing JI 

matter to fluid, the thick primai soup fiom which new forces bob, gasping for life" 

(Sexzral 30). True nature is the essentid non-essential, the fertile muck fiom which 

humanity springs and which poses a constant threat for a people who confùse Apollonian, 

societally constructed identities, o r  prrsonae, constructed in defence, with the flux o f  

Dionysian human "nature." "We speak o f  falling apart, having a breakdown . . . getting it 

al1 together," Paglia says: "Only in the West is there such conviction o f  the Apollonian 

unity of personality" (104). ln opposition to such a view, ''1 say that there is neither 

person, thouçht, thing, nor art in the brutal chthonian" (73), she concludes. Foucault 

agrees: for him, this search for "the image o f  a primordial truthfùlly adequate to  its 

nature" is burst asunder by the genealogist's revelation that nature not a s  "a timeless and 

essential secret, but the secret that [its products] have no essence, o r  that their essence 

was fabrkated . . . from alien forms" (78). For both Foucault and Paglia, it is this act of  

fabrication (the "ordering" process which becomes a Foucauldian buaword :  The Order 

clf 7hir1g.s; "The Order of Discourse") i s ~ ~ h g  forth not in an isomorphic relation, but in 

the line of defense and control versus the unknowable, that informs Our problematic 

Western rationalism. 



Tme nature, the Dionysian reality, is thus identified as the "non-place7' of mutation, 

where rules are formed, transgresseci, and re-formed. Embracing the langage of Eastern 

mysticism, Paglia notes that ultimate reality is "the space that holds al1 that happens. . . . 

sunyata, voidness" (Sex, Art 15 1 ) .  This "void," then, ultimately has no discernible 

comection to events occumng within it, and its cataclysmic eruptions into the ordered 

A pollonian sp here are always revolutionary : "Suddenly," says Foucault, "things are no 

longer perceived or propositions articulated in the same way" (hbucairll Reacler 85). As 

a result, "only a single drama is ever staged in this 'non-place,' the endlessly repeated play 

of dominations," which strives to arrest its flux, becoming "fixed, throughout its history, 

in ntuals, in meticulous procedures that impose rights and obligations . . . and gives rise 

to the universe of mies" (85). 

For contemporary thinkers like Foucault and Paglia, then, this is not a question of 

metaphysics, of uncovering somethinç coherent, eternal and tme underlying any given set 

of rules, for tnie nature can never be deciphered. Hadot, however, seems to disagree. 

Although, as we have seen, he is in agreement with the basic idea that the philosopher 

must shed his societally-constructed self and strive to rnake contact with what he calls 

"universal nature," his conception of that nature, inforrned by Stoical thought, is quite 

different. "Nature," he says, 

is at the same time the progarn in conforrnity with which 
the events which constitute the universe are necessarily 
linked to one another, and the programmed sequence which 
results fi-om them. Thus, it is the ratiottai order which 
presides over the evolution of the visible world. It is this 
programming and this rationality which give the world its 
coherence. To act according to nature is therefore to act in 
a proçrarnmed, rational rnanner, in fùll awareness of the 
fact that one is part of the cosmic whole, as well as a part 
of the whole Çormed by the city of those beings which share 
in reason. (i'hiiu.vophy 283, italics mine) 

What we have here, then, is an Apoifotrian concept of nature, as opposed to the 

Dionysian version advanced by both Foucault and Paglia. For Hadot, who looks back to 

classical models for exarnples to inspire the present, nature, while vat, is ultimately 



cuherenr: there is a master plan to  the universe, which operates as a vast kind of 

clockwork rnechanism, and one rnust acquire the universal Mewpoint by ultimately 

reaiizing the self as a constituent part o f  the larger operation, in the manner which a word 

subordinates itself t o  the higher tùnction of  the sentence: "to rise to the universal, 

normative viewpoint o f  thought, submitting ourselves to the demands o f  the Logos and 

the nom of the G o o d  (Hadot, Phdomphy 94-5). One finds one's place in "universal 

nature," in the cosrnic whole whose workings dwarf those of  the petty, everyday world of 

man. For Foucault, such a concept arnounts to identity politics on a much grander scale, 

a sure way to d e f i t  the kind o f  sovereignty that the contemporary dandy must stnve 

toward: in Hadot's conception, the subject is still ultimately reduced t o  the component of 

a çrid, to an outside "order," albeit a cosmic one, and the proliferating, spiraling image is 

subordinated to the Logos, the almighty Word. The issue which finally separates 

Foucault fiom Hadot, then, is rooted in these conflicting views o f  nature, admittedly 

much more carnouflaged in Foucault's work than in the forthright writings o f  Hadot. 

While Hadot, then, seeks to  retum to the past to  provide exarnples of  the philosophic life 

for the present, Foucault--in both life and art--follows the genealogical line of  

"philosophical behaviour"--described by Hadot himself as being taken up by the mystic in 

the Middle Ages, and 1 will suggest, by the artist in (post)Enlightenment times-through to 

its logical current form in the "performance art" o f  the postmodern neo-dandy. 

T H E  MYSTICAL GUTTER-DANDY 

The best way to conceive or the fundamenta1 project of 
human reality i s  to Say that man i s  the being whose 
project is to be God. To be man means to reach toward 
being Cod. Or i f  you prerer, man fundamentally is the 
desire to be Cod. 

-Jean-Paul Sartre 

Hadot argues persuasively that phifosophia, the practice of philosophy as  a way of  life, 

is transfonned in the Middle Ages into philosophy as a mode of discourse, an exegetical 

exercise which becornes centered exclusively around language, textual, theoretical, and 

essentially non-experiential in nature (73, 269-7 1 ). Most importantly for the genealogy of  



neo-dandyism, he also argues that it is monasticism, rooted in mystical praxis, which 

ini tiall y becomes the vesse1 for the original form of t he philosophiu during this same period. 

T h e  Middle Ages was to inherit the conception of monastic life as Christian philosophy, 

that is, as a Christian way of  life," asserts Hadot, citing Dom Jean Leclerq's assertion that 

the term philosopha "in the monastic Middle Ages designates not a theory . . . but a Lived 

wisdom, a way of living according to reason." The "arts of  existence" characteristic o f  the 

utopos classical philosopher now are "no longer part of philosophy, but find themselves 

integrated into Christian spirituaiity," especiaily in the Christian mystical practices of  "such 

Rhineland Dominicans as Meister Eckhardt" (270). 

As I-iadot explains, monasticism "came to  represent the culmination of Christian 

perfection," and thus "could be portrayed as a pMosophÏa ": in fact, monastic life was to  

be become synonymous with that term "throughout the Middle Ages." Thus, "the 

importance of this assimilation between Christianity and philosophy cannot be over- 

emphasized" ( 1 29). Out side of  this monastic, mystical deployment of  philosophia, 

"phiIosophy in the Middle Ages had become a purely theoretical and abstract activity," 

leading to the rarefied, hidebound atmosphere of "Scholasticism7" where professional 

scholars merely train others to become professional scholars, a development whose çenesis 

"began to be sketched at the end o f  antiquity, developed in the Middle Ages, and whose 

presence is still recognizable in philosophy today7' (Hadot 270). Philosophy not as a way 

of life, but as a theoreticavexegeticai exercise. 

The raiwn detrr of the classicai phiiosopher had thus migi-ated as the living praxis of  

the phi/osophia became textual "philosophy," unable as it was t o  be contained between the 

static pages of  a mere book. Its new home--the sphere of  medieval monastic mysticism-- 

allowed this "tiee spirit" to flower in unprecedented ways, ways that were to be of  crucial 

importance for the development o f  twentieth-century manifestations of  what poet Gary 

Snyder cails "The Great Subculture." " As Greil Marcus points out in his seminal work, 

/,ïp.riick 7i.aces: A Secref Hisfoty of fit. Ïwerrfielti d é n f 1 4 r y ,  monastic mystical schools such 

as the church-sanctioned Franciscans and Dominicans dways CO-existed uneasily with the 

oficial church, which 



administered Europe by means of its monopoly over the 
meaning of life . . . found in the Christian mysteries, which 
moved back and forth between two poles of Original Sin, the 
fact of imate depravity, and the Resurrection, the promise of 
salvation. Both were principles of authonty, for both 
sigified that no one's fate was one's own work. Always 
containing the seeds of antinornianism, mysticism could not 
be altogether prohibited. The common will to  reach God 
was too strong. . . . (296) 

As the rebellious, aropos spirit of the phihrophia was now residing-however 

peripherally--within as inherentiy reactionary an organization as the church, trouble was 

bound to ensue. Mystical revelation, the individual exercise of arts of existence, inevitably 

led to ideas far "outside" of the traditional stnctures of "official" thinking, especially in the 

very loose conglomeration of mystics who developed afid practiced a fonn of mysticism 

called Gnosticism. Most importantly, the metamorphosis fiom the classical concept of 

üniversal nature" as defined by Hadot, to "tme nature" as 1 have defined it in terms of 

Foucauldian thouçht, is first witnessed in Gnostic thought. 

Gnosticism, which as Hans Jonas points out, lies "off the main road of historical 

knowledge," introduces into Western thought "a change in the vision of nature, that is. of 

the cosrnic environment of man," a change which has profound implications for the rise of 

The Great Subculture. For the first time, the integration o f  man into the g e a t  cosmic 

whole of "universal nature" is questioned, and finally, rejected. What takes its place is 

instead "the feeling of an absolute rift between man and that in which he finds himself 

lodged: the worid (Jonas, "Gnosticism" 12 1 ). Nature is not now seen as the creation of 

God. who is "strictly transmundane . . . not revealed or even indicated by the world . . . the 

Unknown. the totally Other," but instead as the product of a pervened, ignorant. imperfect 

lower power. "a lowly Demiurge" (12 1 -2)." Man's only c o ~ e c t i o n  to the truly IXvine, 

then, is his i ~ e r  self. the plezrma or  Divine Spirit, which is "not part of the world, of 

nature's creation and domain, but, within that world, is as totally transcendent . . . as is its 

transmundane counterpart, the unknown God without" (12 1). 

The results of this change in the vision of nature are truly profound. fùeling "outsider" 

views of the individual within The Great Subculture to the present day. Suddedy, man 



stands in a new position in regard to the universe: the classical notion o f  "the view corn 
above" now takes o n  its most extreme implications. According to  Gnostic thought, 

"whoever has created the world, man does not o w e  h m  allegiance, and neither his creation, 

though incomprehensibly encompassing man, nor his proclaimed will offers the standards 

by which man can set his course" (122). It is not then a question o f  that early version of 

identity politics, finding one's proper place in the great Cosmic Grid, which is now seen as 

-'an order--but an order with a vengeance . . . for that order is alien to man's aspirations. 

The blernish of nature lies not in any deficiency o f  order, but in the ail too pervadinç 

completeness OF it" (1 22). N m o s ,  the Universal Law, is now a tool of  subjugation, both in 

its mental and physical aspects, which "emanate from the lord of  this world as agencies of 

his power . . . the law of  the physical world, the heimarmerze, integrates the individuai 

bodies into the general systern . . . the moral law integrates the souk, and thus makes them 

subservient to the derniurgic scheme" (1  28). 

Order as erwmy, instead of  /iberfy.- here we beçin to  move out o f  Hadot's philosophical 

realm and into Foucault's. Nature is not now a sensible order, but an ir~serzsihfe one, in 

that it can never be deciphered by man and must therefore remain forever alien to him, "the 

cosmic i ~ g o . ~ ' ~  having been supplanted by "hc.irnarmerre, oppressive cosmic fate" (1  22). 

What fotlows from this Gnostic assertion o f  man's alienation is "the awakening o f  seifhood 

t'rom the slumber o r  intoxication of the world," brought about by the reaiization that the 

self to this point has been the "invoiuntary executor o f  cosmic designs. Knowledge, grrosis, 

might liberate man from this senitude: but since the cosmos is contrary to life, the saving 

knowledge cannot aim at the knower's integration into the cosmic whole, cannot aim at 

compliance with the laws o f  the universe. . . . For the Gnostics, man's alienation is not to 

be overcome, but is to be deepened and pushed t o  the extreme for the sake of the self s 

redemption" ( 123). Here is a philosophical stance strikingly simiiar to Foucault's "limit- 

attitude," emerginç as a constituent part o f  what amounts to the subject's revoit against an 

imposed, objectivist-rationalist order, against the conception of the universe as a 

meanin~.fùlly predetermined grid. 

The posture o f  antagonistic extremity in the face o f  a hostile, meaningiess nature: such 



an attitude would have cultural implications stretching as far as the late twentieth century, 

including the eventual emergence of the ytter-dandy as  a central figure of The Great 

Subculture. For the sovereipi individuai now is one who, rather than fitting into the 

schemata of the given world, employs mystic gnosis to re-make himself and the world 

around him, repudiating nature at every tum. The role of the Creator is thus appropriated 

by the individuai, who, through various techniques of self-fashioning, becomes his or her 

own God. The forms of these "spintual exercises," Jonas explains, "can be either 

libertinistic or ascetic": however, these "two seemingly opposite attitudes are really of the 

same root, and are capable of strange combinations." More tellingly, perhaps, "both are 

lives outside the law" (128). For the "enlightened individual (in the Foucauldian sense), 

t h e  Nomos, or  Cosmic Law, becomes irrelevant. 

THE BIRTH OF THE FREE SPLRIT 

The spiritual l i fe o f  the later middle ages was largely 
dominated b y  mysticism in a variety o f  forms [whichl 
shared in the common striving . . . to reach God through 
an inner movement o f  the soul. . . . This desire for  union 
w i th  Cod  went together wi th  the need to  wi thdraw h m  
contact w i th  the outer worid, in order to  devote oneself 
solely to search for  God within. t t  led to the 
proliferation o f  spir i tual communities and individuais 
concemed to  detach themselves f rom the norms o f  life. 
Such an attitude, if unregulated, was a threat o r  the first 
magnitude to  the authority o f  the church . . . and in the 
case o f  the heresy o f  the Free Spir i t  did challenge its very 
raison d'être 

-Gordon Lem, Heresy in the Laîer Midde Ages 

Mystical ascetics of the right-hand path: the Franciscans and the Dominicans, 

uneasiiy tolerated by the church. Mystical libertines of the lefl hand path: The Brethren 

of Free Spirit. Mercilessly persecuted, these Gnostics--a disparate group whose ranks 

include the first çutter-dandies in history-emerse around the dawn of the eleventh 

century, lasting in their original f o m  for over five centuries, with permutations of the 

sect survivinç untif the present day. Norman Cohn, the foremost historian of the Free 

Spirit, locates this millenarian movement squarely within the experientid, limit-testing 



tradition of Gnosticism: 

The heresy of the Free Spirit demands a place in any 
survey of revolutionary eschatology . . . though its 
adherents were not social revolutionaries and did not find 
their followers amongst the turbulent masses of the urban 
poor. They were in fact gnostics intent upon their own 
irldividi~af saivation; but the gnosis at  which they anived 
was a quasi-mystical anarc hm-an affirmation of fieedom 
so reckless and unqualified that it amounted to a total 
deniai of every kind of restraint and limitation. These 
people could be regarded as remote precursors of Bakunin 
and of  Nietzsche-or rather of that bohemian intelligentsia 
which during the last half-century has been living fiom 
ideas once expressed by Bakunin and Nietzsche in their 
wilder moments. But extreme individuaiists of that kind 
can easily tum into social revolutionaries-and effective 
ones at that-if a potentially revolutionary situation arises. 
( 1 48-9, italics mine) 

With the development of Gnostic sects such as this, classical notions of thephiJusophia 

and the "view from above" are pushed to the Iirnit, reinterpreted through the hostile 

Gnostic view of nature and the cosmos. In an alien world created by a demonic spirit- 

the Old Testament God--what was needed was to realize theptrewna, the divine spark 

within, basically by assettinç the soverrigt~ty of that spark, and therefore concurrently 

asserting the sowreipi~ of the God-self "The Catholic mystics," notes Cohn. "lived 

their experiences within a tradition sanctioned and perpetuated by a çreat 

institutionalized church; and when-as oflen happened-t hey criticized that church, their 

aim was to regenerate it." The Free Spirit mystics of the lefi-hand path, however, "were 

intensely subjective, acknowledçing no authority at al1 save their own experiences" 

( 1 50). Rather than faith experience was now the key to enlightenrnent, "the Gnostic 

revelation that God wuld be fùlly manifest in human beings, that human beings could be 

god, that earth could be heaven, that heaven could be fùlly manifest on earth . . ." 

(Marcus, /,ip,~rick 32 1 ). To be sovereig was thus to  exjerience sovereignty. 

If, as Hadot contends, the phifosophia during the Middle Ayes found a home in the 

monasteries, in the "spintual exercises" of mystics such as Meister Eckhardt, then the 



Free Spirit brought it back into the world via their own, Gnostic-idluenced reading of 

Eckhardt's thought. As Leff points out, "the seeming rapport" between Eckhardt, 

himself a controversial Dominican, and the Free Spirit. "was not entirely fortuitous. 

Whatever his intentions, the stress of Eckhardt's mysticai teaching was upon the 

individual." The Brethren of the Free Spirit, then, put into practice the theoretical 

implications of Eckhardt 's theological assertion that the indivichd was the true seat of 

reIigious experience, and could become "part of God as Christ was: w o r d  which 

sounded perilously pantheistic, which the Free Spirit expressed in de&" Eckhardt 

-'was a portent: he  gave voice to the  growing desire . . . for personal ascesis," and, 

wittingly or otherwise, heIped to facilitate the "impasse between the world of nature and 

the world of faith," a basic Gnostic tenet (Leff 261 -62).IJ 

NOTHING I S  TRUE; EVERYTHING I S  PERMITTED: THE ASSASSINS 

As Cohn points out. there was in the initial stages ofthis movement a cross-current 

of influence between the Islamic and Chrktian worlds, the East and the West. 

Extremely influentid were periodic manifestations of the cuit known as The Assassins. 

In 1 162, t h e  Ieadership of the radical Islarnic Gnostic sect was taken over by Hassan-I 

Sabbah II, who, some two and hdf years later, "in the middle of the fasting month of 

Ramadam . . . proclaimed the millennium" (Lewis 7 1 ) .  What followed was the demise 

of HoIy Law (mmos) ,  "which had served its purpose," and the exaltation of individual 

sovcreignty. SymbolicalIy, Hassan and his subjects tumed their backs on Mecca, played 

music, drank wine, and feasted, in a "solernn and fitual violation of the law," al1 in 

recognition that while "in the world to corne al1 is reckoning and there is no action," in 

this world, "al1 is action and there is no reckoning" (73). Action; aperience: key words 

in the genealog of the gutter-dandy. To be fiee to remake the self, to attain 

sovereignty, one must first break the bonds of wor(1)dly order. "This is absolute 

îî-eedom, the pnze seized by the Cathars, the Brethren of the Free Spirit, the 

Lollards . . . ," \rites Marcus (442). 

The ranks of the Assassins included one of the first mystical dandies, Rashid al-din 

Sinan, the spiritual successor to Hassan II. Supposedly the originator of what has 



become a favoured maxim of The Great Subculture-"Nothing is true; everything is 

pemitted""-Sinan's behaviour, featuring occultism, a dandified persona, and a keen 

awareness of the power of the (public) image, makes him a precursor of the media- 

fiendl y gutter-dandy of the postmodern era. Edward Burman explains that Sinan 

evidently had a powertùl personality which enabled him to 
exercise authority over his followers . . . but beyond this, 
he seems to have used what we woutd describe as 
"rnagical" tricks to impress people, using such techniques 
as telepathy and clairvoyance. This personality was 
enhanced by deliberate use of spectacular techniques 
which are reminiscent of television and public relations- 
influenced politicians today. He practicised statuesque 
positions and gave the impression of being a superhuman 
character by speaking very little and never eating in 
public. (1  13) 

Sinan "ruled by the force of personality, and did not travel with personal troops or 

bodyguard" ( 1 12). Through the power of his cultivated persma, he "proceeded to 

impose a one-man show upon the Syrian esoteric tendencies, permitting some to 

develop freely when they could support a loyalty to himself, but keeping anything within 

bounds that threatened the ultimate dissolution of the group" (Hodçson 195). This 

tension--between democratizing, liberating impulses and authoritarian, elitist ones-- 

embodied in Sinan remains a constant feature of dandyism to the present day. 

exempli@inç the paradoxical figure of what Foucault terms '"le roi a~~ti-roi'-'an anti- 

sovereign sovereig,' a ruler at war with rules" (J. Miller 362). 

As the Gnostic phenomenon spread Westward in the thirteenth century, the limits 

of man's estrangement fi-om nature, the cosmos, and the Old Testament God were 

sought by what Cohn calls an "invisible empire" of Gnostic heretics (162), who lived out 

the implications of the notion that "peccmaticos, 'spintual' man, is above the law, 

beyond good and evil. and a law unto himself in the power of his 'knowledge"'(Jonas 

129).'6 The pnnciple of "inverse exaltation," whereby the low and the profane becomes 

the high and the sacred, was açgressively appropriated by this heretical sect in its 

anarchic stnMng toward an individual sovereignty achieved through a seemingly 



perverse and radical enactment o f  the will-to-power. As seen in the Brethren o f  the Free 

Spirit, "the first 'false dorninicans'" (Marcus 297), the notion of  life as a series of 

sequential submissions which would someday lead to Paradise was replaced by the 

millenarian proclamation of Paradise Now. 

-'Whatever is, is God," as Marcus points out, was the unofficiai credo of  the Free 

Spirit: "The only question was to  know it, the only paradise to live it, the only task to 

tell it" (298). The worldly "self" a veil identified with the operations of the demiurge, 

was "wholly liquefied in Etemity." ernptied out in the act of embracing the prwima, 

becoming sovereign, forever one with God, o r  more accurately, forever G d "  " Such 

experiences," Cohn explains, 

differ vastly fiom the 1it1io mysfica as it was recognized 
and approved by the Church . . . a mornentary 
illumination, granted only occasionally, perhaps but once 
in a lifetime. . . . The human being who experienced it did 
not thereby shed his human condition. . . . The adept of  
the Free Spirit, on the other hand, felt himself to be utterly 
transformed; he had not merely been united with god, he 
was identical with God and would remain so for ever. 
And even this is an understatement, for often an adept 
would daim t o  have surpassed God. (1 75) 

Having attained Gnostic enlightenrnent through contact with the Goci-rtam-e within, 

the members o f  the Free Spirit were set fiee from the mundane, day-to-day operations o f  

the evcryday world as imposed by the demiurge, fiee to carry out their own alopos 

brand of the phifosophia. "The heart of  the heresy," Cohn explains, "was a passionate 

desire of  certain human beinçs to surpass the condition o f  humanity and to becorne 

God," a process o f  "self deification" ( 1  74). Therefore, the normal rules were tumed 

upside down, and inside-out: the operations of  it~verse exaltafi011 were deliberately 

incorporated into Free Spirit doctrine. Poverty was voluntarily embraced by members of 

the sect, who came from al1 walks of life, and dl social  classe^.'^ Destitution was an 

outer display o f  one's spintuai purity: convenient, because the Free Spint aiso held the 

utmost disdain for work. "Like the real Dominicans, they begged--but where the 

Dominicans did not work because they sought privation, the adepts of  the Free Spirit 



refused to work because they placed themselves above it, convinced that the enjoyrnent 

of every luxury was theirs by right" (Marcus 297), as they had realized the p n m a  

within. "Whatever the eye sees and covets, let the hand grasp it," ran one Free Spint 

oath (Cohn 183). This was an affirmation of sovereignty quite in Iine with the thought 

of Georges Bataille, who would write, many centuries later: "How could anything have 

been more important, for everyone, than the certainty, at one point, of attaining a useless 

splendor, of surpassing at that point the poverty of utility? Nothing sovereign must ever 

submit to the usefll" (Accursed 3 : 226). Here, the philosophia merges with the Gnostic 

alonç the Lefl-Hand path: the "view from above" is paradoxically obtained by going as 

/ON' as possible, a deliberate mystical manipulation of the pnnciple of inverse exaltation. 

While the Free Spirit was ostensibly democratic-everyone possessed the plruma, 

he only had to realize it "--there were. as seen previously in Assassin leaders like Sinan, 

some mernbers of the sect whose personai style set them apart, rnarking them as leaders. 

S u c h  was one Loy Pruystinck of Antwerp, "an illiterate young slater" who in the early 

1500s established a sect JO which not oniy included many members from "the margins of 

society--thieves, prostitutes and beggars7' in its ranks, but also "wealthy merchants, and 

even the jeweller of the French king Francis 1" (Cohn 169-70). Pruystinck had literdly 

developed "the view from above": his method of comportrnent was enough to cause his 

followers to fall to their knees in his presence. And although his branch of the sect was 

inherently democratic--au his followers, however diverse their social status, were 

expected to "fiaternize and embrace one another in publicv-- Pmystinck himself 

developed a remarkable dandiacai style which yoked the high and low, establishing him 

as a prototypical gutter-dandy. "As though to syrnbolize at once his vocation of poverty 

and his daim to supreme dignity," writes Cohn, Pruystinck "dressed in robes cut as raçs 

but also sewn with jewels" (1 70), a precursor of the glam and punk-rock attire of 

contemporary rock culture. Pruystinck's personification of le roi atrti-roi was short- 

lived, however, as he was burned to deat: as a heretic in 1544. 

Loy Pruystinck's fashion statement was actually quite daring in the context of the 

Middle Agcs, when dress was taken to be a clear indicator of social status. The outward 



appearance o f  the m y s t i d  gutter-sovereign was in fact a reflection o f  the imer 

transformation which had taken place: "Reborn into a state where conscience ceased to  

operate and sin was abolished, he felt like some ifinitely privileged aristocrat." By 

mixing styles both high and low, dressinç in various combinations o f  rags, jewels and 

silk robes, the Free Spirit embraced the semiotic confision created by yoking these 

estreme modes of fashion as a form ofrebellion, "symbolizing his transformation fi-om 

the  -1owest o f  mortais' into a member o f  an elite which believed itselfentitled to 

dominate the w o r l d  (Cohn 179). 

What the Brethren o f  the Free Spirit sought, then, was the state in which the g e a t  

divide separating the sacral and the sacred, hi& and low, " G o o d  and "Evil," was 

eliminated: these supposed opposites were now seen t o  be mere emanations of the 

Snme: "Ail things are God, s o  there is no  evil," goes one infarnous Free Spirit proverb, 

"for in every evil is the glory o f  Cod made manifest" (Russell 89). Le roi ami-roi was 

no longer required to pay heed to  such petty binary distinctions, and was often 

compelled to  ço out of  his way to flout thern. Such was the revelation of  Heinrich Suso, 

a Catholic mystic who had for twenty-two years employed the practices o f  the right- 

hand path, meditation and self-mortification. Suso was visited in the midst of a 

meditation session by an apparation o f  the Free Spirit called Narneless Wildness, who 

counselled the astounded monk that true enlightenment equalled "untrarnmelled fieedom 

. . . when a man lives according to  al1 his caprices without distinguishing between God 

and himself, and without lookinç before o r  afler" (1 77). This libertine ethos anticipates 

both Bataille's main prescription o f  forger@dne.s.s for the man who would be truiy 

sovereign, and Nietzsche's own sovereignty recipe, the wi/l-10-puwer. 

J O H N  O F  L E Y D E N :  KlNG OF THE WORLD AND/OR MUNSTER 

The poorest among us, who used to be despised as 
beggars, now go about dressed as finely as the highest 
and most distinguished. . . . By Cod's grace they have 
become as rich as the burgomasters and the richest in 
the town. 

-excerpt from a Munster Propaganda letter for 
Anabaptism. 



What [formedy] referred to Cod alone was for the 
Free Spirit transîerred to man in God's name: God's 
freedom became human freedorn and Cod was made 
in the image of the free man. 

-Gordon Lem, "The Eeresy of the Free Spirit* 

Cohn's assertion that the "total arnoralism" of the Free Spirit, rooted in their defining 

doctrine that "the proof of salvation was to know nothing of conscience or remorse." is 

borne out in the notorious (so notorious that it is included even in "standard" history 

texts) incident of the radical Anabaptist (literally, "Re-Baptist") takeover of the German 

town of Munster. The emergent leader of this particular cult, one Jan Bockelson-better 

known as John of Leyden--was the theory of le roi anfi-roi personified in praxis, a 

medieval rnystical manifestation of the Gnostic philo.suphia. In May, 1 534, Bockelson 

was proclairned king of Munster, "the New Jenisalem," and as a result, "king of the 

whole world,"" taking the afopio of the philosopherking who is "a race apart" to its 

ultimate limits, into what Leff terms "a kind of divine libertinism" (3 12). 

Leyden combined a messianic fervour with a well-developed sense of the theatncal, 

and was drawn toward the polar politicat extremes of perrnissiveness and near-fascism, 

as his Dionysian and Apollonian impulses spiralled wildly. The bastard son of a Dutch 

mayor, Bockelson had been a failure as a merchant, but 

on the other hand . . . possessed remarkable gifts which 
were only waiting to deployed. Endowed with 
extraordinarily good loo ks and an irresistibie eloquence, 
he had from youth onwards revelled in writing, producing 
and acting piays. In Munster he was able to shape real life 
into a play, with himself as its hero and al1 of Europe for 
an audience. The denizens of the New Jerusalem were 
fascinated by him. . . . (Cohn 267-68) 

Although BockeIsodLeyden at tirst maintained some semblance of Anabaptist tradition 

(i.e., maniaçe between Anabaptists as the only legal form of sexual contact; adultery and 

fornication as capital offences), he soon embarked upon a path also "trodden by the 

Brethren of the Free Spirit," who were his true spiritual kin (269). Leyden therefore 



est ablis hed polygarny, abolished pnvate property and outlawed work, and generally 

beçan to rnicromanage the life of the town, with death as the punishment for the smallest 

of infractions açainst the Royal Will. tnevitably, as Munster came under attack from 

various outside forces-such a threat did it represent to the established order, as highly 

placed rnembers o f  Church and State had been divested of titles and properties-Leyden, 

like Rashid al-din Sinan an early master of media communications, distributed 

propaganda for his New Jenisalem by firing ieaflets tiom the blockaded city into the 

enemy camp, luring away some 200 mercenaries toiling under the local Bishop (270). 

Overatl, however, the Leyden regime featured a heavity anti-word, pro-image bias. 

Upon taking over Munster, the Anabaptists "sacked the cathedral" and "took particular 

deliçht in defiling, tearing up and buminç the books and manuscripts o f  its old library." 

Finally. al1 books except the Bible were "brought to the cathedral-square and thrown 

upon a great bonfire," signi@ng "a complete break with the past, a total rejection above 

a1 I of the int ellectual leçacy of earlier generations" (Cohn 267). Meanwhile, Bockelson, 

upon taking over the leadership of  the Munster Anabaptists, embarks upon a path 

remarkably similar to that described by Foucault as a transubstantive "unrealization" of  

the self In a madman's frenzy, he mns naked through the town, finally collapsinç into a 

speechiess. word-less ecstasy lasting three days (268). He emerges from this 

dissociative experience emptied-out: a repository of kingly simulacra, a sovereign ohja 

d '  arr whose power resides in f~~scitlaiio~~. reflecting images fiom the Void which is the 

Same as Himself. 

The Logos is thus expelled, as far as possible, fiom both the King and the town in 

yeneral, replaced by the living practice o f  Paradise Now, where thouçht and action are 

one: "The Word has become Flesh and dwells in us" becarne the official rnotto of 

Anabaptist Munster. The rest of Leyden's imagistic and paradoxical reign exemplifies 

Bataille's assenion that "solidarity with everybody else prevents a man from having the 

sovereign attitude" (1~ru f .m 17 1). The King bestows upon himself and his "court" al1 

the appurtenances o f  royalty,3' claiming, "in l anyage  wonhy of any adept o f  the Free 

Spirit . . . that pomp and luxury were permissible for him because he was wholly dead to 



the world and to flesh" even though he possessed a harem of fifieen wives, most of 

them under the age o f  twenty (Cohn 270,273). The common people of Munster, 

sufering increasingly under the strictions of Leyden's idiosyncratic version of  

communism, were assured "that before long they would be in the same situation, sitting 

on silver chairs and eating at silver tables, yet holding such things as cheap as mud and 

stones" (274). However, the spiritual mettie of the general population was never to  be 

put to the test in such a manner. 

Leyden's year-long reign was a case study in Gnostic praxis in extremis, as the 

outcast raised himself on high, in the process pushinç his alienation fiom nature, fiom his 

îèilow man, and from everyday reality, to the point of no retum. Cut off fiom the 

outside world, the townspeople were eventually brought to their knees by starvation: 

"Every animal-dog, cat, mouse, rat, hedgehog--was killed and eaten and people began 

to consume grass and moss, old shoes and the whitewash on the walls, the bodies of the 

dead" (376). The King's response was to turn to aesthetics in the form of imagistic 

spectacle: 

True to  his first love, the stase, he devised ever more and 
more fantastic amusements for his subjects. On one 
occasion the starving population was summoned to take 
part in three days of dancing, racing and athletics; for such 
was the will of  God. Dramatic performances were staged 
in the cathedra]: an obscene parody of the Mass, a social 
morality based on the story of Dives and Lazarus. But 
meanwhile famine was doinç its work; death fiom 
starvation becarne so common that the bodies had to be 
thrown into great communal graves. (Cohn 278) 

Perhaps Leyden r d l y  was "dead to the world and the flesh." The Sadean sovereign, 

Bataille explains, demonstrates that "al1 the great libertines who live only for pleasure 

are çreat only because t hey have destroyed in t hemselves al1 their capacity for pleasure. 

That is why they go in for fiiçhtfll anomalies, for othenvise the mediocrity of ordinary 

sensuality would be enough for them" (fi;rotism 173). The final Munster spectacles were 

obviously solely intended for the King's pleasure: the escalating waste of his most 

precious resource-his subjects, the townspeople, without whom his kingship would fail 



to exist-was a Gnostic form o f p r h c h ,  a way to measure hjs distance from the 

civilized world o f  order, of nomos and heimcumene, the laws of the demiurge. Finally, 

in June 1 53 5, Jan Bockelson's reign was over: le roi anfi-roi was arrested and exhibited 

throughout the countryside on a chain, in the manner of a performing b a r ,  then 

executed, unrepentant. 

-50 much for one true Christ, for one true Antichrist," writes Marcus (93). For the 

better part o f  a year, Jan Bockelson, aka John of Leyden, aka King of Munster, aka 

Ruler of  the New Jerusalem and the World, had established a sovereign realm beyond 

the world o f  utiIity, beyond even good and evil: "a world where reigns an evil genius 

who bas not found his god, o r  who might just as well pass himself off as God, or  who 

rnight even be God himself. . . quite simply, Our own world." Leyden was dead, but his 

image would live on, flickering in the shadows of the oncominç rationalist revolution, 

the Enlightenment. 



No tes 

1 .  James Miller explains that "What 1s Enlightenment?" derives fiom a lecture given by 
Foucault in the Ml of 1983 at Berkeley. According to  Miller, Paul Rabinow, editor of The 
l.Otrcairlr Reader, worked closely with Foucault on the texts which were to be included in 
this important book, and "Foucault gave him the text of  ' m a t  1s Enlightenment?' 
expressly for inclusion in this volume." See me Parsion of Michel Fm~carrlr, 455-6, 4 1 n. 
Tellingly, the essay in question leads off the book. 

2.  "During the 1 %Os," Milier writes, " a number of  Americans working in a university 
setting enshrined Foucault as a kind of patron saint, a canonic figure whose authority they 
routineiy invoked in order to legitirnate, in properiy acadernic terms, their own brand of 
'proçressive7 politics. Most o f  these latter-day American Foucauldians are high-rninded 
democrats; they are committed to  forging a more diverse society in which whites and 
people of color, straights and gays, men and women, their various ethnic and gender 
'differences' intact, c m  nevertheless dl live together in compassionate harmony-an 
appealing if difficult goal, with deep roots in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Unfortunately, 
Foucault's lifework . . . is far more unconventional-and far more discornfiting-than sorne 
of his 'progressive' admirers seem ready to  admit. Unless I am badly mistaken, Foucault 
issued a brave and basic challenge to  nearly everything that passes for 'right' in Western 
culture--including nearly everything that passes for 'right arnong a great many o f  
i\menca's left-wing academics." See Passion 384. As 1 hope this study rnakes clear, 1 
not only agree wholeheartedly with Miller, but wish to use his assertion as the starting 
point for an examination of  a contemporary neo-dandyism via Foucault, which fùlfills the 
"total contestation" of Western cultural assumptions-especiaily those o f  some politically 
correct academicians-identified here by Miller. 

3 .  Paul Bové writes: "To associate Foucault with some prophetic visionary capacity . . . is, 
[ t hink, Deleuze's airn." See "Foreword xxxii, 

4. Foucault çoes so Far as to deride "the Rousseauist dream" as being--in its insistence on 
an ordered, levelled society where sovereignty o f  any kind is abolished--a complementary 
ideolosg to the modem state of  surveillance and controls that he vilifies in Discipfim di 
f'lmivh. stating that this is "the dream of  a transparent society, visible and ieçible in each 
of its parts, the dream of  there no longer existing any zones o f  darkness, zones established 
by the priviieges of royal power o r  the prerogatives of  some corporation, zones of 
disorder. It was the drearn that each individual, whatever position he occupied, might be 
able to  see the whole of society, that men's heart's should comrnunicate, their vision be 
unobstructed by obstacles, and the opinion of  al1 reign over each." See Power Krlowledge 
1 52. One may plainly see the roots o f  the present-day "political correctness" phenomenon 
in such thinking, adhered to by many of the "Foucauldian"persuasion in North American 
academics to this day. Ironicaily, Foucault himself found this thinking deplorable and 
nightmarish. 



5.  [n this, Foucault was heavily influenced by Georges Bataille, for whom the notion of 
sovereignty was o f  utmost importance. For Bataille, sovereignty was part of  an irdividual 
quest: "The sovereignty 1 speak o f  has little to  d o  with the sovereignty o f  States, as 
international law defines it. 1 speak in general of an aspect that is opposed to  the servile 
and subordinate . . . it belongs essentially to  uif men who have never entirely lost the value 
t hat is attributed to  gods and 'dignitaries. "' Most importantly for this study, Bataille 
envisions this state as equally available (if not more so) to  the low as t o  the high (the 
middle opting out): "1 shall always be concerned . . . with the apparently lost sovereignty 
of which the beggar can sometimes be as close as the great n o b l e m q  and fiom which, as 
a nile, the bourgeois is voluntarily the most removed." See The Accwsed Share 3: 197-8- 

6. Bataille elaborates on the roots of this process: "For the sacred world did not assume 
until quite late on the unilateraily Io@ meaning it has for the religious man of  today. It 
still had an uncertain duality in classical antiquity. For the Christian apparently, sacred 
things could also be unspeakably foul. And if one takes a closer look one must admit that 
Satan in C hristianity is not so far off frorn the divine, and even sin could not be regarded 
as completely foreign to sacredness. Sin was originally a religious taboo, and the religious 
taboo of paganism is in fact sacred. The fear and trembling that modern man cannot rid 
hirnself o f  when faced with thinçs sacred to him are always bound up with the horror 
inspired by a forbidden object" (Erofism 223). Also, on the sarne topic, he notes that 
"within the world of practice, the sacred is essentially that which, although impossible, is 
nonetheless there, which is at the sarne time removed from the world o f  practice (insofar 
as it might destroy it) and valonzed as something that fiees itself fiom the subordination 
characterizing the world" ( 7 k  Accursed ,%are 3 : 2 14). 

7. James Miller identifies in Foucault's thought a "subterranean link, via his affinities with 
Klossowski, to a Manichean kind of gnostics," which functions as an "unspoken subtext" 
to his '-peculiar brand of asceticism," an asceticism which 1 identi@ as  neo- o r  gutter- 
dandyisrn. See Pmsio~l 445, 129n. 

8. James Miller contends that "Foucault maintained an interest in the demonic throughout 
his lifc," noting that his final lectures returned to this theme. "1 take alf of Foucault's 
work," Miller explains, as "the effort to issue a license for exploring . _ . and also as a 
vchicle for expressing" the "daintonic possibility" of  a çnosis beyond the lirnits of good 
and evil, "çlimpsed at the limits of  experience" (Pa.s.rior~ 406, 1 Sn; 459, 73n). 

9. 5overei&m," says Bataille, "is what you and 1 are-on one condition, that we forget, 
forget everything . . ." (7be AccwsedSharr 3: 440. on). 

10. In Greek mythology, Actaean was the son of Aristaeus and Autonoe, who aroused the 
ire of the goddess Artemis when he accidentally discovered her bathing. Enraged at beinç 
seen naked, this virPjn çoddess chançed Actaeon into a s tag  and his own dogs tore him to  
pieces. See Stapleton 10. 



1 1 . 1 n M d l e s s  and ClviIizatiot~, Foucault remarks t hat this ' liberat ion derives fiom 
proliferation o f  meaning, fiom a self-multiplication o f  significance, weaving relationships 
so numerous, so  intertwined, so rich, that they can no longer be deciphered except within 
the esoterism o f  knowledge. Things themseives become so burdened with attributes, 
signs, allusions, that they finally lose their form . . . the image is burdened with 
supplementaq meanings, and forced to  express them. And dreams, madness, the 
unreasonable can also slip into this excess o f  meaning." Finally, this "multipiied meaning 
liberates that world from the control ofform. S o  many diverse meanings are established 
beneath the surface o f  the image that it presents only an enigmatic face" (1  8-20). Al1 of 
this is to indicate the role of the image in the process of  "unrealkation," which 1 will later 
locate as a key stage in the three-fold destmcturaiist spu-al central to  neo-dandyism. 

12. Camille Paglia devotes an entire chapter o f  S e d  Persorrue to the struggle between 
Apollo and Dionysus, and most importantly, explicitly appends an archetypal sexual 
element to the equation which remains implicit in Nietzsche's analysis (his depiction o f  the 
Dionysian as the "maternai womb" of nature being one exampie). For Paglia, on  the 
symbolic level, the Apollonian is a masculine swerve away fiom "mother nature" (no idle 
cliché for her): the Western construction o f  identity, of  culture, of artifice, emanates fiom 
man's desire to repeI the murky, "daemonic" liquidity fiom which he spranç and t o  which 
he must finalIy retum. This Paglian version of  the sexualization of Apollo and Dionysus 
helps to shed light on Foucault's own theory and praxis of aesthetic transgression-or 
"Apollo Daemonized," as she calls it-as he moves toward the theories of dandyism 
propoundcd by Baudelaire. See Semai Persut~ae 489-5 1 1 .  

13. 1 will suggest that in the Middle Ages, coinciding with this death o f  "philosophy" and 
tnumph of "philosophical discourse," rnystical praxis takes over this aske.cs, this task o f  
constructing the self, in sects like the Gnostic Cult of  the  Free Spirit, who take up the 
ancient goal of philosophy as a living praxis which paradoxically leads through ego-loss 
(ecstatic experience) to a notion of  the philosopher's suvereig~~ty, of the 
philosopher/mystic as a kind of  secular God. 

14. "One could say," Hadot writes, "that what differentiates ancient fiom modem 
philosophy is the fact that, in ancient philosophy, it was not only Chrysippus o r  Epicurus 
who, just because they had developed a philosophical discourse, were considered 
phi l oso p he rs. Rat her, every pers011 who fived accordi)~g fo the precep1.r of C'hrysippus ur 
/:j,ic7irri.s i c m  eiJery hif av mrrch of a phiIosopher as fhey." (PhiIosophy as a W q  of Life 
272, italics mine). 

1 5. In Hadot's PhiIosophy as a Way of L$e. his reading o f  ancient thought, the "universal" 
corresponds to  universal reason, a kind o f  "natural" Cosmic Order. In Foucault's 
development o f  the concept for neo-dandyism, as will be seen here, this concept o f  
Cosmic Order becomes instead something more closely related to the Void, as it is called 
in Buddhism, a n d o r  existential Nothingness, far more Dionysian in character. Hadot 
notes this direrence in "Reflections on the Notion o f  the Cultivation of the Self," where 



he  accuses Foucault of conveniently "bracketing" the important "ideas of 'universal 
Reason' and 'universal Nature' [which] d o  not have much meaning anymore" (208). This 
statement can be taken at least two ways: if by "no longer having much meaninç" Hadot 
means that Foucault sees universal nature as being meaning-less (Le., the void, the chaotic, 
essence-Iess Dionysian realm), he is correct. If, however, he merely means that Foucault 
discounted universal nature in order to concentrate on what h e  calls Foucault's "new form 
of dandyism, late twentieth-century style" (2 1 l), he is, I hope to  show, mistaken. In fact, 
Foucault's neo-dandyism is dependent on his-oflen subtle--reading of nature. 

16. The conception thus develops here amongst the various schoois of classicd philosophy 
of the philosopher as a kind of God. "Each school will elaborate its rational depiction of 
this state of perfection in the person of  the sage, and each will make an effort to portray 
him. . . . in every school the description o f  this transcendent n o n  ultirnately coincides 
with the rational idea of  God. Michelet remarked very profoundly, 'Greek reliçion 
culminated with its true god, the sage. . . . the beatitude the wise man resolutely maintains 
throughout his difficulties is that of God himself" (Hadot, l'hiiosophy 57-8). 

17. What we find, 1 believe, upon examination of  some of Foucault's key works, is that 
t his "de-subject i@ng7' limi t-experience pursues the same result--oflen t hrough somewhat 
different means--as the "spiritual exercises" of Hadot's classical philosophers, and as the 
mystical disciplines of schools such as Buddhism, which pursue the breakdown of the ego 
through direct rneans such as meditation, resulting in the reco~nition that the material 
world and the 'rneanings' we assume inhere within it (including the meaning of the "1," the 
ego-self that operates within that world) are maya, or illusion- Foucault remarks in a 1978 
interview that the whole problem of de-subjectification is directly related to the operations 
of "mysticism," which he feels are analogous to his task of liberating a "kind of 
glimmering," an "essence," through the workings of the experience-book. When 
confronted by an audience of bewildered American post-stnicturalists regarding this realm 
of "occu1t"--or literally, "unknown"- essence (sureiy a sin of the greatest magnitude in 
their eyes!) Foucault "had trouble speci@inç" just what he meant, but also stubbornly 
refùsed to back d o m  (J. Miller, Pa.ssiort 305) .  Yet those so troubled by the philosopher's 
stance here only betray their ignorance of  his work. Gilles Deleuze, who as Paul Bové 
expIains, "associates Foucault with some prophetic visionary çapacity" ("Foreword7' 
I*i)rrcarrlf .uxxii), points out that the Nietzschean nature/cuIture, rationai/ irrational, 
Apollo/Dionysus spiral "from the beginning (was) one of Foucault's tùndamentat theses." 
For Foucault, he says, there exists a binary split between the ultimately indecipherable 
forms of "visible" content (nature) and forms of articulable expression (language), 
"although they continudly overlap and spill into one another in order to form each new 
stratum of fom of knowledge" (/.hcaztff 6 1 ). 

1 8. The difference between Hadot and Foucault in this instance is that Foucault's brand of 
"lirnit-experience" is rooted in what might be called "the left-hand" path-in other words- 
occult or "dark" forms of experience as indicated in his writing on Klossowski, whereas 
Hadot holds firm to the more measured, Apollonian methods o f  the right-hand path, such 



as study, contemplation and meditation. 

19. One figure who connects contemporary gutter-dandies with those of classicai times is 
Diogenes the Cynic. "The scandaious gesture of Diogenes," Foucault notes, "is well 
known: when he needed to satisfi his sexual appetite, he would relieve hirnself in the 
marketplace." Diogenes was, Foucault explains, directing a form of "performance 
criticism" at what he considered the hypocritical Greek code of privacy for sexual acts, as 
if "the practice of aphrodisia was not something t hat honoured the most noble qualities of 
rnankind-" Such a protest "owed its impact to the public character of the act, which went 
against every convention in Greece." See The Uke of Plemre 54-5. Modem-day gutter- 
dandy Jim Morrison. lead singer of The Doors, engaged in an identical bartie 4 t h  
hypocritical societal codes, would, in a Miami concert hall in 1969, be arrested, accused of 
exposing himself and of masturbating onstage, subsequently facing a trial which did 
serious darnage to his career, yet which also ironicaily ensured his status as a mythic 
daemonic rebel. 

20. Hadot's objection to Foucault's notions of classical models of self-creation, which he 
correctly feels constitute "a tacit attempt to offer contemporary mankind a model of 
life . . . an aesthetics of existence," enter around what he sees as Foucault's convenient-- 
and as he sees it, trendy-snubbing of the concept of nature, "according to a more or less 
universal tendency of modem thought, which is perhaps more instinctive t han reflective." 
(l'hik).sophy 208). I will suggest, however, that Foucault's views of nature, as much as he 
tries to obscure them, are crucial to his neo-dandyism, and derive fiom later mutations of 
the phifosophia, such as those which occur in Gnostic thought. 

2 1 .  Snyder identifies a "Great Subculture which runs underground ail throuçh history," 
which commences in Western culture "starting with the Gnostics," a most important 
element of which he locates as "The Brotherhood of the Free Spirit." For Snyder, 
contemporary "tribal" manifestations such as the hippies of the 1960s, and we can 
extrapolate, the punks of the late 70s, etc., are al1 in this genealogical line. "The Great 
Subculture has been attached in part to the official religions," he explains, but due to its 
insistence on the sovereign will-to-power of the individual. and not the institution, "is 
opposed for [these] very fundamental reasons to the Civilization Establishment." The 
Great Subculture posits that 

humanity need not look to a model or rule imposed from 
outside in searching for the centcr; and that in following the 
grain, one is being truly "moral." It has recoçnized that "to 
follow the grain" it is necessary to look exhaustively into the 
negative and demonic potentials of the Unconscious, and by 
recoçnizing these powers--symbolically acting them out-- 
one releases himself fiom these forces. By this profound 
exorcisrn and ntual drama, the Great Subculture destroys 
the one credible claim of Church and State to a necessary 



fùnction. (Snyder 1 09- 1 1 5 )  

22. Colin Wilson explains, "there were dozens of Gnostic sects, and their beliefs varïed 
wideiy. But the basic one was this. The world was not created by God, but by a stupid 
and conceited demon (or Derniurge). God is above Creation; he is referred to as the 
Alien, the Abyss, the Non-Existent- This latter epithet means that God is totally beyond 
everything we mean by existence. . . . But there was some kind of split in this Alien 
Godhead. and a Fall took place. The end result . . . is the Demiurge (or archon) who 
created the universe. This archon is the 'God' of the OId Testament. . . . He is totally 
ignorant of the divinity fiom which he has fallen, and believes himsetf to be the only God." 
Thus. Wilson concludes, in Gnostic thou@t, man's circumstance is "doubiy tragic," as he 
is trapped in a hostile world "created by a deluded G o d  (The Occrdf 2 1 0) .  

33. The Free Spirit, true to its individudistic premise, was never a coherent or cohesive 
movement, but was instead a shared philosophia among disparate groups of people from 
al1 classes. Marcus asserts that the "Free Spirit grew in strength and numbers when the 
Franciscans and Dominicans began to slide into wealth and bureaucracy, leaving the roads 
for monasteries; fiom the mid-thirteenth century the heresy spread across Central Europe 
and rooted itself there. Travelling under different names, it was never an organized, let 
alone hierarchical sect. though Free Spirit houses remained in place for generations" 
( Lip-rick 7 kaces 299). 

74. Leff tùrther explains the "connection" between Eckhardt and the Free Spirit, which 
consistently shows how the latter sect strove to turn ideas into acfiorr "Both made union 
with God the center of their outlook; but where for Eckhardt this was the end of an 
arduous journey leading to the renunciation of the world, for the Free Spirit it formed the 
starting point for participation in the world. Where Eckhardt made contact with God the 
outcome of the soul's detachment from the senses, the Free Spirit made it the pretext for 
indulgence of the senses; where Eckhardt signalized the consummation of the soul's return 
to God by the birth of the Son within it, through the g a c e  of adoption, to the Free Spirit it 
meant emancipation fiom venerating the Son or obeyinç the church. What for one was 
spiritual poverty for the other was libertinism." Thus, for the Free Spirit, a living praxis of 
faith meant takinç one's fieedom to the limit: "Mari became God, and in God's name 
coutd act with the fieedom and self-justification with which çod acted. He could thus do 
anything and whatever he did was riçht" (308). 

25. This line has ofien been attributed to writer and gutter-dandy William S. Burroughs, 
who used it as a kind of signature throughout his career. Greil Marcus comments: "The 
words make up the first line in the canon of the secret tradition, a nihilist catchphrase, an 
entry into negation, a utopianism, a shibboleth" (1.ipstic.k Traces 442). 

26. It is important, especially for its correspondences to Foucauldian thought, to 
differentiate between the sou1 and the prterfma: "It is to be noted that this fi-eedom is not a 
matter of the 'soul,' which is as adequately determined by the moral law as the body is by 



the physical law; it is wholly a matter of the przezma, the indefinable spirituai core of 
existence, the foreign spark. The soul, p~yche. is part of the natural order, created by the 
derniurge to envelop the foreign pneuma." See Jonas 129. Foucauit's view of the soul as 
a foreign structure imposed fkom without is remarkably similar to this line of Gnostic 
thought. And his insistence, as previously noted, on the existence of a "glimmering" or an 
"essence" glimpsed at the outer edges of transgressive experience, corresponds closely to 
the idea of the pmuma. 

27. The <ompiiatio de m v o  spiritri of Albert the Great, a Dominican monk, consisted of 
97 (later amended to 127) articles of Free Spirit heresy. Among the more noteworthy 
assertions were the notions that "man united with god was absolveci fiom al1 ecclesiastical 
obligations, the observance of festivals, fasts, confessions, and prayer, for these were 
obstacles to perfection" (articles 44, 50. 52, 97); that "man united with God should boldly 
satisQ the pleasures of the serises in every way and with both sexes" (1 06); that he should 
not "engage in work or dwell on his past sins, however great" (1 1 i), but "should eat and 
drink as much, and whatever, he like" (1 14), and 'kcognize that tieedom for evil and 
quietude, together with bodily satisfaction, mean the indwelling of the holy spirit within 
him" (121). See Leff 31 1-13. 

28. In Ïhe /'~irsuit cf lire Mifiennirm. Cohn writes that from "the twelflh century 
onwards, there appeared a wealth previously unheard-of in western Europe," which 
paradoxically created a "craving for renunciation . . . not confined to any one class." 
Thus, "the voluntary poor formed a mobile, restless intelliçentsia . . . operating mostly 
underyround and finding an audience and a following arnongst ail the disoricntcd and 
anxious eIements in urban society" ( 1 57). At any rate, "al1 dike seem to have been literate 
and articulate . . . the clergy who had to combat these people [were] dismayed by the 
subtlety and eloquence of their teaching and by the ski11 with which they handled abstruse 
theoloçical concepts" ( 1  59-60). 

29. "In practice however," Cohn explains, "the Brethren of the Free Spirit were as 
convinced as any other sectarians that the highest spiritual privileges were reserved for 
their own fiaternity. They divided humanity up into two groups--the majority, the 'cnide 
in spirit', who failed to develop their divine potentialities, and themselves, who were the 
'subtle in spirit"' (1 73). 

30. The "Loyists," as they called themselves, show a remarkable correspondence with the 
t hought of Foucault as in such works as Disciplirie and Purzish: a document trom the 
penod called the St~rnrnn doctri~zae which documents Loyist beliefs "emphasizes the extent 
to which masters and experts were turned into objects of derision" by the sect, who 
expressed the opinion "that those who worry about the Lord, who seek to do good and to 
respect the most precious wishes of God as expressed in the Gospel, are fools" 
(Vaneigem, Movement 2 14). This latter group also sounds very much akin to the modem 
day, "do-gooder" Rousseauian types Foucault ofien disparages. The Loyist leader himself 
anticipates twentieth-century gutter-dandy Henry Miller in his elevation of individual 



experience over abstraction: Pruystinck, writes one of his detractors, calls "the preaching 
of the word of God dead syllables, with no efficacity. He slanders ecclesiastical order and 
discipline as the tyranny and inquisition of Spain- He rejects schools, colleges and 
universities. He sneers at the commentaries and interpretations of holy and leamed 
men - . ." (2 14). Finally, Pruystinck presents his views to Martin Luther, who promptly 
pronounces him "possessed by the devii" (21 7), eventually leading to his downfall. 

3 1 .  Throughout Leyden's "reim" a man narned Dusentschur, a goldsmith by trade, served 
as the king's all-purpose prophet. "One day," Cohn writes, "in the main square, this man 
declared that the heavenly Father had revealed to hm that Bockelson was t o  be king of the 
whole world, holding dominion over di kings, princes and geat ones of the earth (270j. 
Leyden's coronation followed, as did many more revelations by Dusentschur. 

32. Leyden's kingship is marked by its deployrnent of spectacular irnagery and symbolism, 
behind which there lay only the Void. "Although money had no hnction in Munster," 
Cohn wrîtes, "a new, purely ornamental coinage was created. Gold and silver coins were 
minted with inscriptions surnmarizing the whole rni l le~ia l  phantasy which gave the 
kingdorn its meaning. 'The Word has become Flesh and dwells in us'. . . . A special 
emblem was devised to symbolize Bockelson's clairn to absolute spiritual and temporal 
dominion over the whole world. A . . The King himself wore this emblem, modelled in 
goId, hanging by a gold chain ffom his neck. His attendants wore it as  a badge on their 
sleeves; and it was accepted in Munster as the emblem ofthe new state." Leyden also 
-'dressed in magnificent robes and wore rings, chains and spurs made fiom the finest metd 
by the most skilfùl crafismen in the tom." and made public appearances in the 
marketplace seated on a throne "draped with cloth of  gold" (272). 



CHAPTER 2: SEUING POWER: THE DESTRUCTURALISTSPLRAL 

Art is a ritualistic binding of the perpetual motion 
machine that is nature. . . . Art is order. But order is  
not necessarily just, kind or beautiful. Order may be 
arbitrary, harsh, and cruel. Art hm nothing to do with 
morality. . , . Before the Enlightenment, religious art 
was hieratic and ceremonid. After the Eolightenment, 
art had to create its own world, in which a new ritual of 
artistic formalism replaced religious universals. . . . The 
artist makes art not to Save humankind, but to Save 
h imself. 

-Camille f aglia 

Medieval çutter-sovereigns such as John of Leyden ultimately posit a style of living 

beyond metaphysicai concems (the uncovering of that which can be eternally fked as 

"tme" underlying any given cultural formation, for instance), for "true nature" can never 

be arrested or deciphered. Their actions thus expose the structures of "civilized" life 

(including lan~wage) as fictions. whose successive "interpretations" are constituted in "the 

violent or surreptitious appropriation of a system of niles, which . . . [have] no essential 

meaning" (Foucault, Reader 86). This Apollonian power-play is paradoxical: niles and 

order have proven to be humanity's geatest defense against the void, s e ~ n g  as the basis 

for religion, ritual, and art; however, contrary to contemporary liberal-humanist thinking, 

al1 of these modes, including art, are in no way exempt tiom the amordie and cruelty 

created by the application of the inherently arbitrary and empty "niles" which are their 

basis. The artist, as a creator of works whose laws are self-contained, is thus necessarily 

ençaçed in transgression: initially freeinç the subject(ed) through the dispersal of inheri ted, 

static rules. he must formulate the world anew, impose a new interpretation, a 

counter-discourse: when the art-work involved is the selc as in the case of the dandy, the 

issue of moral responsibility becornes even more problematic. Rather than deconstruction, 

I would label this spirai destmcttu-am, a movement encompassing both structure and its 

antithesis. This yoking of opposites becomes increasingly important as art challenges 

religion for hegemony in the cultural life of Western man. 



ASTRIDE THE LINE: SADE 

For thinkers as diverse as Foucault, Deleuze and Paglia, the Marquis de  Sade's work 

initiates the Jestn~c~urufisf spiral which informs the work of a "shadow canon" of outlaw 

cultural Western figures in the (post)Eniightenment era, a spiral which is a key element of  

sutter-dandyism. Most importantly for neo-dandyism is the Sadean idea that the 

--enlightened" individual-he o r  she who has developed the will to go  beyond the facile, 

bland exterior of "civilized 1ife"-possesses rights beyond those who spend theu tives 

paying lipservice to everyday morality. "Chief among these rights," states Pierre 

Klossowski, "is the right to  revise the notion of what man is." It is this "ex-rimerrtai 

r i~hr . . . ro condi~ct forhiden experimer~ts, " to  become one's own Creator and fashion 

the self as a work of  art, that marks "one o f  the tùndamental commitments of  the Sadean 

conscience" (7 1 ). 

Sade's libertines not only realize Dionysian "tnie nature," but also sow the seeds of the 

rnovement "against nature," resultinç in a denaturalized, "dis-eased Apollonian art-reaim 

wherein, according to Foucault, "every languaçe that has been effectively pronounced 

has been consumed and then "repeated, combined, dissociated, reversed, and reversed 

once again, not toward a dialectical reward . . . but a radical exhaustion" (/'rtguagci 

6 1-2). For Sade, humanity7s limits are no longer circumscribed by religion, God having 

been decentered by the emergence of Enlightenment "man," who now becornes the rais011 

d ' h e  f the universe. It is, then, this emergent "mans"' most powerfùl Dionysian 

experience--ses--which marks the borderline where thought and language break down into 

white noise on the threshold o f  life and death, holding the key to what Foucault describes 

as "the sovereign enterprise of  unreason" (Madrless 278). 

SADE'S NEO-GNOSTICISM 

Bataille comments t hat fundamental Gnosticism posits the "conception o f  matter as an 

ucfiw principle having its own eternal autonomous existence," this notion beinç in 

incompatible contrast to  "the very principle of the profoundly monistic Hellenistic spirit, 

whose dominant tendency saw matter and evil as  degradations of superior principles7' 

( C ?.siorfi 47).  Although Gnostics proclaimed the world and its laws emanations of an "evil 



Derniurge," Bataille finds-based on the Gnostic contention that, as a result of this 

perceived situation, the enlightened individual @neumaticos) is sovereign and not bound 

by worldly or Divine law--that 

it is difficult to believe that on the whole Gnosticism does 
not manifest above al1 a sinister love of darkness, a 
monstrous taste for [the] obscene and lawiess . . . . The 
existence of a sect of kenfiuus Gnoslics and of certain 
sexual rites fùlfills this obscure demand for a baseness that 
would not be reducible, which would be owed the  most 
indecent respect: black ma& has continued this tradition to 
the present day. (48) 

For Bataille, no matter what linguistic turns are employed to disguise it, the key 

element of Gnostic thinking is an irrverse exahfion, the usurpation of the throne of the 

sovereign by the base subject: the Low proclaims itself on an equal footing-the Same as- 

the Hiçh. Gnosticisrn "is a question above al1 of not submitting oneself, and with oneself 

one's reason, to whatever is more elevated, to whatever can give a borrowed authority to 

the bcing that 1 am, and to the reason that arms this being." Instead, "this being and its 

reason can in fact only submit to what is lower, to what can never serve in any case to ape 

a given authonty" (50). 

Sade's writings extol a version of this forrn of Gnostic thought, with a slight twist, in 

that Nature itself becomes of central importance, and the idea of God. while heavily 

blasphemed, finally less crucial.' Deleuze (via Klossowski 65-86) stresses the concept of 

a "distinction between two rlalzcres-" as being central to Sade's thought. Secortu'ary rtafrtre 

corresponds to the Gnostic world of the Demiurge, the Apollonian realm of law and order, 

both cosmic (the himarmme), and physicaVmora1 (i~omtm). ln Sade, "individuation, no 

less than the preservation of a reign or a species, are processes that testi@ to the narrow 

limits of secondary nature," writes Deleue (Cold,re.ss 27). Primary rrafrrre, however, 

corresponds to what I have previousty identified as "me nature": this is the active 

Dionysian realm which underlies the static Apollonian dream, a pure chaos in which "al1 

reigns and al1 laws" are dispersed, as it is "fke even f'rom the necessity to create, preserve 

or individuate" (27). Such a realm of "pure neçation," Deleuze explains, "needs no 



foundation and is beyond al1 foundation, a prima1 delirium, an original and timeless chaos 

solely composed of wild and lacerating molecules." The task of the Sadean libertine is 

thus to "bridge the gulf between the two elements," to straddle the line between the 

Apollonian order of secondary nature-which is "aiways geared to the demands of 

conservation," causing "a usurpation of true sovereigntyn-and the liberating Dionysian 

conundrum of true or primary nature (86). 

Foucault locates the initial stage of what 1 am cailing the des~ructuralisr movement in 

this Sadean drive toward a total affirmation of primary nature as a state of chaotic flux, an 

etemally dissonant madness which &rms everything (and therefore nothing) at the same 

time. Here is Sade's "ironic justification" of the "ina~ty" of Rousseau's philosophy, with 

its "verbiage about man and nature" ( M d i e s s  283). "Within the chateau where Sade's 

hero contines himself," wn'tes Foucault, "it seems at first glance as if nature can act with 

utter freedorn. There man rediscovers a tmth he had forgotten, though it was manifest. 

What desire can be contrary to nature, since it was given to man by nature itself? . . . The 

madness of desire, insane murders, the most unreasonable passions-a11 are wisdom and 

reason, since they are part of the order of nature" (282). In The 120 flays tfSdorn, one 

of the author's main philosophical mouthpieces, Curval, elucidates this line of thinking in 

an extended oratory. "it is truly incredible," he says 

the way man, aiready restricted in ail his amusements, in al1 
his faculties, seeks fiirther to narrow the scope of his 
existence. . . . For example, is it not conunonly suspected 
what limitations he who has raised up murder as a crime has 
imposed upon al1 his delights; he has deprived himself of a 
hundred joys, each more delicious than the other, by daring 
to adopt the odious illusion which founds that particular 
nonsense. What the devil difference can it make to Nature 
whether there are one, ten, twenty, five hundred more or 
fewer human beings on earth? Conquerors, heroes, 
tyrants--do they inhibit themselves by that absurd law? . . . 
Forsooth, my fiiends, 1 tell you fiankly that 1 tremble, 1 
groan when 1 hear fools dare to tell me that such is the law 
of Nature, etc. . . . Mercifùl Heaven! Al1 athirst for crimes 
and murders. 'tis to see they are committed, to inspire them 
Nature has wrought her Iaw. (534) 



Curval goes on to state that "the single way of s e ~ n g  nature is blindly to respond to her 

desires," no matter what forrn they might take, vice and virtue being equally valid in 

nature's primary chaos, where "she is wont to urge us to do this, now to do that" (534). 

To submit to the pre-ordained structures, guidelines and rules ofsecondary nature is to faIl 

into the Gnostic's worldly pnson of the heimarmerze and the nomos, and thus to surrender 

one's sovereignty. 

Taken alone, however, ttus notion is misleading. Foucault points out that the "first 

phase" of the Sadean subject's transgression is rzot a simple movement of black into white 

(which would rnean its annihilation). but rather a straddling or puncturing of the binary 

wdl  between being and nothingness. "The real decisions," he says, "are still to be made: 

decisions in which the links between man and his natural being disappear" (Maciness 283). 

In this process, the subject's outer, societai "self' is momentarily broken down and 

reintegrated with the Dionysian continuum, finding "itself in what it excludes . . . perhaps 

recognizes itself for the first time," a rnove analogous to the nirvanic (re)union of Atrnan 

and Brahman in Eastern mysticism. "Enliçhtenment," then, for the Sadean subject, is this 

reaiization of a "true nature" from which it is nevertheless ahen. This essence-less-ness is 

revealed, through the  experience of the Dionysian limit, as an "affirmation that affims 

nothing," leading to a paradox central to the Jesfr~tcfltralisr spiral: for a living subject on 

the material plane of existence, Dionysus aiways leads bac& to Apollo (/.arlg~age 34-6). 

Every "total" affirmation of true nature is thus an anti-affirmation which in turns afirms 

the eaenority of man: the paradoxical proclamation "1 AM NOTHING" expresses this 

idea perfectly. Consequently, Sadean "bodies of self and other become objects (rather 

than sensitive beings) on the threshold between life and death" (During 82), as seen in the 

fol lowing passage fiom Sade's Jitstirre: 

"This torture is sweeter than any you may imagine, 
Thérèse," says Roland; "you will only approach death by 
way of unspeakably pleasurable sensations; the pressure this 
noose will bring to bear upon your nervous system will set 
fire to the organs of voluptuousness; the effect is certain; 
were ail the people who are condemned to this torture to 
know in what an intoxication of joy it makes one die, less 



terrified by this retribution for their crimes, they would 
commit them more ofien." (675) 

This second phase of Sadean transgression-the "retumV-establishes the subject's 

(re)embrace of the Apollonian, this time with the experieniial realization that the "laws" 

binding it are, at base, empty and malleable: the subjeci realizes its status as an objerci. 

Fienceforth, "the relation established by Rousseau is precisely reversed; sovereignty no 

longer transposes the natural existence; the latter is only an object for the sovereip, which 

perrnits him to measure his total liberty," his distance fiom the void (Foucault, Madr1es.s 

283). Finafly, even the omnipotence of rnighty primary nature is rejected. As Maurice 

Blanchot explains, "mere nothingness is not the goal" of the Sadean libertine. lnstead, 

-'what he has striven for is sovereignty, through the spirit of negation, canied to its 

extreme." Sadean man's Jesin~c~~rralisf journey moves fiom the Apollonian subject 

constructed by predetermined societal noms (the maze-like world of the Demiurge, 

secondary nature), through the "negation" of the dissolving Dionysian (primary nature), 

and then back açain to Apollonian forrn, but this time endowed with a new awareness: he 

is his own Creator. "Thus," says Blanchot, "the circle is closed. With man we started, 

we now end up with man. Except that he now bears a new narne: he is called the Unique 

One, the man who is unique of his kind" (64). Accordingly, Sade wtites that the 

philosopher "is alone in the universe, he judçes everything subjectively. only he is of 

importance" (Ju.stirre 608); here we return to Hadot's definition of the classical 

philosopher as ofopos, outside of societd conventions, a race apart, a notion which in 

Sade is taken to its fùrthest limits. 

THE MAKING OF T H E  MONSTER 

Clement: "The philosopher. . . no longer fears to be 
selfish, to reduce everyone around him, and he sates his 
appetites without inquiring to know what his 
enjoyments may cost others, and without remorse." 

Thérése: "But the man you describe is a monster." 

Clement: "The man I descnbe is  in tune with Nature." 

-Sade's Justine 



Sade's philosophia combines the asocial a tops and strict discipline o f  Hadot7s 

classical philosophers with the libertinistic aspects of medieval Gnosticism seen in the  cuit 

of the Free Spirit. What Sade develops, Simone d e  Beauvoir explains, is a cruel ascesis of 

apathy (55).' This ascesis is based upon the active application of  the will, which in the 

final stages allows the practitioner of  a Sadean philosophia to gain hegemony over nature 

itselt rather than "reflect passively the heinousness of Naîure, " she says, "one must makcz 

orzrwlfa criminal in order t o  avoid beirg evil, as is a volcano o r  a member of  the police" 

( 5 3 ) -  Here is a gnostic form of  "spiritual exercises" unimagined by Hadot's noble men of 

antiquity, yet which seem one logical result of the practice o f  the atopsphi/o-sophe. The 

sp~ral of destnfcturaiism is t hus a "paradoxical situation," as the libertindp hilosop her 

"who asserts himself completely is a h  completely destroyed. He is a man of  al1 passions, 

and he  is without feeling," a pure extenority, his hard outer shell encasing the void. This 

forrn of  apa~hy irt extremis "is the spirit of negation applied to the man who has chosen to 

make himself supreme," a limit-application o f  transgressive apathy resulting in the 

development of  "truc energy" (Blanchot 67). The primordial power o f  "tme nature" is 

now actively employed against itself. harnessed for the singular use of the libertine.' Here, 

says Foucault, the "nothingness o f  unreason . . . has become a violence of  Nature and 

~ ' ~ ~ ~ I I - s I  Na/rrre, to the point of  the savage abolition of itself7 (Madr~ess 285, my italics). 

The Sadean subject consequently experiences "an exaltation that leads to its complete 

explosion," the J e . s t n ~ c r t ~ r a ~ i s ~  spiral in action. (Foucault, qtd. in J. Miller 154). 

the philos-ophia of Sade is thus shown to travel d o n g  a left-hand path that is rigorous, 

exacting, "a strict t a sk  a total enterprise" (Foucault, Mdiess 282). It is by an effort of 

will "no less formidable an undertaking than the ascent o f  Everest" that one attains such a 

state of Sadean enlightenment: "no one can do it without a colossal concentration of 

e n e r ~ ~ . "  For Bataille, the most strikinç feature o f  the Sadean philo-sophia is that it "starts 

Frorn an attitude o f  iitter irresponsibility and ends with one o f  stnngent self-control. . . . 

There is a movement foward of  transgression that does not stop befare a sumrnit is 

reached" (Bataille, Cïsio,~.~ 1 74, 1 75).  The "enlightened" Sadean philosopher never totally 

relinquishes Apollonian control, before, during o r  especialIy/c//owi~~g Dionysian 



dissociation.' Sade says admiringiy of his character Curval-t he sarne character who 

advocates following the whims o f  nature-t hat 

with that man, passions had not the least influence upon 
doctrines; fim in his principles, he was just as much an 
atheist, an iconoclast, a criminal aiter having shed his iück 
as when, before, he had been in a lubricious ferment . . . . 
Never ought f k k  be allowed to  dictate or affect one's 
principies; .tis for one's principies to regulate one's manner 
of shedding it. And whether one is stiff, or  whether one is 
not, one's philosophy, acting independently of the passions, 
should always remain the sarne. (-The 120 Days of Sodom 
5 3 5 )  

A DIFFERENT DEMOCRACY 

The revolution is from below, the lower classes, the 
undemorld, the damned, the disreputable, the despised 
and rejected. Freud's revolutionary motto in The 
Interpretation of Dreams: Flectere s i  nequeo Superos, 
Achenrnta movebo. If 1 cannot bend the higher powers, 
I will stir up the lower depths. Freud's discovery: the 
universal underworld. 

-Norman O. Brown 

The shiry. rmpty szîbject Sade's version o f  the medieval Gnostic's p tw~imat ius ,  or  

spiritual man, revised for the Age o f  Reason. Similar to  Gnostic doctrine, this state of  

being, perhaps surprisingly, is actually Jemocratic in nature, "open to any individual, 

regardless of  his situation." What is required for Sadean sovereignty is the development 

of mie  wi//  (a theme Nietzsche would later expand upon); for Sade, "those who remain 

amon3 the oppressed do  so because they are poor-spirited, and they must not be pitied. . . 

. if one dares. one cm." Sade also recognized that the least likely group to partake o f  this 

concept would be the emergent middle classes, who, instead, in return for a limifed 

sovereignty which in actuality amounts to systematic enslavement,' insist upon paying lip 

service to a view o f  life famously depicted by Rousseau, one in which men are bom equal, 

"free" and "good," but are then corrupted by an unjust societal structure which creates 

inequality and hierarchy. In this view, such a state o f  affairs necessitates an unwritten 

"social contract" between al1 members o f  a given Society (and enforced by the state) 



ensuring a reciprocal and levelled playing field for al1 (a notion fervently held-and acted 

upon legislatively--by rniddle-class, liberal-humanists in the West to this day 6 ) .  For Sade. 

this was a fancihl notion that undermined the quest for individual sovereignty and mainly 

worked to  the benefit o f  the middle classes. being in the interest neither o f  the rich, "who 

have nothing to  gain in abdicating their privileges" (de Beauvoir 5 9 ,  nor the poor, "whose 

inferiority is thereby confirmed" (47). In such a system, the individuai is fixed within the 

predeterrnined static grid of  secondary nature, without the freedom either to rise t o  the top 

or sink to the  bottom, hs t r a t ing  the principle o f  inverse exaltation from either direction 

(hw-high high-luw). 

In the world o f  experience, such a notion was ultirnately untenable. "Sade passionately 

exposes the bourgeois hoax which consists in erecting class interests into universal 

principles," writes d e  Beauvoir. "Since the concrete conditions under which individuals 

live a re  not homogeneous, no universal morality is possible" (48). Moreover, such 

equalizing ideals were opposed t o  what Sade saw as the inescapably hierarchicaf natural 

impulses of humanity: 

There is not a living man who does not wish to  play the 
despot when he is s t iR it seems to  h m  his joy is less when 
ot hers appear to  have a s  much a s  he . . . he would like to  be 
the only one in the world capable o f  experiencing what he  
feels: the idea o f  seeing another enjoy as he enjoys reduces 
him to a kind of equality with that other, which impairs the 
unspeakable charm desputiism allows him to  feel. 
(i'hilusophy 3 44) 

Sovereignty for Sade then rnust be accomplished always on an incl'ividt~aI basis: the 

bourgeois utopian notion ot'a crdl~'c/ive. trnïvrrsol sovereignty of delimited Freedoms for 

ail is for him a nightmansh scenario.' Laws meant t o  bnng about peace and equality, to 

protect man From himself, fiom his own instincts, "forged for universal application, are in 

perpetual conflict with persona1 interest." Meant t o  protect the society at large, such laws 

"are very bad for the individuals whereof it is composed; for, if they one time protect the 

individuai, they hinder, trouble, fetter hirn for three quarters o f  his life" (287). For Sade, 

such a trade-off was tantamount t o  the acceptance o f  a living death. and the only answer 



lay in the individual application of transgressive will: "As the weak may redress matters by 

means of theft, the strong are equally allowed to restore inequaiity, or protect it, by 

refusing to çive aid to the wretched. The universe would cease on the spot to subsist 

were there an exact similarity arnongst al1 beings; 'tis of this disparïty there is born an 

order w hich preserves, contains, directs everyt hing" (120 Bays 426). 

Thus, with the bourgeois middle classes excluded Fiom the attainment of true 

soverei~tylenlightement by the fact of their very existence as a ciass, "Sade's heroes are 

recruited fiom . . . arnong the highest and the lowest," wTïtes Blanchot, "fiom arnong the 

mighty of the world and, at the opposite pole, fished up fiom the sewers and cesspools of 

the lower depths." Both groups, high and low, "have something extreme working for 

them, for the extreme of poverty is as  powerfùl a stimulus as are the dauling possibilities 

that fortune offers." The problem, then, is one of the rniddle against both ends. Laws 

meant to conserve and protect a middle-class world oppress both the high and the low: 

either "one is too far beneath it to be able to conform to the law without petishing," or 

'-one is too far above the law to subrnit to it without debasement" (42). Such binary 

divisions between high and low as rich/poor, oppressor/oppressed are "merely provisional 

arguments by which Sadean man, depending on his position in the social hierarchy, asserts 

his nçht to power," (43) through the transgression of the limits and boundaties of 

"civilized" society. 

WRITING (AS) THE ULTIMATE CRIME 

No matter what direction the trangression, however, the key element here remains the 

same: an apathetic, detached application of crime, of methdical buse acrivtty which 

fùnctions as an ascesis of inverse exaltation by which the self is transmutated, 

empowered.' "Crime matters more than lust. and the cold-blooded, the premeditated 

crime is greater than the crime comrnitted in the heat of passion," writes Blanchot. "But 

most important is the somber, secret crime "committed by a conscious hardening of 

sensitivity," which is the "act of a sou1 which has destroyed everythinç within itself, has 

accumulated an immense strength through its controlled enfolding of the void. Again 

paradoxically, this dispassionate application of a cruel ascesis lads the subject to a 



-'supreme enjoyment of  the self' which f i d l y  "will transport hirn a sovereign, beyond al1 

imaginable limits," the ultimate seizure of power (68-9). 

Also of major importance in this transgressive scenario is Sade's oft-quoted remark 

regarding the nature o f  writing itsel f. Undoubtedly, the "monsters" Sade valorizes when 

he invokes the "perverse writers whose corruption is so dangerous, so active, that their 

single aim is, by causing their appalling doctrines t o  be printed, t o  imrnortdize the sum o f  

their crimes after their own iives are at an end," are versions o f  himself- "They theinselves 

can d o  no more," Sade continues, "but their accursed writings will instigate the 

commission o f  crimes, and they cany this sweet idea with them t o  their graves" ( J I L Y I ~ ~  

6 1 1 ). For Foucault, "~ri t ing,~ '  be it historical, philosophical o r  literary, in the modem era 

finds its highest value in this Sadean radicality. The dissociation o f  those lines which 

constitute the Western subject o r  personaiity is the aim of the "experience-book," which 

attempts "through expenence t o  reach that point o f  life which lies as close as  possible to 

the impossibility of living, which lies a t  the limit o r  extreme." Such a work itself fùnctions 

as a "de-subjectiQing undertaking," a "%mit-experience' that tears the subject fiom itself' 

(l<emark.s 3 1 -2) .  

Echoinr; the rhetorical hnction Hadot attributes to classical texts, Foucault's 

heterotopic "experience-book" is an active agent, a work o f  "direct personal experience" 

(Rernarks 3 8) rat her than a theoreticaVexegeticd exercise: phihsophy as a way of l f  fe. 

The '-experience-book" thus fùnctions simultaneously as both theory and practice, erasing 

the line between the two. "1 aim at having an experience myself," Foucault explains, "and 

I invite others to share the experience . . . that might permit us to  emerge from it 

transformedm (34). The dissociated subject is thus tiamed through the act of  writing and 

transmitted to others as rhetorical solicitation to "slip into this kind o f  expenence" (40). 

Impiicit in this view-and expikit in Sade's comment-4s the idea o f  writing a s  a 

.s74 hversiw , crimirial act : t iterature as a rhetorical exercisc designed to create activity, to 

stir its readers to action, this beinç a lefi-handed version of  the classical phiIo.vophia, 

where writing-indeed l angage  itself--fùnctions as "a force acting on the world, rather 

than a series o f  signs to  deciphered (Tompkins 203). The "experience-book" as defined 



and refined by Sade-which eventuaily becomes the main literary vehicle of the gutter- 

dandy--contains a crime "which is perpetually effective, even when 1 myself cease to be 

effective, so that there will not be a single moment of my life, even when 1 am asleep, 

when I shall not be the cause of some disturbance" (Sade, qtd. in Deleuze, Coldness 28). 

In "The Use Value of D.A.F. de Sade," Bataille devotes an entire essay to this 

important notion. Bataille indignantly seeks to rescue Sade fiom "his most open 

apologists" (C'isiom 92), especially "literary men" who "could even pretend that Sade was 

the first to take the trouble to situate the domain he describeci outside of and above ail 

reality," and who "easify affirm that the brilliant and suffocating value he wanted to give 

human existence is inconceivable outside of fiction" (93). Rather than serving the 

homogenizing Apollonian ends of philosophy, science, religion and poetry, al1 of which 

Bataille classifies as "instruments of appropriation," Sade's books are "heterological," 

Dionysian teas," working in opposition to "any homogenous representation of the world, 

in other words, to any philosophicai system" (97). Rather than remaininç within the realm 

of abstraction, such works bridge the gap between theory and practice, between Apollo 

and Dionysus by linking "abstract facts to a practice . . . which immediately reaches 

concrete heteroçeneity, in order to arrive at ecstatic trances and orgasm" (99). They are 

t hus rhemricd. 

For a society trapped within a "state of stagnation (dunng a phase of appropriation)"-- 

bound by the interests of the production and conservation of goods, as well as by the 

seMie utility of the individual which defines the rniddle classes-heterologicd literature 

(i.e., the "experience-book") functions actively on the level of the individual in a manner 

akin to the potlatch, as in "the geat fitual destruction of goods in British Columbia7' by 

native peoples, by promoting activity opposife to that of conservation and utility: the 

gratuitous, joyhl H a s t e  of human energy and resources (1 00). Bataille further defines 

this line of thouçht found in the actions of Sade's "sovereign man" when he notes that 

while Sade does not overtly formulate the principles of potlatch, he "implies them" by 

advocating a transçressive erotic excess which by its very nature "mocks at toil," and by 

assenin2 "that pleasure is more acute if it is criminai and the more abhorrent the crime the 



greater the pleasure" (Erotism 168-9). Finally, mocking the supposedly "universal good 

inherent in work, accumulation and conservation, the decadent principles of this personai 

potlatch merge with those of inverse exaifation: 

Erotic conduct is the opposite of normal conduct as 
spending is the opposite of getting. . . . We recklessly draw 
on Our strength and sometimes in the violence of passion we 
squander considerable resources to no real purpose. 
Pleasure is so close to minous waste that we refer to the 
moment of climax as a "little death". . . . Our ody real 
pleasure is to squander our resources to no purpose, just as 
if a wound were bleeding away inside us; we always want to 
be sure of the uselessness or the ruinousness of our 
extravagance. We want to feel as remote fi-om the world 
where thrifi is the rule as we can. As remote as we cm:- 
t hat is hardly enough; we want a world ttwned upside dowr~ 
and inside mt. The truth of eroticism is treason. ( 170- 1, 
my italics) 

Sade's poisonous dream: a world turned  pside de down, inside our--a fevered realm in the 

gri p of the de.srnrctrrra/isi spiral. 

DECADENCE AS ENLIGHTENMENT: T H E  EMERGENCE OF THE DANDY 

Modern man is  not the man who goes off to discover 
himself, his secrets and his hidden truth; he i s  the man 
who tries to invent himself. 

What is enlightenment? Aldous Huxley: "To be enlightened is to be aware, at ail tirnes, 

of total reality in its immanent otherness . . . and yet be in a condition to survive as an 

animal . . . to resort whenever expedient to systematic reasoning" (63). One foot in; one 

foot out, embodying a state of constant self creation/critique-what the Buddha called 

parmiwla--the essence of de.stnic~r~raii.smm To know "true nature" and yet be able to 

live with this knowledge. Foucault, Iike the Buddha, finally determines that such a state 

cannot be reached through formulait means; each person has to find his or her path to 

"enlightenment" (J. Miller 283). This does not mean, however, that he is against offenng 

some generai ideas on the topic. 



In the latter stages of his career, Foucault becomes increasingly wncemed with the 

second, reconstmctive rnovement of Sadean transgression. In the original "What 1s An 

Aut hor?", published in 1 969, Foucault concurs with the poststructurdist, Barthesian 

notion that heterotopic fiction, which dissociates and deconstructs the  subject-self, has 

occasioned the death of the historical "author." However, as foltows al1 acts of Dionysian 

transgression, the Apollonian ordering process quickly rushes in to seal the gap left by the 

author's disappearance: the empûicd author-the invisible, centered perceiving subject- 

may have died, but other control mechanisms rush in to  contain the void- The author's 

name, for instance, fùnctions not like a proper name, but a "name-brand," indicating not 

only ownership o f  the "branded material, but a certain kind of discourse o r  product tied 

to it. And literary critics, aping the methods o f  Christian exegesis, also act as agents of  

control by subsuminç contradictions, expellinp "aiien" texts. and generaily ordering the 

disorderly body of  the author's works (Lmguage 105- 13) 

In the 1979 revised tea," Foucault adds some subtle closinç remarks which, although 

they have basically gone unexamined, hint at his blossominç interest in dandyism. 'Y seem 

to cal1 for a f o m  of culture in which fiction would not be limited by the figure of the 

author," h e  now says. This notion is quickly dismissed as naive, however, as it discounts 

the second phase of  the transgressive spiral: a pure state of unfettered Dionysiac bliss for 

textual and/or human bodies is now deemed "pure romanticism." The key, instead, is a 

rrat~sf~mnatiort of the author-fùnction: "I think that, as our society changes . . . the 

author-function will disappear, and . . . that fiction . . . will once again function accordinç 

to another mode, but still with a systern of constraint--one which will no longer be the 

author. but which will have to be determined or, perhaps, experiertced' (my italics, 

i+bucaulr Reader 1 19). This last statement is typical o f  the cagey Foucault, an easily 

glossed-over hint at his developing interest in Apollonian praxis. What could he mean by 

t his "experience" o f  the author-tùnction? 

The answer lies within the cultural manifestation or symptom known as "decadence," 

which represents the ironic apex of rnodernity, existing at the fùrthest limit o f  the 

Apollonian impulse underlying Western culture. Furthemore, decadent art, the loçical 



extension of the total immersion in and subsequent swerve away fiom nature seen in Sade 

(ignored by early Romantics such as Wordsworth, with his benign Rousseauism), is 

embodied in the person of the dm&, who seeks continually to encompass both 

movements of the spiral by tuming life into art, thereby de-forming and arresting nature's 

insidious, deleterious power: 

Romantic imagination broke through ail limits. Decadence, 
burdened by fieedom, invents harsh new limits, 
psychosexual and artistic. . . . Its nature theory follows 
Sade and Coleridge, who see nature's cruetty and excess. 
Art supplants nature. The objet d'art becomes the center of 
fetishistic connoisseurship. Person is transformed into 
beautifid thing, beyond the law. Decadence takes western 
sexual personae to  their ultimate point of hardness and 
artificiality. It is. . . . an Apollonian raid on the Dionysian, 
the aggressive eye, pinning and fieezing nature's roiling 
objects. (Paglia, Semai 3 89) 

Mark Edmundson explains that, for Paglia, the decadent sensibility is important because 

of its recognition that "givinç up to nature means unconditionally surrendering t o  the 

erotic and destructive drivesw--ritual and artifice fnistrate nature's ginding powers of 

decomposition (3 10). Paçlia rightly Iocates French culture as the spawning ground for 

decadent literary f i p r e s  as witnessed in the lives and works of poet-dandy Charles 

Baudelaire. and novelist-dandy J .K. Huysmans, whose Agnimt Mure is a virtual guide 

to decadent/aesthetic practice, directly anticipatinç the ernergence of Jean Genet, who in 

turn provides a biueprint for the Anglo-American gutter-dandies o f  the twentieth century. 



T H E  DANDY AS REBEL 

Near as I could make out, Bauddaire was the first real 
rock star. A t  least he was the first one to smoke dope, 
stay up  PU night, and crash in hoteis, dress in a 
dandyish manner that serveâ to  confuse 'real men' 
about his gender, frtquent brothcls, and pmeed to fuck 
around so much he finally got syphilis and ultimately 
died insane and mad, brilliant as he was tngic. Years 
later his life made a signif iant impression on young 
Arthur Rimbaud, mucb w Btake b r d  on Baudelaire 
years before. That's tbe start of the lineage . . . as much 
as Chuck Berry and Little Richard and those guys 
shaped the sound o f  rock 'n' roll, these guys set the 
standard for its action and behaviour, its attitude. 

-Danny Sugerman 

Dandyism . . . inaugurates an aesthetic which is s t i l l  
valid in ou t  world, an aesthetic o f  solitary creators, who 
are obstinate rivals o f  a Cod they condemn. From 
romanticism onward, the artist's task will not only be to 
create a world, or to exalt beauty for its own sake, but 
also to define an attitude. 

-Camus 

The chier rule o f  the brotherhood of dandies, strictly 
observed, is to evade conformity. 

-Jessica R Feldman 

Albert Camus. in his philosophical work ïfie Itehel, situates the dandy next in the 

Iineage of oppositional Enlightenment figures followinç Sade. In Camus's 

characteristically acrid view, dandyism is "a degraded form of asceticism," perhaps a 

loçical enough statement when one considers its lineage as it extends from the lefi-hand 

path of medieval Gnosticism through Sade's own Enlightenment-era revision. In Sade's 

wake, rebellion, "no longer hoping for the rule or  the unity of God," assumes an 

adversarial posture which seeks a solution in "the attitude that it itself' strikes, exemplified 

in the figure of the dandy, who "creates his own unity by aesthetic means." Still tinged 

with a touch of the Satanic in a newfound rational world where God is dead yet 



paradoxïcally lives on, the dandy "is, by occupation, always in opposition," compelled to 

shape the raw flux of existence according to his own design. "Up to now," says Camus, 

"man derived his coherence fiom his Creator. But fiom the moment that he consecrates 

his rupture with Him, he finds hirnself deiivered over to the fleeting moment, to the 

passing days, and to wasted sensibility . Therefore he must take himself in hand. The 

dandy rallies his forces and creates a unity for himself by the very violence of his refusal" 

(5 1 ). 

The dandy is thus continually compelled to posit a substitute universe in opposition to 

that of the logocentnc God of The Wor(l)d, and does this by rescuing the long discredited 

pagan image fiom its long exile, placing it back upon its cultural pedestal. To this end, 

Camus contends, he takes the image unto himself, and attempts to merge with it, 

becoming a work of art: "the artist becomes a model and offers himself as an exarnple7' 

(53). From this socio-historical point onwards, An itself challenges religion for cultural 

hegemony. syrnbolized in the dandy's persona. Life for the dandy is perjbrrna?~ce art: "he 

is as coherent as an actor . . .always compelled to astonish." As with his conceptual 

predecessor. the Sadean libertine (exemplified in practice by Sade himself), "sinçulanty is 

his vocation. excess his way to perfection" (52) .  Ellen Moers, author of the pioneering 

study ïhe ilady: Hrcrmmel tu Beerbohm. explains that the dandy "as Bmmmell made 

him, stands on an isolated pedestal of self" his crowning achievement "simply to be 

himself' ( 17). This process, however, bears no resemblance to our currentfirr-dk- 

millrta~irint societal mania over "self-esteem" and "protecting one's identity." concems 

basically Rousseauian in nature. Instead, "being oneself' in this instance is an mercise, an 

extension of the everyday philo.wphia of classical scholars via Sade's ascesis of apathy. 

To "be yourself' therefore "does not mean to relax, to sprawl [but] to tighten, to control, 

to attain perfection. . . . Instinctual reactions, passions, and enthusiasms are animal, and 

thus abominable" ( 1  S)." This dandiacal phi/osophia initially finds its most coherent 

exponent in the work and life of Baudelaire. 



BAUDELAIRE: DÉCIMSÉ DANDY 

Of the vaporization and centralization o f  the Self. 
There is everything. 

Creation came h m  him, (yetl ke was the object 
created. 

-Sartre, from &n&Iaire 

Whiie Bauddaire could explain that the dandyism, as he conceived it, "is a modem 

thing, resulting from causes entirely new" (Mïrror 128), this was only accurate to  the 

extent that the dandy was the laresr manifestation o f  the will-to-sovereignty present in 

a/op.s classical philosopher Diogenes, medieval Free Spirit John o f  Leyden, and the 

Marquis De Sade. Baudelairean Ltar~&.srne is basically a further refinement of  the 

animating principles of  The Great Subculture, occasioned by the post-Enlightenrnent 

triumph of art as a organizational cultural structure able to rival religion's hegemonical 

status. "Dandyism borders on the  spiritual and the stoical," writes Baudelaire in The 

i'uirrîer of Modern Id@, which contains his definitive theoretical distillation o f  the 

phenornenon. It is "a kind of  religioq" albeit a "weird" one which recognizes "a grandeur 

in al1 follies, an energy in al1 excess," yet fiames such activity within a self-contained 

system "designed to fortiQ the will and discipline the soul" (28). The dandy is a living 

paradox. 

In the phrase "the vaporization and centralization o f  the self," which opens M o n  C o e w  

mis à ttrt, Baudelaire succinctly expresses the movement o f  destn~frrralism, the need for 

the cnlightened, sovereip man--the artist-dandy, in his model--to encompass both 

structure and its antithesis in his person and his work- For Foucault, Baudelaire's modern 

erhos. o r  "lirnit-attitude," contains both movements o f  the transgressive spiral. "beyond the 

inside-outside alternative" ( I inrgtage 45). Jessica R. Feldman argues that the dandy is 

*'neither spirit nor flesh, nature nor artifice, ethical nor aesthetic, active nor passive. male 

nor fcmale," but instead a "figure who casts into doubt, even while he underscores, the 

very binary oppositions by which his culture lives" (4). As seen in Huxley's theorem, 



-'enlightenrnent" entails just such a balancing act: constant contact with or awareness of 

Dionysian chaos whilst maintaininç Apollonian control. Just as the dissociated flux of the 

visible is continuaily transfigured, tiarned, and articulated by the decadent anist (as in the 

experience-hd),  the body's "perpetual disintegration" is transfigured through this same 

ritual application of ApolIonian lines, an "ascetic etaboration of the self," comecting the 

Foucauldian quest to the operations of rnysticism (Foucault, Im~guage 42). Deleuze 

identifies this action as a "folding" of outside power relations "to create a doubling, allow 

a relation to oneself to emerge, and constitute an inside which is hollowed out and 

develops its unique dimension" ( /*-MICMI~~ 100). This seizure of power "is what the 

Greeks did: they folded force [and] made it relate back to itself Far fiom ignoring 

interiority, individuality, or subjectivity, they invented the subject [and] discovered the 

'aesthetic existence."' Deleuze cannot overstress the importance of this "fùndarnental 

idea" underlying Foucault's work: of a "dimension of subjectivity derived from power and 

knowledge without being dependent on them" (1 0 1). Dadysrne thus represents for these 

thinkers a formula for individual powerlfieedom. 

Unlike his British predecessor Beau Brummei, a dandy who aspired to escape his 

middle-class roots via a subversion of the traditional form of aristocracy through his 

association with the Prince of Wales," Baudelaire lived in an age of aristocratie decline, 

and as a result, in his search for experiential extremity, "did not set hirnself above, but 

below the bourgeoisie," redirecting the quest for sovereignty. The habitually povew- 

stricken Baudelaire was "déclassé," and took it upon himself to aestheticize the role in 

which society placed hm: "he set to work to live his Jkclassérnerlt . . . as though it were a 

voluntary separation fiom bourgeois society" (Sartre, Baudelaire 133, 154). If the old 

aristocracy was dying, subsumed by the emergent bourgeois worid of utility, then it was 

up to the dandy to conceive "a new kind of aristocracy, al1 the more difficult to shatter as 

it will be based on the most precious, the most enduring faculties, and on the divine pifis 

which work and money are unable to bestow" (Baudelaire, Painfer 28). 

Like Sade's "Sovereign Man," who makes an art out of non-productive erotic excess, 

the Baudelairean dandy rejects the bourseois world of work: "To be a useful man has 



always seemed to me ghastly," Baudelaire declares. The artist-dandy is thus "defined by 

his uselessness to society," adopting as a first principle the "denial o f  utility" (Black 192). 

As Bataille points out, this principle was a defining feature o f  Baudelaire's life: "On the 

one hand, his notes are filled with the determination to work, but on the other, his life was 

a long rejection of  usefiil activity. . . . What in fact won the day with him was the retùsal 

to work, t o  be satisfied by it." Such a refùsal amounts to a denial of  the primacy of the 

tùture (over the enjoyment of the present) required by a bourgeois world where glory has 

been replaced by utility (Liferafure 5 1-9). Accordingly, with the option of the high no 

longer viable, Baudelaire gravitated downwards, to "al1 the beings, things and people 

which seemed wounded, broken or  slipping towards their e n d  (Sartre, Baudelaire 175). 

Baudelaire initiates the dandy's search for sovereignty in the gutter. 

The "causes entirely new" which produce Baudelairean &i@srne are then precisely 

this "victory" of the utilitarian bourgeois order. In a capitalist world of subjectival control 

which "reduces what is human to the condition of a /hitg (of a c~mmodity)~"  dandyism 

implements an ironic reversal: it deploys the ultra-Apollonianism of the modem epoch 

açainst itself, substituting art-worlds for "real" worlds (Bataille, Acctmed 1 : 129). The 

"ordering" process by which bourgeois capitalism subjects bodies is instead used to 

l i  berat e t hem t hrough the process of the desfrircfrrralisr spiral, "the vaporization and 

centralization of the self" In this process, bodies produce not more malleable bodies 

measured by their use-value in the service of power, but impenetrable, beautifùlly 

"useless" art objects: a sterile prud~~criviry. The Baudelairean dandy thus fulfills Pagiia's 

first principle of decadent art: the (re)creation of the self as a "manufactured object," or 

the "product of biology manipulated for art" (Sextrul 39 1). This subversive (mis)use of 

civilizing, ordering power against civilkation is deemed a "daemonization" of the 

ApoIlonian principle (489) , this term again stressing the underlying comection with the 

occult, left-hand path trod by members of The Great Subculture since antiquity.'" Such a 

state of gratuitous "infecundity" was for Baudelaire a lifelong pursuit (Sartre, Baudelaire 

1 07-8). 

The concept of the self as "manufactured object" also l a d s  to a refinement of the 



Sadean libertine's ambivalent attitude toward nature. Here, nature is not granted the 

status given it by Sade; for Baudelaire it is a virus which threatens the stability o f  the  

self-artifact, linking him even more closely than the at times ambivalent Sade with the  

hatred o f  "universal nature" by medievai gnostics, who linked it t o  a fallen Demiurge. 

Nature, both organic and human, symbolizes that which is "conunon" and "normal"; t o  

become im-natural, then is to  be exceptionai, s i n p h ,  for Baudelaire an absolutely 

necessary prerequisite for sovereignty. I f  "human nature" is what comprises the inner lives 

of the docile bourgeois mass, then the boundaries of this "nom-aiity" must be dissociated 

through experiential, limit-testing means: the glorious excess o f  decadent poetry, the 

ingestion o f  druçs, liaisons wit h prostitutes. Through such experiences, Baudelaire 

preci pit ates a "personal apocalypse," and gains access to the void, the "mir~cjderrlia 

oppositonrm" wherein "the self is destroyed so  that it may be born anew." This act o f  

-'decreative art," in which "humanly imposed form flirts with . . . chaos7' (Feldman 1 34), 

allows the dandy to supplant God as creator, and thus contains one of the central 

paradoxes of de.stnrctirralism: "Man, in god's image, can create order; yet in doing so he 

challenges the very notion of hierarchy, o f  God's utter supet-ioriry" ( 1 09). Dandjsme t hus 

possesses both elitist and democratic elements simultaneously, and whiie Baudelaire and 

Huysmans were still too enamoured o f  old-line aristocratie ideals to  be errtireiy 

cornfortable with the latter strain, its implications--which Foucault strives to  extract and 

develop in "What 1s Enlightenment?7'--would be developed in various ways by twentieth- 

century ytter-dandies like Henry Miller, who, perhaps because o f  his historical distance 

as an Arnerican, lacked the Europeans' nostaigia for the aristocracy. 

Baudelaire's theories find artistic praxis in his disciple Joris-Karl Huysmans' novel 

Agairrsf Nalrrre, a veritable textbook of  decadent/aesthetic theory. The novel's 

autobiographical protagonist-dandy, Des Esseintes, proclaims that "Nature . . . has had her 

day. . . . The old crone has by now exhausted the good-humoured admiration o f  al1 true 

artists, and the tirne has surely corne for artifice to take her place whenever possible" (37). 

In rebellion against bourgeois culture, "the vast bagnio of  Amenca transported t o  the 

continent o f  Europe" (2 18), Des Esseintes rejects the "visible7' world of  nature for an 



--articulable," aesthetic environment: unsurpnsingIy, he idolizes Baudelaire, for whom his 

admiration knows "no bounds." Huysmans's depiction here of Baudelaire's experiential 

journey through the Dionysian and subsequent (re)emergence as an emptied Apollonian 

exteriority--as documented in his decadent poetry-is acute: 

Literature, in fact, had been concemed with virtues and 
vices o f  a perfectly healthy sort, the regular fùnctioning of 
brains of  a normal conformation, the practicai reality of 
current ideas, with never a thought for morbid depravities 
and other-woridly aspirations. . . . Baudelaire had gone 
fùrther; he had descend4 t o  the bottom of  the inexhaustible 
mine. . . . There, near the breeding ground o f  intellectual 
aberrations and diseases o f  the rnind-the mystical tetanus, 
the bunùng fever of lust, the typhoids and yellow fevers of  
crime--he had found . . . ennui, the  fiightening climacteric of 
thouçhts and emotions. He had laid bare the morbid 
psychology o f  the rnind that had reached the October of its 
sensations . . . he had shown how blight affects the emotions 
at  a time when the enthusiasms and beliefs o f  youth have 
drained away, and nothing remains but the barren memory 
o f  hardships, tyranny and slights, suffered at  the behest of  a 
despotic and fieakish fate. (146) 

Past the petty moral limits of a stulti@ng humanism. Baudelaire had plunged headlong 

into the void. stripping away the conventions o f  respectable "literature" dong  with most 

other facets of  middle-class morality, emerging purged of al1 that might have previously 

been considered "essentiai" or "naturai": he "had succeeded in expressing the 

inexpressible," knowledge gleaned fiom the limits o f  expenence ( 148). As Sartre 

comments, this "certain dose of the individual and the eternal" which "intoxicated" the 

poet was accomplished via an element o f  apathetic control which was present at al1 times: 

though he might be engaging in decadence o f  various sorts, Baudelaire "never became so 

involved that he lost his senses. On the contrary, it was in the moment o f  the bitterest 

sensual pleasure that he really found himseif. The temperarnental man," Sartre continues, 

"fogets himself in the intoxication of the senses. Baudelaire never forgot himself' 

(Harrdelaire 77). In modern street slang, Baudelaire was m l .  

Sade's ascesis of apathy thus plays a central role in Baudelairean dam&me. Utiiizing 



at  dl times a measure of dispassionate self control, the poet emerges fiom his Dionysian 

revelry "liçhtened, hollowed out, filled in with signs and symbols," a shiny, empty 

microcosm of the void. "This world which enfoldeci him was in its immense totaiity 

nothing but himself," writes Sartre, "and he was himself the Narcissus who wanted to 

em brace and contemplate himself' ( 1 79). The right to corducr forbiden equerhwnts; the 

usurpation of the role o f  God/Nature. Baudelaire, in the parlance of 1960s gutter-dandy 

Jim Momson, "breaks on through to  the other side," to "the place where God topples 

over into Satan and vke-versd' M s t e v a  336), discovering the revelation o f  the Same at 

the  furt hest reaches o f  Chaos. 



T H E  DANDY AS PCJNKY RHIZOME: ACTIVE (SELF)DESTRUCTION 

To the bmkiag point. Carrying the thought througb to 
the end; crucial experiments, qerjmentnm cmcis. A 
witness (martyr) steadfast to the end, testai in ertremk 
Extremism. Truth is  not in safety or in the middle. 

- Norman O. Brown 

The "vaporization/centralization" stage of destn~cfwaiism central to Baudelaire's 

dandy-theory can be related to Deleuze's concept of the rhizome, a organism characterized 

b y con t i nual s piraling movements of deterritoriaiitation and referriroriiaiization, mot her 

way of describing the desfmcturalist play of Apollonian and Dionysian processes as 

formulated by ~ietzsche." Sartre says of Baudelaire's dandy that he commits a "slow 

suicide," one which it is "obviously essential that he should survive7' (Bandelaire 187-9). 

Baudelaire "had a hold on himself and worked on hirnself so that . . . he would never be 

something given" (186): the dandy thus substitutes the process for the finished artide. the 

mrcrirs for the erzd He is an active artwork perpetually in transition, marked by a constant 

-'Fiighiing attitude" ( 1 33). Deleuze labels this specific phenornenon a haecceity, "a mode of 

individuation very different from that of a person, subject, thing or substance." (IMeuze 

RenJer 54). A haecceity "has neither beginning nor end, origin or destination" but instead 

is '-always in the rniddle16 . . . not made up of points, only of lines. It is a rhizome" (56). 

Such an entity is composed of a heterogenous conglomeration of radiating elements, ofien 

grouped together under an identifjmg "brand name." " The dandy can thus be described 

as a harccritical being who, in becorninç so, must tirst employ a vaporization of the 

"natural" subjectival self imposed from the outside, Fiom society. l8 This entails what 

Deleuze calls an "active destruction" of the seif. as opposed to mere "reactive" self- 

destruction. This "active negation or active destruction is the state of strong spirits which 

destroy the reactive in themselves . . . even ifit entails willing their own decline." 

Paradoxicall y, in t his spiraiing, destructtrralisr process, "react ive forces becomr active7' 

negative forces are "tratrsmrrted," enabling "a new way of feeling, thinking and above dl 

being," a state which Deleuze equates to that expression of Nietzschean sovereignty, "the 

overman. . . . the supreme Dionysian metamorphosis7' (Deferce kade r  92-3). l9 



This "personal apocalypse" of the dandy is thus a continual recognition of and 

manipulation of the reality of material presence, of being humam "The human body is not 

a thing or substance gven, but a continuous creation," Brown theorizes, "never a complete 

structure, never static," but rather "in perpetual imer self-construction and self-destruction; 

we destroy in order to make it new" (Love's 155). Here, then, is the mystenous 

"experience of the author-fùnction" to which Foucault alludes. A rhizomatic 

conglomeration of loosel y structured elements rather than a rigid su bject, the haecceitical 

dandy Iives life as continuous theatre, an actor for whom al1 the world is a stage: "When 

Nietzsche says that the overman resembIes Borgia rather than Parsifal . . . that the overman 

belonçs at once to both the Jesuit order and the Prussian officer corps, we can only 

understand these texts [as] the remarks of a director indicating how the overrnan should be 

'played,"' States Deleuze (Deleuze Reader 88). Sartre likewise observes of Baudelaire that 

"his least desires, his most spontaneous élans were repressed, filtered, acted rather than 

lived," and "were only allowed to pass when they had been duly transfonned into 

something artificial" (Ratdelaire 1 10). This decadent phi/osophia, marked by an 

oppositional "fighting attitude," is defined by Julia Kristeva as "punk in nature, predating 

the personae of later twentieth-century rock and roll figures such as Iggy Pop and Lou 

Reed; such a "punk" or gutter-dandy delights ir, constructing "an aspect-an image-as 

arti ficial as it is shockinç; an image that, on the one hand, signifies an absence of 

signification, and on the other a strenuous joke, a firious challenge to those naive 

advocates of authenticity who let themselves be impressed by such silly antics . . . such 

'punk' behaviour before the fact points to the bankmptcy of 'one's own and proper,' the 

death of the 'authentic' within a subjectivity fùlly oriented toward a pre-Oedipal Iandscape" 

(3 37)- This "1 andscape" is the natural territory of the haecceitical being: the vaporized, 

(re)centralized self which Norman O. Brown labels "the Dionysian ego" or "body-ego" 

(Lrfr 1 75-6), a retum to the polyrnorphously perverse subjectivity of the infant, preceding 

its coionization by the delimiting hierarchical structures beginning with the Oedipal "daddy- 

mommy-me." As such, it corresponds to the gnostic desire to retum to a sovereign, 

pre~rrnaricos condition fiee of the repressive heimarme~te, the Law of the ~erniurge." 



Rather than being a matter of locating one's proper place within an a priori grid (as in Our 

present-day "identity politics"), identity here isfiee-flowing and malleable, under the 

control of the individuai-a desigri for life: "Baudelaire's dandy courts a primordial chaos 

by an unmaking of the world, a creative loosening o f  its ngid systems of classification" 

(22) ,  explains Feldman. Here, he may partially partake of an "individible totaiity" and 

"experience the çlory of multiplicity, rnovement, and correspondence in and of thernselves, 

unrnoored" (1 07) ." Baudelaire's mystical uh&srne is thus polyrnorphously body- 

oriented: he needed the "earthly prison" of  the body "so that he could feel that he was 

continually on the point of escaping fiom it" (Sartre, Baudelaire 18 1 )." This persistent 

tension is typical of a haecceitical being constantly a! îhe bit, a locus for what Deleuze 

and Guattari cal1 "fiee disjunction" in which "differentiai positions [Le., persmiae] persist in 

their entirety," possessing a sovereign, "fiee quality" fiamed within a "faceless and 

transpositional subject" (Arili-Oedip~s 77). 

The dandy-self is thus a kaleidoscopic image-machine, continually (re)producing an 

array of singular, spectacular, and even deliberately shocking personae- The punk- 

influenced "alternative" rockers of the postmodern era, for instûnce, rnight be surpnsed to 

learn that, in his youth, Baudelaire at one time sported "a head of hair Freshly dyed green" 

(Black 1 go), embodying a dandiacd praxis which stresses "the joy of astonishing others, 

and the proud satisfaction of never oneseIf being shocked," thus emphasizing the ctucial 

role which a -'daemonized" Apollonian apathy pIays in his daridysme (Baudelaire, Puiriter 

28). Likewise, Baudelaire's dress was, unlike the clichéd notion of the dandy as a kind of 

foppish peacock, also quite "punk" in nature: "Baudelaire aiways relished black," writes 

Moers. "at once as a colour and as a neçation of a11 colour." The poet would thus don 

black attire fiom head to toe in a "desire to appear more grave . . . black was appropriate, 

he felt, to an açe in mourning; the century moved down in a declining path, not upwards 

toward progess," and denoted on the part o f  the wearer membership in a "spiritual 

aristocracy" (272). Certainly the black leather jackets, sleeveless black t-shirts, dyed black 

hair, and other various black accoutrements o f  conternporary "punk" and "goth" rock stars 

from the Velvet Underground and their fans onward derive fiom this Baudelairean take on 



fashion. 

DANDY, WC. 

The Baudelairean dandy thus represents a challenge to a world increasingly organized 

around commerce: his "transpositional" persona systernatically exposes the fact that, 

underlying the Apollonian drearn of  homogeneity, as Brown puts it, "every person . . . is 

many persons; a multitude made into one person; a corporate body; inçorporated, a 

corporation. . _ . The unity o f  the person is as real, or  unreal, as the unity of the 

corporation" (Love S 147). This haecceitical being ironically cummodij?e.s himself, 

becominç Dmrdy, /nc. , an (anti)corporation of one, a purveyor of  mesmerizhg corrupting, 

beautifully useless images. The niles of the game called Art (or arf~jce)  are here rescued 

fiom the hands of the bourgeois "experts" Foucault vilifies in Discipline ar~d Pzo~ish: "Why 

should the lamp or  the house be an art object, but not Our life?" he asks. This auto-seizure 

of "bio-power" -3-the "experience of the author-fiinction"-goes very much against the 

grain of the Rousseauian thinking which characterizes present-day North American society: 

the  cult of confession and therapy victim-culture witnessed on vaRous TV talk shows (a 

phenornenon Foucault sneeringly alludes to as "the Californian cuit of the self'), are 

"diarnetrically opposed" t o  dandyism, which stresses creatitm, not coi+ssion (bbticadf 

/tiiaJÉir 362). The key figure of Foucauldian enfightenrnent-the dandy--thus stands "in a 

state of tension" with the liberal-humanism of the mîddle classes (44). And though this 

notion may bear a passing resemblance to the existential self-fashioning of Sartre, Foucault 

rightly points out that, while the existentialist notion that existence precedes essence is a 

starting point, "the only acceptable practical consequence o f  what Sartre has said is to  link 

his theoretical insight to the practice of creativity--and not o f  authenticity," a flaw he finds 

in Sartre's study of Baudelaire. "It is interesting to see that Sartre refers the work of  

creation to a certain relation to oneself--the author to himsetf-which has the form of 

aut henticity or inauthenticity," Foucault observes- "1 . . . say exactly the contrary: we 

should not have to refer the creative activity of sornebody to  the kind of relation he has to 

himseif, but should relate the kind of relation one has to oneself to  a creative activity" 

(I~b~icardr Iteader 3 5 1 ) . 



LE DANDY ~ h - & 4 ~  
Gypsy explorer 
Of the New Jersey Heights 
Exaited cornpanion 
Of cocriine nights 
'Cos he's a dandy in the underworld 
Dandy in the underwodd 
When will he corne up for air 
Wiil anybody ever care 

- Marc Bolan / T. Rex 
"Dandy In The Undemoiid* 1977 

En a 1983 interview, Foucault enunciated his by-then passionate interest in a 

Greek-influenced personai ethics "beyond the law," marked by the Apoiionian manipulation 

of the raw Dionysian matter of the self: divorced fiom the coercions of any extemal power. 

"The idea of  the bios as a material for an aesthetic piece of art . . . fascinates me," he says. 

"The idea also that ethics can be a very strong structure of existence, without any relation 

with - . . an authontarian system, with a disciplinary structure" ( F m ~ ~ t l f t  Reader 348). 

This is, of course, a very loaded statement, as it implies that an individual life can be lived 

according to aesthetic, rather than moral precepts, that an independentiy developed uscesis 

rnay supplant the social contract, not an idea North Amencan Foucauldians would likely 

find palatable. Increasingly, as the thought of nineteenth-century aesthetes Like Baudelaire 

and Huysmans develops, finaily metarnorphosing into the "living stylistics" of the 

twentieth-century gutterdandy in (via Rimbaud) the l ie and work of Jean Genet, there is a 

concomitant attraction to the "dark underbelly" of society--hi-bas, "dowtz there "-where 

one can indeed one may find many literal examples of stylized lives lived "beyond the Law." 

Foilowing Baudelaire, who in poems such as "The Litanies of Satan" (fiom The Ftowers 

of EviC) called upon the Devil-%ou who knowest d, Hell's sovereign . . .Thou who dost 

give the outlaw the proud glance / Which damns the crowd who watch his sufferance"-to 

grant him relief and power against the everyday world's painfiil mundanity (Sefected 199, 

Huysmans, in the aforementioned Againsr Nature and the lesser-known but crucial follow- 

u p fi-Ras, continues tracking the descent of the dandy in(to) the underworld. Both novels 



break new stylistic and thematic ground, exhibiting features which wiii later be typical o f  

the  twentiet h-century gutter-dandy 's "experience-book7': heavily autobiographical, plot- 

less, episodic, and imagistic, they document the author's increasing disgust with the 

triumph of  bio-power: the commercial world of mindless work and gaudy material 

accumulation, and the concomitant establishment of  superficial Rousseauian "norms" 

posited as benigniy universal--"natural"-rather than advantageously (middle) class-specific. 

Bot h books document the aut hor's iradividualis~ic attempts to  redress the balance t hrough 

an ascesis of  iimit-experience and oppositional behaviour of various kinds. 

[n Agaitzs/ Nature, which Paglia accurately labels "an anti-Rousseauist polemic"(Sema/ 

432). Huysmans' autobiographical protagonist Des Esseintes uses the raw material of his 

own existence to conduct experimerihrm c m i s  upon himself for the novel's duration: as 

such, Agait~st Nature can rightly be labelled an "experience-book in that it hnctions as  a 

record of  Huysrnans/Des Esseintes' own sensory expenrnentation, as well as a theoretical 

guide and "invitation" to decadent praxis." Like the ytter-dandies who will follow hirn- 

Genet. Miller, Miles Davis, Lou Reed--Huysmans strives t o  create a world "divorced fiom 

modern times and modern society" through an ascesis o f  sensory (over)stimulation and 

-'artificial" experience, dl designed to  "transport him to some unfamiliar world, point the 

way to new possibilities, and shake up his nervous system" (63). Deploying his own leA- 

handed /Ihi/o.sophia, Des Esseintes' dandiacal existence takes on mysticd overtones: "the 

iife he was leading was very similar to the life of a monk," writes Huysmans; "He thus 

enjoyed al1 the benefits of  cloistered confinement while avoiding the disadvantages -- the 

army-style discipline, the lack o f  comfon, the dirt, the promiscuity, the monotonous 

idleness. . . . like a monk again, he was ovenvhelmed . . . by a desire to have no tùrther 

contact with the heathen, who in his eyes comprised ail utilitarians and fools" (76). "Des 

Esseintes withdraws into the self-embowered world of  his ornate mansion," comments 

Paglia. "He is both pnest and idol of  his own cult" (Semai 43 1). 

Aguitzst Nalim depicts a spiraling praxis in which Iife is continually de-naturaiized, 

[rrrtwd irpside dowtz atrd itrside out, as farnously symbolized by the protagonist's desire at 

one point not orrly to replace nature by artifice, but to "force nature into art's frameY7 



(Paglia, S e m ~ a I  432) by developing real flowers which would look like artificial ones. Des 

Esseintes also evinces great admiration for Jan van Ruysbroeck, "a thirteenth-century 

mystic whose prose presented an incomprehensible but attractive arnalgam of gloomy 

ecstasies, tender raptures and violent rages." Such an "unbalanced but subtle mind," in 

which "the fùsion of the skilled psychologist with the pious pedant had proved impossible" 

(Againsr 97), appeals to Huysmans because it epitornizes the rhizomatic, hecceilical 

nature o f  the dandy: "these jolts, these incoherencies even, constituted the personality of 

the man," wrîtes Huysmans admiringly (1 59). The dandy and the mystic are both de- 

srrrrc~z~red subjects, evading the norrnalizing bio-pawer of  a society w hich demands 

cornpliant uniforrnity: "one becomes, relatively speaking, a master o f  one's molecules" 

(Deleuze, /.urrcarrlr 123). And while many of Des Esseintes' oppositional actions in the 

novel take place privately, he also recounts transgressive forays into the heart of  the 

societal conundrum, most memorably his attempt to  usurp the role o f  the Creator and 

fashion a "monster," corrupting a young man by acquainting him with the delights of  the 

brothel and subsequently withdrawinç his financial support. "The tmth is," he explains to 

the establishment's "Madam," 

I'm trying to make a murderer o f  the boy. . . . %y bringing 
him here, by plunging him into luxury such as he's never 
known and will never forget . . . 1 hope to get him into the 
habit ofthese pleasures which he can't afford. . . . at the end 
o f .  . . three rnonths, 1 stop the Iittle allowance I'm going to  
pay you in advance . . . to get the money t o  pay for his visits 
here, he'll turn burglar, he'll do anything. . . . 

Looking on the bright side of things, 1 hope that, one fine 
day, he'll kill the gentleman who tums up unexpectedly just 
as he's breaking open his desk. On that day my object will 
be achieved: 1 shall have contributed, to the best o f  my 
ability, to  the making of a scoundrel, one enemy for the 
hideous society which is bleeding us white. (Agaimt 8 1-2) 

Such "satanic" behaviour is more fùlly investigated in IA-Ras, a crucial text in the 

evolution of  gutter-dandyism which brings together Chostic, Satanic, and Sadean elements 

in one work. Here, the thinly-veiled autobiographical protagonist-this time a dandified 

writer named Durtal--explicitly lays down the stylistic blueprint for the literary artifact o f  



the gutter-dandy: "We must," he says, "retain the docurnentary veracity, the precision of 

detail, the compact and sinewy language of realism, but we must aiso dig down into the 

sou1 and cease trying to  explain mystery in terms of our sick senses. If possible the novel 

ought to be compounded of two elements, that of the soul and that of the body, and these 

ought to be inextricably bound together as in life. . . . A spiritual naturalism!" (ILI-Bas 10). 

Here we have a direct correspondence with the Foucauldian "experience-book," which 

attempts to fiame acfive Dionysian chaos (spirit) within ApoUonian forrn (body): "The 

eftect was of rnatter transformeci, by being distendeci or compressed, to afFord an escape 

From the senses into remote infinity" ( 1 1  - 12). 

Inverse exaltation forms the thematic base Fiom which i ~ - H a s  attempts its alchernical 

transmutations. From an admiring analysis of painter Mathew Grünewald's portrayal of 

Christ as a "sewer Deity," proving that realism could be "tmly transcendent" ( 14- 1 5), 

Huysmans moves on to  a novel-length analysis of the life of medieval mystic turned child- 

kiIler Gilles de Rais, aka "Bluebeard," who, for Durtal, embodies in his person the constant 

limit-desire of the man who wou1d "obtain from the Devil the recipe for the sovereign 

magisterïurn" (80). De Rais, writes Huysmans, "was a true mystic" who "carried his zeal 

for prayer into the territory of blasphemy" until he found himself "ready for anything, as 

well for orgies of saintliness as for ecstasies of crime" (52). Marking de Rais' sovereign 

attitude is a Satanic pride, leading him to exclaim during his trial that "so potent was the 

star under which I was born that I have done what no one in the world has done nor ever 

c m  do" (53). Sade himself is described as "oniy a timid bourgeois. a mediocre fantasist," 

next to this man: "One can take pride in çoing as far in crime as a saint in virtue," exclaims 

Durtal. "And that expresses Gilles de Rais exactly" (53-4). Clearly, for Durtal, De Rais 

exemplifies the ability to  be always at the limit, and thus to escape fiom the totalizing 

culture of the norrnalizing middle: to make the saint and sinner within himself meet in the 

coirwiderrtia opposirortrm where they are revealed to be emanations of the Sarne: 

He is now in the clouds, now in the abyss, never on the 
trodden plain, the lowlands of the soul. . . . Unresponsive to 
mediocre passions, h e  is caried away alternately by good as 
well as evil, and he bounds fiom spiritual pole to spirituai 



pole. He dies at the age o f  thirty-six, but he has completely 
exhausted the possibilities o f  joy and grief. He has adored 
death, loved as a vampire, kissed inimitable expressions o f  
suffering and terror, and has, himself, been racked by 
implacable remorse, insatiable fear. He has nothing more to  
try, nothing more to  learn, here below. (206) 

De Rais is a rhizomatic, haecceitical being "a mass of contradictions and excesses" 

lackinç any "key characteristic which reconciles them" (206)- Akin to Sade's "monstrous" 

writers whose transgressive works r m a i n  potent forces for societal disturbance long afler 

the physical death of the author, Durtal, in writing a history of d e  Rais (and Huysmans, in 

writing a novel featuring Durtal writing a history of de Rais), is pleased to  find that "what a 

living thing the leçend of Bluebeard was" (log), that afler the passing o f  centuries, it "still 

had the power to  t e m w  (109). Such was the power generated by Bluebeard's heinous 

actions that, physically traversing the scene of  his most heinous crimes, Durtal finds an 

evocative world "authored" by de Rais, seemingly fiozen in time, outside the hated 

strictures of the utilitarian society he despises: 

One fe1t that this iron-grey sky; this starving soil, empurpled 
only here and there by the bleeding flower o f  the buckwheat; 
that these roads, bordered with Stones placed one on top of  
the other, without cernent o r  plaster; that these paths, 
bordered with impenetrable hedges . . . the dumpy little 
cows, the btack sheep whose blue eyes had the cold, pale 
çteam that is in the eyes o f  the Slav . . . had perpetuated their 
primordial state, presewing a n  identical landscape through al1 
the centuries. ( 109) 

The dandiacal praxis of  Des Esseintes is here connected with the Satanic actions of de Rais: 

the  crass, materialistic world of progess  has been denied throuçh a criminai transgression 

of societal liniits and a resultant usurpation of  power. The force generated by de Rais7 

murderous actions was such that he was able to  alter not only himself, but aiso the 

environment around him, in this case treezing it in suspended animation. The creation of 

such a state is, according to no less an expert on the matter than Anton Szandor LaVey, 

founder of the Church of Satan and enthusiastic fan of /A-Bas, one o f  the ultimate Satanic 

ideaf  S.'^ 



BREAK(1NG) ON THROUGH: RLMBAUD 

The truly ftee man is king and lord of  al1 creatures. All 
things belong to him, and he bas the right to use 
whatever pltases him. 

-Johann Hartmann, medieval adept o f  the Free Spirit 

The poet, therefore, is truly the thief o f  fire. 
He is responsible for humanity, for animais even. 

- -Arthur Rimbaud 

Near the end of Ia-Bas. Durtal attends a Satanic black mass in which al1 the rituals of 

the church are defarned and inverted, a church itself systematically turned into a 

"madhouse, a monstrous pandemonium of prostitutes and maniacs" (249), where, among 

ot her t hings, the host is ejaculated upon and excrement is consumed by the debauched 

members of the congregation, al1 of this a ritualized fonn of inverse exaltation, an attempt 

on the part of the participants "to shock thernselves out of their normal state of dullness" 

(Wilson 343). In 1891, the year /.a-Hus was published in France, Arthur Rimbaud, the 

poct who years eariier had written of the crucial need for such a "systernatized 

disorganization of ail the senses," died at the age of thirty-seven. Though his literary career 

\vas bnet: Rimbaud provides an important link between the déclassé dandysme of 

Baudelaire and Huysmans,26 with its tinge of aristocratic nosfaigie, and the emergence of a 

new, more rough-hewn çutter-dandyism of Genet. 

-'Baudelaire is the first visionary," writes Rimbaud, "the king of poets, a r d  G d "  

Yet. for iconoclastic Rimbaud, even this form of sovereignty is now untenable. even p . s k :  

Baudelaire %ved in too artistic a milieu," he writes, "and his highly praised fonn is silty. 

The inventions of the unknown dernand new forms" (104). Rimbaud repeatedly makes it 

clear that the extension of Baudelaire's thought will require a further blumng or punctunng 

of the line separating art and life, the elimination of any bohemian pretensions positing art 

as somehow .wperior to life. Art must now he iife and vice-versa: that is dl. Rimbaud 

envisions a new kind of dandy, one who disdains any hint of aristocratic luxury and 



bourgeois utility, instead embracing grinding squaior as the essence o f  elegance. In "A 

Season in Hell" he listens approvingly as an acquaintance (most likely the poet Paul 

Verlaine) turns "infàmy into g lov ,  cruelty into charm" in an act o f  inverse exaltation: "1'11 

slash my body al1 over. l'LI tattoo myself 1 want t o  be  ugly as a Mongol; you'll seel l'Il 

scream in the streets. 1 want to  r e d y  go mad with anger. Don't show me any jewels; 1'11 

çet down on al1 fours and writhe on the carpet. 1 want my wealth stained d l  over  with 

blood. 1 will rzever d o  any w o r k  (20 1). 

WaiIace Fowlie writes that "the essential viotence in Rimbaud's nature prevented him 

fi-om becoming a bohemian." Disdainfùl o f  "useless and flaccid posinç," Rimbaud's 

violence takes the fom o f  an ascesis, "committed with intent and purposehlness" 

(Rim bmd and Morrison 6 1 ). "The problem," states Rimbaud in Sadean terms, '5s t o  make 

the sou1 into a monster." in "The Savage Parade," he writes of  a new breed of "strange, 

well-built young men" who "need nothing, and have iittle desire to  put into play / Their 

splendid abilities" (158). This new breed o f  "use-less" dandies, to which, the poet 

arrogantly informs us, "only I have the key" ( 1  59), are far more visceral in nature than the 

more elegant Baudelairean model, proudly wearing the results o f  worldly experience Iike a 

badge: "Their faces are warped, pitted, blemished, burned," their physical bearing marked 

by "the excesses o f  absolute madness" and a "cruel and tinseled stride." Rimbaud also 

makes explicit here the theme o f  rebellious homosexuaiity- a theme he acted upon in his 

relationship with Verlaine--which will be a constant feature of  Genet's wrïting: the gutter- 

dandies are "sent into town to take it from behind / Tncked out in disgushg luxury"" 

( 158). Clearly, in this new dispensation of The Great Subculture, acfivity--ofien of a 

transgressive nature--rather than abstraction, is the key: engaged in a "parade o f  violence, 

of grimace and madness," says the poet, the "art" o f  these gutter-dandies bears "no 

cornparison at al1 with your Fakirs / And your other entertainers on the stase" ( 1 58). 

Breaking out of  the rarefied realm o f  aesthetics, they directly impact upon their audience to  

"transfigure places and people" ( 1 59). ln his excellent study Delirium: An hferprefa t ior~  

ofArthur R i m h a ~ d ,  Jeremy Reed explains that Rimbaud took the implications o f  his own 

thought to the experiential limit: "Rimbaud's imperatives are unprecedentedly 



revolutionary," he w-rites. "They demand a cottunitment . . . and a willingness to  explore al1 

facets of human experience, such as few poets have ever d a r d  contemplate. If you need a 

fix o f  heroin, and Rimbaud's demands are no less extreme, you may have t o  seIl your body 

to pay for  your habit- . . . You become 'the great criminal,' not only in the sense of 

aspiring to occult knowledge, but in the context of living outside society" (36-7). For 

Rimbaud, then, sovereignty is directly related to the life of the "vagabond, in the most 

sharpIy modem sense of  the word. He is the hitchhiker setting out to corrupt and to be 

c o m p t e d "  (Fowlie, Rtmhaud and Momison 62)." 

ROCK N' ROLL NCGGER 

Today, Rimbaud would have fed his ncrves with loud 
music (he is in every way the prototypical punk, right to 
the seminal spiky hair), taken whatever dmgs were 
available, and would have coaxed his poems toward an 
equally subversive millennial ethos. H e  would have 
dressed in a leather jacket and slashed denims. 

Rimbaud also introduces another key theme o f  what Norman Mailer terms the white 

.Vegro. o f  the poet o r  "hipster" who willingly takes on the racially derogatory, 

marginalizing term of "nigger." "Yes. my eyes are closed to your light. 1 am an animal, a 

niççer. You are  fake nigçers. . . . Businessman, you're a nigger; judge, you're a nigger; 

generd, you're a nigger; emperor, old scratch-head, you're a nigger" ( 196). Over a 

century later. rock and roll gutter-dandy and Rimbaud disciple Pani Smith would pen 

similar sentiments in her Song "Rock N' Roll Nigger," the preface to  which is instructive: 

nigger no invented for color it was MADE FOR THE 
PLAGUE the word (art) must be redefined-al1 mutants and 
the new babes bom sans eyebrow and tonsil-outside loçic-- 
beyond mathematics poli-tricks baptism and motion 
sickness-any man who extends beyond the classic form is a 
nigger--one sans fear and despair--one who rises like 
Rimbaud beating hard gold rythurnn outta soft solid shit- 
tongue light . . . vibrating gushing rnilk pod o f  d d i g h t  
translating new languages new and abused rock and roll and 
love lashing fiom the tonçue of me  nigger. (/.;aLrfer liner 
notes) 



While the charge ofwhite patronisation can and has been rnadeyB it is aiso wonh 

pointing out that modem day black "rap" artists like Ice-T have effected their own version 

of t his inverse exaltation by adopting the term "nigger" as a term syrnbolic of sovereign 

street-status, potency and power, an act of inversion that will be more closely exarnined 

later in this study. As Clcn~dysrntr mutates into the gutter-dandyism of the twentieth century 

and manifests itself within Angio-Arnerican manifestations of The Great Subculture, the 

importance of the "white Negro," as a key eiement in what Mailer defines as "hipsterisrn," 

cannot be underestirnated. The white Negro / hipster, explains Mailer, is a "philosophicai 

psychopath . . . a psychopath, and yet not a psychopath but the negation of a psychopath, 

for he possesses the narcissistic detachment of the philosopher . . . so dien to the 

unreasoning drive of the psychopath" (343). Employing a deliberate ascesis of apat hy in 

the manner of a mystic," he makes the "fundamental decision" to return to a pre-Oedipal 

landscape in order to rewire his nervous system, dissolving the impsed subject(ion) of 

society by travelling "back along the road of the homosexual, the orçiast, the druç-addict, 

the rapist, the robber and the murderer," al1 manifestations of the haecceitical id, impulses 

removed or  neutered through societal conditioning. Amving at point zero through this 

Jt'[erri[orializafion, the hipster can complete the desltdt~raiist spiral and referritoria/ize. 

"yrow up a second time," this process differing f?om that of language-based therapy 

because it is based on action: the rationally deranged hipster "knows that to express a 

forbidden impulse activel), is far more beneficial to him than merely to confess the desire in 

the safety of  a doctor7s roorn" (italics mine, 346). 

Just such a "Dionysian metamorphosis" is recollected in t b  spirailing episodes of  the 

autobiograp hical A Seasorl hl He//, Rimbaud's record of a summer spent conducting 

various cxperimrrrta m c i s  upon hirnself, these possibly including the ingestion of tarantula 

venom w i t h  Verlaine, ailuded to in the opening lines of "A Night In Hell": "1 have just 

swallowed a terrific mouthhl of poison. --Blessed, blessed, blessed the advice 1 was 

given!" ( 1  98). As in Mailer's formulation, Rimbaud seeks to travel back along the paths of 

Apollonian sublimation in order to reconstruct himself: ''1 will tear the veils tiom every 

mystery--mysteries of  religion or of nature, death, birth, the fbture, the past, cosmogony, 



and nothingness." Reaching this apex o f  his personal apocalypse, Rimbaud finds that he 

both contains ands reflects the void: "1 am a master of phantasmagoria," he exclaims (199). 

For Rimbaud astride the line, "the I had literally become the other," Reed contends 

(Delirizirn 23). By "using his body as a biochernica. experiment for dmgs," Rimbaud "had 

remained tnie to hjs belief that the visionary poet must disintegrate in order to reintegrate 

as the alc hemical conjunctio" : the des~ructwaIist spiral in action. This a c  hieved, he could 

send his send his poisonous words, his rhetorical poetry, out "as assassins into the w o r l d  

(63 1. 
Mdv.stic. Psychoputh, Vagahon~ Nigger: al1 this and more is the poet, having becone 

--the g e o t  invalid, the great criminal, the great accursed-and the Supreme Scientist," who 

"attains the unknown," and radiates its flickering images like a film projector ont0 the blank 

screen of the world t o  an audience that will be moved t o  action as it absorbs them. The 

"modern" art Rimbaud both theorizes ami produces thus hearkens back to  the rhetorical 

hnction of  Hadot's classical philosophers: like Greek poetry, Rimbaud writes, "this etemal 

art will be functional . . .[it] will no longer give rhythm t o  the action; it will be in advarrcu" 

Similar to the -'spiritual naturalism" of  Huysmans, art and life CO-mingle here, blurring 

toçether as the Same. The poet's polysensual visions must be "smelled, fondled, listened 

to," expressed in a "language . . . of the soul, for the soul," in which nothing is exciuded: 

"pefimes,  sounds, colors, thought grappling with thought" ( 103). A more acute 

description of the gutter-dandy's heterogenous, haecceitical "experience-book" (or film, o r  

album) is not likely to be found. 

Rimbaud thus introduces into the çenealogy o f  the dandy the notion o f  the vagabond, 

the "rock and roll nigger," as superman. "The superman," writes Deleuze, "in accordance 

with Rimbaud's formula," is not only a master of his own molecules, but "is even in charge 

of the animais (a code that can capture fragments fiom other codes . . . )" (f*orrcarr/f 132). 

This rhizomatic, "monstrous" being, having liberated itself from the "classic forms" o f  

society, finds itself fiee to mingle and mutate among "whatever is unforrned" like an 

imaçistic charneleon, a pagan pied-piper." Such a "sovereign," Bataille explains, "is not a 

man in the individual sense of  the word, but rather a gad; he is essentially the embodiment 



of the one h e  is but is net.'' Furthemore, "he has no more regard for the limits o f  identity 

than he does for the limits o f  death, or rather these limits are the same; he is the 

transgression of ail such limits. In the midst o f  dl the others, he is not work that is 

perfonned but rather play7' (Accursed 2: 222). Like Sade, Rimbaud imagines that this 

siren's Song o f  the superman will continue to  entice and c o m p t  long after he has fallen: "so 

what if if he is destroyed in his ecstatic flight through things unheard of, unnameable," he 

proclaims. "Other horrible workers will come; they will begin at the horizons where the 

tirst one has Mien!" ( 1  02-3). Which brings me to  the culmination o f  the continental 

European line o f  gutter-dandyism in the life and work of that "homble worker," Jean 

Genet. 

JEAN GENET: JEAN G E N E  

Genet's exquisite beauty, his aff~rmation of  betrayal, 
crime, and homosexuality, filled the guts of  Ginsberg, 
Burroughs, and Kerouac. I t  helped spawn Jackson 
Pollock, John Coltrane, and eventually rock 'n' roll. 

-Patti Smith 

Rt*x* * * * * * * * * * t * * * t * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * *n** * * * * * * * *  

The Jean Genie lives on his back 
The Jean Genie loves chimney stacks 
He's outrageous, he screams and he bawls 
Jean Cenie, let yourself go! 

-"Jean Cenie," David Bowie 

Jean Genet, as  Patti Smith's remarks imply, is one of  the definitive manifestations o f  the 

line of aropm subcultural figures from classical times, sewing as both an icon of gutter- 

dandyisrn and as its subversive conduit, as the cultural impetus o f  The Great SubcuIture 

shifts to Anglo-Amencan literary and pop cultural figures. Genet was an ardent admirer of 

Sade and Gilles de  Rais, and an artistic disciple o f  both Baudelaire and Rimbaud, the latter 

two and Genet, as biographer Edmund White points out, composing a kind of  unholy 

trinity: "Rimbaud had identified Baudelaire as the first in a line of  visionary poets ('The first 

wyam, king o f  poets, a real god'); Genet was the l a s  apostle in the succession" (137). 

Genet was also deeply attracted to  dandyism-"it was his starting point" ( 155-6)--especially 



as filtered through the decadent sensibiIity of authors such as Huysmans. Most importantly 

for the genealogy of gutter-dandyisrn, White explains that Genet differed fiom his dandiacal 

predecessors in that he  "intertwined his fantasies with autobiography to a de- unknown 

to the Decadents" (1 56), a method which will also heavily mark the work of the Anglo- 

American  utte ter-dan die^.'^ For Sartre, "the single subject of the single book that Genet has 

written is Genet himself But not the flesh and blood Genet . . . that Genet is nothing . . . 

but a prrfexf' (Sai~at 5 19). As an orphan and a jailbird with little chance of entrance into 

the realrn of "respectable" s o ~ i e t ~ , ~  this merger of the fictive and the real for Genet takes 

on special meaning. Unlike Baudelaire and Huyrnans, he  lives fiom the beginning as an 

outcast in a post-aristocratie universe, with "nothing but his arrogance and sense of style to 

sustain him" (White 156): if he is to be sovereign, h e  has no choice but to transmute the 

lowly circumstances in which he finds himself. 

LOSING TO wm 

1 have this text: 'You cal1 me the shit of  G d ?  I am the 
shit o f  God! You cal1 me the Antichrist? 1 am the 
Antichrist, I am Legba, i am the Holy Fool, I am the 
Scourge of God. . . .' I t ' s  a privilege to accept that, if 
you t e l  me I Wear a cloak of filth, let me tell you: I W e a r  
it real good. 

-Diamanda Galas 

Nothing is beautiful, save that which is not. 

-Genet 

"A real thief who accepts being a thief, who works alone, he must fail" (Genet, 

"Interview" 449). The magic of the "Jean Genie" consists in this ascesis of inverse 

exaltation, whereby the utter failure, the originary defeuf of the outcast, is redeemed, 

transmuted, through an active application of style and satanic pride, into a state of 

sovereiçnty. "What Genet has done that is remarkable," Larry David Nachman explains, 

"is to eroticize the underworld; his aesthete's hatred cornes from below rather than above 

the social order," this markinç an "important shift in perspective" in the revolutionary 



thought o f  the twentieth century, a shift o f  which the unapologeticaily bourgeois Nachman 

does not approve3' (369). Sartre, whose classic work Saint Genet-the very title of which 

implies this inverse exaltation-has intimidated even such high-profile Genet admirers as 

Foucault from attempting their own Genet anaiyses, remarks that "we . . . find pride at  the 

root o f  this perversion. Accustomed to  finding its victory in the depths o f  failure, this 

perverted sou1 is going t o  seek its unique power in its profound impotence" (Saint 358). 

Such a view posits sovereignty as the direct individual realization of, in Bataille's 

terminology, NOTHING.~~ "1 resolved long ago not t o  seek knowledge as others do, but 

to seek its contrary, which is unknowing," Bataille proclairns. "1 no longer anticipated the 

moment when 1 would be  rewarded for my effort, wherl / wurdd know at lasr, but rather the 

moment when / wcm f d  no fo~lger  kt~ow, when my hirial anticipatiotr wordd d~ssoi ve jntu 

NOTHING." Such a "mystical" process, says Bataille, "going in the wrong direction on 

the paths o f  knowledge-to get off them, not t o  denve a result that others anticipate--1eads 

to the principle o f . sove re ign~"  producing a "use-less" knowledge gained without directive 

or purposehl end (Accrrrsed 3: 208). 

This lefi-hand path is Genet's rnystical road. "1 cal1 saintliness not a state, but the moral 

procedure that Leads me t o  it," he wtites in The 7i'rief '.sJoirrnal. "lt is the ideal point of  a 

morality which 1 cannot talk about since 1 d o  not see it" (2 15). Throughout his noveis, 

which freely mix persona1 experience and fictionai elements in accordance with the precepts 

of Foucault's experience-book, Genet employs the dandy's d~srn~crlrraf is t  spiral in the 

service o f  the damned, the disenfianchised and the lost, groups of which he counts himself 

a member: "Genet," White explains, "is quixotic; he loves losers" (341). Yet in this 

paradoxical praxis o f  "bottoming out," t o  lose is to  win; the marginalized individuai gains 

his or her iife by letting g o  o f  it in a personal potlatch, be it through stealing ( ïhe ï h i e r s  

./orrnral), transçressive sex and gender reversal (Our M y  ufrhc? f*'lowers), o r  even murder 

(Qrrercrlfe). ''1 make o f  sacrifice . . . the creative virtue par excellence," Genet says. "There 

must be damnation in it. Will anyone be surprised when 1 daim that crime can help me 

ensure rny moral vigor?" (7hief S 2 15). Genet hirnself is a being constantly at  the Iimit, 

crisscrossed by extreme and conflicting impulses, as previously seen in the personalities o f  



Gilles de Rais and Rimbaud: "He was a loyal fnend who believed in treachery. He was 

posssessed of a courtly sweetness that often gave way to fits of rage and pettiness. He 

alternated between staying in palaces or hovels and consorting with thieves or princes" 

(White 1 57). As he moves about in "straight" society, Genet is rerninded that, by that 

world's nomalizing standards, "he is a monster, and that awareness of his abjection never 

leaves hirn7' (Sartre, Saint 284). Indeed, the active, direct experience of abjection Genet 

deems essential to an art "which should be only the proof of my saintliness"; this sovereign 

state, he says, "must be real so that it may fecundate the work (mief's 207). 

Trapped in a material world where the odds are heavily stacked against him, Genet 

commences the operations of inverse exaltation, or what he tems a "pursuit of the 

Impossible Nothingness" (ï%iefS 94), recalling the similar imperative of Rimbaud. 

Adopting a stance similar to the Gnostic rejection of the heimumene, Genet writes that 

sainthood "rnay be won by a mathematical discipline, but I fear it would be a fade, well- 

mannered saintliness . . . in short, acadernic . . , this is to achieve a mere semblance." 

Instead. the gutter-saint must depart on his quest "starting from the elementary principles 

of morality and religion," moving away from the given Apollonian structures of society, 

and only "amves at his goal if he sheds them7' (209). This process is characterized by what 

Sartre repeatedly refers to as "derealizatioh" whereby the imposed. constricted, "essential" 

societal self--"beinç in order"-- is vapourized and withdraws into the void, where it is 

transfomed into an image: "in order to fom an image, one must discomect oneself fiom 

beins and project oneself toward that which is not yet or that no longer is . . . one must 

mukr o~iesel ja mrhi11g11ess." In conducting such forbidden experiments. Same contends, 

Genet enacts the Satanic inversion by now characteristic of The Great Subculture: "since 

man as a being cornes fiom God, he will choose hirnself resolutely imaginary so as to derive 

tiom himself alone" (SUIII~ 359). Genet then moves into the realm of psychedelic Dionysian 

p hantasmagoria; 

he travels -in the opposite direction-the path of the great 
mystics. The latter, convinced that the image is nothing, 
attempted to tear it fiom thernselves in order to attain a 
dazzling blindness; Genet, fleeing God, goes fiorn light to 



darkness. But heil is not silence or darkness, it is a swarming 
of images, of flashes which one thinks one sees and which 
one does not see, of sounds one thinks one hears and which 
one knows one does not h m .  - . h e  wants to become an 
illusion that maintains itself, an appearance that produces 
appearances; he has his being in his image, and it is he, he 
alone, who produces the image which contains his being. 
(3 5 9-3 60) 

Genet thus attains the sovereign, haecceitical state of the mystical gutter-dandy: 

encasing the void, becoming a kaleidoscopic image-projector, a phantasmaphysician 

hi filling Decadent dand yism' s paradoxical princi ple of sterife prod~(criv;ty. Accordingl y, 

says White, Genet's books are cinematic, "constructed through montage, their images . . . 

not static but always in motion . . . through flashbacks, flash-forwards, broken 

sequences . . . replays of scenes, fade-outs, jump-cuts and montage," al1 these inducing a 

"percept ual vertigo." Here, the pagan image reclaims its former power: Genet's works 

eschew "deep" logocentnc metaphorism and instead create meaning through surfaces, 

deveioping "character through gesture, morality fiom costume, mood fiom lighting" (24). 

The attraction which Hollywood and other facets of  popular culture will later exhibit 

toward Gcnet's Anglo-American successors has its roots here. 

M E A T  PUPPETS 

In Genet, the self as "manufactured object" is now a merepreiexf for artistic 

elaborations, like "a knot in a rope of flowinç water or a coat-rack that can be r i ~ e d  out 

with varyinç gestures" (White 342). "It is the entire assemblage in its individuated 

aggregate that is a haecceity," writes Deleuze. "The Street enters into composition with the 

horse, just as the dying rat enters into composition with the air" (Ileletce kader 56). This 

haecceity is a corrsfa~~t-hecomirrg, an event taking place within a given space, inseparable 

from its environment, like an actor on a stage whose persona is equally composed and 

contained by his gestures, actions and surroundings. "Straddling the enormous prick of a 

blond leçionnaire, 1 am canied twenty yards dong the rarnparts; not the handsome footbail 

player, nor his foot, nor his shoe, but the ball, then ceasing to be the ball and becoming the 

'kick-off,' and 1 cease being that to become the idea that goes fiom the foot to the ball; in a 



ceII, unknown thieves cd1 me Jean" (Genet, Thief's 1 18). This process of "self- 

derealization" leads Genet 

to posit the notion that al1 people are interchangeable, for if 
we . . . are ody mannequins waiting to be outfitted, then we 
are al1 capable of becoming one another. Every possibility 
lies latent in every life, waiting to be released through words, 
gestures, costumes. Just as the novelist (or masturbator) 
composes a character out of feahires and characteristics 
remembered and reassembled, for Genet real people are 
sirnilarty composed out of just such collisions of random 
gestures. (White 342) 

"Genet" thus becomes a narne denoting a haecceity which travels in vanous forms 

throughout his novels under that and other names such as "Divine" and "Querelle," shifling 

and mutatinç versions of an assemblage loosely denoted by the authorial name which 

appears on the book's dust jacket. Here again is Foucault's experie~îce ojrhe atdwr 

Jvticticr~ in praxis: for Genet, al1 the world is indeed a stage, but we are never nterely 

players. 

"The proper narne hndarnentally designates something that is of the order of the event, 

of becoming, or of the haecceity," states Deleuze. "The proper name is not the subject of a 

tense but the agent of an infinitive" (Deleme Rrarler 57). Following the initial act of self- 

vaporization (the first stage of the destt-z~cfirralisl spiral), this character sometimes called 

"Genet" is liberated, now able to behave in the manner of the superman, as he "rivets his 

attention on a fictive interpretation of his behaviour, [becoming] an actor" (Sartre, Sai~f 

350). Genet labels this forrn of overman a "High Wire Artist," he who is "dead" before he 

ever takes to the wire, as exemplified by his exaltation of the condernned serial killer 

Eugene Weidmann in Our lm& t f h e  I*'lowers, who, when infomed of his death penalty 

by the jury, "merely mumbled . . . '17m already beyond that'" (Otcr 1 4  56). These are the 

dandiacal (and sometimes diabolical) gutter-saints of the left-hand path, in which 

the discrepancy between rnind and body, form and 
supermundane fonnlessness, is annihilated . . . the body of 
the Enlightened One becomes luminous in appearance, 
convincing and inspiring by its mere presence, while every 
word and every gesture, and even his silence, communicate 



the overwhelming reality o f  the Dharma. It is not the 
audible word through which people are converted and 
transfomeci in their imermost being, but through that which 
goes beyond words and flows directly ftom the presence of 
the saint. (Govinda in Brown, Love S 266). 

Arriving at this point, it is gesture, posture, artitde which will define "Saint" Genet's 

various semla/per.soMe as they appear in his autobiographical fictions, those such as 

Armand, whose sovereign authority-such that, "when he got up from his chair, he reigned 

over the world" (ïhief's 22 1)-stems fiom his rhizomatic possession of  "the elegance . . . 

of the marlfild play of attitudes" (222). For Genet, such "saintliness is individual. Its 

expression is original" (209). The "phantasmical" gutter-dandy, "a mere shell, emptied o f  

its man" (206), thus dons what Foucault describes as  "the always singular mask that 

conceals nothing, simulacra without dissimulation, incongruous finery covenng a 

nonexistent nudity? pure difference7' (Luripage 1 77). 

MURDER STYLE 

In Qwreffe. the protagonist intuitively engages in the act o f  murder as a form of 

Jrs~nrctwafist ascesis, achieving a "creative singularity," through this "mechanism used 

without being tùlly aware of  it himself' (1 30). First, Querelle is derealized through the act 

of rnurder: as he prepares to kill, Genet infoms us, "the smile left his face. His lungs filled 

with air. He burst. Now he was nothing. . . . No longer was any part of Querelle present 

within his body. It  was empty. . . . The rnurderer was about t o  attain his perfection" (58- 

9). Immediately foIlowing the act, Querelle becomes a "thing . . . within whose cavities, 

the  void becoming vocal, Querelle could hear it surge forth . . . t o  surround hirn and 

protect him" (6 1 ). He now experiences "a feeling of being dead," while at the same time 

conscious, "imagining the quotidian lives of  the living, who appeared to him curiously 

senseiess since he was no longer there to be their pretext, their center, their generous 

heart" (67-8). Voided, derealized, "his human form, or  'fleshly envelope,"' nevertheless 

-.went on busyinç itself on the earth's surface, among al1 those senseless people" (68). 

Querelle' s temble limit-experience has, Genet implies in the most direct challenge possible 

to a society which counts murder as  the ultimate crime, made hirn into a superman, a high- 



wire artist above the herd, "mystenous, monstrous, beyond the laws of this world" (90). 

Far from being psychically debilitated by his actions, "an exquisite sense of fieshness spread 

al1 through him. More and more he came to see himself as an exceptional and blessed 

being- f i s  lirnbs and their gestures showed greater strength, geater grace" ( 1 1 9). 

From this point on, the transformed Querelle exhibits what the narrator identifies as a 

-'kind of temfjinç dandyism," seen in his theatt-kally thuggish seif-presentation: "it was 

only d e r  he cornrnitted his first murder that he arrived at a gait and posture peculiar to 

hirnself he stalked slowiy, both arms stiflly extended, fists clenched in fiont of his fly, not 

touching it; legs well apart" (3 5). Hassan explains that following his initiai act of murder, 

"Querelle knows . . . that he has died hirnself, or more precisely, that he has put himself 

beyond death, in a region where d i v i ~ t y  coexists dangerously with the void. Murder 

absorbs al1 other actions, establishing a magical comection between al1 objects within its 

realm . . . because it demonstrates, irremediably, the force of neçation, of absence, at the 

center of existence" (Dismembermerlf 194). Now encasing the void within himself, the 

murderer, through the force of his transgressive actions, becomes a haecceitical being, an 

"author" begetting new versions of himself with every singular, stylized act of homicidal 

experience which follows: "Querelle's murders multiplied his personaiity, each one creating 

a new one that did not forget its predecessors. The last murderer bom of the last murder 

lived in the Company of his noblest friends, those who had preceded him and whom he now 

surpassed" (Qtwrelle 1 18). Such is the Jcis~n~cturaiist art of the high-wire performer: 

"Each of his jumps transforms itself into a pack of wild and exact beasts. True art is a 

politesse of emp tinesd' (Hassan, L)is7nernberrnent 1 86). " 

BEAUTCFULLY USELESS 

Genet's consciousness . . . is in active relationship with 
the universe. . . but its aim is not so much to know the 
universe as to draw from it  the subject of  a work whose 
purpose. . . is to make the world useless. 

-Sartre 
*******ff********t*if*********t***************** 

M y  your culture of consumption / This is a culiure of 
destruction 

-"Stay Beautifulw Manic Street Preachers 



If the Sadean extrernes of Querelle best exemplie the darkest implications o f  the çutter- 

dandy's practice o f  destructuralism, perhaps this is because Genet felt the dominant 

culturaI situation itseif to be so extreme. In a key essay entitled "The Studio of  Alberto 

Giacometti," Genet dreams o f  a world other than that o f  the by-now weil-established age o f  

bourseois material utilitarianism, one in which "man, instead o f  acting so fùriously on the 

visible appearance" of the world, "would attempt to rid himselfof it-not only to refuse 

action upon it, but t o  strip himself bare enough t o  discover that secret site within ourselves 

that would capacitate an entirely different human enterprise. More specificaily, an 

altogether different moral enterprise" (3 1 0). Sartre, speaking o f  Genet, writes that "one 

can present derealization in broad daylight, as a value . . . propose it to  human activity as a 

goal and compel others to derealize themselves voluntarily" (LSizirtf 370). This is an apt 

description o f  the gutter-dandy theory propounded in Genet's definitive experience-book, 

'lhe 7'hief '.Y ./our~~a/-defined by the author as  a "pursuit of the impossible Nothingness" 

(94)-a rhetorical work which overtly aims its message at a collective bourgeois "you" with 

which the narrator, "Genet," is in petpetual conflict: "My talent will be the love for that 

which constitutes the world o f  prisons and pend colonies. Not that 1 want t o  transfom 

them o r  bring them around to  your kind o f  life, o r  that 1 look upon them with indulgence o r  

pity: 1 recoçnize in thieves, traitors and murderers, in the ruthless and the cunning, a deep 

beauty--a sunken beauty-which 1 deny you" (7hjef's 1 I l ) .  In the "serious world," such 

epiphanies arc rare: the 'just ma&" writes Sartre, "is afiaid o f  them and quickly retums to 

his antlike labour. If a person endeavours t o  prolong this illumination, to  maintain this 

derealizinç attitude al1 his life, we say that he is an aesthete" (Sairtf 372). 

Genet, however, is not merely an aesthete: if he is decadent, ripe to the point o f  

rottenness with visions of  a slovenly sovereignty, a "new quality--Grtue--achieved by 

slacl<ness. cowardice, etc." (ïhirf's 248)' he must therefore swell and burst, spraying his 

subversive images amidst "you," the population of the "serious-minded" individuals reading 

his book. Genet's active "art" is a form of contamination, "to t ransfom the good citizen 

into an aesthete," Sartre declares. "1s there any finer revenge against the spirit o f  

seriousness?" (Sahf 373). Genet would iike to  populate "your" world with Stilitanos and 



Armands, gutter-dandies whose "hannony in bad taste is the height of elegance" (Thief's 

120). Crossing over the ontological divide, the empty actor-supermen who populate his 

autofictive realm may create a society in which his phantasmic images protiferate, and 

findly swamp, the "solidity" o f  the reai: "the dreamer must contaminate the others by his 

drearn, he must make them fall into it; if he is t o  act upon Others, he must do so like a 

virus, like an agent o f  derealization" (Sartre, SQir~r 369). The desrrzlcrtuafisr spiral spins 

again, from nothingness back into the material realm: "impotence, the unreal, evil, have 

produced directly--and without recourse t o  being-an event in the w o r l d  (368). 

Genet's is thus a subversive sovereignty, issued to his readers as  both a challenge and an 

invitation. Initially, of course, he is concemed with his own experience, as "the only rule 

underlying Genet's inventions and creations is himself. . . to compose is to re-create 

himself' (543). In The S'bief's Joirrrtal, Genet breaks off in the middle of  his narrative to 

inform us that 

our lanpage is incapable o f  recalling even the pale reflection 
of .  . . bygone? Foreign States. The same would be true o f  
this entire journal if it were to be the notation of what 1 was. 
I shall therefore make clear that it is meant t o  indicate what I 
am today, as 1 write it. It is not a quest of  time gone by, but 
a work of art whose pretext-subject is my former life. It will 
be a present fixed with the help of  the past, and not vice 
versa. Let the reader therefore understand that the facts 
were what 1 Say they were, but the interpretation that 1 Qve 
them is what 1 am--now. (71) 

The authorial Genet thus (re)creates "Genet" before Our very eyes, and rhetoricaily directs 

"our" active participation in his quest: experience is the raw material used to create 

sornething new. Foucault could be refemng to the above passage when, speaking of  the 

"experience-book," he says that "an experience is neither true nor false, it is always a 

fiction, something constructed, which exists only aRer it has been made, not before" 

(ICernarks 3 6). 

The gutter-dandy's experience-book, as  seen in the work of Genet and later in disciples 

Iike Henry Miller and Charles Bukowski, should therefore never be taken to be some mere 

crude recounting o f  "transgressive" actions; crude though it may be, the experience-book 



always is a part an authorid ascesis, an ongoing attempt to styfize oneself and one's past to 

create the "truth" of a new human, a new moral enterprise. "If I cannot have the rnost 

brilliant destiny, 1 want the most wretched," wrïtes Genet, "not for the purpose of a sterile 

solitude. but in order to achieve something new with such rare matter" (7hief's 244). 

Following Sade, the gutter-dandy's "work is to create-using the raw stuff of experience 

as a base- a "truth," a living legend which will act upon the "serious" world as a 

destabiIizing agent, enticing others to enter into it ,  adopting new postures, new attitudes, in 

a sinswIar fashion: a seductive philosophia. Agaiain, Foucault's words resonate: "An 

experience is, of course, something one has alone; but it cannot have its hl1 impact unless 

the individual manages to escape fiom pure subjectivity in a way that others can-1 won? 

Say re-experience it exactly-but at least cross paths with it or retrace it" (Remarkr 40).38 

Through this subversion and appropriation of the processes of bio-power by which subjects 

are "norrnally" moulded by society, Genet attains the hailowed, hoIlowed status of the 

manu factured object, the seductive objet d'mi capable of inducing transmutation: "1 refùse 

to live for any other end than that . . . my life be a legend, in other words, legible, and the 

reading of it must give birth to a certain new emotion which 1 cal1 poetry. 1 am no longer 

anything, only a pretext" (Thief's 119). 

Genet's "saintly" putter-dandy thus employs the consumerist ethic of a bourgeois açe 

against itself by simultaneously embodying the beautifid uselessness of the objet J' art 

white apathetically rejecting the workaday values of the "productive" utilititarian world. 

The gutter-dandy prothces only sterile versions of himself and actively, like a virus, seeks 

to draw others into the same mode of existence. This amounts to a paradoxical form of 

"potlatch, of conspicuous consumption" (White 3 78), in which the idle, "useless" 

manufactured object parasitically "wastes" the energies of "serious" society: "a whole 

portion of human energ is spent in maintaining him so that he may employ his activity in 

chewing the cud of old dreams; thanks to him, a certain quantity of the world's goods goes 

up in smoke, men work for no~hitg, their hard labour is finaily changed into dreams" 

(Sartre, Sairlt 369). The destn~ctwalis~ "St. Genet" then, fùlfills Bataille's formulation for 

the contemporary sovereign who recognizes that the "truth of wealth has underhandedly 



siipped into exlreme poverw" and that "genuine luxury requires the complete contempt for 

riches. the somber indifference of the individual who refùses work and makes his life . . . an 

infinitely ruined splendor, and . . . a silent insult to the Iaborious lie of the rich." Genet's 

gutter-dandy is the man or woman who enacts "the real potlatch of our times," achieved 

through an ascesis of apathy, the disdain of the "individual who lies down and scoffs," who 

makes a virtue out of squandering the energies employed by the "usefiil" man for 

production (Amrsed 1: 76-7). He both wus~es and is was~ed- "lt may surprise the reader 

that the union of such flabby qualities shouId produce the sharp edges o f  rock crystal," 

Genet writes. "These sparkles are the result of a certain arrangement o f  surfaces. It is to 

these sparkles that 1 am comparing the new quality-Mrtue-achieved by slackness, 

cowardice, etc." (7hief.s 248). Such "sparkling" individuals wili heavily populate what 

might be called the "undergound" or "avant-garde" literature and popular media of 

twentieth-century Anglo-Amencan culture, as the contemporary expression of the gutter- 

dandy reaches its hl1 flower. 



Notes 

1.  "No Thérèse, no, there is no God, Nature sufficeth unto herseit in no wise has she need 
of an author," explains a character fiom J~~stine (496). There is some difference of 
opinion here: Pierre Klossowski, in "Nature as Destructive PRnciple," makes a case for a 
more Gnostic view of Sade; in this view, the existence of evil in the world incriminates 
God, allows Sadean man "the chance to blackmail God, whom he considers the eternal 
Guilty Party because he is the original Aggresso? (69). In this instance, God is an inferior 
Demiurge, a Divine torturer, yet He still exists. De Beauvoir dismisses-perhaps missing 
its Gnostic implications--this argument as the "sophism which maintains that to attack God 
is to afirrn Him" (4 1). In any case, there is no doubt that Sade sees God-whether 
existinç as a rnalevoIent Demiurge, a secondary being, or not at dl-as in al1 cases inferior 
to primary, "true" Nature. 

2. De Beauvoir is carefùl to note that Sade's is a truephilosophia, based on actions taken 
in his own life: "The fiendish morality which he later established in theoretical fonn was 
tïrst a matter of actuai experience" (1 1 ). Although Sade of course could not have 
experienced al1 of the things he wrote about, biographical accounts confirm that there was 
no shortage of lirnit-experiences in his life. 

3. For Sade, the "modem7' individual "represents a certain quantum force: generally he 
squanders and disperses his forces . . . to the benefit of those simulacra which parade 
under the names of 'other people,' 'God,' or 'ideals."' However, the "true man knows 
that he is atone, and he accepts it; everything in him which relates to others-to his whole 
seventeen centuries of cowardice--he repudiates and rejects: for example, pity, gratitude, 
and love are al1 sentiments he crushes and destroys; by destroying thern, he recuperates al1 
the strençth that he would have to dedicate to these debilitating impulses and, what is even 
more important, fiorn this labor of destruction he draws the beginnings of a true energy." 
(Blanchot 67). 1 would aiso suggest that what Blanchot labels "tnie energy" is anaiaçous 
to the term "powei' in Foucault, especially as it is used in his later writings. lt is the 
individual's ability to harness this same "power," rather than letting it be used against hm, 
that is the key. 

4. "Personality in Sade is hard and impermeable--t hat is, Apollonian," Paglia writes. 
"There are no mysteries or arnbiguities because nothing is lefi in the unconscious, whose 
rnost perverse fantasies empty out into the cold light of consciousness. In Sade, 
A pollonian personality is plunged into Dionysian sewage but emerges clan and intact ." 
This is the essence of Sade's thought: to plunge into the dissociating revelries of (primary) 
Dionysian nature, and yet remain intact, is in fact a victory over it, the last movement in 
the des~r~~ctrtra/isf spiral. Afso key is the way in which Sade's thinking here directly 
anticipates Rimbaud's cal1 for a "systematic derangement" of al1 the senses, as de Beauvoir 
points out. Many who have tnimpeted this phrase as a kind of clarion call to dl-out 
decadence have given short shrift to the implications of the term "systematic" in this 
context. See Paçlia, Scxud Personae 237, and de Beauvoir 55. 



5. In Bataille's view-heavily influenced by Sade-the sovereignty acquired through 
adherence to the work ethic and the accornpanying accumulation of status-confemng 
consumer çoods commences the "deep degradation" of the concept of sovereignty in our 
capitalist, middle-class dominated era: "Because of accumulation, bourgeois society is . . . 
the society of things. It is not . . . a society of the subjecf." Where, in Sadean 
transgression, the subject paradoxically "empties" itself out in order momentarily to 
becorne a sovereign object, in the bourgeois realm, "the object, which lasts, matters more 
than the subject" from the start. Thus, the search for a true sovereignty "is a caricature in 
Our eyes," as we cannot "envisage the NOTHING ofsovereignty, but rather the inverse 
that is the thing, and the ponderousness of those who believe it to be sovereign. In the 
place where we had reason to anticipate the dazzling appearance of the subjecr . . . the 
reign of money remains." The bourgeois believes, then, that it can purchase sovereignty 
as it would a car, a relatively risk-fiee endeavour complete with warranty. Like Sade, 
Bataille at tributes this degradation of the concept of sovereignty to the imposition upon it 
of Rousseauist ideais: "The rneaning that bourgeois muderation gives to the çarne is quite 
different . . . the pursuit of rank has kept for the bourgeois society the value it had as a 
sovereign end for the nobility. But the bourgeois cannot vioiafe the serm ofproprfior~"; 
he must remain within the grid of a "social contract" inherent within a system which 
predetermines and delimits his rank. Rather than a sovereign srrbject object, an end unto 
himself, as in Sade, "bourgeois man is only a rneans, he has no end but the semblance or 
illusion of dignity, and that rudimentary humanity comected with the body proper and its 
instincts, with society and farnily. In him the pursuit of sovereign dignity is no longer 
anything but the pursuit of materiai goods that pertain to that dignity. . . ." See Bataille. 
Acczrrsed 3: 345, 347-8. 

6. For Paglia, Sade's thought liberates Our true nature fiom the shackles of a 
Rousseau-inspired liberal humanisrn whkh "still permeates Our culture fiom sex 
counseling to cereal commerciais" (S~XIIUI 2). 

7. Paçiia theorizes that Sade's sexuai Apollonianism is a result of his effort to replace the 
ritualism of the church, which has been eliminated fiom the Sadean universe. Sade's 
"lavish sexual ritualism dramatizes the naturai hierarchism of sex--a hierarchism having 
nothing to do with social custom, for women can be masters as well as slaves," she 
explains. "Hailed in the sixties as a sema1 liberator, Sade is actuafly the most scholarly 
documcnter of sex's subjection to hierarchical orders" (Semral243). 

8. These ideas were obviously a major influence on Foucault: see his previously noted 
loathing for the Rousseauist "drearn ofa transparent society, visible and legible in each of 
irs parts, the dream of there no longer existinç any zones of darkness, zones established by 
the privileges of royal power or the prerogatives of some corporation, zones of disorder . . 
. the drearn that each individual, whatever position he occupied, might be able to see the 
whole of society, that men's heart's should communicate, their vision be unobstructed by 
obstacles, and the opinion of al1 reign over each" Power Knowledge 152. Foucault also 
scathingly alludes to Rousseauian philosophy in action in Madr1es.r and Clviiiza~iort, where 



he implies that Rousseau's mode1 of Society is best seen in the lunatic asylums of the 
Enliçhtenment: "The asylum is a religious domain without reIigion, a domain of pure 
morality, of ethical unifonnity. . . . The asylum must represent the great continuity of 
social morality. The values of the fmiIy and work, al1 the acknowledged virtues . . . ," he 
seethes. (257). 

9. in Ihe 120 Bays of Sudom, Sade provides a thorough overview of  the deliberate 
employment of inverse exaltation: "Once a man has degradeci hirnself, debased himself 
through exces~es.~~ says the author's mouthpiece, Curval, "he has imparted something of a 
vicious cast to his soul, and nothing can rectiQ that situation . . . fiom the state in which 
one has ceased to blush, to that other state in which one adores everything that causes 
others to blush, there is no more, nor less, than a single step. Ail that affected one 
disaçreeably, now encountering an othenvise prepared soul, is metamorphosed into 
pleasure, and tiom this moment onward, whatever recalls the new state one has adopted 
can henceforth only be voluptuous" (496). 

10. In early essays such as "Preface to Transgression" and "Language To Lnfinity," 
Foucault, like the poststructuralist version of Roland Barthes, lwcuriates in the notion of a 
teaual space composed of a self-referentiai language liberated from any grounds. exulting 
the primacy of the signifier, its groundless and irreducible plurality. Such texts, defined in 
7he Order of ïhhgs as heferotopiar, "dessicate speech, stop words in their tracks, contest 
the  very possibility of çrammar at its source" (xviii). The heterotopic text, then, is a text 
at the limits which consistently t hreatens to violate its ordered Apollonian boundaries, 
openinç its chaos ont0 the world of practice. As it oflen does, Foucault's thinking here 
owes much to Bataille. However, this heterological or heterotopic t e a  should ?toi be 
interpreted, as it has been by some writers of both the "late" and "post" modernist schools, 
to indicate a text which is basically unreadable or indecipherable. "The fact of needlessly 
resorting io literary or poetic verbiage, the inability to express oneself in a simple and 
categoricai way, not only are the result of a vulgar impotence, but always betray a 
pretentious hypocrisy," Bataille hmes in "The Use Value of D.A.F. de Sade" (Visio~ts 
92). Any text which gives itself over purely to such "undecidability" is not a 
&.s~mcrtrrafïs~ text, as it ignores the crucial element of Apoilonian order which is never 
entirely abandoned in the process of rational derangement. In order to have rhetorical 
impact, a text must in some way make seme, though that sense may be entirely singular. 

1 1 . The revised version can be found in Ïhe I*.mtcat~lt Reader, I O  1 - 120, and in ïexiuai 
S7ra1eg1e.s: Per.specfive.s in Pust-Stn(ctirraiist Crilicistn, 1 4 1 - 1 60. Josué V . Harari sees 
this second version of the essay as marking a shifi in emphasis "crucial to an understanding 
of Foucault's work" ("C~iticd" 43); James Miller notes that Foucault's increasing emphasis 
on retaining and transfomiing Apollonian powedorder occasioned a split with the more 
Dionysian-oriented Deleuze (287-298). 

12. Camus and Moers disagree on this point. For Camus, dandyism is an emanation of 
romantic rebellion which "at the source of its inspiration is chiefly concemed with defjmg 



moral and divine law" (50). Moers points out that the element ofserf-co~~frui the dandy 
must employ in his own singdar ascesis, his necessary harnessing of Dionysian urges, 
"diverges most widely fkom the romantic" sensibility (1 8). As 1 hope this study 
demonstrates, the roots o f  dandyism run far deeper than the Romantic penod, although 
elements o f  the Romantic character certainly inform dandyism of al1 stripes. 

1 3. Brummell's "arrogant superiority was an affirmation o f  the aristocratic principie, his 
way of life an exaltation of the aristocratic society," writes Moers. "But his terrible 
independence proclaimed a subversive disregard for the essent ials of  arïstocracy . The 
dandy, as Bmrnrnell made him . . . has no m a t  o f  m s  on his caniage . . . no ancestral 
portraits along his halls . . . no decorations on his uniform . . no title but Mr. Brumell, 
orhifer efeganrarirrm " ( 1 7- 1 8). 

14. Paglia cites Balzac's novel Sarrmine as an important precursor of this phenomenon. 
"Balzac's Zambinella is the first Decadent art object," she says. "The transsexual castrato 
is an artificiai sex, product o f  biology manipuiated for art. Zambinella does give birth-to 
other art objects. First is Sarrasine's statue of  h i f i e r ;  then a marble copy cornrnissioned 
by the cardinal; next a painting o f  Adonis based o n  the copy; finally, Girodet's sensuous 
painting o f  effeminate sleeping Endymion, inspired, Balzac claims, by Zarnbinella as  
Adonis. The sterile castrato, propagating itself through other art works . . . teems with 
inorganic seed" (Sema/ 3 9 1 ). 

15. The "rhizome" as a conception of a specific form of subjectivity is an extension o f  the 
notion of  t he "desiring-machine," o r  "body without organs," first developed in AMI- 
0edÏp1i.s. AS opposed to the conception of  the "normal." centered, Oedipdized subject, 
the rhizome is multiple, constantly able to interact in a polymorphous way with its 
environment: "any point o f  a rhizome c m  be comected to anything other, and must be," 
writes Deleuze. The "movements of detemtoriaiization and reterritoriaiization" by which 
the rhizome interacts with the world are, 1 would posit, directly analogous to the 
operations ofdesrmcfurai i~m 1 have identified within the history of The Great Subculture. 
Furtherrnore, when Deleuze says that rhizome "has neither beginning nor end, but always 
a middle [milieu] Ciom which it grows and which it overspills," we may aiso think o f  
Baudelaire's key formulation of da~tcjme as a "vaporization and centrdization o f  the 
self." The dandy-self may be compared to  a dark mist or vapour on which an array of  
ever-shifiinp. kaieidescopic Iights are continously projected; like the rhizome, which is 
"defined solely by a circulation o f  states," the dandy is not a being, but a constant 
"becominç." See Ï h e  Deleuze Reader, 27-36. Also "Chapter 1 : The Desiring Machines." 
A ~rli-Oe Jiptrs: Capi~aiism arld SchIzophrenia. 

16. This notion o f  "being in the middle" reverses the idea o f  the rniddle as a static place of  
safety o r  non-extremity. Here, the notion designates a constant, spiraling state o f  lirnit- 
expenence, a perpetual state o f  becoming. a hi&-wire act traversing the line between 
being and not hingness. 



17. A haecceity, explains Deleuze, "daers  from the concepts we usually associate with 
those terrns, for "you will yield nothing to haecceities until you realize that that is what 
you are, and that you are nothing but that." A haecceity is a constant-becoming, an event 
or "assemblage in its individuated aggregate," whose proper narne "designates something 
that is the order of the event, o r  becoming of the haecceity." Deleuze cites the rnilitary 
operations and weather phenomena such as humcanes which are given proper names as 
examples o f  this form of individuation, where the name "is not the subject of a tense but 
the agent o f  an infinitive." The Baudelairean dandy is a self-conscious form of haecceity. 
See The lleiet~ze Reader 54-58. 

i 8. In his critique o f  Baudelaire, Bataille rightly notes that Baudelaire's self-vapourbation, 
his nihilistic refusal to work and be "productive," something which Sartre attributes to a 
failure of existential wiil, was in fact "the most profound form o f  refùsal, as it was in no 
way an assertion o f  the opposite principle" (L~terarwe af~d Evil4 1 ) .  For Bataille, far from 
being a mere lack o f  imer will, Baudelaire's life was a r e f l d  of the demands o f  a 
"material tension imposeci, historically, fiom without" (38). His hedonism and decadence 
were ways in which he "drew fiom his failure what others drew fiom rebellion" (41), his 
"use-less-ness" an ascesis by which he denied "the primacy o f  the fiture" (42) in order to  
live as a gutter-sovereign in the moment. Baudelaire thus lived out a personal potlatch, 
followinç an instinctual need t o  waste his energy and squander his resources. 

19. Norman O. Brown descnbes this Dionysian transformation as an abolition of the 
repressive mechanisms which force "unnaturd concentrations o f  libido in certain bodily 
oryans," the same Oedipal tirnits later cntiqued by D e l e u e  and Guattarï. This sovereign 
human is "polymorphously perverse, delighting in that fidl iife of  the body', that the docile, 
obedient masses Fear. Such a consciousness "does not observe the limit, but overflows 
[and] J m s  rzot mgaie atry mord' (/,ijie 3 08). 

20. R. D. Laing's critique of  the colonizinç mental structures o f  the Oedipal "daddy- 
mommy-me" also precedes that of  Deleuze and Guattari. For Laing, the nuclear family, 
which has taken on a mythical, "holy" status in today's mainstream society, and whose 
various malfiinctions are taken as a sign o f  immanent societal collapse, is ihe instrument by 
which a constrictive Apollonian order indoctrinates its subjects. "The family's function," 
he sneers, "is to repress Eros; to  induce a false consciousness o f  security; to deny death by 
avoidinç life; to cut off transcendence; to believe in God. not to  experience the Void; to 
create, in short, one-dimensional man; to promote respect, conformity, obedience; to con 
children out of  play; to induce a fear of failure; to promote a respect for work; to promote 
a respect for 'respectability. "' Perhaps, then, the collapse o f  the nuclear family would 
mean an end to the curent  order, but for Laing-and Deleuze, and Brown--that would be 
a desirable result. See Laing 57-76. 

2 1 .  Knsteva descnbes Baudelaire's dandiacal mysticism as the "pulverizing of meaning 
and language, the pulverizing o f  one's own identity." The teachings o f  mystics such as 
Swedenborg. the drug-induced writings o f  Poe and De Quincey, and the use of  hashish 



and other drugs al1 "emphasize the reversibility o f  sensations and images," leading to a 
vapourized state, "the mixing of perceptions when, al1 borders k i n g  confùsed," the 
identity is dissolved. (329). 

32. This notion roughly corresponds to the lirnit-state o f  Deleuze's haecceitical being, 
continually astnde the boundary of creation/destruction. 

23. "Bio-power" is for Foucault a crucial term which designates the forces which form and 
control human subjects in our (post) Enlightenment era, "what brought Iife and its 
mec hanisms into the realm of  explicit calculations and made knowledge-power an agent of 
transformation o f  human lifen (-fie Hisiory of Sexua/ity. 1 : 143). For Foucault, the 
present era is highly Apolfonian in form, organized by a "power whose task it is to  take 
charge of life" by "distributing the living in the domain of  value and utility" (1 44). Such a 
power, which is bent upon producing, organizing, and "normalizing7' Me, is a marked 
departure from previous eras which, being more pagan and Dionysian in nature, centered 
around the power and glory of  the sovereign and his right to mete out death. Apollonian 
hio-puwer, concurrent with the rise of our middle-c!ass managed capitalism, instead 
ccnters around the need for the "controlled insertion o f  bodies into the machinery of 
production" ( 14 1 ). The dandy's "seinire" o r  "subversion7' of this bio-power effèctiveiy 
"sterilizes" the process, fnistrating its goal o f  utility: hjs production, himself, is indeed 
beaut i fùlly use-less. 

24. "Invitation" may seem too strong a t e m  here, but, despite the fact that Des Esseintes' 
experirnents appear t o  have been unsuccessfùl overall by the novel's end, there is never 
any doubt where the author's t u e  sympathies lie, and Oscar Wilde's subsequent adoption 
of the book as the very flower of decadent thought seems to back the notion that Agairtst 
A'arirrt. places Huysmans in Sade's line of  authors whose works seek to " c o r r ~ p t ' ~  others-- 
in other words, they have a rhetorical fùnction. 

25. "It's not a crime to  wish for other worlds," writes modem day Satanist and Huysmans 
fan Anton Szandor LaVey, whose own brand of religion is heavily flavoured with the 
aesthetics of  dandyism. The late LaVey, who constnicted what he called "total 
environrnents," or  recreations of scenes fiom past eras, in the basement o f  his dwelling, 
shared Huymans' disdain for rnaterialism and utilitarian "progress." "'You can't go 
backward,' 'You can't live in the past,' they tell you. Why not? . . . These are al1 
expressions o f  modem disposability. It's a mediocritizing technique-trying to  get rid of 
what 1 cal1 'past orthodoxies.' it's Our past that makes us unique, therefore it's our past 
that econornic interests want to rob fiom us, so they can sel1 us a new, improved tùture. . . 
. 1 Say, 'Don't let it happen. Keep things the way you want them and let the rest o f  the 
world be duped.'" See Barton, 134-5. This ami-bourgeois passage could easily have been 
takcn straight tiom the pages of lnr-Has. 

26. "Rimbaud's çreatness," writes Camus, "shines forth at the moment when, in giving the 
most peculiarly appropriate expression to rebellion that it has ever received, he 



simuItaneously proclaims his triumph and his agony, his conception of a life beyond the 
confines of this world and the inescapability of this world, the yearning for the unattainable 
and reality bnrtalty detennined on restraint, the rejection of  moraiity and the irresistable 
compulsion to duty" (88). This passage, describing as it does a being at the limit, 
constantly aîternating between polarities, is uncannily similar in tone to  the description of  
Gilles de Rais by Huymans! The same "symptoms of genius" infonn the characters of  
both men, and the same fate: systematically opening themselves to  the turbulence of the 
coit~c~detttia oppsitorurn, both men die young, de Rais at thirty-six, Rimbaud at thirty- 
seven. Rimbaud's cruciai experiment s, happiiy, were mainly self-directed. 

27. Wallace Fowlie's translation substitutes the word "finerf for "luxury," a stronger 
choice, but Schmidt's version seems more compelling overall, See "Circus" in Fowlie, 
/<imhmd: Cornplete Works, Sdec fed Le fters 225. 

28. Rimbaud's own style o f  "disgusting finery" caused Verlaine's bourgeois Parisian 
coterie to regard hm "as satanic," Reed writes. "'Satan in the midst of the doctors' is 
how Léon Valade described Verlaine's young protégé with his blue eyes, red face and big 
hands and feet" (Delirium 47). In fact, Reed continues, Rimbaud's "Luciferian qualities 
were infaIlible. . . . [He] seems briefly to have generated the occult energy we associate 
with fascination. Levi and Crowley possessed it, and so too did Mick Jagger in the late 
sixties with his adoption of a Lucifer persona when performing songs like 'Sympathy For 
The Devil,' 'The Midnight Rambler' and 'Gimrne Shelter.' At the tirne of the murders and 
brutal maimings at the Rolling Stones Altarnont Freeway concert in December, 1969, the 
Luciferian character that Jagger was able to project was sornething of which Rimbaud 
would have approved" (5 1). 

29. See. for instance, Ned Polsky's reply to Mailer, "Reflections On Hip," printed in 
Advet~isernerits l%r My.@ "Even in the world of the hipster," writes Polsky, "the Negro 
remains essentiaily what Ralph Ellsion called him--an invisible man. The white Negro 
accepts the real Negro not as a human being in his totaiity, but as the bringer of a highiy 
specified and restricted 'cultural dowry,' to use Mailer's phrase. In doing so he creates an 
inverted form of keeping the nigger in his place" (369). 

30. According to Mailer, the rnystic and the hipster share an "intensity o f .  . . private 
vision" and a "buniing consciousness of the present" in which "the reward is their 
knowledge that what is happening at each instant of the electric present is good or bad for 
them. . . . The element which is exciting, disturbing nightmarish perhaps, is that 
incompatibles have come to bed, the inner life and the violent life, the orgy and the dream 
of love, the desire to murder and the desire to create . . . a dark, romantic, and yet 
undeniably dynarnic view of existence for it sees every man and wornan as moving 
itrdividlcaf[v through each moment of life forward into growth or backward into d e a t h  
(Allrerfisemerzis 342-3, italics mine). The hipster, like the dandy, encases the void: he 
embraces the Other, only to 6nd it at its very limits The Same. 



3 1 .  Rimbaud "used absinthe . . . morning glories, the traditional witchcraft herbs like 
datura. henbane and belladoma, and spider venorn His entire corpus came out of a few 
years of fevensh work culminating with that fatefiil summer where he took tarantula 
venom repeatedly in the family granay-the summer chronicled in Urre &isu)~ en 
l:i$ier. . . . Yet generations ofstudents have been taught by effete pot-beUied lit crit types 
that when Rimbaud opens his classic and telling poem, Nkit de f 'erfer. with the 
announcement '1 have just swallowed an enonnous mouthfùl of po iso~ '  he is being 
wrnehow rnetaphorik " (Mu 1 28- 1 34). 

32. Bataille explains that beauty is "at the mercy of a definition as classicd as that of the 
common measure"; however, "each individual f o m  escapes this common measure and is, 
to a certain degree, a monster" (fisians 55). Lrnlike the "average man," who seeks to 
conceal this "abnormaiity" through confonnity, seeking refuge in society's predetermined 
g-ids, the gutter-dandy overtly intensifies his "monstrous" individuaiity by taking it to the 
limit, becorning a fieak, a clown, or as Jack Kerouac labels Neal Cassady in 0 1 1  7he R d ,  
"A Holy Goof" 

33.  Ihab Hassan writes: "The Iiterary practice of Genet extends his autobiography into art. 
Five prose works cany the tendencies of his existence till fiction and confession merge in 
rituals of self-redemption" (Sileme 187). 

34. Ironicaliy, of course, "respectable" Society does come to honour Genet later in his life, 
yet he remains suspicious of it to the end. the suspicion of the "refomed guttersnipe who 
aIways feels that he is being patronised, and that he may be thrown back to the gutter 
whence he sprang at any moment. In 1962, Genet admitted that he still couldn't get with 
the  program of bourgeois morality: "l'm not a guy on the right or on the lefi. . . . I'm still 
a hoodlum. That is, I can't accept a morality that's handed down, aiready worked out, no 
matter how generous it might be." See White 399. 

35.  Nachman can barely contain his revulsion for Genet. "The Nazis built their movement 
by attracting men like Genet," he says. "He would have been at home in the SA which 
was, among other thinçs, a cult of decadent homosexuai toughs and aesthetes" (369). It is 
doubtfùl, however, that an individuaiist like Genet would ever be able to adhere 
completely to the dogmas of ariy political organization. White observes that, while Genet 
may have toyed with the idea ofjoining the Communist party in 1952, "it seems unlikely 
that he ever wanted to be a card-carrying member of the Party. He was too much an 
anarchist, too distrusttùl of organized politics'' (399). 

36. White observes that Bataille was blinded by a dislike for Genet even though the latter's 
life and work tùlfilled most of Bataille's notions of what constitutes sovereignty in a post- 
Enlightenment era. Bataille charges that Genet's version of sovereignty is too insular. that 
he is too disinterested in communication to be tmly sovereign: "sovereignty," he  says 
" presu pposes communication: either it is deliberatel y communicable. or it is not 
s0vereiçn.l Given the arnount of writing Genet published, as well as his overtly expressed 



intent to contaminate the bourgeois world with his writing (an act of communciation), this 
seems a spurious. tnimped-up charge. [ndeed, White points out. that while Bataille and 
Genet had "so much in common (a love of  Sade, Gilles de Rais, Nietzsche, a taste for 
violence. . . . )," a "personal animus" resulting from a possible thefi by Genet of a Bataille 
manuscript during a lunch together (an event which occurred before Bataille had 
composed his essay on Genet), caused a rift. Later, White notes, Bataille admitted that he 
had judged Genet too harshly and underestimated his talent. See Bataille, Lirerature and 
/<vil20 1 -4; White 398-9. 

3 7.  it should be noted that Genet was not, to my knowledge, a murderer. Yet, given his 
concern with crime as a vehicle by which to destructure the self, to place oneseif apart 
fiom and above the despised world of the bourgeois, it is logical that he would utilize the 
novel as a vehicle by which to  explore the efTects of the ultimate crime upon the 
perpetrator. 

38. In his prose poem "Crowds," Baudelaire depicts an enlightened dandy-poet to whom 
"in his cradle a fairy has bequeathed a love ofmasks and disguises," able to "plunge, at the 
expense of humankind, into a debauch of  vitality." For such a man, "multitude" and 
"solitude" are "equal u id  interchangeable terms"; he "enjoys this incomparable privilege, 
to be at once himself and others." possessing the ability to "enter the personality of eveiy 
man" at will in the marner of a disembodied spirit. This "solitary and thoughtfùl stroller," 
Baudelaire explains in the poem's key line, "derives a sirgz~iur irrtoxica~ionfrom rhis 
r t r ~ i  versai cotnmirrrion. " See Rar~delaire, Himbarld, Verlaine 1 06-7. Ast ride the line 
between Apollo and Dionysus, the enlightened dandy envelops the chaos of the swirling 
mass within his voided fiame, which al1 the while retains an outer ngidity. Likewise, 
Genet's paradoxical sovereign man is at once wholly singular, yet also able to vapourke, 
dissolve into "communication" within the mass. 



CELAPTER 3: YANKEE MH)DLE (CUTTER) DANDLES 

HENRY MCLLER AND J A C K  KEROUAC: REBELS WiTROUT A CAUSE 

T o  break through lnnguage in order to  touch life is t o  
create o r  recreate the theatre. . . W e  must believe in a 
sense o f  l i fe in which man fearlessly makes himself 
master o f  what does not yet exist, and brings it into 
being. A n d  everything that  has not  ben born can sti l l  
be brought to Iife if we are not  satisfied to remain mere 
recording organisms. 

Furthermore, when we s p u k  the w o d  "Iifc," it must 
be understood that we are no t  refcrr ing to  l i fe as we 
know it f m m  its surface o f  fact, but to that  fragile, 
f iuctuating center which forms can never reach. A n d  if 
there is one hdlish, t ru ly  accuised thing in out  time, it is 
our  artistic dallyiag w i t h  forms, instead o f  being like 
victims burnt a t  the stake, signaling through the fiames. 

-Antonin Ar taud 

You had to be a rebel wi thout a cause. The intellectuals 
had preempted al1 the causes. Causes were t o  
twentieth-century intellectuals as manners had been to  
Victorians. There was no way you could beat a 
Victorian on manners and there was no way you could 
beat a twentieth-century intellectual on causes. That 
was par t  o f  the problem. Tha t  was what was being 
rebelled against. A l l  that neat scientific knowledge that 
was supposed to guide the world. 

If art had displaced religion in societal status and importance in the afiermath of  the 

Enlightenment, it is itself superseded in the twentieth century by the nse of  a corporate 

capitalism d r k n  by science and technology. The artist, who had previousiy supplanted 

the priest as the chief interpreter human life, is in tum eclipsed by the nse of  the 

-'objective," technocratie "expert" who could explain and control the various chaotic 

phenornena of existence through rationd analysis, in a cool, "disinterested and 

"scientific" manner. "Life," as Foucault posits in works like Discipline and Ptrnish and 



Ihe Hisrury of Semafity Vol. 1, now becomes defined by the operations of  a dif ise,  de- 

centered hio-power. involving the systematic taming o f  man's chaotic, Dionysian impulses 

thorough proper training, management and "discipline," organized around "objective," 

scientific principles o r  "noms." 

The "ordinary" (non-expert) human being, in this scenario, hardly requires a 

metaphysical guide in the form of a priest, o r  an artist-priest. Rather than an individuai, he 

or she now becomes a quantifiable "unit" whose success o r  failure is primarily measured 

by the ability to remain invisible, to stay within the parameters of  a "scientifica1ly"-defined 

(through psychiatrie analysis, for instance) "norrn." Nietzsche uncannily forecasts this 

development back in 1 887, when, anticipating the corporate takeovers and consumer- 

driven conforrnisrn that would dominate the twentieth century, he writes that "once we 

possess the coming economic management of the earth that will soon be inevitable, 

mankind will be able to find its best meaning as a machine in the service of this economy-- 

as a tremendous clockwork, composed of ever smaller, ever more subtly 'adapted' gears . 

. . as a whole of tremendous force, whose individual factors represent 'minimal forces, 

mitiimuf vaI~~es  "' ( WiiI 463). In this scenario. the individual's potential for sovereignty is 

neutered within a system bent only on the controlled insertion o f  docile bodies into the 

now-sovereign corporate economic machinery. 

Twentieth-century corporate Arnerica is the engine driving this Apollonian world of 

Western techno-capitalism, producing a plethora of new technologies and their resultant 

products. Yet, if it is plausible, as Camille Paglia contends, that Amenca's "capitalist 

products are another version of  the art works flooding western culture," and that 

"capitalist and artist are paralle1 types" (Semal 37), she fails adequately to take into 

account how this demotion to the status o f  "producer" impacts on the Western artist in the 

twentieth century. As Andreas Huyssen notes, most aspects of  art, including the avant- 

garde whose project it was to resist the pressures of bourgeois capitalism, have in the 

twentieth century either succumbed to its normalizing power o r  retreated to an obscure 

cultural corner: 

Like a parasitic growth, conformism has al1 but obliterated 



the original iconociastic and subversive thnist of the 
historical avantgarde of the first three or four decades of 
this century. This confonnism is manifest in the vast 
depoliticization of post-World War II art and its 
institutionalization as administered culture, as well as in 
academic interpretation which, by canonizing the histoncal 
avantgarde, modemkm and postmodernism, have 
rnethodologically severed the vital dialectic between the 
avantgarde and mass culture in industrial civilization. In 
most academic criticism the avantgarde has been ossified 
into an elite enterprise beyond politics and beyond everyday 
life, though their transformation was once a centrai projet 
of the historical avantgarde. (3 -4) 

In "The Case Against Art," John Zerzan argues that art finally ends up j o i ~ n g  other 

Apolloriian forces such as religion and science to create a "separate realm of contrived life 

. . both impotent and in complicity with the actual nightmare that prevails" (124). The 

failure of various avant-garde movements fiom Dada to Surrealism leads to, whether 

under the guise of "high modernism" or "post-modernism," the artist's attempt to dvage 

his authoritative position by nümicking the technocratie "expert," creating increasingly 

obscure. "undecidable" texts meant oniy for others with sufficient intellectual background 

and training, such as other like-minded writers or critical theorists: "literature" now 

becomes a "discourse," existing in a rarefied. abstract sphere apart from everyday life. ' 
Modernist art "expressed the conviction that oniy by a drastic reduction of its field of 

vision could art survive," and so becarne "increasingly self-referentiai in its search for a 

'purity' that was hostile to narrative"; the end result, however, of this "insistence on art as 

an object in its own right in a world of objects" was a fùrther reduction of art to a "simple 

commodi ty status" ( 1 27). Postmodemism, in Zerzan's view, is merely a footnote, an 

obituary. "a tired. spiritless recycling of past fragments, announcing that the development 

of art is at an end" ( 128). 

The previousiy elevated societal status of art and the artist, it seems, has also been 

reduced to ''rni&ncd forces, miuimal values" in the new dispensation. In his experience- 

book /.ila. Robert M. Pirsig explains that "sometime after the twenties a secret loneliness, 

so penetrating and so encornpassing that we are only beginning to realize the extent of it, 



descended upon the land. This scientific, psychiatrie isolation and fùtility had become a far 

worse prison of the spirit than the oId Victorian 'virtue' ever was." Life within the 

capitalist system of bio-power had, says Pirsig, lost much of its "reahess "; instead, 

people now lived "in some kind of movie projected by this intelle~tual~ electromechanical 

machine . . . which had inadvertently shut them out fiom direct experience of life itself- 

and fiom each other" (323-4). All this is the logical result of what Norman O. Brown 

refers to as the Apollonian "law of ever increasing abstractiony7 which reaches its apex in a 

techno-scientific order. "This holding of life at a distance," he says, is "negation; 

sublimation is life entering consciousness on condition that it is denied." This negation, 

Brown continues, "is plain in the inseparabte comection between symbolism (in language, 

science, religion and art) and abstraction," which is "a denial of the living organ of 

experience, the living body as a whole" (Life 172).' 

This escalating denial of life and experience, "the infection of the human," is in fact the 

basis of a stinging critique delivered by the "mad" poet and playwright Antonin Artaud in 

t h e  "Preface" to The ir'heatre arld ILS Double: "If our Me lacks brimstone, Le., a constant 

maçic." he writes, "it is because we choose to observe Our acts and lose ourselves in 

consideration of their imagined form instead of being impelled by their force." For 

Artaud, action does not m a l e  meaning (something to be gleaned after the fact): action i.s 

meaning. This is a crucial distinction. The successfully "civilized" man of today is he who 

has mastered the system, or perhaps more accurately, been mastered by it: "a person who 

thinks in forms, signs, representations-a rnonster whose faculty of deriving thoughts fiom 

acts. instead of identitjmg acts with thoughts, is developed to an absurdity." Western man 

has seemingly mistaken the Apollonian "system," be it philosophical, technological, or 

artistic, for the thing itself, "but where can it be shown," Artaud asks, "that life, our life, 

has ever been affected by these systems?' h c .  rratwe, the basic underlying stuff of life, 

remains unaffected by any attempt to "systematize" it. Artaud puts the case plainly: 

"Either systems are within us and permeate Our being to the point of supporting life itself 

(and if this is the case, what use are books?), or they d o  not permeate us and therefore do 

not have the capacity to suppon life (and in this case what does their disappearance 



matter?)." Such a "paintu1 cleavage" between culture and experience, between art and 

life, is finalty "responsible for the revenge of thinçs" an omnipresent, coercive and 

deadeninç cultural materiaiism (8-9). 

It is into this "Air-Conditioned Nightmare," as Henry Miller labels it, that the Anglo- 

Amencan gutter-dandy emerges in the twentieth century. As the oppositional, afopos 

çutter-dandy makes his way across the Atlantic, initially embodied in the person of Miller, 

he ends hirnself in a world where "Art," at least in the Platonic sense of  a "timeless," 

monumental works and overarching societai metanarratives, as well as in the sense of 

i ncreasingly irrelevant and solipsistic avant-garde movements, is now firrnly part of the 

problem. "In a jaded, enervated age," w-rites Zerzan, "when it seems to speak is to say 

less, art is certainly less. Baudelaire was obliged to daim a poet's dignity in a society 

which had n o  more dignity to hand out. A century or  more later how inescapable is the 

tmth of that condition and how much more threadbare is the consolation or  station of 

'timeless' art" ( 128-9). Henceforth, most of what issues forth fiom the literary gutter- 

dandy exists somewhere out on the fùrthest horizons of what is normally caiIed "art" 

and/or "literature": much of it might accurately be termed a~~ri-art and/or unfi-liieratrrre,3 

and al1 of it exhibits an at least implicit awareness of the fact that what capitalistic 

bourseois society (including academe) has sanct ioned and "canonized as acceptable will 

no longer do, and that, as Zerzan puts it, by its very nature, "art must remain dienation 

and as such must be superseded . . . art is disappearing because the imrnemorid separation 

between nature and art is a death sentence for the world that must be voided" ( 128). For 

the gutter-dandy, the "accursed dallying with forms" decried by Artaud, typical of 

twentieth-century art, is indeed at an end; he is ready to "signal through the flames" with 

the fervour of a victim being burnt at the stake, to begin to forge a new alliance between 

expression and experience. 

THE SPECTACLE OF THE SAGE 

Today, the best hopes of the historicat avantgarde may 
not be embodied in art works nt atl, but in decenfered 
movements which work toward the transformation of 
everyday life. The point then would be to retain the 



avantgarde's attempt to address those human 
experiences which have not yet been subsumed under 
capital, or which are stimulated but not fulfilled by it. 
Aesthetic experience in particular must have its place in 
this transformation of everyday life. . . . 

-Andteris Huyssen 

Al1 art, I firmly believe, will one day disappear. But the 
artist witl remain, and Iife i tdf  will becorne not "an 
art," but art, Le. will definitely and for al1 time usurp 
the field, 

-Henry Miller 

In a capitalist world of Apollonian systems, networks, and structures, real change will 

never occur by merely adding one more ideology or cause to  the culturai brew. 

Technoloçically-dnven systems quickly CO-opt and transfonn "causes" into slogans and 

commodities,' meaning that cultural transformation must emanate from the level of the 

individuai outwards, not by the imposition of an ideology, atzy ideology, on the mass. 

"The quantitative universe of modem science is totally unrepresentable, and within it the 

individual feels isolated and Iost," Pierre Hadot larnents. "But can the experience of 

modem man be reduced to the purely technico-scientific? Does not modem man, too, 

have his own experience of the world qua world? Finally, might not this expenence be 

able to open up for him a path toward wisdom?'(252). For a solution to this dilemma, 

Hadot looks back to the exarnple of the ancient "sage," the "enlightened" man for whorn 

philosophy was aphiiosophia: a mode of  existence, a way of "seeing" the world. For 

contemporary man, Hadot explains, such a process would definitely rzot entail some 

fanciful, Rousseauian "retum" from the now ornnipresent scientific paradigm ("a universe 

reduced, by both mathematical and technologicai means, to its quantitative aspects") to 

the everyday mode of "habitual" or "utilitarian" perception, a state of sleepwalking which 

"in fact hides from us the world qua world" and is "not radicaily affected by scientific 

conceptions." Instead, what is required is a "comersion, a radical rupture with regard to  

the state of unconsciousness in which man normally lives. The utilitarian perception we 

have of the world. in everyday life, in fact hides Ekom us the world qua world. Aesthetic 



and phiiosophicd perceptions of  the world are o d y  possible by means of a complete 

transformation of  our relationship to the world: we  have to  perceive it for ifself, no longer 

for orrrselves " (253-4, first italics mine). 

Crucial to this process by which men may become "enlightened," in Hadot7s view, is 

the figure of the sage, he who embodies wisdom attained through experience. "There is a 

strict analogy between the rnovement by which we accede to  the vision of the world, and 

that by which we postulate the figure of the sage," he writes. Ancients "considered the 

figure of the sage an inaccessible role model, whom the philo-sopher (he who loves 

wisdom) strives t o  imitate, by means of an ever-renewed effort, practiced at each instant ." 

The sage becomes what Seneca calls a "spectacle of wisdom," or  "wisdom personified 

within a specific personality," he whose image compels those drawn t o  it toward a new 

perception of the "world as it is," or everyday life. The sage melds subject and object at 

the apex of his enlightenrnent: he provides through his own individual experience a 

"spectacular" example o f  the path toward enlightenrnent with which other subjects can 

then imaginatively interact, helping bring about their own transformation. "Thus," 

concludes Hadot, "by a total conversion, we can render ourselves open to the world and 

to wisdom. . . . both the world as perceived in the consciousness of the sage, and the 

sage's consciousness itself, plunged into the totality o f  the world, are reveaied to the lover 

of wisdom in one single, unique movement" (26 1 ). ' Nietzsche predicts that "as the 

consumption of man and mankind becomes more and more economical," with the 

"machinery" of corporate "interests and services" integrated into everyday life, a "counter- 

rnovement," similar to  that postulated by Hadot, "is inevitable." The Apollonian 

subhmation of Dionysian experience moves toward its apex, and "if we place ourselves at  

the terminai point of this great process, where society and custom finally reveal their tme  

aim," Nietzsche writes, "we shall find the ripest fniit of  that tree t o  be the sovereign 

individual, equal only t o  himself, al1 moral custom left behind." The clockwork society, 

then, wilI eventuaily breed its opposite: "My concept, my metaphor for this type," 

Nietzsche writes, "is . . . the word "overman" (WiII 463). Perspicacious though he was in 

foretelling the future, Nietzsche's concept of  the "oveman" would require sorne fine 



tuning, but, as Georges Bataitle observes, although Nietzsche "was not fùlly aware ofthe 

sharp contrast that must separate traditional sovereignty fiom that o f  the ' f ke  spirits' he 

spoke of,'' his main notion, "that o f  a sovereignty that retùses t o  govern the world o f  

t hings," an anti-materidistic, anli-bourgeois sovereign, "freed from any order, finally," 

was accurate (Acczmed 3: 457-8, 1155). Such a sovereign, as 1 have suggested, might 

more accurately be termed the Untermemch: the underman, the gutter-dandy who 

hnctions as a contemporary version of the classical sage, an artist of Me m a h g  a 

-'spectacle o f  himself' (recalling Deleuze's description of the Nietzsche's Dionysian 

overman as one who shoutd be "played," who gives an essentiaily theatricai ''performance" 

[88]) in order to enlightene6 

THE FRENCH CONNECTION: MiLLER AND RïMBAUD 

Rimbaud restored literature to lifc; I have endeavored 
to restore life to literature. 

-Henry Miller 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Of al1 writings I love only that which i s  written with 
blood. Write with blood: and you will discover that 
blood is  spirit. 

No rnatter what literary form they may norninally take (fiction. essay, etc.), the writings 

of Henry Miller are essentially the "performances" of a contemporary sage, an 

Iltircrrnrrwh named "Henry Miller." The "counter-movement" forecast by Nietzsche is 

the ovemding concem of Miller. who, influenced by Europeans such as Nietzsche and 

Rimbaud, dong with American writers like Emerson and Whitman, becomes the first tme 

Anglo-Amencan heir of  the line of  classical and European gutter-dandies, extending the 

lineage of The Great Subculture into the "new w o r l d  which would corne to dorninate 

Western culture in the twentieth century. Although it would appear that Foucault himself 

was not well acquainted with his work, Miller, in both theory and practice, almost 

uncannily anticipates the Foucauldian d l  for a contemporary version o f  the classical 

"techtrr kr i r  him" (Cam 43) by which "men not only set thernselves rules ofconduct, but 

also seek to transform themselves, to  change themselves in their singular being, and to 



make their Iife into an m v r e  that canies certain aesthetic values and meets certain 

stylistic criteria" (Use 10-1 1). In Miller's work-which is, as will become evident, 

inseparable from his life-this quest is a constant, overarching theme. 

Miller explicates his ties to The Great Subculture and his sense of himself as carrying 

on the anti-tradition o f  the "monster" in a little-analyzed yet key text entitled The The  of 

ihe As.sm.sitts- A Stt~dy of Rimbat~d- Typically for Miller, this text hnctions as much as an 

autobiographical/philosophical exercise as it does a d i c d  study of Rimbaud, of whom 

Miller says, "1 see myself as in a mirror. Nothing he says is alien to me" ( T h e  108).' 

L'fore specifically, Miller uses the topic of the life and work of  Rimbaud to examine his 

own iinks with the anti-tradition of "free spirits" of  which Rimbaud was, for Miller, the 

ultimate ni neteenth-century representative, as welf as to launch a Nietzschean critique o f  

twentieth-century Western-especially American-technocratie society. 

"At the very beginning of his career," Miller writes, Rimbaud "understood what others 

only understand at the end, if at d l ,  that the sacred word no longer has validity. He 

realized that the poison of culture had transformed beauty and truth into artifice and 

deception" (1 34). In words heavily redolent of the Nietzsche of The Gweaiogy of 

hforals-no t t O mention Foucault's later Discipihw arzd Ptmish- he unfavourably 

compares the rniddle-class dominated Apollonian age of science and diffùsed hio-pwer 

with the Dionysian society of  extremes characteristic of the Middle Ages: 

The medieval man recognized the Prince of Darkness and 
paid just homage to the powers of evil, as is evident fiom 
the testimony of stone and script. But the man of the 
Middle Ages also recognized and acknowledged God. His 
life therefore was keen and rich, it sounded the full gamut. 
By contrast, the life of  the modem man is pale and empty. 
The terrors he knows exceed any known to  men of previous 
ages, for he lives in the world of the unreal, surrounded by 
phantoms. He has not even the possibilities ofjoy or  
deliverance which were open to the slaves of the ancient 
world. He has becorne the victim of his own imer 
emptiness; his torments are the torments o f  sterility. (126- 
7 )  

Rimbaud's importance, Miller explains, stems from his acute perception of this nascent 



condition o f  sterility affecting modem Western man, and fiom his early realization that 

-'art" as it was, and as it had been developing since antiquity-as a product of the ever- 

int ensiSlng reaim of  Apollonian abstraction '-was increasingly part o f  the human 

"problem," rather than the solution. "The poetry o f  the civilized man," Miller explains, 

"has always been exclusive, esoteric. It has brought about its own demise" (39). Of the 

exclusivistic nature of modernism, Miller is especially disdainfùl: modernist poetry is 

indeed "gibberish," he says, "if out of  two billion people who make up the world, only a 

k w  thousand pretend to  understand what the individual poet is saying. The cult of art 

reaches its end when it exists only for a precious handfùl o f  men and women" (38). More 

specifically troubling for Miller is the fact that modern art has betrayed its Dionysian and 

rhetorical hnctions, making its peace with the "phantom" Apollonian realm o f  scientific 

abstraction: 

On the poetic corpse of  Rimbaud we have beçun erecting a 
tower of Babel. It means nothing that we still have poets, 
or  that some o f  them are still intelligible, still able to 
communicate with the mob. What is the trend of  poetry and 
where is the link between poet and audience? Whar is the 
message? Let us ask that above d l .  Whose voice is it that 
now makes itself heard, the poet's o r  the scientist's? . . . 
The poetry o f  life is only expressed in terms of the 
mathematical, the physical, the chernical. . - . The world has 
indeed become number. (34) 

In contrast to the majority of his twentieth-century poetic successors, Rimbaud, Miller 

contends, "was advocating the practice o f  a new way of  life. He was not trying to set up a 

new school of art in order t o  divert the enfeebled spimers of  words--he was pointing out 

the union between art and life, bndging the schism, healing the mortal w o u n d  (93-4). 

Here. Miller's thought meshes with that of Colin Falck, who, in Myth, ïhtth arid 

/.i~ero~zrre: ïbwards a T h e  Pm-Moden~isrn, asks : "1s art ttecessary t o  human life? 

Could life alone, under certain conditions, be sufficient?" For Falck, "the necessity of art 

in Western culture" is not occasioned by "metaphysicaï7 need but rather "a relative and 

cuitural one," fùnctioning both as "a counter t o  dogmatic belief," and "to the culture's 

prevaiiing technological mentality." Thus, a mie post-modemist art would "engage with, 



and t hereby redeem, the mechanized and de-sacralized word of practical life," closing the 

binary divide which is instead so oAen anxiously or neurotically "problematized" in the 

material we more readily associate with the term. "The notion that in order to cope wîth a 

difficult world modern art must be difficult (T. S. Eliot)," Falck observes, "has never been 

seriously questioned; yet it seems much more likely that the reverse is in fact the case" 

( 1 70). 

Falck's generalization stands corrected here, for as we have seen, it is Henry Miller's 

quite serious intent to fornulate just such a challenge to the world of modem art, one 

probable reason why his legacy has remained truly "marginal," still contained mainly 

within the  parameters of The Great Subculture. Miller's theones, which are put into 

practice in his fiction, make him resistant to "canonization," for they lead along the road of 

anti-art, if we take the noun "art" to refer to aesthetic objects separafe or apart fiom life. 

While naturalists like Zola had pnded themselves on accurate artistic depictions of lower 

class life in works like Germir~d, Rimbaud "had perceived that there was a step beyond 

art" (7ïrne 102), this glimmer being the presentiment of an enlightenment in wtuch man 

will "possess the truth irr b@ arldsod' (147). Miller goes on to identi@ the workings of 

the cir.srrrtcrrrru/ist spiral in Rimbaud's life and work as a form of creafive Jestrzrcrion in 

which man e'cperiences "resurrection i , r  the flesh, " finally accepting total responsibility for 

himsclf, for his fate. "Rimbaud," he writes, 

tned to re-situate man on the earth, this earth, and 
completely. He retùsed to recognize an eteniity of spirit 
created out of dead bodies. Similady, he refùsed to 
recognize an ideai society composed of soul-less bodies 
manipulated tiom their political or economic centers. . . . It 
is creation he worships, creation he exaits. Out of this fever 
cornes the "need for destruction" sometimes alluded to. It 
is not a wanton, vengeful destruction that Rimbaud urged, 
but a clearing of the ground so that fresh shoots may spring 
up. His whole aim is to give the spint fiee rein. (148) 

Miller thus links Rimbaud--and in turn, himself--to the anti-utilitarïan, individudistic 

and oppositional line of figures--the "fiee spirits" or "gutter-dandies"--1 have thus far 

traced throughout the history of the West, a line characterized by their utilkation of the 



de-structuralist spiral as the basis for attaining enligfitenment. More tellingly, Miller goes 

on to state that his precursor Rimbaud's techne fou bim exemplifies "the eniightenrnent o f  

those who demand that salvation make sense," his "rational song of  the angels" 

constitutinç a rhetorical "persuasion to irnmediate effort" (1 49). Rimbaud framed and 

encased Dionysus within his work and within himself: "It was as  though he put a tent over 

the void," Miller marvels ( 1 08). This deliberate manipulation and "perversion" of the 

i\pollonian principle in service of the Dionysian is typical of  anti-literature, which, explains 

Ihab Hassan "like anti-matter, cornes to  syrnbolize not merely an inversion of forms but 

will and energy turned inside out" (3). Miller is carefùl t o  stress that this seizure o f  bio- 

powler by the gutter-dandy/poet Rimbaud appropriates the rational oufer wurkings of  

scientific methodofogy, while in fact being tùndamentally opposed to its usual abstract 

content, being a wtiting which emanates from the heart, "forged in blood and anguish." 

Standing atone, "the father of  many schools and the parent o f  none," Rimbaud's work was 

at once a protest and a circumvention of  the dismal spread 
of knowledge which threatened to  stifle the source of the 
spirit. . . . Here he is closer to the rnathematician and the 
scientist than to  the poet of our tirne. Unlike our latter-day 
poets, be it noted, he did rtor make use o f  symbols used by 
the mathematician and the scientists. His language is the 
language of the spirit, not of weights, measures and abstract 
relations. In this aione he revealed how absolutely 
"modern" he was. (7ïme 57) 

Or, perhaps, howpusr-modem he was: in Miller's view, Rimbaud's merger o f  art and 

litè was the "tme trend of the poet" (57), albeit one whose cultural evolution had been 

sluggish. Hassan locates the emergence of this Rimbaudian/Mille(r)nanan strain o f  anti- 

literature in Romanticisrn, where, he explains, a "dual retreat from language became 

evident: first, in the ironic and self-effacing manner of Mallarmé, and second, in the 

indiscriminate and surrealistic manner o f  Rimbaud." The "comelative" of the first strain, 

whose characteristics we have corne more readily to associate with late modem and "post- 

modem" writing, "is Number," a predominantly Apollonian mode, while the second, o f  

which Hassan counts both Rimbaud and Miller as exponents, the Dionysian mode of  

"Action." Both modes o f  writing, Hassan believes. "lead finally to  silence," but through 



vastly different means, "the former . . . toward its disappearance . . . the latter . . . toward 

a monstrous re-integration of the self in 'la vie ardente"' (Literature 22). 

T H E  ANTI-JOYCE 

In an essay entitled "The Universe of Death," Miller launches a blistenng attack upon 

the Apollonian mode of modernist literature exernplified for hm by James Joyce, in whose 

work he observes "that peculiar Ming of the modem artist-the inability to communicate 

with his audience" (cosmoiogical 124). As opposed to those Dionysian ''aristocrats of 

the spirit" cuch as D. H. Lawrence, whose tàiled attempts to merge language and lifè 

"speak of heroic struggle" and are thus "fecundating" (log), Joyce is for Miller the "high 

priest" of symbolic defeat and living death as seen in the "lifeless literature of today" 

( 1 1 5); his is a cowardly art offered "as a means of salvation, as a redernption frorn 

suffenng, as a compensation for the terror of living. Art rn a mbstitrrte for V e .  The 

literature of flight, of escape, of a neurosis so brilliant that it almost makes one doubt the 

efficacy of health" ( 1 10). Most critically, Miller sees Joyce as mirnicking the oppressive 

and repressive Apollonian system by using abstraction against his fellow man, eschewing 

any attempt at communication through the "erection of a fortress of meaningless verbiage" 

exernplified by the novels I/lysses and I.ïwtegam Wake. Rather than embarking on the 

initial des~rrrcrrrrafis~ path toward the realization of chthonian "true nature," which unites 

and animates al1 of life, Joyce instead moves in the exact opposite direction, in the manner 

of a scientist seeking to create ever more abstract, complex structures by which to evade 

and defeat the ultimate reality, "burying himself under an obelisk for whose script there 

wilt be no key" (1 15). Joyce, Miller contends in an important passage, 

is not a realist, nor even a psychologist . . . there are 
caricatures of humanity only, types which enable him to vent 
his satire, his hatred, to lampoon, to vilify. For at bottom 
there is in Joyce a profound hatred for humanity-the 
scholar's hatred. One realizes that he has the neurotic's fear 
of entering the living world, the world of men and women in 
which he is powerless to fùnction. He is in revolt not 
against institutions, but against mankind. Man to him is 
pitiable, ndiculous, grotesque. And even more so are man's 
ideas-not that he is without understanding of them, but that 



they have no vaiidity for him; they are ideas which would 
connect him with a world fiom which he has divorced 
himself. His is a medieval rnind born too late: he has the 
taste of the recluse, the mords  o f  an anchorite, with dl the 
masturbative rnachinery such a life entrains. (1 28) 

In opposition to  the sterile and ultimately oppressive literary "dead moons" of  Joyce 

and his followers in the "Revolution o f  the Word" (125), Miller is quick to  oppose the 

revolutionary fragments, the more obscure "Me works" o f  those such as Rimbaud, whose 

/hrnina~iom "outweighs a shelf o f  Proust, Joyce, Pound, Eliot" (1 12). in tfüs "other" 

line of modernist writers is launched "something close to  a total rejection of  Western 

history and civilization" within a literature o f  action (Hassan, 'iferafure 6). Foucault 

wri-tes of  this submerged subculturai line being linked by "a madness beneath the mask" 

one that "links and divides time, that twists the world into the ring o f  a single ~ g h t . "  This 

state of being, "so foreign to the experience of its contemporaries, does it not." Foucault 

asks rhetorically, "transmit-to those able to  receive it, to  Nietzsche and to  Artaud--those 

barety audible voices of classical unreason, in which it was always a question o f  

not hingness and night, but ampli%ng them now to  shrieks and Cienzy?'(Mad'irss 28 1 ). 

But if this is a line o f  a n  which issues out o f  madness and chaos, Foucault importantly 

quaiifies this notion by adding that, as seen in the "calm, patient l a n g a g e  of  Sade" (282), 

these cries o f  chaos are now ordered, given "for the first time an expression, a droii de 

CICL;, and a hold on Western culture which makes possible al1 contestations, as well as totai 

contestation." This is a Dionysian form of art, the "primitive savagery" of primary or  true 

nature contained within an Apollonian h e .  reflecting "the arnbiguity of chaos and 

apocalypse" (Madrwss 28 1 -2). 

In this new form of  art initiated by Rimbaud, it is the experiment itself-the individual. 

imrnediate m i  of  communication--rather than any ego-driven, specific, anticipated r m d t  

of the experiment that counts: for Miller (as for Bataille), the man who wouid be 

sovereiçn must commtit~icate. Conversely, the scientist "is utterly concerned with the 

world of  illusion, the physical world where things ore made [O happen, " and thus "is 

already a victim of the powers he once hoped to exploit" ( 7 h e  58).  Poets of  the 



predominant Apoilonian modernist strain "have made themselves as abstract as the 

problems of the physicist," demonstrating an egoistic and "wornblike yearning for a world 

of pure poetry in which the effort to comrnunicate is reduced to zero," effectively 

neutering themseives while "surrendenng the destinies of countless human beings to the 

controI of worldly individuals whose sole airn is their own personal aggrandizement" (59). 

In contrat, the Rimbaudian poet, "who is lord of imagination and unacknowledged d e r  

of the worid, cornmunicates, holds communion, with his fellow man" (92). Anchored 

within the flux of true nature, where "any and ail material makes itself available" to him. 

the Dionysian poet transmutates raw experience into "the language of the soul." Where 

the opposing literary camp breaks up into atornized and isolated ego-units, "in this realn" 

writes Miller, "there are no  analphabets, neither are there grammarians. It is oniy 

necessary to open the heart to throw overboard al1 liferary preconceptions . . . to stand 

revealed. in other words. This, of course, is-tantamount to conversion. It is a radical 

measure, and presupposes a state of desperation. But if al1 other rnethods fail, as they 

inevitably do, why not this extreme measure-of conversion?'(93). 

BREAKRVG AWAY 

I t  may be  conjectured that the decisive event for  a spir i t  
in whom the  type of the "free spirit" is  one day  to  r ipen 
to sweet perfect ion has been a great sepuration, and that  
before it, h e  was probably al1 the more  a bound spirit, 
and  seemed t o  be chained forever t o  h is corner, to  his 
post* 

-Nieîzsche 
* * * * * * X * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

W h a t  1 secretly longed for  was to disentangle myself 
f r om  al1 those lives which had woven thernselves into the 
pat tern o f  my o w n  l i fe and were mak ing  my destiny a 
part o f  theirs. To shake myself free o f  these 
accumulat ing experiences which were m ine  only b y  
force o f  iner t ia  required a violent effort. . , . M y  
l iberat ion seemed t o  involve pa in  a n d  suffer ing to  those 
nea t  and  dear  t o  me, Every move I made for my own 
pr ivate good b rough t  reproach and condemnation.. , . 
I had  lost the  right t o  even becorne ill-because "they" 
needed me. 1 wasn't 0 l I . d  t o  remain inactive. 



-Henry Miller 

With the emergence o f  Henry Miller, the Sadean "monstef' and atopos classical sage 

become united within the Anglo-American persona o f  the gutter-dandy. Of Rimbaud's 

iine o f  literary rnonsters, Miller declares that, while "it is the fashion to speak o f  these 

dernonic beinçs, these visionarïes, as Romantics, to  stress their subjectivity and t o  regard 

them as breaks, interruptions, stopgaps in the great Stream o f  tradition . . . nothing could 

be more untrue." Instead, these members of The Great Subculture are "precisely these 

innovators who form the links in the great chain o f  creative literature." The task at hand, 

then, for h e  who would follow in the footsteps of  Rimbaud and Baudelaire--Le., Henry 

Miller-4s ucfively and courageously to "'hold the gain,' as Rimbaud puts it--and not sit 

down comfortably in the ruins and piece together a puzzle o f  shards" (7he  87). 

The first great conversion, then, is the embracing of  the "Monster" within, necessary if 

one is to break fiee of societal bonds and "become oneself" Such a tasic, says Nietzsche, 

requires that one "voluntarily takes upon himself the suffenng involved in being tmthfùl, 

and this suffenng serves to destroy his own wiltùlness and t o  prepare that complete 

ovenuming and c o n v e r ~ i o n ' ~  of his being, which it is the real meaning of his life to lead up 

to" ("Schopenhauery' 152). The temperament of  such a man is "far removed fiom the cold 

and contemptible neutrality o f  the scientific man," but instead singulariy artist~c: 

Artists alone hate this sluggish promenading in borrowed 
fashions and appropriated opinions and they reveal 
everyone's secret bad conscience, the law that every man is 
a unique miracle . . . more, that in being strictly consistent in 
uniqueness he is beautitùl, and worth regarding, and in no 
way tedious. When the great thinker despises mankind, he 
despises its laziness: for it is on account of their laziness that 
men seem iike factory products, things o f  no  consequence 
and unworthy to  be associated with o r  instructed. 
(127) 

Miller tikewise believes the "monster7' to  be the one who has overcome the enslaving 

timidity of modem life, eschewing the "laziness" of  those content t o  merely acquiesce to  

received opinion, t o  the system, to  "power." T o  make the sou1 monstrous. says Milier, 

is t o  say. not hideous. but prodigious! What is the meaning 



of  monstrous? . . . The root is fiorn the Latin verb moneo, 
to warn. In mythology we  recognize the monstrous under 
the form o f  the harpy, the gorgon, the sphinx, the centaur, 
the dryad, the mermaid. They are ail prodiges, which is the 
essential meaning of  the word. They have upset the no- 
the balance. What does this si@@ if not the fear o f  the 
little man. Timid souls always see monsters in their 
path. . . . Man's greatest dread is the expansion of  
consciousness. (lime 3 1 ) 

In this process o f  becoming-prodigal, Miller attributes a key role t o  art and philosophy. 

Discussing Henri Bergson's '' Creative IJvoiufion, he outlines how Bergson's work had a 

Jirecr effect upon his life, leading him to the brink o f  the great separation: "If I had never 

understood a thing which was written in this book," Miller explains, "if 1 have preserved 

only the memory o f  one word, cereatiw, it is quite sufficient. This word was my talisman. 

With it 1 was able to de@ the whole world, and especiaily my fnends. . . . The discovery 

of this book was equivalent to  the discovery of a weapon, an implement, wherewith I 

might lop offall the fiends who surrounded me. . . . It taught me that I had no need of  

tnends" (Cirpriwni 2 1 0). T o  become crearive, t hen is to  becorne prodigai: di f i s e ,  

polymorphous, haecc r i t id ,  expanding beyond the circumscribed Iimits of conventional 

society." The desfmiriralisi spiral is now set in motion; one attains the "emptied-out" 

void-state which necessarily precedes the last phase of  re-constmction: 

Everything which once 1 thought 1 had understood 
crumbled, and 1 was Ieft with a c l a n  date. My friends, on 
the other hand, entrenched themselves more solidly in the 
little ditch o f  understanding whkh they had dug for 
themselves. They died comfortably in their little bed of  
understanding, to become usefùl citizens o f  the world. 1 
piticd them. . . . 

1 corne back to  the word creafive. t am sure that the 
whole mystery lies in the redization of  the meaning of  the 
word. When 1 think of the book now, I think of a man 
çoing thouçh the rites of  initiation. The disorientation and 
reonentation which cornes with the initiation into any 
mystery is the most wondertùl experience which it is 
possible to have. Everything the brain has labored for a 
lifetime to assimilate, categorize and synthesize has to be 
taken apart and reordered. (220) 



With the realization that "1 am a man without a home, without a fnend, without a wife 

. . . a monster who belongs to a reality which does not exist yet" (Capriconr 225), Miller, 

following a long penod of artistic failure and domestic discord, experiences what 

Nietzsche calls the "great separation" (the prerequisite process for becominç a ''k 

spirit") in which the sou1 responds to "an urge, a pressure," which commands it to "to go 

away, anywhere, at ariy cost," al1 the while driven by a singular notion: "Better to die than 

to live hem" (Hummz 6). Miller accordingly sets out fiom his native New York and 

travels. penniless, to Paris to glean raw experience and eventually write what he calls, in 

reference to Rimbaud's description ofA Semm Ir1 Heil, "my nigger book," " ïropic of 

( vat~cer, described by the author as "the last word in despair, revolt and malediction," yet 

also "prophetic and healing, not only for my readers but for me too" ( Ï ïme 47), words 

which rcveal Miller's consistent need to unite the The Monster and The Saçe within his 

person. This task, muted but implicit at tirnes within the work of Genet, Baudelaire and 

Huysmans, now becomes explicit: "One has to establish the ultimate difference of his own 

peculiar being and doing so discover his kinship with al1 humanity, even the very lowest," 

Miller writes of his paradoxical, circular. u'esfrz~cfitrai~si quest. In accomplishing this, 

"acceptance is the key word," yet it is also "precisely the great stumbling btock," as the 

result must be "total acceptance, and not confomiity" (48). The Dionysian monster-sage, 

through active identification with the creative flux of  existence, "az~gmenis life," and is 

thus "perrnanently removed-and protected--kom the insidious death of workaday 

society. Such a being, Miller explains, "divines that the g a t  secret will never be 

apprehended but incorporated in his very substance. He has to make himself a part of the 

mystery, live itl it as well as with it. Acceptance is the solution: it is an art, not an 

egotistica1 performance on the part of the intellect. Through art, then, one finaily 

establishes contact with reality: that is the great discovery" (Sem 213). Miller's gutter- 

dandy is Dionysus fiarned, a living artwork. 

Thpic  c+fCVarrç.rr is both a record of Miiler's immediate post-conversion activity--of a 

spirit's newfound freedom-and a fiagrantly rhetorical attempt to convert others. It is an 

"experience-book" in the subversive Foucauldian sense, an autobiographical fiction in 



which "Henry Miller"" rips away at  the illusions o f  technocratie, bureaucratie social order 

to reveai the deeper, transfomative realities which lay bubbling beneath its surface: the 

ruorhi ylra world. "Standing in the rnidst o f  reeking hurnanity," writes Hassan o f  the 

novel's author-narrator, "Miller suddenly steps aside and apart, knowing that tme  artists 

and visionaries alike are condemned by their race. He belongs . . . with the rnonsters of 

creation" (64). Cancer 's pages thus vibrate with unexpurgated descriptions o f  activities 

of the Monster, juxtaposed with the philosophical wisdom of the Sage. The book's 

"prodiçious" power to  disturb and provoke remains undiminished: Ïropic of Cancer-and 

Miller's fiction in general-remain for the most part "untouchable, " marginal even in the 

view of supposedly enlightened academic "liberals" of  t he present day who nevertheless 

traffic in terrns like "transgression" constantly." But then again, perhaps this is only fitting 

for a novel which is described by its author a s  "not a book, in the ordinary sense of the 

word," but "a protonged insult, a gob o f  spit in the face of Art, a kick in the pants to God, 

Man, Dest iny , Time, Love. Beauty" (Cancer 2), a rotai conkstutiorr, in Foucauldian 

terms. of ail the usual Platonic concepts by which Western art works have traditiondly 

been evaluated. 

The plot-less, picaresque and episodic 'ITopic of Cmcer  is thus Miller's first Dionysian, 

rhi,-omnric and haecceiiical novel, after two  misguided attempts to  constmct the 

Apollonian, "well-wrought" novel of the Iearned man, <'ra,y C'oc& and Moioch, failed, 

leavinç t h e  writer suicidally depressed, a man at the psychic limit. "1 had ail the vices of 

the educated  ma^" Miller reveals in "Reflections On Writing." "1 had t o  learn to  think, 

tèel and see in a totalIy new fashion, in an uneducated way, irl my OWI w q ,  which is the 

hardest thing in the world" (Wi.dom 29). ln the later novel Sems (part o f  the i~o.sy 

(i?rct@~iun trilogy which also includes Ne- and Plexus) he describes this period 

irnmediately preceding his "great separation" as one in which he unwittingly had become 

enmeshed in the socio-economic clockwork envisioned by Nietzsche: 

By a c h a h  of circumstances having nothing to do  with 
reason o r  intelligence I had become like the others--a 
dnidge. I had the codor t l e s s  excuse that by my labors I 
was supporting a wife and child. That it was a flimsy 



excuse 1 knew, because if I were to drop dead on the 
morrow they would g o  on living somehow or  other. To 
stop everything, and play at being myself, why not? The 
part of me which was given up to work . . . was the least 
part of me. . . . The world would only begin to  get 
something of value fiom me the moment 1 stopped being a 
senous member of society and became-myselj: (206). 

Here, as throughout Miller's work, are Nietzschean echoes: "The man who does not wish 

to belong to the mass," advised the philosopher, "needs only to cease t a h g  himself easily; 

let him follow his conscience, which calls to him: 'Be your self? AI1 that you are doing, 

thinking, desiring, is not you yourself" ("Schopenhaue?' 127). 

Simple people are the volatile fluid o f  the social body. . . 
. When derics-who are now known as "intellectuals," 
because they take pr ide in the alienation o f  the mind 
rather than in the alienation or the body-treat such 
people as satyrs, brutes and monsters scarcely emerged 
from animality, as a natural chaos destined to be 
dominated, ordered and purified by the combined 
intelligence o f  Cod and his clergy, they are making the 
Church into the agent o f  a kind o f  alchemy . . . Surely 
t h i s  represents an absolute recognition . . . of the 
materiaprima, the natural matter in  which the human 
and the inhuman are intermingled. 

-Raoul Vaneigern 

I've always fought against 'knowledge,' against 
intellectuals. That's what's important. In m y  opinion, 
intelligence alone leads nowhere and intellectuals can 
never be certain o f  anything. . . . They talk as if they 
'know' but they don? know-at least I don't think so. 
Whereas a very simple man who is, let's Say, rather 
religious in temperament, can have that certaine. And 
for me it's a maivelous thing to meet human beings like 
that, 

-Henry Mi l ler 

As (~U~IL IW opens, we find its protagonist, Henry Milter, in "the fa11 of my second year 

in Paris," impovenshed and "dead." Yet this state is, paradoxically, not a cause for 



despair, but instead for exhilaration, as is expressed in the book's infamous dalaration, "1 

have no money, no resources, no hopes. I am the happiest man alive." The death in 

question, rather than the corporeal demise usually associated with the t em,  instead refers 

to the author's psychic apocalypse: the experiential death of  the inculcated abstract mental 

concepts around which society is ordered (Foucault's "power"), the destruction o f  the 

Platonic ideals that he was brought up to believe in and to  apply to himself "A year ago, 

six months ago," he writes, "1 thought 1 was an artist. i no longer think about i t ,  1 am. 

Everything that was literature has failen from me. There are no more books t o  be written, 

t hank God" (3). In Ïiopic o/Cancer, the first stage o f  the gutter-dandy's Jestn~crtrralist 

joumey--the qear sep ara fi oc^, the unlearning and stripping away of  the bourgeois value 

system, the implosion of  the ego, the apocalyptic depowerment of the self-has aiready 

taken place, and Miller is now one with the very flux o f  existence, a primai being: 

It seemed to me that the great calamity had aiready 
manifested itself, that I could be no more tmly aione than at 
this very moment. 1 made up my mind that 1 would hold 
onto nothing, that I would expect nothing, that tienceforth 1 
would live as  an animal, a beast o f  prey, a rover, a 
plunderer. . . . At the extreme limits of  his spiritual being 
man finds himself açain naked as a savage. When he finds 
God, as it were, he has been picked clean: he is a skeleton. 
One must burrow into Life again in order to put on flesh. 
The word must become flesh. . . . (98) 

ïhe w.ordnrr~s/ brc~mej lesh . '~  The thematic movement o f  7iopic of Camer is from the 

abstraction of lançuage back into life, a progression directly antithetical to that usually 

witnessed in modern art, which tries to convert and subsume experience into all- 

encompassing symbols--Tirne, Art, Beauty and so on--and metaphon. "My understanding 

of the meaninç of a book is that the book itself disappears frorn sight, that it is chewed 

alive, diçested and incorporated into the system as flesh and blood which in turn creates 

new spii-it and reshapes the world," Miller exptains (Capricorn 22 1 ) . This notion, says 

FaIck, represents a tme POST-modemism, one which recognizes that "dl tmth is carnal, 

and that Energy is ftom the Body is the tme meaning of  the word made f l e sh  (1 70). T o  

go from the word back into life is for Situationist author Raoul Vaneigem tantamount to  



chucking off centuries of  servitude: "Theology (the language of  the çods) and philosophy 

(the language o f  men) are both moments in a single progression," he writes. "They are 

both nothinç more than ways o f  abstracting life. Thus spiritual and temporal power vie 

with one another in order to carry out one goal: to perpehiate slavery." For Vaneigem (as 

for Miller), "words only have importance in Life where they are forgotten and only have 

c h m  at the moment when they give way t o  the eloquent silence of  the gestures of  love" 

(45-6). 

Paradoxicail y. Miller's forward-looking, POST-modern (as opposed to post- 

MODERN) philosophy here also links him to  the millenarian Brethren o f  Free Spirit and 

related Gnostic sects of  the Middle Ages," from the authodprotagonist's usual state of  

voluntary poverty ("1 want to prevent as many men as possibIe fiom pretending that they 

have to do this o r  that because they must earn a living. /r is riof frire. . . . Every man who 

voluntarily starves t o  death jarns another cog in the automatic process" [Capricortr 307]), 

to his insistence that the key to human "eniiçhtenment" lay in what Brown calls "the 

Resurrection of the Body," a Dionysian state in which the human subject becomes 

"polymorphously perverse, delighting in that fiil1 life of  the body which it now fears" (LI$! 

308). The Brethren of  the Free Spirit in fact held that this was itself a state of holiness: for 

them, "heaven and hell were mereiy States o f  the sou1 in this world and . . . there was no 

a% erlife of  punishment or reward. To  have the Holy Spirit incamated in oneself and to 

receive the revefation which that brought-that was to rise fiom the dead and to  possess 

heaven" (Cohn 173). Often, as shown previously, the members of  the Free Spirit strove to 

reach this "sovereign" state through a disavowal of  materialism and subsequent embrace 

of an anarchic. extreme brand o f  hedonism. The result is a consciousness "strong enough 

to endure full life." transformed fi-orn a primarily Apollonian t o  a primarily Dionysian 

form. a "consciousness which does not observe the limit, but overtlows" (Brown, I.ijie 

308). -'Yes, . . . i too love everything that flows: rivers, sewers, lava, semen, biood, bile, 

words. sentences," declares Miller, embracing the prdigimsness of  the monster (Caricer 

257). 

One infarnous Free Spirit tract in particular, A Single I5ye AIf Light. no  Darhess ;  or 



Li& artd llarkrzess Utte by English "Ranter" Laurence Clarkson (aiternatively, Claxton), 

uncannily anticipates many o f  Càncer's themes. For Clarkson, the man who was capable 

of  uniting al1 binary oppositions within himself-IigWdarkness, goodlevil, GodSatan-had 

attained enlightenment, and was consequently sovereign over ail things. '' Especially 

relevant for Miller's work are Clarkson's views on the resurrection of the body. In the 

Ranter's teachings, the body, whose essence is that of  the primordial, chthonian ooze o f  

prirnary nature, is threatened by the conceptual abstraction Christians c d  heaven, which, 

he says, "would become a hell to  the Body, for afier laid in the grave, it is buried in its 

heaven, çlory and happiness, where it shall rot and consume into its own nature for ever 

and ever" (Cohn 3 15). T m e  heaven, then, lies not in the static, arîd mental ahstractiori of  

a "final home for the spirit," but instead in the promise of the everlasting advi ty  of the 

decomposing body within the churning, roiling conundmm o f  prirnary nature. The 

implication of this, writes Clarkson, is that enlightened men and women should strive to  

enact this "holy" bodily activity while dive, augmenting and becorning one with the 

processes of  nature itself, uniting al1 duality ("light and darkness one") within their very 

beings: 

So in that light 1 d o  declare, that the corrupt senses, must 
put on incorruption, thy mortal apprehension must put on 
immortality, that whereas before thou was d ive  to  five, and 
dead to one, now thou shah be dead to five, and d ive  to 
one, that lovely pure one who beholds nothing but purity . . 
. let it be under what title soever, thou art risen fiom title to  
act, tiom act to power, from power to his narne, and that 
only one narne, pure and undefiled; so that now thou art o f  
purer eys than to behold any iniquity, so that Devil is God, 
Hel1 is Heaven, Sin Holiness, Damnation Salvation, this and 
only this is the first Resurrection. 

I Say, till flesh be made Spirit, and Spirit flesh, so  not two, 
but one, thou art in perfect bondage . . . so that now 
whatsoever 1 act, is not in relation to the Title, to the Fiesh, 
but that Etemity in me; S o  that with me, al1 Creatures are 
but one creature, and this is my form, the Representative o f  
the whole Creation: So that see what 1 can, act what I will, 
al1 is but one most sweet and lovely. Therefore my deer 
ones consider, that without act, no life; without life, no 



perfection, no eternal peace and 6eedom indeed. in power, 
which is the everlasting Majesty, niling, conquering, and 
damning al1 into its self, without end, for ever. (3 1 5-3 16) 

Clarkson7s formula: bodily (sexual) activity and experience lead t o  a sovereignty 

achieved through a detemit~rialization'~ of al1 the senses, which merge into one  luminous, 

Dionysian consciousness: enLIGHTenrnent. ln this doctrine o f  the Free Spirit, the adept is 

"illumined by that essential Iight beside which al1 created light is darkness and obfùscation. 

One can be, according t o  one's wish, Father or Son o r  Holy Spirit" (1 74-5). In the 

teIlin& entitled "The Prose of  Actaeon," the postmodem gnostic Foucault also 

rhetorically propounds a similar apocdyptic version o f  this millenm-an thought-line: "What 

if .  . . the Other were the Same?" he asks. "And the Temptation were not one  episode of 

the great antagoriism, but the meager insinuation of the Double? What if the duel took 

place inside a mirror7s space? What if eternal History (of which our  own is but the visible 

hm, soon to be effaced) were not simply aiways the same, but the identity of this Sarne- 

at once t h e  imperceptible displacement and the grip o f  the nondissociable?" (xxii). For 

Foucault, it is the prose which leads- co acriorl, a rhetorical literature of the "transgressive 

word," which leads t o  an "enlightenment" wherein the subject-object divide is finally 

bndged, where 

one is dealinç not with the profound, continuous beings of 
reminiscence, but with beings consigned, like those o f  
Nietzsche, to profound forgetfulness, to  the oblivion which 
makes possible, in "re-collection," the sudden appearance o f  
the Sarne. Everything in them is breaking apart, bursting, 
presenting itself and then withdrawing in the same instant; 
they might well be living o r  dead, it rnatters little; oblivion in 
them oversees the Identical. They signifjr nothing; they 
simulate themselves. (xxx) 

Miller's works enact a very similar millennial philosophia. projecting "an amorphous 

and omnivorous ego, a kind ofpre-artistic consciousness" which likens t o  "the difbsed 

sensuality o f  the child," Freud's state of "poiyrnorphous penrersity" (Hassan 834) ."  In 

Hluck ,Tprilrg (the second part o f  Mitler's initial post-enlightenment trilogy which also 

includes the two Yi-opics), Miller's stated views o f  the active, "holy" body in fact sound 



remarkably close to those of Clarkson: 

You might think there was a litnit to what the body could 
endure, but there's none. So high does the body stand 
above suffering that when everything has b e n  killed there 
remains a toenail or  a clurnp of  hair which sprouts and it's 
these immortai sprouts which remain forever and ever. So 
that even when you are absolutely dead and forçotten some 
rnicroscopic part of you still sprouts, and be the  past fùture 
so dead there's still some littie part dive and sprouting. " 
(203-3) 

Like Clarkson, Miller believes that it is through the "resurrection of the body7' that one 

unites al1 duality in the forrn of The Sarne, fiarning the flux of prirnary nature and attaining 

a true sovereignty: "1 am a man of God and a man of the Devil." he declares. "To each his 

due. Nothing eternal, nothing absolute. Before me dways the image of the body, our 

triune çod of penis and testicles. On the riçht, God the Father; on the lefi and hanging a 

little lower, God the Son; and between and above them the Holy Ghost" ((hicer 24-5). 

Like many adepts of the Free Spirit, who viewed this gnostic "resurrection" or 

"enlightenment" as a not only an equaling but a s~rpssi~ ig  of the sovereignty of God 

(Cohn 175-6). Miller sees himself as having attained the ultimate form of power: "It is no 

sacred heart that inspires me, no Christ 1 am thinking of'' he explains, but instead 

"something better than a Christ, something bigger than a heart, something beyond God 

Almighty . . . MYSELF, /am a man. That to me seems sufficient" (Chcer 24). 

SEX. WORK, ART 

There was another thing 1 heartily disbelieved in-work. 
Work, it seemed to me even at the threshold o f  life, is an 
activity reserved for the dullard. I t  is the very opposite 
of creation, which is play, and which just because it has 
no raison d'être other than itself is the supreme 
motivating power in life. 

-Henry Mil ler 

To live for the moment, no longer to heed these instincts 
for survival; this is  dying to oneself, or  at least it is 
living with death as an quai. Each man prolongs 



through his whole life the effects of his attachment to 
himself. He  is continuously bound to courses of action 
aimed at a valid result on the plane o f  individual 
existence. I n  so Car as he is willing to enslave tbe 
present to the future he is self-satisfieâ, conceiteâ, and 
mediocre and prevented by selfishness fmm 
approaching the life . . . called divine and which may 
also be more broadly called sacred. 

-BataiHe 

The question which Miller continually poses, both implicitly and explicitfy, in liopic of 
I hrcer, and indeed throughout his work, is whether the "sacred activity of the body will 

be put into play fieely, in the moment and in any direction ("1 am the Chancre, the crab, 

which rnoves sideways and backwards and forwards at will" willer, Hiack 29]), according 

to one's desires, or will instead become enmeshed in a state of continual, linear servitude, 

from birth to death. In this regard, three main themes corne into play: sex-especially the 

physical acr of sex--work, and finally art, which interacts with the previous two areas, and 

is usually evaluated by Miller according to its proximity to each. For Miller, art is only 

valuable w hen it rnerges wit h the procreative, prodigiousflow of existence, becorning a 

means of sovereignty and an invitation ta conversion. Othenvise it is just more wrk, 

another static "product" of man's enslavement. Accordingly, he begins CVa~rctir with a 

quotation fiom the letters of Emerson, who predicts that "novels will give way, by and by, 

to dianes or autobiographies" whose success will be measured by the writer's ability "to 

choose among what he calls his experiences that which is really his experience, and how to 

record the tmth truly." 

Miller's attempt to realize the tmth of his own existence lads  to a wriring of the 

h i o d ,  the "recording of ail which is omitted in books" which ultimateiy leads to "the 

triumph of the individual over art" (Cancer 1 I ). In a thematically retated essay, "Creative 

Death." he laments the lopsided triumph of the Apollonian element in modemist art: art 

may indeed stnve to create an order in which the terrifjing flux of existence is arrested, 

but the unfortunate result is that "in the attempt to defeat death man has been inevitably 

obliçed to defeat Me, for the two are inextricably related ( W d o m  6) .  The Dionysian 



artist, Miller asserts, doesn't labouriously stnve toward some imagined great 

accomplishment in the hture, but instead, "is always a-historical. He accepfs rime 

ahsoMe&, as Whitman says . . . in the sense that any moment, every moment, may be the 

ail; for the artist there is nothing but the present, the eternal here and now" (3). The kind 

of sovereigty attained by the Apollonian artist such as Joyce, who painstakingly 

constmcts an abstract kingdom over wtùch he alone may rule, Miller deems ego-driven, 

hollow and incamplete. One must g o  m e r :  

In the rush upward the "individuai" aspect of  one's being 
was the imperative, the only obsession. But at the summit, 
when the limits have b e n  felt and perceived, there unfolds 
the grand perspective and one recognizes the similitude of 
surrounding beings. the inter-relationship of  ail forrns and 
laws o f  being . . . the oneness o f  life. 

And so the most creative type-the individual artist type- 
which had shot up the highest and with the greatest variety 
o f  expression, so much as t o  seem "divine," . . . must now, 
in order to preserve the very elements of creation in him, 
convert the doctrine, o r  the obsession of individuality, into a 
cornmon, collective ideology. This is the reai meaning o f  
the Master-Exemplar, o f  the great religious figures who 
have dorninated human life fiom the beginning. ( 10) 

Miller's POST-modern sage is thus he who refuses to subordinate the present in 

service of the future o r  defer çratification, and who "tùndarnentally [has] no desire to 

becorne a usefùl member ofsociety." The societal clockwork rnechanism runs on and on, 

yet its action is empty, paradoxically Jevo i Jof  life: "Everybody and everything is a part o f  

life, but when they have al1 been added together, still somehow it is not life." Miller cries. 

" W h w  is i f  llfe, L ask myself, and whyrrof rrow?" (C'apricorn 102). Ln Ti-opic of 

(àpricon~. Miller's post-enlightenment recounting of  his pre-enlightenment times, it is the 

figure of Roy Hamilton, fùnctioning here a s  the epitome of the sage, who breaks on 

through the straitjacket of  abstraction artfully to unite thought with action. Meeting 

Hamilton, Miller writes, 

For the first time 1 was taiking to a man who got behind the 
meaning of words and went to the very essence of things. 1 
felt that 1 was talking to a philosopher, not a philosopher as  



1 had encountered through books, but a man who 
philosophized constantly-and who lived fhis phdoslphy 
whkh he expounded- That is to say, he had no theory at ail, 
except to penetrate to the very essence of  things, and, in the 
light o f  each Eesh revelation to so Iive his life that there 
would be a minimum of discord between the tniths which 
were reveaied to him and the exemplification of these tmths 
in action. ( 147). 

What sets Hamilton apart is his ability to unite theory with practice: "he was the first 

rnystic I had ever encountered who knew how to keep his feet on the ground," Miller 

writes, a man whose imagination was translated into action in the worlclqta ~ w I d ,  as 

demonstrated in his invention of a drill which "was badly needed for the oil industry and 

from which he later made a fortune" (148). Yet Hamilton is not attached to the results of 

such actions, being spiritually emancipated Fiom the ties of  the material world; as such, he 

is regarded by those stiIl held in its thrall as a "strange" person, a "bad influence," and a 

"crackpot," al1 modem pseudonyms for the monster. As Miller dexribes their relationship 

in terms which recall Rimbaud's remarks to Paul ~emeny,"  it becomes clear that 

Hamilton's m e  "gifi" is the @fi of conversion: 

8 y  cornparison 1 was very bookish, intellectual, and worldly 
in a wrong way. But aimost immediately I discarded this 
side o f  my nature and allowed rnyself to bask in the warm, 
immediate light which his profound and natural intuition of 
things created. To come into his presence gave me the 
sensation of being undressed, or rather peeled, for it was 
much more than rnere nakedness which he demanded of the 
person he was talking to . . . he addressed himself to a me 
whose existence 1 only dimly suspected. . . . He was 
appeding, in other words, to the germ of the selt:, to the 
being who would eventually outgrow the naked personality, 
the synthetic individuality. . . . Hamilton opened my eyes 
and Save me new values, and though later 1 was to lose the 
vision which he had bequeathed me, nevertheless l could 
never again see the world, or my &ends, as l had seen them 
prior to  his coming. Hamilton altered me profoundly, as only 
a rare book, a rare persondity, a rare experience, can alter 
one. (149) 

In ïiopic ufCmer,  it is Miller himself who takes on the monster-sage role o f  Roy 



Hamilton, overtly seeking to alter the wortd and /or his readership through a merger of art 

and life not in a literary "novel," but in a book of experience. "Stiil 1 can't get it out of my 

mind what a discrepancy there is between ideas and living," he laments. "A permanent 

dislocation exists, though we try to cover the two with a bright awning." Thus, Miller's 

prescriptive task is to lead us on a gutter-dandy's trawl through life at the viscerd level, 

tearing away this supertïcidly shiny Apollonian awning to reveal the potentially 

transfomative underlying realities: "ideas have to be wedded to action; if there is no sex, 

no vitality in them, there is no action. ldeas are related to Living: Iiver ideas, kidney ideas, 

interstitial ideas, etc." (242). in contrast to the static literary "work" then, 7kopic oj 

('ai~crr, and indeed dl of Miller's "fiction," is a bold move "to get off the gold standard of 

literat 

beins 

Titan 

cross' 

ire . . . to present a resurrection of the ernotions, to depict the conduct of a human 

. . in the grip of delirium . . . to paint a pre-Socratic being, a creature part goat, part 

. . to erect a world on the basis of the omphalos, not on an abstract idea nailed to a 

(243). As we have seen, this is a move which represents the e d o f  the modemist 

aest hetic of hyper-abstraction rat her than its continuation, an authentic move back to the 

"body" of experience so ofien theorized but so seldom enacted by many supposed 

"post modemist" writers. "Society must heed the vision of the artist, " Hassan writes of 

iMiller's rhetorical theory of art, "heed his message; otherwise, the artist becomes merely a 

caterer, refining our appetite for cultural consumption" (Literature 54). 

Miller's "war on art," then, is really a war on a certain form of art which has as its end 

something oicfside of or aparr from direct action upon man. Welch D. Everman 

perceptively notes that in 7kopic of Cmmr '.Y clarion cal1 against art "we come upon an 

apparent contradiction." as Miller's attack "cornes fiom within literature itself, fiom within 

the text of a book . . . that would kill the book by way of the book." However, he 

contends, upon looking closer, we discern that what Miller actually has in rnind is "an art 

that would break down the bamers between art and ami-art, between art and life. The 

artist would be the one whose art would escape the limits of its own conventions and open 

out ont0 the world, where art and life would be identical. Art would become itself by 

ceasing to be itself, as the artist would become the artist not by way of production but by 



way of Ioss" (329-330). In this "anti-aesthetic," Everman concludes, "there is something . . 

. that we rnight want to d l ,  for the lack of a better te- postmodern" (33 1). 

STREET LIFE 

These are thoughts born of the street.. . . I n  the street I 
expose myself to the destructive, disintegrating eiements 
that surround me. I let everything wreak its own havoc 
with me, I bend over to spy on the secret processes, fo 
obey rather than to command. 

-Henry Miller 

************f***********f* i********************  

Living matter in the state of sexual exuberance manifests 
itself among human beings inversely to the amount of  
power they have in the social and economic organization. 

-Raoul Vaneigem 

7i.opic of (àlzcer S rhetorical advocacy of depowermerrl, of a sovereign state of art as 

l i ï è  attained through loss, dovetaits with the thought of Georges Bataille. Like Miller, 

Bataille rejects the bookish accumulation of abstract "knowledge" as a subservient activity 

which obstnicts the desired realization of immanent sovereignty: "To know is dways to 

strive, to work; it is always a servile operation," he declares, "indefinitely resumed, 

indefinitely repeated. Knowledge is never sovereign; to be sovereign it would have to 

occur in a moment. But the moment remains outside, short of or beyond, al1 knowledge." 

Knowledse, explains Bataille, is always tied to sorne imagined resolution or end in the 

t ù t ~ r e , ~  the proverbial carrot on a stick whose operations distract us from the ultimate 

çoal, the kingdom which is nigh and within: "We know nothing absolutely, of the moment. 

In short, we nothing about what ultimately concems us, what is supremely 

[souverainement] importartt to r r s .  The operation teaves off as soon as sovereignty is its 

object" (Acurrsed 3: 202-3). 

As does Miller, Bataille directly opposes the middle-class system--characterized by 

material accumulation, deferment of pleasure, investment in the "fùture," and the eievation 

of work to the status of religion-to the operations of loss which lead to sovereignty: 

"Consciousness of the moment is not tnily such, is not sovereign, except in mknowing," 



Bataille contends. "Only by canceling, or at least neutralizing, every operation o f  

knowledge within ourselves a re  w e  in the moment, without fleeing it. This is possible in 

the grip of strong emotions that shut off, intempt o r  ovenide the flow of  thought" (203). 

Batailte opposes man's unitnui (Dionysian), sexual nature t o  his human (Apollonian) 

nature, the latter characterired by his capacity for work. Man's prirnary, animal state o f  

being, he contends, is fùndamentally opposed to the workaday world he has created for 

himself "If the animal enters the cycle o f  usefùl activity as a means and not as an end it is 

reduced t o  the status of a thing," he explains. "Yet this reduction denies its real nature." 

Indeed, it is man's animal fbnction, so often bracketed and hidden, "thought o f  a s  filthy o r  

beastly," which provides "the greatest barrier to the reduction o f  man t o  the level of the 

thing." The animai within, then, is the key t o  sovereignty, 

but this is only evident at a second glance; man is first o f  al1 a 
working animal, submitting t o  work and thence obliged to 
renounce some of his exuberance. There is nothing arbitrary 
about sexuai restrictions: each man has only a certain amount 
o f  energy and if he  devotes some ofit to  work he has t o  
reduce his sexuai energy by that much. S o  humanity, seen 
fiom the human, anti-animal standpoint o f  work, is that 
which reduces us t o  things and Our animal nature preserves 
the values o f  our subjective existence. (Er-orism 158) 

Bataille's equation: h~~rnunity servilify." Furthemore, he significantly adds, it is "in the 

undenvorld alone, where no work is done and where behaviour in general adds up to a 

denial o f  humanity" that we today find this principle o f  sovereignty is put into practice 

( 158-9). He draws a parallel between the European aristocraties of  days past and 

America's underclass o f  today, which sets itself against the world of the bourgeoisie, the 

-‘single dominant class from the beginning [which] is hardly ever idle" ( 1  60). Here, then, 

lay the roots o f  the American version o f  the dandy, the gutter-dandy, who emanates fiom 

this inversion of high and low cultures connected by his propensity for "use-Iess" 

behaviour: "What is the ruling class but a lucky set o f  thieves, secure in the mass assent o f  

the population'?' Bataille asks (1 60x1). 

'+By what he calls the better part o f  his nature, man has been betrayed, that is d l , "  Miller 

laments in Bataillean fashion in Ti-opic of Cancer (98). In one  o f  the book's key passages, 



he fùrther elucidates upon this theorem, fashioning a kind of "anti-creed," the "rebel 

without a cause" stance which is central not o d y  to  his own work, but to the work of those 

who will follow in his footsteps: 

Once t thought that to be human was the highest aim a man 
could have, but 1 see now that it was meant to destroy me. 
Today 1 am proud to say that 1 am inhma~t, that 1 belong 
not to men and govements ,  that 1 have nothing to do with 
creeds and principles . . . 1 am inhuman! 1 Say it with a mad, 
hallucinated grin, and 1 will keep on saying it though it min 
crocodiles. . . . Side by side with the human race there runs 
another race of beings, the inhuman ones, the race of artists 
who, goaded by unknown impulses . . . [fiom] the dead 
compost and the inert slag . . . breed a song that 
contaminates. 1 see this other race of individuals ransacking 
the universe, turning everything upside down. . . . And 
anything that falls short of this frightening spectacle, 
anything less shuddering, less tem%ng, less mad, less 
intoxicated, is not art. . . . The rest is hurnan. The test 
belonçs to life and lifelessness. (254-5) 

Bataille's formulations help situate Miller's gutter-dandyism in its proper context: his 

goal in "contaminatinç" his readers is rhetorically to initiate the throwinç off of the shackles 

of "human nature," the important first step in the crucial search for "eniightenment." 

Miller's attacks on art are then more specifically defined as attacks on art "works," the 

isolated, abstract products of servile "humanity"; the tme artist is instead he who employs 

the "human" element in the seMce of the malieria prima. the animal part of his being, 

stylizing it, making it a conscious part of his everyday life, no longer bracketed or  

repressed, but totally accepted: a Dionysian consciousness. He must then get beyond or 

beneath the ever-accumulating mountain of  contradictory "facts," the information overload 

of t he technological media-age with its accompanying sentimentalized middle-class moral 

context, invoking instead a process of loss which requires that you first be "crushed 

your conflicting points of view annihilated. You have to be wiped out as a hurnan being in 

order to be born again as an individual," Miller explains. "You have to  get beyond pity in 

order to feel from the very roots of your being" (Capricorn 35). Foucault, refemng to 

Dioçenes' infarnous act of masturbation in the marketplace, called this defiant, asocial state 



of being the "biosphilosophicus [which] is the animaiity of being human, renewed as a 

challenge, practiced as an exercise-and thrown in the face of others as a scandai" (qtd. in J. 

Miller 363). A very good description of both fiopic of Cancer and Tropic of C a p r i m .  

This last point also helps to contextudize the "guttef' aspect of the Anglo-American 

dandy. For, as Bataille points out, in our modern, ostensibly democratic age, as opposed to 

the era of Sade and his aristocratic libertines. it is in the underclass where we find the 

license to [ive more closely to one's animal nature. This situation is intensifieci in North 

Amerka, where gradations of the dominant rniddfe-class reign supreme (surely CNN 

magnate Ted Turner and Microsoft maven Bill Gates, despite their vast wealth, are merely 

examples of the middle-class values and hyper techno-capitdism taken to the limit), and 

where the equivalent of European aristocratic license is only found in the culture of the 

Street, of the gutter. Miller, rejecting his lower middle-class roots, explicitly links the 

çu tter-dandy's process of eniightenment--a process which is reminiscent of the ascesis uf 

a/~at-* discussed earlier in co~ec t ion  with Sade-with the criminal milieu, cast here as a 

contemporary version of the medieval Brethren of the Free Spirit united by a sovereign 

rcalizat ion of and constant contact wit h instinctual animal nature: 

Now al1 my faculties become alert. 1 am the most suave, 
silky, cunninç animal--and 1 am at the same time what might 
be called a holy man. I know how to avoid work, how to 
avoid entangiing relationships, how to avoid pity, sympathy, 
bravery, and dl other pitfdls. . . . In this condition 1 have 
always fallen in with thieves and rogues and murderers, and 
how kind and gentle they have been with me! As though 
they were my brothers. And are they not, indeed? Have 1 
not been guilty of every crÏme, and suffered for it? And is it 
not because of my crimes that 1 am united so closely to my 
fellowman? Always, when I see a light of recognition in the 
other person's eyes, 1 am aware of this secret bond. It is 
only the just whose eyes never light up. It is the just who 
have never known the secret ofhuman fellowship. It is the 
just who are committing the crimes against man, the just who 
are the real monsters- . . . 1 prefer the thieves, the rogues, 
the murderers. . . . (Capricorn 229). 25 

As an artist, "Miller sees himself as a Patagonian, a Iiterary gangster," at war with the 



comparatively genteel, elitist conventions of high modemism (Hassan, Literafwe 29). 

Miller's Anglo-Arnerican version of the dandy therefore takes a more overt swing toward 

the democratic, in line with the dictates of Emerson, who counsels that the "literature of 

the poor, the feelings of the child, the philosophy of the Street, the meaning of household 

life" are, in a techrio-scientific era, the most valuable literary topics (68-9). In such a 

"blood-warm" writing are the signs of a "new vigor, when the e.xtremities are made active 

[a dictum Miller WU& takes to heartj, when currents of warm life mn into the hands and 

ket." For Emerson (as for Miller), the key is a writing which, tàr fkom constructinç 

obscure, elaborate, afienating structures, instead spiritualizes and redeems the momerif: "1 

ask not for the great, the remote, the romantic. . . . 1 embrace the common . . . the farniliar, 

the low. Give me insight into to-day, and you may have the antique and fbture worlds" 

(69). 

T H E  LAND OF FUCK 

Miller also presages the t hematic rather loosely termed "sex, drugs, and rock and roll" 

which becomes a mainstay, with vorying emphases on specific elements of this Dionysian 

equation, in the Angio-Arnerican gutter-dandies who appear in his wake. For Miller, man's 

semai experience forms the "nexus" of the descmcrrrral~sf spiral, the link in a constant 

process of destruction and renewal in which the subject "seizes power" over the self and 

rebuilds it f?om scratch (as in Foucault's "experience of the author-fùnction"). "The task 

which the artist sets himself," he explains, "is to overthrow existing values, to rnake of the 

chaos about him an order which is his own, to sow stnfe and ferment so that by the 

emotionai release those who are dead may be restored to life-" The desfmcfzrralisr artist, 

Miller continues, "who would create order . . . because he is imbued with wiI1 . . . must go 

again and again to the stake and the gibbet" (C'artcer 253), returning again and again to the 

void-state he semi-comically terms "The Land of Fuck," so-named because "that was the 

ody name which rnight be given to it, . . . it was more than hck and by tùcking one only 

began to approach it" (Capricorn 192). Described as a "ferrain vague," this is an emptied- 

out, spent post-coital state similar to a waking dream: a "discordant fiillness, a crowded 

ghostly world in which the sou1 goes reconnoitenng" (198). 



In The Land of Fuck, Miller reaches the very limit between being and non-being, 

experiencing the enlightened paradox of the self as NO-THING: "At every egress there 

was written in bis letters ANNIHILATION," he writes. '-1 had achieved that state of 

vacuity so earnestly desired by certain devout members of esoteric cults. 1 was no more. 1 

,rom- rror even a personal hard-011" (202). In the midst of this diffûse realm, Miller 

expenences a revelation: the world is entirely animate, active: "everything is sentient, even 

at the iowest stage of consciousness." "God is now seen to be not some abstract entity 

existin~ aparf from the body (see a h ,  "Art"), but rather an accessible force inherent withi?~ 

ir at ô11 times: "At the very bottom of the Iadder, chez the spermatozoa, there is the same 

condition of bliss as at the top, chez God. God is the summation of al1 the spermatozoa 

corne to f i I I  consciousness. Between the bottom and the top there is no stop, no haihay 

station" (204). 

Miller's realization of "The Land of Fuck" is Bataille's "practice of joy before death in 

action, an experientiaf form of mysticism-or perhaps more accurately an arrti-rny.stici-sm-in 

which there "is no reason to link any presuppositions concerning an alleged deeper reaiity 

with a joy that has no object other than immediate life" (C7isio~~s 236). lt  is the destination 

of the POST-modern sage, whose "shameless, indecent saintliness" alone, Bataille 

concludes in a flounsh which could be in direct reference to Miller's work, 

c m  lead to a sufficiently happy loss of self: "Joy before 
death means that life can be glorified fi-om root to summit. It 
robs of meaning everything that is an intellectual or moral 
beyorrd . . . It is an apotheosis of that which is perishable . . 
. of flesh and alcohol as well as of the trances of mysticism. 
The religious forms it rediscovers are the naive forms that 
antedate the intrusion of a servile moraiity: it renews the kind 
of tragic jubilation that man "is" as soon as he stops behaving 
like a cripple, glorifjmg necessary work and letting himself 
be emasculated by the fear of tomorrow. (237) 

The Dionysian realm invoked by Miller's Land of Fuck. achieved through the practice of 

joy before death, is for Foucault "a philosophy of nonpositive atfirmation," an integral part 

of the principle of total socio-cultural cu,ites~atio~r which must begin on the individuai 

level: "Rather than being a process of thought for denying existences or values, 



contestation is the act which carries them al1 to their limits, and fiom there, t o  the Limit 

where an ontoloçical decision achieves its end; to contest is t o  proceed unti1 one reaches 

the ernpty core where being achieves its limit and where the limit defines being" ( h n g u a g e  

6 ) .  Paradoxically, this individualistic imer  experience, "interior and sovereign" (32), l a d s  

at its apotheosis to "an opening where its being surges forth . . . where its being surges 

forth. but where it is already completely lost, completely ovedowing itseW, emptied of  

itself to the point where it becomes an absolute void-an opening which is communication" 

The choice as Miller sees it is Dionysian (active) communication versus Apollonian 

(static) death: "This is why he gives to the Dionysian theme such importance. . . . The sou1 

sings when the flesh is redeemed. The holy orgy is both destruction and renewai. . . . 

Therefore the only theme permissible, or possible, to the &ter is the Dionysian theme" 

(Hassan, 1,iferafut-e 54). "To put it the simple way," Miller says, "everybody becomes a 

healer the moment he forgets about himself." Continually to  live "self-consciously" (post- 

MODERNLY) is to 

always fail to cope with the world. It is not necessary to die 
in order to corne at last face to face with reality. Reaiity is 
here and now, everywhere, gleaming through very reflection 
that rneets the eye. . . . Everybody is a neurotic, d o m  to the 
last man and woman. . . . T o  be cured we must rise fiom our  
graves and throw off the cerements of the dead. Nobody can 
do it for another--it is a private affair which is best done 
collectively. We must die as  egos and be born again in the 
swarm, not separate and self-hypnotized, but individuai and 
related. (Sems 337) 

The thoughts expressed here are echoed rather remarkably by Foucault, for whom 

enlightenment constitutes "both . . . a process in which men participate collectiveiy and . . . 

an act of  courage to be accomplished personally" ("Enlightenment" 35). Here, "men are at 

once elements and agents o f a  single process," the spiraling enlightennient process of 

des-[rz~frrraf~srn (3 5 ) .  Emerçing from t his process, Miller's rebom, ernancipated 

(under)rnan takes the forrn of a polymorphous, rhizomatic, haecceiricai being: " N m  

hei~~gs,  yes! We have need of new beings still. We can do  without the telephone, without 



the automobile . . . but we can't do  without new beings" (Miller, Capricorn 293). In his 

journey to the limit o f  the inheritedhmposed, worldly ego, a trip which takes "the forrn a of 

a spiral which no simple infiaction can exhaust" (Foucault, Imrgimge 3 9 ,  the protagonist 

"Henry Miller," not so much an "author" as "literary sage," engages in what Deleuze and 

Guattari cal1 the "task of schizm~alysis . . . that o f  tirelessly taking apart egos and their 

presu ppositions; Liberating the prepersonal singularities they enclose and repress; mobilizing 

the flows they would be capable oftransmitting receiving, or intercepting; establishing 

always hr ther  and more sharply the schizzes and breaks well below conditions of identity; 

and assembling the desiring-machines that countersect everyone and group everyone with 

others. For everyone is a little group. . ." (262). 

THEATRE OF THE OBSCENE 

AU violent manifestations o f  radiant power have an 
obscene glow when visualized through the refractive lens 
o f  the ego. Al1 conversions occur in the speed o f  a split 
second. Liberat ion implies the sloughing o f f  o f  
chains, the burst ing o f  the cocoon. 

-Henry Mi l le r  
*****************************t**t***************** 

One who  has only risen to  the curbstone dares not re turn  
to  the gutter. Only the higher man can 
metamorphose.. . al1 the way. H e  knows he is 
circumspect and cultured the greater part o f  bis life. So 
a transit ion t o  animalism can be entertained wi thout  
compunction. 

-Anton Szandor LaVey 

Examined in the above context, the much-remarked upon "obscene," ultra-vivid 

imagistic descriptions o f  sex in Miller's books--such as the following excerpt fiom iropic 

of ( v a p r i ~ ~ r ~ ~  in which Miller, utilizing a neo-Sadean ascesis of apaihy by employing 

"scientitic," Apollonian control in the service o f  Dionysian, animal force, approaches The 

Land o f  Fuck--are thus his attempts to "make a spectacle o f  hirnself," to turn his life into 

art and in the process reveal the transformative tmth o f  the worfdq~a w d d  to the reader: 

Anyway, it was only a few hours since 1 had said to Maxie in 
the bathhouse that 1 would like to  take a look at his sister's 



quim, and here it was now smack up against me, sopping wet 
and throwing out one squirt after another. If she had been 
fùcked before she had never been fùcked properly, that's a 
cinch. And 1 rnyself was never in such a fine cool coilected 
scientific fiame o f  mind as now lying on the ffoor of the 
vestibule tight under Maxie's nose, pumping it into the 
private, sacred and extraordinary quim of  his sister Rita. 1 
could have held it in indefinitely-- it was incredible how 
detached I was and yet thoroughly aware of every quiver and 
jolt she made. . . . 1 thought so hard and fast between 
orgasms that my cock must have grown another inch or two. 
Finally 1 decided to  make an end of it by turning her over and 
back-scuttling her. . . . "Oh yes, oh yes, d o  it, d o  it !" she 
gibbered, and with that 1 got redly excited. C had hardly 
slipped it into her when I felt it corning, one of those long, 
agonizing spurts from the tip of  the spinal column. I shoved 
it in so deep that 1 felt as if something had given way. We 
fell over, exhausted, the both o f  us, and panted like dogs. 
(213-214) 

O h m l e ?  Purtrographic? Perhaps, but we  must keep in mind the words of Emerson, who 

asserts that there "is no object so fou1 that intense light will not make it beautifùï' (14). 

The writer who recognizes and represents the beauty o f  the world qtta world "is a 

sovereign," an "emperor in his own right," one who is aware of the prescriptive, rhetoncal 

function of  his communicative art: namely, that 'words are also actions, and actions are a 

kind of  words." He is not only a sovereign, then, but a sharnan, a holy man, a sage: "the 

tme and only doctor" (245). Extending the tradition o f  The Great Subculture into North 

America, Miller seeks to help restore his readedpatients back to the tme "life" which his 

diagnosis indicates is rapidly being subsumed by The Air-Conditioned Nightrnare of life- 

less rnass passivity of  which his homeland is the primary producer. Fully to  realize the 

animal state, to  purposefûlly "pant like dogs," is--as seen also in the thought o f  Bataille-- 

tantamount to  t h r o w i n ~  off the chains o f  servile "humanity" in order t o  recover one's 

originary sovereign nature. 

The Land o f  Fuck is Artaud's "fiagile, fluctuating center which forms can never reach," 

the interzone where one becomes diffuse and "prodigious," shucking off the imposed 

restraints of "civilization" and comrnencing the task of self-creation fiom the insside-01~1, 



fearlessly making himself master o f  what does not yet exist and bringing it into being while 

eschewing the passive role of a mere recordinç organism (Tht.ater 13). From this vantage 

point, one (re)discovers the dandy's multiplicity of  self, the ability to "say Yes and No at 

the same time . . . [to bel a steveâore in the daytirne and a Beau Brurnmel in the nighttime" 

(Miller, Caprkom 295)? As in Brown's dictum that 'every person, then, is many 

persons; a multitude made into one person; a corporate body" (Love S 147), the previously 

monostatic self, now Iiberated, becornes rhizomatic, a haecceity. 

Miller's autobiographicai novels are thus a "spectacular," kaleidoscopic form of  

irnasjstic literary theatre in which experience and fiction merge and mutate, allowing the 

aut hor to c hanse, while simultaneously, through t heir form o f  therapeutic .schÏz~~~a/vsis,  

invitins others to do  the same: "I believe that I am rendering back life, enhanced and 

exalted, to those who read me," he testifies ( 0 1 1  Wriling 194), bringing to mind Foucault's 

theory that "an experience is, o f  course, something one has alone, but it cannot have its fùll 

impact unless the individual manages to escape fiom pure subjectivity in such a way that 

ot hers can--1 won't say re-experience it exactly--but at  least cross paths with it o r  retrace 

it" (Rrmarh 40). Neither "true" nor "false," the Foucauldian experience-book bridges the 

binary chasm, being both "inscribed" in the transfomative flux of existence, yet also 

simultaneously working "for this transformation . . . even if in a small way, [as] an agent" 

(42). The "autobiographical" work, Miller explains, "is not a transcript of  life itself any 

more than the ["fictional"] noveI is- It is a medium of expression in which tmth rather than 

art predominates. But it is not ~r?lth. It is not for the simple reason that the very problern, 

the  obsession . . . is truth." The experience-book thus finds its value 'hot for the truth 

about things but as an expression of this struggle to  be fiee of  the obsession for tmth" 

(CosmoIo~icai 27 1 ). "Who ever thought he was writing anything but fiction," echoes 

Foucault, layinç bare the paradox o f  the experience-book (Rernarks 3 3). 

Miller's version of this, in typicaily grand mille(r)narian fashion, is intended as public 

gesture toward rnass enfÏghîmmenf, what Foucault terms "a metamorphosis which isn7t 

simply individual but which has a character accessible t o  others . . . [an] experience . . . 

linkable . . . to a collective practice and to a way ofthinking" (f imarks 38-9). ln his much 



noted depictions o f  the obscene, Miller explains, "there is an ulterior motive at work . . . 

the purpose is t o  awaken, to usher in a sense of  reality." He likens the role of the true artist 

to that of  Zen masters who "never hesitate to resort to any means in order to awaken their 

disciples," including the performance of  "sacrilegious acts" in which the witness is "dtered 

forever. " Engaged in t his process, the artist himseif is also transforrned, and "stands among 

his own obscene objurgations like the conqueror midst the mins o f  a devastated city," 

suddeniy aware that "the reai nature o f  the obscene lies in the lust to convert." The 

enlightenrnent process is thus paradoxicai, in that one must first embrace the obscene, the 

"~ow," in order to  attain the '%igh," to become sovereign: "He knocked to awaken," Miller 

concludes, "but it was himself he awakened (01, Writirig 186-71." Finally, the eniightened 

literary artist, who "is oniy a t  the vestibule, as  it were, at the palace of  wisdom," must 

exchange "his own being for the medium o f  words" ( 1  88). Miller's take (via European 

predecessors such as Sade and Genet) on  the typically dandyesque notion of  the artist as a 

work of  art thus becomes the blueprint for the Anglo-American gutter-dandy as he mutates 

fi-om the literary realm into the omnipresent and omnivorous popular culture of the 

twentieth-century 

iM 1 LLER'S DCONYSlAN CHILDREN 

The psychopath is a rebel without a cause, an agitator 
without a slogan, a revolutionary without a program. 

-Robert Linder 

. . . the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones 
who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, 
desirous of  everything at  the same tinte, the ones who 
never yawn or Say a cornmonplace thing, but burn, burn, 
burn like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like 
spiders across the stars. . . . 

-Jack Kerouac 

Henry Miller's prototypical Anglo-Amencan gutter-dandy may not have made a great 

impact on the mainstream Nonh Amencan literary scene-as one o f  his biographers points 

out, "Miller is seldom read in schools or  colleçes, and there is little good academic criticism 



on him" (Dearbom 308) "--but there can be no doubt of his enormous influence within the 

Parameters of The Great Subculture, whose (anti)traditions Miller, following Rimbaud's 

dictates. extends and expands into the New World. "The Beats," observes Gregory 

Stephenson, "were of the first and the few in the postwar period to express disenchantment 

with what was to them, in Henry Miller's phrase, an 'air-conditioned nightmare' . . . . 

[They] were appalled by what they saw as the dirninishment of human potential and 

freedorn the constriction of consciousness, and the insipid systematization of  life in the 

United States" (1 75). Indeed, in the loose conglomeration o f  writers lumped under the 

banner of the "Beat Generation" and its offshoots especially, Miller's influence is pervasive. 

"Strange Anglo-Amencan literaturell' write Deleuze and Guattari, citing Miller and his 

most influential offspring, beat icon Jack Kerouac, as examples: "Men who know how to 

leave, to cause flows to circulate. . . - They overcome a limit, they shatter a wall, the 

capitalist barrier. And of  course they fail to complete the process, they never c a s e  failinç 

to do so" ( 132-3). This Dionysian line of  Anglo-American writers, which also includes 

William S. Burroughs, Alexander Trocchi and Charles Bukowski, while varying in great 

degrees stylistically, al! take their cue fiom Miller's "breakthrough," his peculiarly 

Amencan version of Euro çutter-dandies like Rimbaud and Genet. 

JACK KEROUAC: O N  THE BESTRUC'TURAIJST ROAD 

Dean: "You see, man, you get older and troubles pile up. 
Someday you and  me'll be coming down an  d ley  
together a t  sundown and looking in the cans to  see." 

Sal: "You mean we'll end up old bums?" 

Dean: "Why not, man? Of course we w i l l  if we want to 
and al1 that. There's no harm ending that way. You 
spend a whole l i fe o f  non-interterence w i t h  the wishes o f  
others, i nchd ing  politicians and the nch, and nobody 
bothers you and you cut along and make it your  own 
way." 

-from Jack Kerouac's On The Roud 

Jack Kerouac is of course the man whose name has become synonymous with the Beat 

Generation, but is perhaps more accurately described as the man who consolidated Miller's 



cross-cultural, Euro-Ac-nerican version of the gutter-dandy and placed it in a more 

specifically North American context. Unlike Miller, who in his Nietzschean "geat 

separation" flees to the homeland of Rimbaud, Baudelaire and Genet to commence the task 

of de.stnrcturaiîin the self, Kerouac first takes to the streets, highways, jazz bars, and 

railroad yards of his native continent, "in flight fiom the sedentary suburbs, fiom cultural 

ort hodoxy, and the corporate way of life" (Stephenson 1 75). In Kerouac's defining 

expenence-book Un The Ruai, the B a t  hunger for limit-expenence, for living-in-the- 

moment --kicks," is thematicatl y expanded from Miller's near-exclusive concentration on 

the liberational power of sex dso to include dmgs and music, specifically jazz, which is 

eventually replaced in this Unholy Subcultural Triumvirate by rock and roll. 

HIT THE ROAD, JACK 

Human destiny wants capricious chance to command; 
what reason substitutes for the rich vegetation o f  chance 
is  no longer an adventure to be lived, but is instead the 
empty and correct solution for the dificulties of  
existence. . . . For i t  i s  human to burn and consume 
oneself to the point of suicide at the baccarat table. . . . 
I t  is, on the contrary, inhuman to abandon life to a chain 
o f  useful acts. 

-Ba taille 

To leave, to take off, to "hit the road," to "go," is in Beat parlance the equivalent of 

Nietzsche's "great separation," signaling the initiation of the desrnrcizrralisi spiral." In O r ?  

711c RcMJ, the thinly-veiled autobioçraptucal protagonists, "Sal Paradise" (Kerouac) and 

"Dean Moriarty" (lifeIong Kerouac muse Neal Cassady) are continually leaving, returning, 

and leaving again; the road is the tool by which they attempt to throw off the shackles of 

societal "power," to shed the encumbrances of a system which rewards obedience and 

conformity with the living death of the workaday world. Their road is indeed a circular one, 

the novei comprising a series of journey-spirais which symbolize the continuai demands of 

dtr.s~r~ic~r~ra/irrn in which one must go again and again to the stake and gibbet. "1'11 tell you 

Sal, straight," says Monarty, in a key passage, 

no matter where I live. rny tnink's always sticking out from 
under the bed, I'm ready to leave or get thrown out. I've 



decided to leave everything out of my hands. You7ve seen 
me try and break my ass to make it and you know that it 
doesn't matter and we know time-how to slow it up and 
wdk and dig and just old-fashioned spade kicks, what other 
kicks are there? We know." ( I b d  206) 

Monany here enunciates a Beat version of depowerment wit h which Paradise, his 

acolyte. immediately connects: "1 agreed with him. He was reaching his Tao decisions in 

the simpiest direct way" (206), he enthuses. Throughout O n  ïhe Ra74 Cassady / Moriarty 

is depicted as a primai id-force, a Dionysian sage who, by fus very presence, alters the lives 

of those around hi- especially the life of writer Kerouac / Paradise, who is open and 

receptive, a willing initiate who anticipates that "somewhere dong the way" durinç the 

course of their adventures, " the pearI would be handed to me" ( 1  1). The viewpoint which 

Moriarty enunciates above is redolent of Mailer's "White Negro," the existentid hipster 

who realizes that 

if our collective condition is to live with instant death by 
atomic war, relatively quick death by the State as I'univers 
cortcenlrarior~r~aire, or with slow death by conformity with 
every creative and rebellious instinct stifled (at what damage 
to the mind and the heart and the liver and the nerves no 
research foundation for cancer will discover in a hurry), if the 
fate of twentieth-century man is to live with death from 
adolescence to premature senescence, why then the only Iife- 
givins answer is to accept the terrns of death, to Iive with 
death as immediate danger, to divorce oneself fiom society, 
to exist without roots. . . . Ln short . . . the decision is to 
encourage the psychopath in oneself, to explore that domain 
of experience where security is boredom and therefore 
sickness, and one exists in the present, in that enormous 
present which is without past or hture, memory or planned 
intention, the life where a man must go until he is ba t .  . . . 
(339) 

"To live for the moment, no longer to heed these instincts for suwkd; this is dying to 

oneself, or at least . . . living with death as an equal" (Bataille, fI:rotism 233). For Mailer's 

White Negro, this "psychopathology7' functions as a philosophy, an ascesis: the hipster7s 

intuitive drive is to de-.niblima/e imposed Apollonian power structures, to explode "the 

stable middle-class values so prerequisite to sublimation" in order to reach once again the 



Dionysian "paradise" o f  the womb and momentarily lwuriate in void (as in Miller's "Land 

of Fuck") and then, completing the spiral, t o  "create a new nervous system" for himself and 

"grow up a second tirne," fashioning an authentically created-rather than societally- 

imposed--self (Mailer 345-6). The symbolically named Sa1 Paradise states the problem 

thus: "The only thing we  yearn for in Our living days, that makes us sigh and groan and 

undergo sweet nausea o f  aiJ kinds, is the remembrances o f  some lost bliss that was probably 

experienced in the womb and can only be reproduced (though we  hate to admit it) in death. 

But who wants to die?" (Rmd 103). The paradoxical Beat quest, then, is to die while 

rernaining alive to benefit fi-om the experience ofdeath: to  become enlightened. 

It is Moriarty who initially goes the furthest d o n g  the road to enlightenmer~t,~' and the 

namator's description o f  his friend's appearance during his "final development" stands as a 

detinitive image of the blown-out Amencan gutter-dandy: "He was wearing a T-shirt, t om 

pants hanging down his belly, tattered shoes; he had not shaved, his hair was wild and 

bushy, his eyes bloodshot . . . and on his face was the çoofiest grin 1 ever saw" (155). 

Moriarty's wild, untarned exterior mirrors his inner development, as  he reaches the 

culmination of a series o f  Dionysiac transgressions, the pimacle of  his de-sublimating 

psychopat hic as ce si^.^' "1 suddenly realized," recounts Paradise, "that Dean, by virtue of 

his enormous series o f  sins, was becoming the Idiot, the lmbecile, the Saint of the lot . . . 

the HOLY GOOF' (160). Finally, in a roorn facing down his rnany doubters and accusers, 

Moriarty finally achieves de-r~n~cttrralist nirvana, and the rebel without a cause now 

becomes Artaud's alinguistic artist o f  life, madly siçnaling though the flarnes: 

Then a complete silence fell over everybody; where once 
Dean would have talked his way out, he now fell silent 
himself. but standing in front of  everybody, ragged and 
broken and idiotic, nght under the lightbulbs, his bony mad 
face covered with sweat and throbbinç veins, saying "Yes, 
yes, yes," a s  though tremendous revelations were pounng 
into him al1 the time now, and I'm convinced they were, and 
the others suspected as  much and were fkightened. He was 
BEAT--the root the sou1 of Beatific. (1 6 1 ) 

Similar t o  Miller's Land o f  Fuck, Kerouac's realm of  BEAT-itude is reached at the 

culmination of  exhaustive limit-expenence: "The condition o f  weariness. emptiness, 



exhaustion, defeat and surrender is antecedent t o  and causative o f  a state o f  blessedness," 

Stephenson explains. "In being Beat the ego is diminished and in abeyance; the psyche 

becomes receptive, responsive to its deeper, more sublime aspects, the imago Dei-the 

innate spirituai wisdom o f  the unconscious" (24). An exhausteci, forlom Paradise himself 

reaches this realm one day while picking u p  old cigarette butts fi-om the street: "And for 

just a moment I reached the point of ecstasy that 1 always wanted to  reach, which was the 

complete step across chronological time into timeless shadows, and wonderment in the 

bleakness of the mortal reaim . . . into the void of uncreated emptiness," Paradise recounts. 

"1 realized 1 had died and been reborn numberless times, but just didn't remember 

especially because the transitions fi-om life t o  death and back to life are so ghostly 

easy. . . . I felt sweet, swinging bliss, like a big shot of heroin in the mainline vein; like a 

gulp o f  wine late in the afternoon . . . I thought 1 was going to die the very next moment. 

But 1 didn't die. . . " ( R d  143-44). 

Overall, however, Paradise remains more deeply rooted in "reality" t han does Moriarty : 

the former is more the Apollonian artist who mostly remains once removed fiom the flux of  

existence. while the latter more literaliy embodies the Dionysian flux--with al1 the positive 

and negative aspects that entails, aspects which for Moriarty have become meaningless and 

interchanseable--within his very being (although, like the Chinese yin-yang symbol, o r  

"T'ai-chi T'u," both characters contain elements o f  their opposing nature as well). Like 

Miller's enlightened monster, Moriarty has died as an individual--to the everyday worId and 

its petty, parochial concerns--only to be reborn in the very stream of  existence. "He no 

longer cared about anyt hing (as before) but now he also cared aborri everything IN 

prirrcipk." explains Paradise. "That is to  say, it was al1 the same to him and he  belonged to 

the world and there was nothing he could d o  about it" ( 1  55) .  Finally, Moriarty has become 

Bataille's sovereign man, an IJttiermerlsch, beautifùlly useless, beyond good and evil: "He 

was alone in the dooway ,  digging the street. Bittemess, recrïminations, advice, moraiity, 

sadncss--everything was behind him, and ahead of hirn was the ragged and ecstatic joy of 

pure beins" ( 16 1 ). 

Yet, while Moriarty / Cassady may be "enlightened," it is aiso clear that it will not be he 



who will  transmit this knowledge to  the world at large (ironically, at the beginning of  the 

novel, Monarty supposedly cornes to visit Paradise to  Iearn how to become a writer, a 

notion that the latter doesn't take entireiy seriously [7]). " M a t  was he knowing? He tried 

in al1 his power to tell me what he was knowing. . . . he's got the secret that we7re al1 

busting t o  find and it's splitting his head wide open," Paradise observes in his rofe as 

student ( 1 6 1 ). Moriarty's is a purer form of  sovereignty; his fienetic, directionless yet 

rnultidirectional activity and permanently wired demeanour in On fie R d  exemplifi the 

existent id concept of the acre graruir, beinç "spontaneous, unrnotivated, unproductive" 

behaviour that "transcend[s] and violate[s] means-to-end rationality" (Reynolds and Press 

143). Moriarty truly lives the "life beyond utility" which Bataille deems prerequisite for the 

sovereign existence, never employing the present for the sake of  the lùture. Cassady7s 

entire life, writes Jay Stevens, was in fact "one long acte gratuit," an inspired improvisation 

entirely rooted in the moment (105). He is a rhetorical figure, a destmcruraI~si initiator 

whose phihsophia consists of  "incitinç action, urging others on to  pleasure and abandon," 

his very being a denial o f  "the self-limiting cautions and conventions by which most people 

live their lives" (Stephenson 1 55).33 

l t  will then be up to Moriarty's alter-ego and disciple, Sa1 Paradise, who has been most 

altered by the manic life-art of  The Holy Goof, to fully complete the dessn~cfrira/isi spiral's 

last movernent, back into the realm of  the Apollonian: to transmute both men's raw 

experiences into an experience-book, the intenveaving o f  fact and fiction that is 0 1  The 

K c d  Which is to Say that, without one another, Paradise and Moriarty-like the yin and 

the yang, o r  Apollo and Dionysus--are incomplete. Each character represents a key stage 

of t hc de.ssrrrcfiiraiisr process: Moriarty the depowc.ri,tg rnove into the flux; Paradise the 

reconstnictive phase of self-creation-Frarning Dionysus. 

BLOWING THE BOOKMOVKE 

Compared with music al1 communication by words is 
shameless; words dilute and bnitalize; words 
depersonalize; words make the uncommon common. 



PROCEDURE: Time k ing  of the essence in purity 
speech, sketching language is undisturbed llow from the 
mind of persond secret idea-worâs, blowing (as per jazz 
musician) on subject of image. 

-Jack Kerouac 

Interestingiy, while Kerouac's On The /id is certainly less o v e d y  rhetoiical and 

prescriptive in nature than are Miller's Tropics-Kerouac is ofien a good deal more 

ambivalent in tone than is Miller, as in the book's conclusion when, sick and abandoned by 

Moriarty in Mexico, Paradise niehily admits of his fiend, "When I got better I realized 

what a rat he was" ( R d  249)-its impact on popular (if not academic) culture has been 

greater than anything Miller could have drearned of. OH 'me Ruad with its somewhat 

wider Dionysian palette of sex, dmgs and music, "wasn't just the Bible of the beats, but a 

t'ounding text for the first wave of rock rebels" (Reynolds and Press 230). As such, it has 

directly impacted on the lives of succeeding generations of disaffected Western youth, 

becoming a clarion cal1 for those seeking an existence outside the circumscribed moral 

boundaries of the dominant middle- classe^.^ tf On ïhe I<md is a fiction, then, it is a 

fiction which, in Bataille's words, demands to be "ma& crue," a form of "action" which 

"resonates in the ear with the blast of the tnimpets of Jericho," rousing in those truly able 

to hear it "the necessity to take action is imposed without delay and without condition" 

(1 Ïsiotl'; 226). Eschewing the neutered literary foms of either realism or escapist fantasy-- 

each nothing more than "the dust raised by the passage of ACTlOW' (227)--ON 7 h e  ROCIJ 

instead fùnctions as an experience-book, a ''living m y t h  (23 1 ) which is "placed in 

opposition to tiction if one looks at the pcople who dance it, who act it, and for whom is 

living 11-/(th " (232). 

Kerouac strives in his writinç to bridge the  binary artliife divide by cominç as close as 

possible to the fiee-flowing improvisational rhythms of jazz. Like MilIer, in both theory 

and practice he aims toward a new literary combination of the Apoiionian and Dionysian 

drives, a new balance in which the former fùnctions as a thin outer shell which contains but 

not constrains the latter's ever shifiinç textures. This form of writing he describes as "the 

prose of the future," emanating "from both the conscious top and the unconscious bottom 



of your mind, limited only &y the limitations of time flying by as your mind flies with it. 

UNlNTERRUPTED AND UNREVISED FULL CONFESSIONS ABOUT WHAT 

ACTUALLY HAPPENED IN REAL LEE" (Portable 481). In "Essentials of 

Spontaneous Prose," Kerouac uses Whitmanesque terms explicitly to compare his writing 

to that a horn-wielding jazzman: "Begin not fiom preconceived idea of what to Say about 

image Sut fiom jewel center of interest in subject of interest at moment of writing," he 

advises, "and write outwards swirnming in sea of language to peripheral release and 

exhaustion . . . tap fi-om yourself the song of yourself, bfow!-MW!-your way is your only 

way . . . spontaneous, "confessional" interesting, because not 'crafied.' Cr& IS craft" 

(485). Like the improvisatory jazzinan, Kerouac aims to transmute the raw material of 

experience, recreating both himself and his audience in the process: it is the process, in fact, 

which is all. 

Kerouac thus dso moves fùrther away fiom the high modemkt belief in that omnipotent 

Apollonian elitist edifice, the rarefied World of Words that Miller so vehemently attacks in 

the later work of Joyce: "Modem bizarre structures (science fiction, etc.) arise from 

language being dead," he opines. "Different themes give illusion of new life" (485). In 

contrast to this, the fkeedorn of the jazzman to "blow," to riff on a given image, is for 

Kerouac also the key to removing the constraints of a repressive society which have 

becorne deeply embedded in the psyche: the liberated Dionysian rhythms ofjazz are, like 

the road, like the act of sex ("write excitedly, swiflly . . . in accordance . . . with the laws of 

orgasrn" [485]), tools of (potentially mass) cmversion, components of the de.v~n~ctitrufi.s~ 

process itself, taking both players and audience on a spiral through chaos and then back 

into form--again and again going to the stake and gibbet, through the revolvinç door of 

pleasure-pain. "There's always more, a little tùrther--it never ends," Sal Paradise explains 

in Ott  lhe Road, describing a fienzied night at a jazz club. "They sought to find new 

phrases . . . they tried hard. They writhed and twiçted and blew. Every now and then a 

clear harmonic cry Save new suggestions of a tune would someday be the only tune in the 

world and would raise men's souls to joy. They found it, they Iost, they wrestled for it, 

they found it again . . . and Dean sweated at the table and told them to go, go, go" (199). 



Likewise, the writer must engage in this spiraling, orgiastic process throuçh ami-form and 

back to  f o m  again, creating a living myth, o r  else succumb to  the Universe of  Death 

inhabited by the Apolionian "craftsman": 

Shame seems to  be the key t o  repression in writing as well as in 
psychological malady. I f  you don't stick t o  what you first thought, 
and to the words the thought brought, what's the sense of botherinç 
with it anyway, what's the  sense o f  foisting your little lies on others, 
or, that is, hiding your little tmths  fiom others? What 1 find to  be 
really 'stupefjnng in its unreadability' is this laborious and dreary lying 
d l e d  crafl and revision by writers . . . recognized by the sharpest 
psychologists as sheer blockage o f  the mental spontaneous 
process. . . . (Kerouac, Portable 486) 

Anticipating the direction o f  American popular culture o f  the  later part o f  the twentieth 

century, Kerouac eschews the cult of the Holy Word in order t o  elevate the democratic 

image t o  a newfound level of importance: "Wnte for the world t o  read and see yr exact 

pictures of it," he counsels. "Bookmovie is the movie o f  words, the visual American form" 

(483). With Kerouac, the figure o f  the gutter-dandy completes the move across the 

Atlantic initiated by Henry Miller, f iom Europe to America, and now enters the realm of  

mass culture. "Writers . . . write the script for the reality film," observes Kerouac's f iend  

and fellow gutter-dandy William S. Burroughs (who eventually has an equally great 

influence on popular culture). "Kerouac opened a million coffee bars and sold a million 

pair of Levis to both sexes. Woodstock rises tiom his pages" ( 1 80). lndeed, althouçh the 

literary çutter-dandy continues to  be a figure o f  great importance post-Kerouac, it is now 

in the realm o f  imagistic popular culture that he makes his çreatest impact. 



Notes 

1 .  Pierre Hadot detects this shift occumng as far back as the Middle Ages, when theology 
and philosophy shiAed in form fiom experiential modes of being to "teachable" subjects. 
In his view, the University is one of the originary models for the modem bureaucratic 
state, the place where the figure of the "expert" first comes into being. "One of the 
characteristics of the university is that it is made up of professors who train professors, or 
professionals who train professionals," he writes. "Education was thus no longer directed 
toward people who were to  be educated with a view to becorning hHy developed human 
beings, but to specialists, in order that they might learn how to  train other specialists. This 
is the danger of 'Scholasticism,' that philosophical tendency which began to be sketched at 
the end of antiquity, developed in the Middle Ages, and whose presence is stitl 
recognizabie in philosophy today." See Philosophy As A Wq Of 'Ve 270. 

2. Citing the work of Nietzsche and Freud, Brown describes "world history as the history 
of an ever increasing neurosis . . . an ever increasing sense of guilt caused by repression." 
The constant privileging of  Apollonian abstraction in the form of techno-scientific 
-'progress" has resulted in "mankind making history without having any conscious idea of 
what it really wants or under what conditions it would stop being unhappy; in fact, what it 
is doing seems to be rnaking itself more unhappy and calling that unhappiness progress." 
See "Neurosis and History," LI* Agairrst Deafh 1 1 - 19. 

3 - The terrn "anti-literature" is memorably introduced and defined in Ihab Hassan's 
-'Prologue" to 7he 1,iferattire of Siler~ce 3-32. 

4. "Not only is the historical avantgarde a thinç of the past," Huyssen contends, "but it is 
also useless to try to revive it under any guise. Lts artistic inventions and techniques have 
been absorbed and CO-opted by Western mass mediated culture in al1 its manifestations 
fiom Hollywood film, teievision, advertising, industrial design, and architecture to the 
aesthetization of technology and commodity aesthetics. The legitimate place of a cultural 
avantgarde which once cmied  with it the utopian hope for an emancipatory rnass culture 
under sociaiism has been preempted by the rise of mass mediated culture and its 
supporting industries and institutions" (1 5). 

5 .  This  notion of the sage as spectacle and thus a vehicle for conversion is also found in 
Christianity, as seen in Paul's message in 1 Corinthians 4:9: "For i think that God hath set 
torth us apostles last, as it were appointed to death: for we are made a spectacle unto the 
world. and to ançels, and t o  men." 

6. The sage as underman also appears in 1 Corinthians 4: 13, where Paul says of the 
apostles: "Being defarned, we intreat: we are made as the fiith of the world, andare the 
offscouring of al1 things unto this day." 

7. Interestinçly, one of the points of correspondence which Miller feeis he has with 
Rimbaud is a propensity toward sartorial dandyism, initially toward the more traditional 



European (Brummellesque) version, and then toward the more eccentric, "punk" attire o f  
the gutter-dandy (think o f  Baudelaire's green hair). "1 have always pictured the boy 
Rimbaud as being dolled up like a sissy, and later when a young man, as a dandy. That at 
any rate, was my case. My father being a tailor, it was naturai for my parents to  
concentrate o n  my attire. When 1 grew up 1 inherited my father's rather elegant and 
sumptuous wardrobe. We were exactly the same size w o w  apropos that the seminal 
American gutter-dandy should be decked out in hand-me-dom finery!]. But, like 
Rimbaud, again, during the period when rny individuality was asserting itself strenuously, 1 
got myself up grotesquely, matching the inner eccentncities with the outer." See The 
l h e  Of The Assmsins 1 7. Miller's remarks here also correspond to Ellen Moers' 
examination of the "Yankee Doodle Dandy" as depicted in the song fiom the 
revolutionary 1770s describing an American soldier who "came to town / Riding on a 
pony / Stuck a feather in hat 1 And called it Macaroni!" Sung throughout the American 
colonies, "the oldest stanzas of  'Yankee Doodle' bear directly on the origins o f  
dandyism," Moers wrïtes. "The most popular [version] . . . was written by an Englishman 
to make fbn o f  the appearance of  the Arnencan troops. . . . The colonial soldiery wore 
-vanegated, ill-fitting and incomplete' uniforrns; the Macaronis were that circte o f  
affected, oddly-dressed, cosmopolitan Londoners who can be identified as the nearest 
ancestors of the Regency dandies; the anonymous satirist amused himself by comparing 
the two" ( 1 1 - 12). "Sticking a feather in your cap" in order to be glamourous is in 
actuality an aesthetic practice we have already seen in the dress o f  some members of  
medieval Brethren of  the Free Spirit, who would ofien adorn the rags they wore wit h 
jewels. It seems then, that there has always been a close link between the Ubermensch and 
the Untermensch, between the refined, aristocratie dandy and his brethren in the gutter. 

S. "What we do  not always realize is that every act o f  renunciation in our lives prepares 
the way for fürther renunciation," Hassan explains. "The Iogic . . . is that repression 
begets civilization, civilization beçets more repression, more repression begets abstraction, 
and abstraction begets death. We are moving along the road pure intelligence, which . . . 
is a principle o f  madness." See lhe /,iferafrrre of Silence 24-5. Miller's view of America 
as the main purveyor o f  the oncoming Apollonian apocalypse only intensified with time; in 
1964 he told Playboy that "what 1 read about the American way o f  life, about what goes 
on here, fills me with horror and dismay. It7s become even more o f  an air-conditioned 
nightmare. . . . I'm being corroborated, 1 feel, by events. . . . For seventy-two years l've 
becn waitinç to  sec some breakdown of the artificial bamers surroundinç our educational 
system, our national borders, our homes, our inner being-a shattering o f  the wretched 
molds in which we've lived-but it never happens. . . . Despite the rosy dreams o f  the 
politicians ar.d the so-called intellectuals o f  today, we're not going to bring about a better 
world peaceably and in an evolutionary manner . . . we progress, as we regress, in 
catastrophic jumps. And when 1 talk about the violent, explosive alteration o f  things, it's a 
wish as much as a prediction of  tùture events. . . . 1 want to see everything swept away. . . 
. I want to get beyond civilization . . . and see the new man who will live without al1 the 
restrictive, inhibiting barriers that hedge us in." See Cotiver.wtiom wi lh  Hettry Miller 97. 



9. Hakim Bey points out that this notion of creative destruction as an ascesis toward 
attaining "enlightenment" and "power" is also central to Eastern mystical traditions. "To 
g o  through CHAOS. to  ride it like a tiger, to embrace it (even sexually) & absorb some of 
its shakti, its life juice--this is the Faith o f  Kali Yuga. Creative nihilism. For those who 
follow it she promises eniigfitenment & even wealth, a share o f  her temporal power." 
Within the reaim of Dionysian experience, low m e t s  high, art merges with life, and 
"everyday life7s" binary chasm is resolved: "sexuality and violence serve as metaphors in a 
poem which acts directiy on consciousness through the Image-ination--or else in the 
correct circumstances they c m  be openly deployed and enjoyed, imbued with a sense o f  
holiness of  every thing from ecstasy & wine to garbage & corpses." See "Instructions For 
The Kali-Yugg" Apocalypse C1~ritwe 87. 

10. Shortly before his death, Foucault elaborates on the theme o f  conversion in regard to 
his ongoing study of the care of  the self and dandyism. Asked if the care o f  the self, the 
self-stylization of  the bios "could be understood as a sort of  conversion of  power?" he 
replies: "A conversion, yes. in fact it is a way of controlling and limiting" (I.ïnu/ 7-8). 
Having reached the NO-THING of the self stripped of al1 extraneous societal bonds (in the 
sense that human nature is not the definable quantity indicated by the term but rather an 
indefinable energy, a micro-chaosnros), the task then becomes the re-construction of  a 
viable being able to fimction with the maximum amount of  autonomy allowable, without 
curtailins the right of others to d o  the same (a break kom the aristocratic, libertine 
dandyism of Sade, which Foucault finally comes to see as a "retro-version" [see The 
Hisror).. of LSm~a/iiy hl. 1, 1501). This shouldn't be confiised with a Rousseauist utopia 
of leveled equality, however: "1 don't believe there can be a society without relations o f  
power," Foucault says, "if you understand them as the means by which individuals try to 
conduct, to determine the behavior of  others. The problem is not of  trying to dissolve 
them in the utopia of a perfectly transparent communication, but to  give to  one's self the 
niles of law, the techniques of  management, and also the ethics, the erhos, the practice o f  
the self, which would allow these games to be played with a minimum of domination" 
(Jlïrral 1 8). Foucault thus looks toward a more democratic state of  mass sovereignty, in 
which the subject "exercises his power correctly, i.e., by exercising at the sarne time his 
power on himself," (8) i.e., by framing Dionysus. 

1 1 .  Deleuze, also heavily influenced by Bergson, explains how the latter's Creafive 
Il\?olrr~iotl is important for its breakthrough equation of communication and (sovereign) 
power. "Likening the living to a microcosm is an ancient platitude," he explains, "yet if 
the living organism was thought to be similar to the world, this was attributed to the fact 
that it was or tended to be an isolated system. naturally closed; the comparison between 
microcosm and macrocosm was thus a comparison between two closed figures. . . . 
Bergson completely aiters the scope o f  the comparison by opening up both ends. If  the 
living being resembies the world, this is true, on the contrary, insofar as  it opens itself to 
the opening of the world; if it is a whole, this is tnie to the extent that the whole, of the  
worid as of  the living being, is always in the process of  becoming, developing, coming into 
beinç or  advancinç, and inscribing itself within a temporal dimension that is irreducible and 



nonciosed." Inscribing itself, in other words, within chthonian realm of rnre nature. See 
AttN-Oedip~s 95-6. 

12. Norman O. Brown explains that this process of "becoming-prodigaï' runs counter to 
the tenets of techno-scientific capitalism where "possessive mastery over nature and 
rigorously economical thinking . . . have become tyrant organizers of the whole o f  human 
life; abstraction fiom the reality of the whole body and substitution of the abstracted 
impulse for the whole reality are inherent in Homo Eco~10mi~1~s~ " Brown's antidote to 
this system is remarkably similar to the ideas oflen expressed by Miller: he envisions a 
"nonmorbid science" which would be "erotic rather than (anal) sadistic in aim. Its aim 
would not be mastery over but union with nature. And its means would not be 
econornizinç but erotic exuberance. And finally, it would be based on the whole body and 
not just a part; that is to say, to would be based on the polymorphously perverse body" 
( !.qe 236). 

13. The term "niggef' used in this sense stands as yet another mythological label for the 
monster. Here Miller links himself with the subcultural notion of "the white negro" 
previously discussed in Chapter 2. 

14. Henry Miller, in his use of the autobiographical, episodic, "picaresque" novel forrn in 
which he  is the main character, hnctions as an artistic conduit between the styles o f  
Europeans Huysmans and Genet and the later Anglo-American line of gutter-dandies 
includinç Jack Kerouac, Alexander Trocchi and Charles Bukowski; such a method 
Nietzsche praises under the heading "A sectiorî of urcr self as art artistic ohjecr." For 
Nietzsche, "it is a sign of supenor culture when men consciously remember and sketch a 
true picture of certain periods of their development, which lesser men live through almost 
without thouçht, wiping them off their soul's tablet." Such an aesthetic-which seems to 
alienate a great many literary critics who feel that there should be more "distance" 
between an author and his characters-is viewed by Nietzsche as "a higher kind of  
painting" which only few people understand. "To do it" he continues, "it is necessary to 
isolate those phases artificially" (Ht~ma~t. A//  7bo Human 166-7). 

15. "Transgression" is a term thrown around rather loosely by contemporary academics of 
the lefi-wing persuasion, yet it seems that only certain rules are meant to be broken in the 
eyes of these "rebels." Miller is certainly one o f  the most "transgressive" writers ever in 
tenns of challenging mainstream sexual mores and taboos, yet, as Camille Paglia points 
out, squeamish middle-class academic ferninism has rendered him and other 
"transgre~sive~~ male writers nearly invisible in the acadernic realm. "Many of our most 
talented women students are graduating fiom college without having read not only Freud 
and Lawrence but other major figures like Ernest Hemingway, Henry Miller. and Norman 
Mailer. . . . This is scandalous" (C'amps 328-9). In Miller's case, Kate Millett's at times 
laughabl y wrongheaded and contradictory attack on him in Semal Poiirics was enough to 
render his work off limits, not to be seen in the collection of the enlightened, politically 
correct academic transgressor of the 1990s. 



1 6.  See St . John 1 : 1 4. "And the word was made flesh, and dwelt among us (and we 
beheld his glory, the glory of the only begotten of  the Father)." This notion corresponds 
to Miller's view o f  himself as  Messianic figure. Miller gives a perverse spin to the notion 
of the word made flesh, taking the implications of  this to their logid-sexual-limit. Jesus 
Christ's incarnation as a human who is also a king, for whom the fùil realization of  one's 
humanity, "the flesh," is the only path t o  true sovereignty, is also very appealing to 
Miller's sensibilities. The Christ archetype itself certainly has many facets of what I have 
defined as key gutter-dandy tenets: voluntary poverty, a spiritually rather than a 
materially-based sovereignty (cf "the crown of thoms"), and so  on. Miller merely "fleshes 
out" the archetype to remake Christ in his own image, adding the rnissing element of 
sexuality which must accornpany "the word made flesh." Ralph Wafdo Emerson, another 
key influence on Miller, also employs this biblical passage: "Let a Stoic open the resources 
of man," he writes, "and tell men that they are not leaning wiliows, but can and must 
detach themselves; that with the exercise of self-trust, new powers shall appear; that a man 
is the word made flesh, born to shed healing to  the nations; that he should be ashamed of  
Our compassion, and that the moment he acts fiom himself, tossing the laws, the books, 
idolatries and customs out the window, we  pity hm no more, but thank and revere hm;- 
and that teacher shall restore the Iife of  man to  splendor, and make his name dear to al1 
history" (1  56-7). Clearly, for Emerson, he who embraces the hl1 implications of  "the 
word made flesh" is both sage and sovereign: "And tmly it demands something godlike in 
him who has cast off the comrnon motives of  humanity, and has ventured to trust himself 
for a taskmaster," he writes (1  56). 

i 7. Miller feels a spiritual kinship with the Gnostic idea of  the worldly order as 
hcirnarmeme, a cruel and oppressive spiritual prison. "Sometimes E really do think the 
world is a cosmic error of a false god," he says. "Life is great and beautifid . . . but we 
have made of the world a horrible place . . . everything about it is absurd and wrong and it 
deserves to be wiped out. . . . 1 think there is such a thing as the end of the world or  the 
end of  this species of  man. It couid very well be that another type o f  man will come into 
being." As for the Gnostics themselves, Miller expresses admiration for their (in 
Foucauldian terms) "lirnit-attitude," their willingness to push their worldly alienation to the 
very limit in the effort to liberate the spirit, thepteztma. Referring to  the "revolutionary7' 
yout h culture of  the 1 960s, Miller cornments: "The hippies were like toilet paper 
compared t o  the Gnostics. They really turned the world upside down. They did fantastic 
thinçs. They were deliberatcly amoral. unmoral, immoral, contra the governen t  and 
establishment. They did everything possible to  increase the insanity." See Corrversatiom- 
rvih H m t y  Miller 199-200. 

18. Seen, for instance, in the poem which opens the tract: 

Behold, the King of glory now is come 
T' reduce God, and the Devil to their Doom; 
For both of them are servants unto Me 
That lives, and niles in perfect majesty: . . . 
Fie then for sharne, look not above the Skies 



For God, or Heaven; for their your Treasure lies 
Even in these Forms, M e r d  Wil/ will reigne. 
Through him are al1 things, onely One, not Twain: 
Sure he's the Fountain from which every thing 
Both çood and il1 (so term'd) appears to spring . . . 

See The Purmil of the Millermiurn 3 1 2-3 1 6 .  

19. The destructuralist process o f  "deten-Îto~alization"-the Dionysian dissociation of the 
Apol lonian boundaries which constitute the lirnits of persons, things, even concept s-and 
'-retemtorialization7'-their reappearance in new foms-can for Deleuze and Guattari 
"never ç o  far enough7' (32 1 ). Sounding distinctly Mille(r)narian, they exclaim: "'More 
perversion! More artifice!,"' and contend that this process should reach the "point where 
the earth becomes so artificial that the movement of detemtorialization creates of 
necessity and by itself a new earth, . . . a world created in the process of  its tendency, its 
cominç undone, its detenitondization. The movement of the theatre of  cruelty . . . lis] 
not at al1 a hope, but a simple 'finding,' a 'finished design,' where the person who escapes 
causes other escapes, and marks out the land while deterritoriaiizing himself. An active 
point of  escape where the revolutionary machine, the artistic machine, and the (schizo) 
analytic machine become parts and pieces of  one anothe?' (32 1-2). The authors also 
sound a suitably apocalyptic note: "What is at stake," they claim," is not merely art o r  
literature." but the human (Dionysian) spirit which othenvise risks becoming entombed 
"in the deadening h e w o r k  of the system o f  social and psychic repression." 
Alternatively , Deleuze and Guattari happily conjure a millennial scenario o f  "so many 
local fires patiently kindled for a generalized explosion." (137). This is exactly how Henry 
Miller sees himself: as afiresfarfer, a Dionysian sage whose escape fiom the clutches of  
the Machine will cause other escapes, thus eventually uniting the rekindled masses toward 
a new realm o f  communicative--and possibly apocalyptic-enLIGHTenment. 

20. Emerson observes that the infant enjoys a state o f  non-conforrnist sovereignty: 
"lnfancy conforms to  nobody; al1 conform to it, so that babe commonly makes four o r  five 
out of the adults who prattle and play to it7' ( 140). 

2 1 .  The Marquis de  Sade aiso propounds a very similar view. "Of what are composcd the 
beings which corne into life?" he asks. "Do not the three elements of which they are 
formed result fiom the pnor destruction of  oiher bodies? If  ail individuais were possessed 
of etemal life. would it not become impossible for Nature to  create any new ones? . . . 
Now, once we observe that destruction is so useful t o  her that she absolutely cannot 
achieve her creations without drawing from the store o f  destruction which death prepares 
for her, fiom this moment onward the idea o f  annihilation which we attach to death ceases 
to be real; there is no more veritable annihilation; what we cal1 the end of  the living animal 
is no longer a tme finis, but a simple transformation, a transmutation o f  matter. . . " 
(I'hifasophy 330). Like Clarkson and Miller, Sade thus sees the decomposing / 
recomposinç activity o f  the body d e r  death as  a f o m  o f  immortality: "Feebie portions of  



a vile crude matter, upon our death, that is to say, upon the conjointure of the elements 
whereof we are composed with the elements wmposing the universal mass . . . we will 
pass for on instant into Nature's crucible thence to spring up again under other 
shapes . . ." (Jlrstim 497). 

22. "He attains the unknown, and if, demented, he finaily loses the understanding of his 
visions, he will at least have seen them! So what if he is destroyed in his ecstatic flight 
through thinçs unheard of, unnameable: other horrible workers will corne; they will begin 
at the hot-izons where the first one has fallen!" (1 02-3). 

23. Bataille tùrther explains that knowledge "can't in any way be confùsed with the last 
moment or end of the operation; it is the entire operation. The end of a usefùl operation 
may be an object devoid of utility, for an exarnple an automobile employed . . . for 
contemplative drives. By becoming useless, that automobile detaches itself rather clearly 
in thought if not in mechanicd reality) from the operation that produced it" (AcczmeJ 3: 
302). 

24. Vaneigem locates this same phiiosophy at the heart of the Brethren of the Free Spirit, 
which "emanated fiom the muferia prima of life as much as it escaped the grasp of 
ecclesiastical and secular authorities. It consciousness was rooted there, through an 
alchemy in which nothing, in the end, is any different than it was already in the beginning. . 
." (hfovemerrt 24 1 ) .  The alchernical formula of the Free Spirit was thus a Dionysian 
inversion of the Apollonian abstraction, "guided by a different reality--not the reality 
shaped by the economy, but the reality underlying the living being. Beneath the prevailing 
Stream of words, used by the majority to proclaim that power was the only reference 
point, ran a living undercurrent: original sexuality, the cosmic womb where freedom was 
gestating, the subjective consciousness where body and spirit came together in the unity of 
each orsasrn7' (243). The parallels with Miller's guiding philosophies here are 
striking. 

25. CE Huysmans's mouthpiece Durtal in /ni-Has: "1 learned long aço that there are no 
people interesting to know except saints, scoundrels, and cranks. They are the only 
persons whose conversation arnounts to anything. Persons of good sense are necessarily 
dull, because they revolve over and over again the tedious topics of everyday life. They 
are the crowd, more or less intelligent, but they are the crowd, and they give me a pain" 
( 194). 

26. This phenornenon Deleuze and Guattari refer to as "free disjunction,' explained as "a 
disjunction that remains disjunctive, and that still affirms the disjoined terms, that a m i s  
them throughout their entire distance, without restricting one by the other or excludinç the 
other kom the one.'' Such "differential positions," they explain, "persist in their entirety . . 
. but they are ail inhabited by a faceless and transpositional subject," the subject which has 
become destructured. See Arrti-OeJipts 76-7. 



27- CL Foucault on the experiencs-book: "When I wrïte, 1 d o  it above al1 to change myseif 
and not to  think the same thing as before" (Remarks 27). 

28.  Perhaps no greater confirmation of the continued "black sheep7' status which "official 
culture" (university professors and publishers usually being the custodians of such) has 
conferred upon Henry Miller and his Dionysian offspring is the near-total absence (with 
the exception o f  Paul Bowies' tangentially-related novel The Sheftering Sky) of  any o f  
their works fiom Harold Bloom's recent -fie Western Canort: me Books Arad School Of 
7 he Ages No Tropic of Cartcer, no Junky, no Cui11 's Book, no On The Rmd. Bloom, it 
seems, feels much the same squearnishness regarding these gutter-dandies and their anti- 
novels as does "respectable7' author John Updike, a memkr, of course, of  Bloom's Canon 
who once said o f  Miller's ciassics, "StrangeIy, 1 don't believe 1 read either of the C'ar~cers 
t hrough . . . just a peek inside and the perusd of a paragraph, was, well, inflammatory" 
(Jong 1 13). Curiously, Bloom allows himsetf to include works by Jean Genet; perhaps the 
cultural distance and au courarrr French bloodiine of Genet render him less odious than a 
Miller o r  Burroughs. 

29. Hence the title of  the seminal Beat novel Go (New York: Scribners, 1 952), by John 
Ciellon Holmes. 

30. M a t  Stephenson calls Kerouac's central tenet--"the beat-beatific process"-is in fact 
very similar, if not identical, to  what I have described as the movement o f  de.~ln~cltrrafisl 
tlepc~wermenl. See Stephenson 23. 

3 1 .  Neal Cassady is referred to as a "psychopath in the traditional and most rigorous sense 
of the term" by John Clellon Holmes, and is similady described in a Piuyboy article called 
"The Coming o f  the Psychopath" by Alan Hamngton. See Stevens 106; Stephenson 159, 
168. 

3 3. While Moriarty no doubt operates on the level of the psychopath-episodes of  which 
arc scattered throughout Or? 7 k  Roadand which include his eventual abandonment of  
SaL-hi s rebellious, seltish, irrational actions nevert heless have broader implications for 
society as  a whole, beyond the realm of human ego. As Bataille explains, "Human life, 
distinct from juridical existence . . . cannot in any way be limited t o  the closed systems 
assigned to  it by reasonable conceptions. The immense travail o f  recklessness, discharge, 
and upheaval that constitutes life could be expressed by stating that life starts only with the 
deficit o f  these systems; at least what it ailows in the way o f  order and reserve has 
meaning only fiom the moment when the ordered and reserved forces liberate and lose 
themselves for ends that c m o t  be subordinated to anything one  can account for. It is 
only by such insubordination--even if it is irnpoverished--that the human race ceases to  be 
isolated in the unconditional splendor o f  matenal things" (Zï.~iots 128). Nietzsche refers 
to this concept as "Ennoblement through degeneration," where a prima1 Dionysian force, 
or  "Free spirit," punctures the static Apollonian girding o f  a stable society. "The danger in 
these strong communities . . . is an increasing, inherited stupidity, which follows al1 



stability like a shadow," warns Nietzsche. "ln such cornmunities, syiritualprogress 
depends on those individuals who are less bound, much less certain, and moraily weaker, 
they are men who try new things, and many different things . . . they loosen things up, and, 
fiom time to tirne, detiver a wound to the stable element of the community. Precisely at 
this wounded, weakened place, the common body is inoculufed, so to speak, with 
something new. . . . Wherever progress is t o  ensue, deviating natures are of the greatest 
importance. . - . It is preciseiy the weaker nature, as the more delicate and k, that 
makes progress possible at ail" (Humari, A i l  T'cm Hurnmt 138-9). Nietzsche thus 
overturns Darwin's " s u ~ v a i  of the tittest theory," positing the "degenerate," the 
(hzfermem-ch, as perhaps the key element of  human evolution. Moriarty's gutter- 
dandyism is a stylized, "ennobling" kind of  philosophical psychopathology which dovetaiis 
with the tenets ofdesimc~uraiism. He is The Holy Goof 

33. Stephenson relates Cassady's Beat ascesis to Bergson's concept of "pure duration," 
in which "the self. . . could, by means of a union of intellect and intuition achieve a state 
of consciousness in which its own inner essence and its identity with the cosmos, become 
hsed in a single experience of perpetud becoming" ( 163-4). Cassady = chaosmos. 

34. One of Kerouac's rock and roll disciples is guitarist Peter Buck of the rock meçastars 
R.E.M. Speaking of On ïhe Road, Buck, who claims to have "read everything [Kerouac] 
ever wrote." notes that "We al1 read that when we were 14 or 1 5 .  It was a real thing, 
where ÿou could spot the heart of Arnerica." The band's early days were spent touring 
America in a van, emulating as far as possible the spirit of Kerouac's novel (Liner notes. 
Ihe Jack Kerouac (hfiecfion 7 ). 



CHAPTER 4: FAILING TO SUCCEED: THE CUITER-DANDY G O E S  POP 

In this world, the man o f  sovereign ar t  occupies the 
most cornmon position: that o f  destitution, Whether o r  
not he enjoys pr l t ry  rcsources, destitution is his lot, only 
the bottom o f  the Iadder is the r ight lcvel for  
him. . . . The sovereignty o f  ar t  requires that anyone 
who bars that sovereignty witbin him come down in 
the worid. Indeed, sovereign ar t  signifies, in the most 
exact way, access to sovereign subjectiviîy indeperrdentk'y 
of m ~ k .  This docs not imply the meaninglessness of the 
behaviouis that raised men above themselves as well as 
above animals, but rather tbeir corn plete disIoc&Ün and 
their constant calling into question. 

-Georges Bataille 

The point is that rock and roll, as 1 see it, is the ultimate 
populist a r t  Corm, democntcy in action, because it's 
true: anybody can do it. Learn three chords on a guitar 
and you've got it. Don't w o n y  about whethec you can 
'sing' o r  not  . . . For pedorming rock and roll, or punk 
rock, o r  cal1 it any damn tbing you please, there's only 
one thing you need: NERVE. Rock and rol l  is an 
attitude, and if you've got that attitude you can do it, 
no matter what anybody says. . . . Not that bril l iant 
rock hasn't been made by musicians whose technical 
chops were and are the highest, But see, that's JUST 
THE POINT. Just because something is simpler than 
something else does not make it worse. 

-Lester Bangs 
Rf******************************It*****ff********* 

I 'm never gonna work 
Another day i n  m y  life 
The Gods told me to relax 
They said I'm gonna get fixed up right 
Now I'm never gonna work 
Another day in m y  Iife 
I'm way too busy powertripping 
But I'm gonna shed you some light 

-Monster Magnet, "Powertrip" 



In S'em~r, Henry Miller had posed the question which popular-and especially rock- 

culture would both implicitly and explicitly attempt to answer: how to become a sovereign 

without followers, a King in a world of [(ings. In Miller's view, the increasingly 

outmoded Apollonian World o f  The Word, of  elitist high art, was exernplified in the false 

sovereigty of writers like Joyce, "content t o  rule insidiously-in the fictive world of 

symbols--because the very thought o f  contact with rude and brutal realities fnghtens him" 

( 18). ln contrast, Miller imagines what sounds like an impossible paradox: a democratic 

fonn of mass aristocracy. "1 wanted to  enchant, but not to enslave; wanted a greater, 

richer life, but not at the expense o f  others," Miller writes. "1 wanted to tiee the 

imagination of  al1 men at once because without the support of  the whole world, without a 

world imaginatively unified, the fieedom of  the imagination becomes a vice." Having 

achieved the freedom of artistic self creation, Milfer explains, the artist, rather than 

attempt to  fead o r  direcf others in the rnanner of a businessman or  a politician, must 

instead make himself useless, sedrrcing others to uselessness in the manner of  an 

ohpt d hrr, finally completing the spiral by returning whence he came to "the cornmon 

Stream, to become a fish again and not a fieak of nature" ( 1  9). He envisions a new form 

of democracy, one composed of similar, sovereign beings emancipated from labour, for 

whom the universe is the raw material for the experïential, transmutational art of creative 

everyday living: "The art ofdreaming when wide awake will be in the power o f  every man 

one day," Miller theorizes. "Long before that books will c a s e  to exist, for when men are 

wide awake a d  dreaming their powers of  communication (with one another and with the 

spirit that moves al1 men) will be so enhanceci as to make writing seem like the harsh and 

raucous squawks of  an idiot" (20). 

For Georges Bataille, this line of thinking defines the attitude of  the sovereign artiçt in 

the age of hypercapitalism and bourgeois accumulation: he o r  she must stnve, in an rniddle 

class-dominated era where one's social status and rank is attained through the 

accumuiation of wealth, through one's "usefùhess," to ultirnatelyfail. To i e d  is finaliy to 

justify the prevailing system, which means, no matter one's political orientation, eventual 

CO-optation; therefore, as is the case with Miller's oppositional gutter dandy, "those who 

lead or intend to lead are opposed to him. He remains on the side of the leâ" (Accursed 



b o l .  3 422). The teerning Dionysian mass thus offers rehge fkom the Apo1lonia.n 

machinations of the business-suited men perched high above it in panoptic office towers. 

Sovereign subjectivity, States Bataille, "cm never tie itself to such [capitalistic] 

behaviours, except on the condition that they do not raise any objection to existence at the 

bottom of the ladder. Not that they do not differ fiom that existence, but the one who 

upholds them can never feel fiee of the abhorrence of çontrary behaviors." On the 

contrary, Bataille explains, the "enlightened contemporary ytier-sage, who has tumed 

his tife into art, "can never regard himself as being above another, even if this were a 

criminal or someone repugnant to him, except insofar as the other would himself imagine 

h e  had some superionty of rank or race" (323). 

Here, then, is a bluepnnt for Foucault's theory of inverse exaltation as a paradoxical, 

spiraling ascesis of sovereignty wherein the attainment of power continually gives way to 

its loss: the destnrcturalist cycle of depuwermenr. In Dionysian transgression, Foucault 

explains, "the limit is forced to face the fact of its imminent disappearance, to find itself in 

what it excludes . . . to experience the positive tnith in its downward fall" ( i~ngrtage 34). 

What better way to oppose a system where "success" is al1 than to self-destruct, to fail 

spectacularly while exaiting failure as the only reai form of success? In his key 

experience-book (;lpilrm: 7;6e Mustrateci L1iar-y of His Cure, Jean Cocteau proposes this 

notion in a set of key aphorisrns: 

The aesthetics of failure are alone durable. He who does 
not understand failure is lost. The importance of failure is 
capitd. 1 do not speak of what fails. If one has not 
understood this secret, this aesthetic, this ethic of failure, 
one has understood nothing and fame is empty. . . . It 
transforms cathedrals into chapels. (99, 100) 

As forecast by Jack Kerouac's prescient coining of the terrn '%ookmovie," the gutter- 

dandy, whose primary artistic artifact (dong with his very being) has to this point been his 

singular form of rhetoncal writing (the experience-book), finds in the Dionysian popular 

culture of the latter haif of the twentieth century--where the Judeo-Christian Word is 

knocked ofF its pedestd in favour of a multi-track "rock and roll" sensibility where 

images, sounds, and words interminçle fieely-an ideal site for his subversive, seductive, 



kaleidoscopic presentation of destmcfwaIism. "Words are not the ody measure of mental 

developrnent," states Camille Paglia, who sees popular culture as an extension of the great 

pagan past of the West. "To believe they are is a very western or Judeo-Christian illusion. 

It stems from our invisible God, who taiks creation into existence. Words are the most 

removed of human inventions fiom things-as-they-are. The most ancient conflict in 

western culture. between Jew and Egyptian, continues today: Hebrew word-worship 

versus pagan imagism, the great unseen versus the glorious thing" ( S e d  61). In this 

new cultural dispensation of what Alexander Trocchi calls "transcategoncai inspiration" 

(irrvisihk 199, it is the musician who is most opportunely situated : "1 pity the poet or 

novelist in this age of mas media," Paglia opines, "but my envy is fiank and unconcealed 

for //te rnnsic~an, who is able to affect the audience with emotional directness, a pre- 

rationai manipulation of the nerves" (Sex, Art 1 16). "No art form," she correctly 

observes, "not even Greek tragedy in Athens Theatre of Dionysus, ever gave hl1 voice to 

the Dionysian until . . . rock and roll" (106). "Your view of society / screws up my mind 

like you'll never know / lead me away, corne inside, see my mind / in kaleidoscope," waiis 

glam-rocker Steve Harley of Cockney Rebel correspondingiy on his existentid epic, 

"Sebastian," before finally dissolving his narrative into the gibberish of rnadness. 

The sutter-dandy, drawn by this potent new opportunity to ply his subversive, 

rhetorical art, infiltrates a media-driven, equal-access culture where, as Andy Warhol 

hmously hypothesizes, everyone can be a star (for at least 15 minutes) in order 

sensationally to snatch defeat fkom the jaws of victory, and act out his sinplar version of 

the de.vtr~rc/z~ra/t-st spiral in a manner which, in its over-the-top marner, often verges on 

camp. ' This Mille(r)narrian praxis is perhaps best described by punk rocker and novelist 

Richard Hell, who theorizes that the essence of being a rock and roller is that 'you can 

create your own world . . . in spite of what everybody else thinks." An originator of such 

çutter-dandyish punk fashion statements as tom t-shirts held together by safety pins, Hell 

contends that contentious modes of dress which open one to ridicule and perhaps even 

physical danger are acts of courage: "It's saying, '1 don't give a fuck if somebody says I'm 

a jerk; I'm deliberately removing myself fiom them."' This paradoxical ascesis of inverse 

elitisrn. he  says, actually informs the more revolutionary democratic notion that rock and 



roll ultimately posits; namely, "that if you amass the courage that is necessary, you can 

cornpletely invent yourself You can be your own hero, and once everybody is their own 

hero, then everybody is gonna be able to comrnunicate with each other on a real basis 

rather than a hand-me-down set of societal standards" (italics mine, qtd in Bangs, 

f?s,chotic 264-5). In Hell's view, rock and roll is the art of dreaming while wide awake. 

ROOTS OF THE POP DANDY: ALEISTER CROWLEY - THE BEAST 666 

I have died often enough; died to crrIf-love, t o  stamp- 
collecting, card-playing, first-eâition hoarding, society= 
fluttering, chess-excefling, tiger-hunting, salmon-fishing, 
golf-loafing, woman-bagging, rock-scram bling, ice- 
maze-threading, sight-seeing, power-grasping. I have 
tried the  hashish-Me, the opium-life, the alcohol-life, the 
ether-life, the  heroin-Me; none of them has interfered 
w i t h  any o f  the  other lives. . . . 

-Aleister Crowley 

'The Beast 666' was a n  a p t  appellation f o r  a man who 
defied l imi tat ions and stood every convention o n  i ts 
head. During the first decade o f  th is  century, he Iived 
o u t  the  undercurrent o f  Victorianism, a n d  by the age o f  
30 he  h a d  become what he had  set out t o  be-The King 
of  the Shadow Realm. 

-John Symonds 

M i l e  the manifestation of  the (post)modern gutter-dandy would in the main corne 

fiom its spawning ground in Amenca, in the persons o f  writers such as Henry Miller and 

Jack Kerouac, jazzmen like Charlie Parker and Miles Davis, "The King of  Rock and Roll" 

Elvis Presley, and successors such as Jim Morrison and Lou Reed, it is fiom Britain, the 

country which (ironically enough) produces perhaps the most influentid and successful 

rock band ever--The Beatles-and which generafly establishes a symbiotic relationship with 

Atican-Amencan popular culture through its Anglofied reinterpretations o f  American 

rhythm and blues in the forrn of bands such as The Rolling Stones (named d e r  a Song by 

black American bluesman Muddy Waters), The Animals, Cream, and the early Beatles 

themselves, that we find perhaps the original rock star, the man who first synthesizes The 

Great Subcultural Line of the Assassins, the Free Spirit, Sade, and Nietzsche for mass 



media consumption: Aieister Crowley, the self-prodaimed Beast 666 tiom the Book of  

Reveiations. Crowley's publicly lived out series of personae, his theoreticai insistence on 

his own-and by extension, everyone else's-sovereignty, and concomitant desire to  explore 

every kind o f  limit-experience no matter how extreme or degrading, provides the blueprint 

for the pop gutter-dandy ofthe twentieth century. His experience-book, D i q o f  a D q  

!+terrd ( 1922), with its maxims "Do what thou wilt shail be the whole o f  law" and the less 

familiar but equaily important "Love is the law, love under will," becornes a virtual Rock 

and Roll Bible, generating a flock o f  musical adherents ranging fiom the famous, such as  

David Bowie and Led Zeppelin's Jimrny Page, t o  the more underground and obscure, such 

as Peter Perrett o f  The Only Ones,' Jaz Coleman o f  Killing Joke, R o u  Williams o f  

Christian Death and Genesis P Orridge o f  Psychic TV. Of these types, perhaps the 

motivation o f  Bowie, as outlined by biographers Henry Edwards and Tony Zanetta, is 

ty~ical :  the singer "forged a link between Crowley7s concepts and his own bnef flirtation 

with Tibetan Buddhism dunng the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~ "  they write. "Buddhist doctrine enabled one to 

transcend one's reality; Crowley enabied one not only to transcend that reaiity. but to 

control the universe in the process" (3 1 5). 

The following passage from the Lliary, in which Crowley appears thinly-veiled under 

the name "King Lamus" (the name typifjnng his obsession with the notion o f  sovereignty 

that so attracts Bowie and many other CrowIeyites), exemplifies his importance as a key 

conduit of the previously examined destnîctwufist practices found d o n g  The Great 

Subculture7s lefi-hand path. Lamus's experientiai philosophy-an ascesis which includes a 

heady mix of polymorphic semai experimentation, dmgs (cocaïne and heroin), and 

asceticism (the last not taken much notice of, alas, by many o f  the previously noted 

adherents)--we are informed, "forces one t o  corne to . . . the point of  death," a bit- 

experiemv, in Foucauldian terms, wherein "the whole of life is reviewed in perspective, 

and its meaning seized. But instead o f  being snatched away to face the unknown, as in the 

case of death, one has the opportunity and the necessity to take up the old life tiom the 

point at which one left off, with a clear apprehension of the past which determines the 

hture" (324). In Crowleyanity, one is bom-again as the sovereign o f  one's existence in 

which "Thou hast no nght but to do  thy will" (325). And, while his own exploits are in 



and of themselves worthy of a separate study, it is Crowley in this role as a major 

contemporary theoretician of destruc~ralism whom 1 wish to focus upon here. 

THE SUPREME AND HOLY KING 

I am the Devil who has overcome polarity by having 
looked Cod in the eye and found the inner truth. 1 am 
from a world which foundcred a mi lknnia ago and I 
have wnt ten the scripts for the fimt pemon to  read these 
lines, For 1 am the last o f  a self-destroying culture 
which has left a message for the first individual o f  a new 
culture to arise. 

-Baphomet, The L@t O f H e l .  

And I believe in the Serpent 
and the Lion, Mystery 
o f  Mystery, in his name 
Rapkomet, And 1 believe in 
one Gnostic Catholic 
Church o f  Light, Love and 
Liberty, the Word o f  whose 
Law is THELEMA. 

Juan Garcia Ponce writes that, in '/he Baphomer, Pierre Klossowski creates a medium 

wherein "everything is a spectacle, and where language allows the creation of a senes of 

images that can be admired by listening to that language." Ponce elaborates that in this 

realm of spectacle, "anything can happen if language is capable of makifig it visible, and 

indeed, anything will happen until a new gnosis is created, a new forrn of knowledge that 

is in tàct spectacle and as such offers itself to us" (xvi-xvii). Just such a "magickal" project 

is indeed put into real-life praxis by Crowley. who counted among his polyrnorphous 

personae the title of "Baphomet, the Supreme and Holy King of Ireland, Iona, and al1 the 

Britains that are in the Sanctuary of the Gnosis." conferreci on him in 1912 by the Ordo 

ïémpli Orieraiis or O.T.O., an occult society founded in Germany in the early stages of the 

twentieth century which claimed a loose mystical limage with the medieval mystics such 

as the Brethren of the Free Spirit and the Assassins of Rashid al-din Sinan3 The 

Baphomet is "The Self-RecogniUng G o d  who unites al1 binary polarities: "He embodies 



the two aspects o f  a single face which simultaneously penetrate and inters- one another, 

always taking on new fonn like the reflection in a kaleidoscope" (Akron 1 1). Aithough, as 

part of this praxis of persona-shifting, Crowley had aspirations to being a great poet and 

noveiist, he actually and more importantly forrns a break with the previous literary line of  

JListn~ct~frafist gutter-dandies to embrace fùlly the notion of a life lived out in public view 

as a subversive spectacle, a work of art: for Crowley, literary output takes second place to 

public image. What eventudly becomes the hipster credo of the rock lifestyle, "sex, dnigs, 

and rock and roll," is intensely lived out by Crowley-reportedly a mode1 for Huysmans' 

über-dandy Des Esseintes--as an ascesis. Correctly describing him "a famous dmg fiend 

who had an enorrnous influence on rock 'n' roll," Simon Reynolds also notes that being 

"pharmaceutically indulgent, sexually charismatic and promiscuously polysexual," Crowley 

himself "was a rock star before the fact" ( 127). 

More specifically, while they may have appreciated his overall dictate "Do What Thou 

Wilt Shall Be The Whole Of The Law" (an update o f  Rashid al-din Sinan's "Nothing 1s 

Tme; Everything 1s Perrnitted ) as a kind of "do your own thing" ideal, the hippies of the 

1960s, the period when rock and roll tmly becarne a world-wide cultural force, and their 

previously-noted philosophy of "getting back to the garden" (a line fiorn Joni Mitchell's 

"Woodstock" ), an evocation of the notion of a benign, Edenic Rousseauian brotherhood 

peacefully existing outside of the hierarchical shackles of society ("t'm gonna camp out on 

the land / I'm sonna try to çet my sou1 fie"), are actudly in conflict with CrowIey's own 

Sadean view of "doing one's will" as a calculated, transgressive foray into the omnipresent 

dangers of chthonian reality in which one pits the possibility of seizing power against the 

real possibility o f  being wiped out forever. For Crowley, "enlightenrnent" is dependent 

upon the ability t o  ritually access the "beast" or "monster" in onemlf through inversion, as 

evidenced in his maxirn, "1 wrenched DOG backwards to find GOD; now GOD barks" 

(qtd in Parfrey, "Lycanthropy" 2 1 ). This maxim, w-rites Adam Pa&ey, is in part a 

reference to "the seeking of dishonor and the crawling through the abyss to break through 

to illumination" (2 l) ,  a theme that is echoed later in the Velvet Underground's "Waiting 

For The Man" and "Heroin." Crowley's philosophy has been both consciously and 

unconsciously seized upon by many of the most transgressive jazz and rock stars, gutter- 



dandies such as Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, Jim Momson and Lou Reed, al1 for whom a 

Rousseauian version of society is repellent (Reynolds 1 27). For Crowley (as for Georges 

Bataille), what is uncovered when man's societai bonds are stripped away is not a levelled 

form of benign equality, but the "genius" of the sovereign, animal self: The Beast . Such 

contact with Dionysus, however, is never to be engaged in lightly or in an unthinking 

manner. as is epitornized in Crowiey's aforementioned Sadean credo "Love is the law, 

love under wiil." 

STAR POWER 

Every man and every woman is a star. You, being a 
man, are therefore a star. The sou1 of a star is wbat we 
cal1 genius. This fact is obscured by either the moral 
complexes which enmesb it, or lack of adequate 
machinery to express it. 

-Aleister Crowley 

Everybody is  a star / I can feel it, when you shine on me. 
Everybody is a star / One big circle going round and 
round 

-Sly and the Family Stone 

tn theory and in practice, the theme of sovereignty emerges as the key to Crowley's life 

and work, which he attempts to &se into a singdar, intentiond work of art. As will both 

Miles Davis and Lou Reed many years later, Crowley rejects his bourgeois roots, 

induding his family's fanatical brand of Christianity and a "childhood Iistening to 

statements about the will of God," statements which he found went against his own innate 

desire for persona1 power expressed through action. In response, he deveiops a philosophy 

of fieewill based partly on the thought of the philosopher Fichte, who stresses that "as 

soon as man launches himself into action, h e  becomes conscious of his &dom-a 

tieedom that eludes him while he contents hirnself with mere thinking" (Wilson 165). In 

this effort to create a new gnosis, Crowley's magick subordinates language to action: it is 

in the oc/ of doing one's will that one discovers true tieedom, and words, while not 

unimportant, are only part of the entire mechanism necessariiy leading to experience. In 

his Magick i,i ïheory and P ~ i c e ,  a rhetorical cail for and guide to transgressive limit- 



experience, Crowley contends that "al1 discussions upon philosophy are necessarily stenle, 

since truth is beyond language. They are, however, usehl if carrieci far enough . . . to the 

point when it becomes apparent that al1 arguments are arguments in a circle" (6), a remark 

which finds correspondence in Bataille's previously cited assertion that the final result of 

a!l philosophical speculation should be a burst of laughter. 

Crowleyanity's miIlennial gnosis for seizing power is thus baseci on what he cails "the 

Formula of I.A.O.," a three-stage process which is his version of the gutter-dandy's 

divstrrctlrraiist spiral. "t," he explains, "is Isis, Nature, ruined by A, Adophis the 

Destroyer, and restored to life by the Redeemer Osiris" (Musc& 28). Or to fiame it in 

deslmciwalist ternis: fiom the "naturat" (societal) self and its worldly ties and irnposed 

inhibitions to the locus of power in the the non-self (the void), and then back to  the self, 

now newly reconstituted as an intentional, "willed7' work of  art. This process is described 

by Trocchi-one of Crowley's most direct philosophical descendents-as an ascesis in 

which one rnust first "arrive at a point where he is entirely alone and the extemal world is 

rnerely an incoherent and contradictory mass of  detail," and then "begin at the beginning 

and build al1 over again his whole world structure" (I~wisihle 2 19). In this spiraling 

(re)constmctive process. the original condition "is not restored," says Crowley, but 

instead, "a new and superior condition is created, a condition only rendered possible by 

the process of death" (Magick 29). Anticipating the muscial and theatrical motifs of  pop 

dandies like ~Wles Davis, Jim Morrison, Mawin Gaye and Lou Reed, Crowley suggests 

that this process may be enacted in the fonn of an imagistic self-spectacle consisting of 

Ï-obing yourself as a king, slaying yourself, and risinç from that death to the Knowledge 

and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel" (30). Through the clestn~cturaiism of the 

1. A.O., then, one achieves throuçh loss enLIGHTenment: the "preeminence" and 

"exorbitant incandesence of being" of the star. 

The threefold spiral I.A.O. Crowley likens to aichemy: like the alchemist, the magician 

or occultist "is to take a dead thing, impure, valueless, and powerless" (in this case the 

stupefied self caught like a fly in the web of  the material world), and "transform it into a 

live thing, active, invaluable and thaumaturgic . . . , a vital and powerful being of  truth and 

beauty" (1  85-6). This notion is ais0 outlined by Situationist author Raoul Vaneigem in a 



prescriptive chapter called "Outline for an Alchemy of  the Self," fiorn his study o f  

millenarianism, The Muvernent of the F'ee Spfrit. For Vaneigem, as for Crowley, men 

and women are led away fiom the path of authentic existence by a world which dernands 

that the deadening dictates o f  "surviva17' take precedence at al1 times over  creativity and 

passion. "The idea of vitality also makes no sense if the fears acwmpanying the 

preoccupations o f  su~val-f inding enough money o r  credit t o  get food, clothing and a 

place to live--do not give way to  a dialectic of life, to the demands of desires rooted in the 

heart, t o  an existence that reveals its uniqueness," Vaneigem argues (247). In the world 

of s u ~ v a l ,  the process whereby "everyone, wi t hout exception, is an alchernist. distilling 

his own substance at every moment, " is finaily inverted and compted :  "the best becomes 

the worst, creativity becomes work, the richness o f  being dwindles into possession. . . ." 

To break the bonds o f  survival, it is necessary for the individuai t o  enact a powerfU1 

Dionysian "t reatment" which "uses alchemy to  rid life of the effects of s u ~ v a l ,  radically 

remaking the human from what is most human: narnely the search for pleasure7' (247-8). 

In 71tc Revohtion of Kveryday I,fle, Vaneigem envisions this form o f  destmctz~ra~ist 

therapy as an initially individualistic, creative experience where personal contact with the 

transformative mafer~uprima of t m e  nature initiates a process that in its latter stages 

tlows back outwards, toward society: "What marveis of  energy must be  expected fiom the 

qualitative shock waves and c h a h  reactions that will occur when the spirit o f  &dom still 

alive in the individual reemerges in collective form to  celebrate the great social fète, with 

its joyfûl breaking o f  al1 taboos," he  enthuses (199). To  "get back t o  nature," then, for 

thinkers like Crowley and Vaneigem, is t o  locate the sovereign "beast" within and learn 

how to let him roar in public. 

ELVIS PRESLEY: KlNG OF ROCK AND ROLE 

M y  mission is, in short, to bring everyone to the 
realization and enjoyment of his own kingship. . . . In 
the New Aeon, each man will be a king. 

-Aleister Crowley 

This is the mystery of  democracy, that its richest fruits 
spring up out of  soils which no man has prepared and in 



circumstances where they are least expected, 

-Woodrow Wilson 

Crawley's thinking also corresponds to  the paradoxicai version o f  democratic elitisrn 

previously examined in the work of  Henry Miller, a notion which now begins to  take root 

wit hin the arena o f  popular culture. Crowley believed his Book of the lm, with its 

elevation o f  the concept o f  "thelema" (literally, %d" ) t o  the highest o f  human fùnctions, 

to be the foundation upon which a new society could be built, a "new age" ~ o m r n e n c e d . ~  

Crowleyanity's "main ethicai principle," he writes, 

is that each human being has his own definite object in life. 
He has every right t o  fùlfill this purpose, and none to d o  
anything else. It is the business of the community to help 
each of its members to  achieve this aim; in consequence al1 
rules should be made, and ail questions of policy decided, by 
the application of this principle t o  the circumstances. We 
have thus made a clean sweep o f  al1 the rough and ready 
codes of convention which have characterized past 
civilizations. . . . Their authority rested on definitions o f  
right and wronç which were untenable. As soon as 
Nietzsche and others demonstrated that fact, they lost their 
validity. . . . Nothing can save the world but the universal 
acceptance o f  the Law o f  Thelema [which] adrnits that each 
rnernber o f  the human race is unique, sovereign, and 
responsible only to hirnself. In this way it is the logical 
climax of the idea of democracy. Yet at the same time it is 
the climax o f  aristocracy by asserting each individual equaily 
to  be  the center of the universe.' (CotIfessiotw 848-9) 

The Law of Thelema, Crowley çoes on  to explain with great perspicacity, "no doubt will 

be resented by al1 those who like to interfere with other people's business," as it sanctions 

al1 i ndividual idiosyncrasies of self presentation and expression. Sexuality in particular 

needs t o  be un-repressed: "Mankind must learn that the sexud instinct is in its true nature 

ennobting," he declares, bringing to mind Bataille's assertion that it is the animal in man 

who is sovereign, that "sexuality, thought of  a s  filthy o r  beastly, is still the g e a t e a  barrier 

to the reduction o f  man t o  the level o f  the thing" (fiotism 1 58). 

The notion o f  the individual Crowley espouses here is labelled by Foucault a s  le roi 

ami-roi. an a~îi-Ewopea~t creed designed t o  challenge the repressive culture Crowley had 



grown up despising. Unsurprisingly, then, the philosophy first blossoms in Arnerica: we 

need look no fùrther than to  the case of the archetypa1 Dionysian rock and roll rebel, hip- 

swinginç, Li p-curling peacock Elvis Presley, an American hillbilly-dandy who discovered 

his "tme will" and went on  to  becorne "The King of Rock and Roll"- to see the 

Crowleyan version of alchemy put into praxis. 

"To anyone who was dive  at the time," writes Peter Guralnick of the emergence of 

Presley was, and remains, a tmly revolutionary force. 
Country singer Bob Luman. . . described . . . w k t  rnight 
almost be considered a typical first reaction. 'This cat came 
out in red pants and a green coat and a pink shirt and socks, 
and he had this sneer on his face and he stood behind the 
mike for five minutes, 1'11 bet, before he made a move. 
Then he hit a guitar lick, and broke two strings . . . So 
there he was, these two strings dangling, and he hadn't done 
anything yet . . . and then he started to move his hips real 
slow, like he had a thing for his guitar. That was Elvis 
Presley when he was nineteen . . . He made chills run up my 
back, man, like when your hair starts grabbing at your 
collar. ' (Ibllirîg 23). 

Presiey's revolutionary spectacle of self, then, posits a form of sovereignty available to 

everyone, based as it is not on power conferred from the vrt~side (the privileges of  birth), 

but o n  the individual act of will in dt.stn~cfîiring the "given," imposed self, locating one's 

'$enius" and then reemerging as a ''star" (for Crowley, as we have seen, one's Dionysian 

star qudity is luminious, the materia prima of the self unfettered by imposed Apollonian 

restraints 6 ) .  ''AS a poor white Southern boy, Elvis created a personal culture out of  the 

hillbilIy world that was his as a given," Greil Marcus explains. "Ultimately, he made that 

personal culture public in such an explosive way that he transformed not only his own 

culture, but Arnerica's" (My-sfery 129). Guralnick's description of Presley illuminates 

Vaneigem ' s contention t hat creativity, though equally distnbuted to ail, in the current 

order only finds direct, spontaneous expression on specific occasions. Such epiphanic 

expressions are "prerevolutionary moments, the source o f  the poetry that changes life and 

transfomis the world, and most importantly, are expressed in a gesture, an attitude, 

perhaps merely a word, ail of which may suffice to show that poetry's chance is at hand 



(Re v o i i k m  1 96-7). 

These incendiary signifies are seen, for instance, in Elvis's very stance-Ais peacock 

clothing, his curled lip sneer, his swinging hips-as well as heard in his unleashed rock and 

roll. Speaking o f  the recording studios where Presley cut his classic recordings like 

"Good Rockin' Tonight," Lester Bangs observes that "Sun Records at its peak was like 

punk rock a t  its best, the premise and principle o f  Arnerican dernocracy brought nght back 

home: 1 / you can do it too. Anybody can do  it. Al1 it takes is the spirit and a ton of  gail" 

(l?sychoric 326). Presley's spectacular stardom in fact fùnctions doubly as both an 

individual assertion of  sovereiçnty and a mass invitation to ward sovereignty-his is 

Foucault's Iimit-affifrrde in praxis. "Elvis takes his strength ftom the liberating arrogance, 

pride, and the claim to be unique that grow out o f  a rich and cornmonplace understanding 

of what 'dernocracy' and 'equaiity' are al1 about," Marcus writes. "No man is better than 

1 am" (Mystery 175). Yet paradoxically, at the same time as he is claiming his kingship, 

Elvis "takes his strength as well fiom the hurnility, the piety, and the open, self-effacing 

good humor that spnng from the same source, encompassinç the opposite pole of self: 1 

am bet ter t han no man" ( 1 75). Presley's initial Dionysian presentation, fiom his clothing 

to his physical gestures to his lyrïcs, a re  rooted in the pleasures available in the present: 

the idea that right here, right now, cm be heaven if we demand it ("Have you heard the 

news? / there's good rockin' tonight"). As such, he becomes the living embodiment of  

Vaneigern's democratic hedonistic credo: "1 want to exchange nothing-not for a thing, 

not for the past, not for the tùture. 1 want t o  live intensely, for myself, grasping every 

pleasure firm in the knowledge that what is radicaliy good for me will be good for 

everyone" (Revolrr~iorr 1 16). Thus, Elvis's rhetorical cal1 to pleasure: "Have you heard the 

news. . . .?" 

Moreover. it is by the paradoxical meation and yoking o f  the poles of hiph and low 

wilhin pnptdar mittire! itseythat Elvis, as well as many of the more self-consciously 

revolutionary gutter-dandies that follow in his wake, cultivates a strong element of camp's 

"failed seriousness." Presley's most powerfiil moments, Marcus observes, stem ftom "an 

overwhelming outburst of real emotion and power, combined with a fine refitsal to take 

himself with any seriousness at d l . "  This destrrrcficra/k~ process o f  "finding that power 



wit hin himself, and making it real," Marcus contends, "was part of  the liberation he was 

working out in his music; standing off fiom that power with a broad sense of  humor and 

amusement, was another" (Mystery 162). Such a limit-attitude dovetails with Susan 

Sontag's contention that camp "involves a new, more cornplex relation to 'the serious"' 

wherein one can be equally "serious about the fnvolous, fnvolous about the serious," a 

notion that also lies at the heart of the %ex, dmgs, and rock and roll" ethos (288). 

Presley's paradoxically potent, yet self-mocking, brand o f  kingship as defined by Marcus 

thus advances Crowiey's "theiemicn society o f  masters without siaves, an intuitive 

recognition of  the idea that "to proclaim oneself God is t o  fatally inherit his fie, or, if you 

prefer, his authoritarian tmth," and that in the process o f  personal alchemy, "the stuff of 

deified being is made not of metal, but consists merely o f  power whose leadened weight 

has been gilt with the superficial brilliance of fieedom" (Vaneigem, Movernerrt 246). A 

true sovereign, then, declines the ultimately servile responsibility of mIing over others; he 

is le roi ami-roi, a King at odds with the notion of  Kingship. This "camp" consciousness 

goes beyond a binary "either/or" divide and achieves Deleuze and Guattari's "disjunctive 

synthesis" wherein the Other is known to be the Sarne yet at the same tirne remains 

distinct tiom it. /+er dig~rtrctior~: Elvis as Rock King and hillbilly, not eithedor, but either 

. . . or  . . . or. . . . Me's the King, yet he's one o f  the people; he's Divine, yet he's dirt. 

And a wholesome movie star . . . leather-clad punk . . . Las Vegas entertainer. The King 

o f l i r x k  ami Ilufr.' "This is free disjunction; the differential positions persist in their 

entirety, they even take o n  a fiee quality, but they are al1 inhabited by a faceless and 

transpositional subject" (Deleuze and Guattari, Arrti-Uedipus 78). lf camp is, as Philip 

Core contends (via Cocteau), a lie t h  t d s  the tmth (9), then here is its essence: fictional 

personae are dl in one sense "lies," "daemonized" Apollonian constructions which fiarne 

projections of  the truth, the chaos of true nature. " There is no-being in the outennost 

Abyss," Crowley wiites, "but constant forrns come forth fiom the nothingness of  it" (qtd 

in Symonds 1 19). 

Presley, then, fits Henry Miller's description o f  the monster as beinç "not hideous, but 

prodigious," as a polymorp hous haecceity emanating evershifling images of itsetf, 

upsettinç "the nom,  the balance," of  circumscribed, everyday reality, disrupting its 



superimposed limits, its preforrnatted boundaries of being (7Ïme 3 1). In America, a 

country -'made out of a clash of languages and regions and religions," explains Marcus, 

the open-ended notion of what it is to be Arnerican ofien gives way to reactionary forces 

of both lefi and right wing persuasions who hunger for "a nice, neat definition." The 

pretàb dots of identity politics, where the subject is provided with an identity whose 

boundaries must be strîctly respected and protecteà, are offered as  a safer alternative to 

authentic self-creation on the level of both self and society; "Now we ask," Marcus 

observes, "what does it mean to be a biack Arnerican? A white Southern American? An 

Italian American? A Jewish American?" The "relatively cornfortable" parameters of 

questions such as these, however, are "blow[n] apart" by an encounter with a 

destrz~c~nralisr monster like the rhizomatic Elvis, whose prodigality throws al1 categories 

into question (De& 30). Presley, Marcus continues, 

was too big, too cornplex, too much for any of us to quite 
take in, to see al1 at once, to understand. He was too 
big . . . for us to incorporate into ourseives. He confounds 
us. Like Medusa, you can't look at hirn head on, So we 
look sideways. From one angle, we see the young man who 
untangled and rewove the strands of Amencan identity with 
'Good Rockin' T o ~ ç h t  '; From another angle, we hear that 
same young man deciare Kay Starr his favorite fernale 
singer insisting, in not so many words, that such an image of 
American identity, fixed and sterile, will do just fine. We 
may not be cornfortable with such a contradiction, but what 
we're truly uncornfortable with, 1 think, is bigger still: the 
possibility that this is no contradiction at alLa (M 28) 

Ultimately, an American public that had fallen under the rhetorical cail of the wild, sung by 

the man they cal1 King, followed hirn into a Jestnictwa/isf spiral which is ongoing, 

recallinç Sade's drearn in Justirw of creating an artwork which would continue to disturb 

the order of things long &er his death. A des~ntctttralisr culture bomb, Presley initially 

liquifies "the symbols that America had put together," Marcus contends. "As his career 

went on," however, inevitable Apollonian re-formation takes place and 

those syrnbols regained their shape, and surrounded him, 
trapped him, made it hard for us to see him at dl, made it 
nearly impossible to see hirn as anything more than a simple 
symbol of dl the other syrnbols. But the grain of his voice 



remained-that element in his v o i e  that rubbed against, that 
rubbed raw, so much that we had taken for granted, as 
finished and seaied. That element told its own story: it 
changed, it disappeared, it reappeared, it kept making 
syrnbols, submitting to old syrnbols, then casting them off. 
And we can still hear it happen- Today, we did. (Deud 3 8) 

On some level, Presley seerns to  have been aware of the inner workings of his own 

revolutionary rcdefinition of kingship; his ascendence fùnctions as an example of 

Crawley's Thelemic law: the harnessing of one's lrue will. Elvis belongs in the 

~enealoçical line of The Great Subculture, Marcus argues, "because h e  was . .. conscious. 

He knew what he was doing. If he redefined what it means to be American, it was because 

he rneant to. He wanted change. He wanted to confùse, to disrupt, to tear it up. He was 

not, in any important manner, a folk artist . . . he was not an exemplar of 'the people.'" 

Prestey's rhetorical art isn't lirnited to music; instead. his music is part of  an overall 

persona1 style imbued with revolutionary potential: "Watch hm as  he first appeared on 

television in 1 956, watch the way he moves, what he says, how he says it: the willfùlness, 

the purpose, is unmistakable," writes Marcus, who sees in the very being of Elvis "a 

performance, not of  what it means to be American--to be a creature of history, the 

inheritor of certain crimes, wars, ideas, landscapes--but rather a presentation, an acting 

out, a fantasy of what the deepest and most extreme possibilities and dangers of our 

national identity are" (Dead 3 1). 

King Elvis, then, is also the Anti-King, whose spectacular and contradictory self 

presentation constitutes a form of cultural contestation which, instead of denying 

existences o r  values, "cames them al1 to their limits . . . to the empty core where being 

achieves its limit and where limit defines being" (Foucault, Laquage 36). Most 

importantiy, h e  helps to  create a new cultural space where the democratization of the 

individual journey toward sovereignty is initiateci, a place where one's own elevation 

doesn't automaticafly necessitate the oppression ofothers, a move away from the "retro- 

version" o f  the Sadean style of sovereignty identified by Foucault. "Popular culture has 

the fùnction of purging politics of  many of its potential demagogues," Paglia theorizes. 

"Elvis PresIey, an enormously charismatic ligure, was able to  build his empire in the 



politically neutral realrn of pop culture. . . . Today, you have other ways for 

extraordinady charismatic peopte to create their worlds. There are other ways t o  mle the 

universe. Before popular culture, the only realm that allowed that kind of power o f  

personaIity was politics" ("S he Wants" 50). 

STAGOLEE: SOVERElGN COOL AND THE BLACK CUTTER-DANDY 

1 named m y  son Mal ik Nkrumah Staggerlee We..He's 
named after his brother on the biock, tike al1 his 
brothers and sisters of f  the b lock  Stagger lee. 
Staggerlee is Malcolm X before he k a m e  politicaüy 
conscious. Livin' in the hoodlum world. 1 guess 1 lived a 
little b i t  o f  Staggerlee's life too, hem and thcre. That's 
where it's at. You move yourself up  from a lower level 
to a higher IeveLThat's life. A n d  alI the litt le 
Staggerlees, a lot o f  em. Mil l ions o f  'cm, know what 1 
mean? A n d  so 1 named that brother, my litt le boy, 
Staggerlee, because... that's what his name is. 

-Black Panther Party President Bobby Seale 

In the ghetto. . . your ranking system ain't based on 
what you got, because you ain't got nothing. It's based 
on who you are. Now, the whole idea o f  who you are 
cornes from what little you got and how rcsourceful you 
are at making it into something. That's why you see a11 
those sneakers when you go to New York City. You'll 
never see so many sneaker stores anywhere else. Why? 
Because the k i d s  don't have cais, so their cars are their 
sneakers. 

-"Gangstaw Rapper Ice T 

Generalizations, of course, are by definition inaccurate, but nevertheless it seems safe 

to Say that whatever his own contribution to it, Elvis Presley has also served as a cross- 

cultural-conduit for a sensibility and praxis closely correspondent to the Crowleyan 

notions of sovereignty examined here, narnely the Afiican-American posture of  cool ço 

enamoured of by white American writers fiom Jack Kerouac to Norman Mailer: as 

Afkican-American culture analyst Donnell Alexander writes, "lt wasn't until Elvis that cool 

was brought down fiom Olympus (or Memphis) t o  majority white culture" (52). 1 have 



already exarnined the notion of "The White Negro" hipster and the Beat infatuation with 

jazz in earlier chapters, but perhaps the most crucial manifestation ofThe Great 

SubcuIture in the twentieth century is to be found not fiom without but fiom withirr 

African-American culture (with side trips to Jamaica) itself 

What might be called the uscesis of cool in Afio-American culture hnctions, as 

Alexander explains, as a form of inverse exaltation: literaily, "Making a dollar out of 15 

cents" (52)' an inversion which lies at its very core as a creative response to the dire 

situation of a people in slavery. The Mo-American alchernical praxis of cool came about, 

Alexander continues, 

when the first plantation nigga figured out how to make 
animal innards-massa's garbage, hog maws and 
chitlins--taste good enough to eat. That inclination--to 
make something out of nothing and then to make that 
something special-articulated itself first in the work chants 
that slaves sang in the field and then in the hymns that rose 
out of their churches. It would later reveai itself in the 
music made fiom cast-off civil war instruments (jazz); 
physical exercise turned to public spectacle (sports); and 
streetlife-styling, from pimp's silky handshakes to the 
corner crack dealer's baggy-pants. (52) 

White culture theorists such as Dick Hebdiçe, corning fiom a more traditionaily liberal 

academic viewpoint, have tended to see in the views of white subculturai figures like 

Mailer and Kerouac a romanticization of the "Black Man" as a mythologicai inhabitant of 

"another order. . . a beautitùlly intricate system in which the values, norrns and 

conventions of the straight world were inverted (54), a closer examination of 

Afio-American culture reveais that such an order is not merely myth, but reaiity. 

Hebdiçe's depiction ofa mythological black realm of inverse exaltation envisioned by 

white hipsters, a subculture where "work was insignificant, irrelevant; vanity and 

arrogance were perrnissible, even desirable qualities, and a more furtive and ambiguous 

sense of masculinity could be seen to operate" (54), is in fact a world that iconic black 

subcultural figures such as pimp-turned-writer Iceberg Slim and jazz legends Charlie 

Parker and Miles Davis literally inhabit. "See, 1 can't stand a black man who wants to be 

bourgeois," Davis-ffom a bourgeois background himself-tellingly opines. "That's a pitifùl 



condition to be in" (Kent 274). Davis thus undertakes a d e s t r u d u r a k s ~  praxis, becoming 

a street-level heroin addict and a pimp before going on to  attain stardom, and then 

continuing to follow the spiral, breaking down and reconstructing both his music and his 

imaçe (the two in actuality inseparable) a number o f  times. 

Davis's characteristic attitude toward black cool is rooted in the history of 

Afncan-American slavery, where an inter-racial divide opens up in black responses to 

white oppression. "At the historical core of black lives in this country is a clear 

understanding that deviation fiom society's assigned limitations resuits in punitive 

sanctions: lynching, hunger, homelessness," Alexander contends: "lt's where the 

shoeshine-boy reflex to grin and bear it was born" (53). While those such as Mailer and 

Kerouac, then, couid theonze a very real, tangible black cool and even partake in its 

attitudes, it must be kept in mind that for blacks themselves, the stakes were much higher, 

that "black rebellion in America from slave days onward was never based on abstract, 

existential çrounds," but on the lived experience o f  oppression and marginalization (53). 

Among blacks themselves, the options were (and are) s e ~ l i t y  o r  sovereignty, co-opiaîion 

or whrlliurl. For those such as Eldridge Cleaver, who beiieved that Afncan-Americans 

were a kingly race who found themselves forcibly dis-empowered, but who would 

nevertheless persevere and continue the historical spiral back t o  a state of  sovereignty 

("But I would ask you to recall, that before we could corne up from slavery, we had to be 

pulled down from Our t hrone." he writes [ 1 99-91), the choice was clear. Gangsta rapper 

Ice-T illuminates the situation: 

1 dont have a problem with the word "nigger." Early on, it 
was only used as a derogatory term for a black person. You 
had the house niggers and the field niçgers. The house 
nigçer would be the one who was inside making the beds, 
cooking the food, kissing ass. The field nigser was in the 
field, fbckin' shit up. They wouldn't conform. They were the 
real niggers. 1 Wear that term like a badge o f  honor. If some 
square Tom politician is not a nigger, then 1 am a nigger, 
you understand? 1 am not what you want me to be. t'm the 
worst side o f  it. The field niggers are my niggers. (1 04-5) 

This divided response within Afi-ican-Amencan culture to  the reality of white 

domination and dehumanization resuits in a paradigm that cultural theorist Greg Tate calls 



"Stagolee Versus The Proper Negrow9 with Stagolee (variously spelled Staggerlee, Stack 

O Lee, StackerLee, and a-variety of  other mutations), a real-life figure become American 

folkloric myth and back again, equating to Ice-T's "field nigger," and the Proper Negro to  

the "house nigger." The latter archetype's main characteristic is servility, the desire to 

please, the willingness to  accept white society's predeterrnined definition of him; the 

former archetype, in contras& equates to the rebel, the"gangsta," the underlord who [ives 

by his own mies, and dchemically turns an imposed situation of powerlessness into one of 

dory.  The Staggerlee myth revolves around a homicidai encounter between Stagolee and - 
a man named Billy Lyons-also variously cailed Billy the Lion, or Billy the Liar--in a bar 

called The Bucket of  Blood. Stagolee shoots a kneeling Billy through the head for an 

incident ranginç from cheating at cards to spilling sornething on his white Stetson hat (a 

transgression against style that any dandy might appreciate). 

The S tagolee myth, writes Marcus, "is a story that black America has never tired of 

hearing and never stopped living out. Locked in the images of a thousand versions of this 

tale is an archetype that speaks to fantasies o f  casual violence and violent sex, lust and 

hatred, ease and mastery, a fantasy of style and steppin' high. At a deeper level it is a 

fantasy of no-limits for a people who live within a labyrinth of limits everyday of their 

l ives" ( M w e r y  66). As such, the "murderousl y elegant psychopath" S taggerlee, explains 

Simon Reynolds, "is the pre-eminent mode1 for black sovereignty, and as such the 

archetypc that connects Robert Johnson, the Black Panthers, Muhammad Ali, Jimi 

Hendrix, Miles Davis, Sly Stone, and the superfly guys of  the early '70s blacksploitation 

movies," as well as  today's gangsta rappers such as Ice-T and their Jarnaican counterparts, 

t he  "rude boys'' and "ragga" (fiom"raggarnuffin") reggae stars ( 136-7). In 

.4fncan-American culture, such figures corne to constitute a fonn of royalty through the 

alchemical transmutation process of cool: "1 corne fiom k i n g  and queens too, onIy mine 

have . . . names like Howling and Muddy, Bukka and Blind, Leadbelly, Lightning, Big 

Marna and Bessie, Papa Joe and Mississippi Fred," Tate declares, elevating the blues 

singers of black America's past to the status of royalty (67). 

Reynolds's description of  Stagolee as a "murderously elegant psychopath also evokes 

Genet's descriptions of the gutîer-dandy Armand tiom The Thïefs Journal--who, upon 



merely rising From a chair, "reigned over the world," and who possessed "the elegance, 

not of what is cailed manners, but of the manifoid play of attitudes" (221, 222)-and 

Querelle, who attains "perfection" through t h e  act of murder (Querelle 59). tndeed, the 

ascesis of Afican-American cool is cIosely linked to Genet's notion that "the only 

criterion of an act is its elegance" (7hiL.f S 242), the gestures and attitudes which 

accompany it. In the story of Stagolee, the original Ice-man, it is the style of the killing 

that matters, the attirrde with which it is carried out: "Stagger Lee shot Billy, in the 

words of a Johnny Cash song," Marcus explains, 'Ynst tu wafch him die" (italics mine. 

A+s-~ery 66). This same outlook is reflected by Miles Davis: "See, attitude, that's what the 

black man's got. Attitude! The white man wants it so bad, he can't help but be jealous7' 

(Kent 277). Similarly, Ice-T's determination to invert the m&ng of the derogatory term 

"nigger," to Wear it "like a badge of honor," finds correspondence in Genet's 

determination, if he " c a ~ o t  have the most brilliant destiny," instead to embrace "the most 

wretched, not for the purpose of a sterile solitude, but in order to achieve something new 

with such rare matter" (ïltiefs 244). This inverse alcherny, "the finding of the essentiai 

sou1 while being essentialiy lost," Alexander explains, becomes the formula of black cool, 

"which is about turning desire into deed with a surplus of ease" (52). It's not just w h i  

you do, but how you do  it: gutter-dandy style as Foucault's "experience of the 

author-fùnction." Ultimately, the myth of Stagolee-"Nobody's fooi, nobody7s man, 

tougher than the devil and out of God's reach" (Marcus, Mysfery 67)-4s a rhetorical cal1 

to a particularly (Afncan) Amencan democratic version of sovereignty: "The coolness 

construct rnjght tell us otherwise, " Alexander writes, "but we're ail handed the sarne 

basic tools at birth; it7s up to us as individuals to work on our game . . . everybody who 

drops out of their marna has the same capacity to take a shot" (53). l0 

COOL AS ICE 

1 thought, "Sweet" sure bas caught lightning in a 
thimble. H e  came up out of the white man's cotton 
fields. He's pimped himself up to this, He's living high 
in the sky like a black Cod in heaven with the white 
people. Be ain't no Niggtr doctor. He ain't no hot-sheet 
Nigger preacher but he's here. 



-Robert Beck rika Iceberg Slim 

A key notion in the development of black cool is the t e m  "ice," signifjmg what 1 

have previously identified as an "ascesis of apathy," an active application of the will in 

which, for exarnple, one might "make oneself a criminal in order to avoid being evil, as is 

a volcan0 or a member of the police" (de Beauvior 53). One of  the definitive literary 

examples of this appears in the autobiographical experience-book Pimp by Robert Beck 

aka Iceberg Slim in which the author lays bare the inverse exaltation process of Stagolee. 

At age fifteen, Slim relates, 'Y had graduated from high school with a 98.4 average. 

There was a sizabie aiurnni o f  Tuskagee, a Southern Negro college, who insisted upon 

Mama letting them underwrite al1 expenses for my education at their Alma Mater" (4 1). 

Yet despite his intellect and opportunities, Slirn soon finds that, as a black man in the 

America of the early 1930s, there is seemingly only one route to  the kind of sovereignty 

he desires-the path of Stagolee. "It was like the poor chumps had entered a poison horse 

in the Kentucky Derby and were certain they had a cinch winner," Slim relates. "They 

couldn't know they had bet their hearts and blood money on a 'born loser"" (4 1-2). Slim 

quickly squanders his academic potential, finally endinç up in prison for Grand Thefi. 

There, he begins his apprenticeship to the Stagolee's gutter-dandy realm. "lt was there in 

that dormitory that 1 got the insatiable desire to pimp. 1 was a member of a clique that 

talked about nothing but whores and pimping" Slim writes (74). Exposed to such talk, 

Slim soon begins to develop a new, dandified attitude: "1 began to  feel a new slickness 

and hardness" (74). Finally, Slim meets an old convict,"Drag," who initiates what he calls 

his "Degree In Pimping" instilling in him the beginnings of a Sadean "ascesis of apathy," 

involving an "active," Crowleyan application of the Thelemic principle of will: "Always 

remember whether you be sucker or hustler, in the world out there, you've got that vital 

edge if you can iron-clad your feelings," Drag lectures Slim. 

1 picture the human mind as a movie screen. If you're a 
dopey sucker, you'l l just sit and watch al1 kinds of 
mind-wrecking, damn fool movies on that screen, Son, 
there is no reason for anybody to project on that screen 
anything that will worry him or dull that vital edge. After 
d l ,  we are the absolute bosses of that whole theatre and 
show in Our minds. We even write the script. So  always 



write positive, dynamic scripts and show only the best 
movies for you on that screen, whether you are pimp o r  
priest. " (74-5) 

What Blanchot calls in relation to  Sade "the spirit of negation applied to the man who has 

chosen to make himself supreme," resulting in the development o f  "true energy" (67), is 

reinvented here in the street code of  Stagolee. In true Sadean fashion, Drag's narrative 

knctions as a rhetorical cal1 to transgression, infecting Slim with what the latter calls 

"street poisoning" (4 1). Soon, he is dreaming o f  a sovereign, kingiy.existence: "1 would 

see myseif gigantic and powerfûl, like God AImighty," Slim recounts. "My clothes wouid 

glow. My underwear would be rainbow-hued silk petting my skin. My suits were 

spun-gold shot through with precious stones. M y  shoes would be dazziïng silver. The toes 

were as sharp as daggers. Beautifid whores with piteuus eyes groveled at my fëet" (77). 

Later, when he obtains his first prostitute, Slim's dream begins to  becorne reality, and his 

alchernical mutation commences: "It sure was a thrill to  have a young fine bitch humping 

for me," Slim recounts. "1 dabbed a sponge into the box of Sun Glow face powder in the 

glove cornpartment. 1 made my face up into an even, glowing tan. . . . 1 felt the raw 

tendemess of first April winds lashing at the hem of  my white alligator. I felt the birth 

stirrings o f  that poisonous pimp's rapture. I felt powef i l  and beautifil" (1 17)- 

In P h p ,  we see Iceberg Slim liferufi'j inhabiting Hebdige's mythological "Black 

Man's'' realrn o f  inversion that is supposedly the fantasy of people like Kerouac and 

Mailer. WASP liberai-humanist sentiment may stnve to depict such as realm as  a wish- 

hl filment fantasy constructed by disaffected members of  its own race and class--perhaps 

yei mot  her subtle way o f  neutering black culture and maintaining control-yet within 

black culture itself, such a world is indeed tangible: there, the transgressive myth o f  

Stagolee is made flesh. As Alexander explains, "the hard road of getting by on 

metaphorical chitlins kept the sons and daughters o f  Afiica in touch with the worid and 

what it takes to get over in it: People are rnoved, not convinced; things get done, they 

dont just happen." To take on a role then, in the realrn ofAfro-Americm cool, is to /ive 

orri its implications fuily, as "real life doesn't allow for much fionting, as it were" (53). 



SWEET 

'Slim, aP whores bave thing in common just like the 
churnps humping for the white boss. I t  thrills 'em wben 
the pimp makes mistakes. They watch and they wait 
for his downfall. A pimp is the loneliest bastard on 
Earth. He's gotta know his whom. Be can't let them 
know him. He's gotta be Goâ al1 the way.' 

-"SweetW from Pimp 

The ultimate portrait of the black gutter-dandy in P tmp, however, cornes in the forrn of 

SIim7s main teacher, a "super-pimp" narned "Sweet." Slim's description of his first 

sighting of the leçendary Sweet is perhaps the finest literary depiction of Stagolee: 

A gleaming black custom Duesenberg eased into the curb in 
fiont of me. A huge stud was sittinç in the back seat. He 
had an ocelot in his lap dozing against his chest. The cat 
was wearing a stone-studded collar A gold chain was 
strung to it. He was sitting between two spectacular 
high-yellow whores. His diamonds were blazing under the 
Street lipht. Three gorgeous white whores were in the front 
seat. He looked exactly like Bons Karloff in black-face. 1 
couldn't believe what 1 saw. This was only 
nineteen-t hirty-eight . Those Duesenbergs cost a fortune. 
He must have been the only black pimp in the country that 
owned one. My peepers 'jacked off just watching him and 
those hiçh-powered whores. It was as exciting as maybe 
watching Christ make his encore. (1 1 8- 1 1 9 )  

As seen in the previous chapter, the gutter-dandy's presentation of the self as spectacle 

functions as a tool of conversion: here, as çutter-sage, Sweet's spectacular image makes a 

"convert" of the neophyte Slim, whose perception of the world qua w d d  is altered 

permanently by this sovereign, stoically cool figure. "1 sat there studying 'Sweet,'" Slim 

marvels. "He had to be six feet six. His face was like a black steel mask. Not a flicker of 

emotion played over it. He kept smashing the heels of his brute-sized hands together like 

he was crushing an invisible throat" (120). As the living embodiment of Stagolee, Sweet 

exists at the limits of society; by "breaking al1 the niles," he "escapes the fate assigned to 

blacks (servitude, anonymity, death) by a white society, and wins it dl: women, drugs, 

wealth" (Reynolds 137). This transgessive criminai ascesis "fÙnctions as a potent 

metaphor for black pop rebels because it signifies total possibility," along with a dark 



underside o f  "solipsism, psychosis, a Sadeian indifference to  others' right to exist" 

(Reynolds 13 7). 

Indeed, it is a Sadean styled ascesis of apathy that is Sweet's main "lesson" as  he 

attempts to tum Siim into his "protégé." T m  gonna watch how you handle yourself," 

Sweet tells Slim. "You gotta be icy; understand, Kid, icy, icy? You gotta stop that 

grinning. Freeze your 'map' and keep it that way" (162). Later, Sweet divulges the 

"book" of pimping to Slim, describing the original black pimps as  an organized sub- 

culture, the first Afro-Americans t o  West any kind of power away fkom the white man: 

There are thousands o f  Niggers in this country who think 
they're pimps. . . . There ain't more than six o f  'em who 
are hip to and pimp by the book. You won't find it in the 
square-Nigger o r  white history books. The truth is that 
book was wt+tten in the skulls of proud siick niggers k d  
fiom slavery. They wasn't lazy. They was puking sick of 
picking white man's Cotton and kissing bis nasty ass. . . . 
They went t o  the cities. They got hip fast. . . . Those first 
nigger pimps started hipping [black women] t o  the gold 
mines between their legs. They hipped them to stick out 
their mitts for the white man's scratch. The first Nigger 
pimps and sure-shot garnblers was the only Nigger big shots 
in the country. 

They wore fine threads and had blooded horses. Those 
pimps was biack geniuses. They w o t e  that skull book on 
pimping. . . . You gotta pimp by the rules of that pimp 
book those noble studs wrote a hundred years ago. When 
you look in a mirror you gotta know that coid-hearted 
bastard Iooking at  you is real. ( 194-6) 

Here, we see Ice-T's previous inter-racial divide between the square blacks, the "house 

niggers," who play by the white man's rules ("Square-ass Niggers will try to put sharne 

inside you. Ain? one o f  'em wouldn't suck a mule's ass to  pimp," Sweet tells Slim. 

"They can't because a square ain7t nothing but a pussy" [196]), and the "field Nggers," 

who eventually, as Sweet explains, migrate to the cities and there tind a way to become 

sovereiçn. to  seize power through a meticulous combination o f  siick Street style and 

attitude mixed with pure atavistic ruthlessness. " 

Sweet eventually accepts Slirn into the exclusive fold o f  the true pimp. Slim finds that 

his own ascesis includes the injection o f  cocaine, which gives hirn a "superman's surge of 



powei' ( 1  32), and allows hirn to adopt the proper "coid" demeanour, prornpting another 

pimp officially to give hirn the moniker "Iceberg Slim" (221). He then embarks on a 

seven-year journey during which he devotes himself "to getting hip to that pimp's book" 

finaily reaching the pimacle of his profession. "1 had labored with the zeal of a Catholic 

Brother agonizing for the Priesthood," Slim recounts. ''1 had thought and acted like a 

black God" (232). Finally time and the law catch up to hirn, however, and Slim discovers 

the  iimits of his sovereiçnty, which are evoked through his recounting of the mighty 

Sweet's fail from grace, in reality a reteiling of the myth of Stagolee: 

"Sweet" had lost his glory. He looked a hundred years 
old. . . . He had killed some pretty jerk from St. Louis who 
had insulted hirn in the "Roost." The poor chump had 
called "Sweet" an ugly, gray-ass bastard. "Sweet" had 
drawn his pistol on him. He prodded hirn into an dey. He 
made hirn kneel and then he pissed on him. This was too 
much to take, so the kid lost his temper. "Sweet" shot hirn 
throuçh the top of the head. "Sweet" was laughng, in a 
good mood as he told me about it. It had cost him five 
grand to beat it. (280) 

Finally time also catches up to Slirn, as Stagolee finally "runs into the limits his role was 

meant to smash" (Marcus, Mysfwy 77). "At almost forty 1 was ancient as a Pimp," Slim 

recounts. -'I looked like a black, fat seal in my expensive threads. For the first time in 

many years I had rediscovered my appetite for good food. I was slowing dom.  . . . The 

end of my pimping career wasn't far in the future" (291). At such a moment, writes 

Marcus, Stagolee is forced to confiont himself, slowly sinking "alone in a slow 

bacchanai" ( M y s f e ~  77), a "disaster7' tiom which he "who lives it sometimes emerges 

whole . . . dies younç [or] cops out" (78). Of these three options, the first is lceberg 

Slim's fate: he suMves to take the raw experiences of his life and alchernically transmute 

thern, becoming the h t e r  of experience books narned "Iceberg Slim" in the style of those 

~wtter-dandies before hm such as Henry Miller and Jean Genet. For Bruce Benderson, 

the "radical" street-life novels of Iceberg Slim and similar writers such as Donald Goines 

repudiate "the absurdity of t he entire American liberal literary discourse" characterized by 

an obsession with "identity . . . 'finding oneself" (Internet article). On the streets, there 

exists out of necessity a "peculiar aesthetic democracy" (Marcus, Mysrery 77) which 



values creativity in its various fornis ("making a dollar out of fifieen cents") rather than 

conformity to preforrnatted conceptions. Gutter-dandies such as Iceberg SIim, Benderson 

explains, remain true to such ideals even as they leave the realm of the streets, seeking 

"their own rehabilitation in writing, rather than accepting it fiom the prison systems and 

social agencies t o  which they were relegated (internet article). Pimp, "written both as 

entertainment and as the voice o f  defiance." thus h c t i o n s  as subversive spectacle, a 

function taken up even more spectacularly within the musical realm of popular culture by 

a succession o f  styiish Staggerlees. 

STAGOLEE VS THE TECRNOCRATS: CHARLIE PARKER AND MILES 

DAVIS 

The endless fantasies piled onto the Staggerlee myth 
over the years were simple pmof of the force o f  those 
limits, of the need to transcend them, but the fantasy, 
remade again and again, had its own force: i t  created 
new Staggerlees. 

-Creil Marcus 

His influence criss-crossinç virtuaily al1 areas of twentieth-century culture, both high 

and popular (and in fact problematizing that divide more effectively than any dozen 

cultural theorists), jazz leçend Miles Davis is in fact the Arnerican destmcftmdisf gutter- 

dandy par exmlieme, with a career that literally spirals through a number o f  musical 

innovations and persona mutations, al1 fùeled by the trumpeter's intense, intentional 

exploration o f  the lirnits of experience. Tate goes so  far as to write that is impossible to 

"interpret Miles's work if you don't acknowledge his syncretism of life and music. This 

has less to do with trying to read his music though his clothes o r  his sex life or  his choice 

of pharmaceuticais than with hirn being . . . a Stagolee figure who makes the modem 

world deal with hirn on his own terms if it's going to deal with hirn at dl" (88). Yet 

Davis's advanced version o f  Stagolee goes even tùrther than does Iceberg Slim's in 

closing the gap between art and life, as he first adopts the persona and then sets it loose in 

the world under the brand narne "Miles Davis," a process Mvidly described in Miles, 

which is really less an autobiography than an experience-book detailing the theory and 

practice of çutter-dandyism as developed by the author, told in the unmistakable street- 



slang voice of Stagolee. 

FLCPPLN' (OVER) TEE BlRD 

Bird was the supreme hipster. He made bis own Iaws. 
His arrogance WPS enormous, his humility profound. 

-Bob Reisner 

******************************************** 

When Bird played, it was totally another bal1 game, 
totally somethiag else, something differeat every time. 
Among masters he was the master. 

-Miles Davis 

lt: as Greç Tate contends, Miles Davis eventually cornes to be the "wamor king" of 

black culture (87), he first Ieams his sovereign moves fiom another legendary jazzman, 

saxophonist Charlie "Bird" Parker. As described in Miles, Davis's first New York 

encounters with the originator of "bebop" - an improvisational form ofjazz which 

roughly corresponds to Norman O. Brown's "Dionysian consciousness" in that it is a 

liberation of  musical content in the seMce o f  in-the-moment existentid expression, chaos 

loosely encased within a flexible outer skeleton" - find him entranced by the  effect not 

only of Parker's music, but of his very btii~~g, the saxrnan corning across as a 

contemporary version o f  Hadot's classicaf sage whose "spectacle o f  wisdorn" compels 

those who encounter toward a new perception o f  the "world as it is": 

1 turned around and there was Bird, looking badder than a 
motherfùcker. He was dressed in these baggy clothes that 
looked like he had been sleeping in them for days. His face 
was al1 puffed up and his eyes were swollen and red. But 
he was cool, with that hipness he could have about him 
even when he was drunk or  fùcked up. Plus, he had that 
confidence that al1 people have when they know their shit is 
bad. (57) 

Lipon enterinç a jazz club called the Heatwave, Davis recounts not only the notoriously 

Dionysiac Parker's air of utter sovereignty," but also an arnazing feat o f  alchernical 

mutation which takes place as soon as the saxophonist, constantly on the edge of  

dissolution from his usual polyphamaceutical intake, begins playing: 

[Parker] took me into the Heatwave, where everyone 
greeted hirn like he was the king, which he was. . . . I was 



amazed at how Bird changed the minute he put his hom in 
his mouth. Shit, he went fiom looking real down and out to 
having al1 this power and beauty just bursting out o f  him. It 
was arnazing the transformation that took place once he 
started playing. He was twenty-four at the time, but when 
he wasn't playing he looked older, especially off stage. But 
his whole appearance changed as soon as he put that hom 
in his rnouth. He could play like a motherfùcker even when 
he was dmost  fdling-down drunk and nodding off on  
heroin. Bird was something else. (58) 

For jazzman Gene Ramey, Parker exuded a kaieidoscopic, hatrcceiticai presence: "He 

shouldn't have been nicknamed Yardbird or Bird Parker; he should have been cdled 

Charneleon Parker," says Ramey. "Man, that guy could change directions and 

presentations on you!" (Ramey in Crouch, "Bird L a n d  259). This applied equdly t o  

Parker's life and to his art, which were intertwined to the highest degree. Parker would 

often converse in a hifalutin English accent and put on  aristocratie airs. even in advanced 

States of dissipation (and indeed he was a remarkably gified intellect who could converse 

wïth authority on most acadernic topics); musically, Parker's penchant for yoking the high 

and the low could be seen in his ability to render popular tunes o f  the day in the most 

advanced musical vocabulary possible, turning them rrpside down mtd h ide  out in an act 

of anistic inversion which was part o f  his persona1 uscesis- ." "Bird would sit in anywhere 

w e  went." recounts fbmey, 

Bob Wills, Lawrence Welk . . . . We used t o  practice together 
ofien . . . . We would take "Cherokee," and he would ask me to tell 
him whcn he rcpeated something so he could meet the challenge of  
staying fiesh and fluent. Bird liked to take one tune and play it for a 
couple of hours. Then he would know every nook and cranny o f  the 
melody and the chords. He was very scientific about those things. 
(259). 

Likewise. Davis recounts that the effect on hirn and other young musicians of the era afler 

viewing performances at Minton's jazz club by Parker and his equally influentid 

bandmate, bebop trumpeter "Di- Gillespie, was a life-altering one: "At the time 1 was 

hançing around with musicians like Fats Navarro . . . and Freddie Webster," he explains. 

"We was ail trying to get Our master's degrees and Ph.D,'s fiom Minton's University o f  

Bebop under the tutelage o f  Professors Bird and Diz . . . that's how much everybody was 



into Bird's and Dizzy's music. We lived and slept it every day. . . . We really studied 

what they were doing ffom a technical point of view. We were like scientists of sound" 

(Mies 6 1-3). A sound, it should be added, as freeflowing and expressive as had yet been 

heard by human ears, riding astnde and perhaps even occasionally puncturing the border 

of chaos yet somehow remaining rooted: the alchernical manipulation of the materia 

prima, the h i n g  of Dionysus. 

Charlie Parker, then, was a Stagoiee with a purpose: "getting over" as a black man in 

an everyday world which "belonged" t o  whites, surely, but something more as wefl- His 

was the rhetorical sound and vision of an Afro-Arnerican fonn of "equal access" 

sovereignty which functioned as a siren's Song toward a society of masters without slaves. 

"The African work of art," writes Vaneigem, '5s not considered complete until it has 

becorne a form of speech, a word-in-action, a creative element whichfirr~ctiorrî. " 

(Kevoiirtion 20 1 ). Thus we have Parker as a musical Stagolee, a black man whose overall 

style was akin to "the gangster hero, the channing anarchist that Cagney introduced in 

Pirhlic /<rwmdv. '?'" his imagination the arnmo fueling his main weapon, the saxophone, its 

"tommy gun velocity" inverting and finally irnploding clichés and reinvigorating the jazz 

medium at a single stroke (Crouch, "Bird Land 257). Akin to Deleuze and Guatam's 

previously discussed notion of "fiee dis_iunction" (multiple personae reflected tiom a 

"faceless and transpositional subject" [Anti 77]), Parker, Crouch contends, denies societal 

predestination and identity politics, his existence traversinç the poles of hiçh and low and 

most points in between, "at once aristocracy and the rabble, the self-made creator of a 

vital and breathtakinçly structured jazz vernacuiar and an anarchic man of doorning 

appetites" ("Bird L a n d  256). Yet the most important point here is the direct relationship 

between art and life: for Parker, finally, such binary divisions are imploded and 

reconfigured in a sovereign, mative individual endowed with a Dionysian consciousness. 

"At its best, improvisation in everyday life has much in common with jazz," says 

Vaneigem (Revolrrtiot~ 195); for Parker, there was no distinction between the two, as jazz 

vocalist EarI Coleman explains: 

You could look at Bird's life and see just how much his 
music was comected to  the way he lived. . . . You just 



stood there with your mouth open and listened to him 
discuss books with somebody on philosophy or religion and 
science, things like that. Thorough. A little while iater, you 
might see him over in a corner somewhere drinking wine 
out of a paper sack with some juicehead. Now that's what 
you hear when you listen to him play: he can reach the most 
intellectual and difficult levels of music, then he cm turn 
around-now watch this-and play the most low down, 
funky blues you ever want to hear. That's a long road for 
somebody else, fiom al1 that high intelligence al1 the way 
over to those blues, but for Chariïe Parker it wasn't M a  
block; it was right next door, (Crouch, "Bird Land" 256) 

The fluidity with which Parker, as Stagolee armed with a sax instead of a pistol, moves 

through life, as recognized by Miles Davis, fonns a direct challenge to the nçid 

Apollonian structures of white society, positing a curative for "the curse of a 

technoloçical civilisation of quantified exchange and scientific knowledge [which] has no 

means of freeing people's spontaneous creativity direct& [and] does not even allow 

people to rn~Jer.sta~rd the world in any unmediated fashion" (Vaneigem, Revolut~on 197). 

Parker himself places the emphasis on his art as a direct transmutation of experience, 

meant to affect the average listener in a specific sense: "1 think it's just rather more or less 

the way a man feels when ire's playing his instrument," he told one interviewer. "Most 

people fail to realize that most of the things they hear, either coming out of a man's horn 

ad lib. or else thinçs that are written . . . I mean, they're just expenences" ("Interview 

1 953 '' 1 1 5, 1 19). Parker stresses that musical communication is the key, "something [the 

people] could understand, something that was beautifül, you know? There's definitely-- 

there's stories and stories and stories that can be told in the musical idiom, you know? 

You wouldn't Say idiom either, it7s--it7s so hard to describe music other than the basic 

way . . . harmony, melody, and rhythm. But, t mean, people can do so much more with 

music than that--it can be very descriptive in ail kinds of ways, you know? All walks of 

li  fe" ("Interview 1 954" 1 22, 1 23). As Coleman's recollection makes clear, Parker's "art 

of existence" ultimately was a rhetoricai denial of ail societally imposed limitations. his 

"story" a public dedaration that "finally there was no law" (Crouch, "Bird Land" 258). 

Crowley, delineating the nature of the Baphomet, sounds as if he could just as easily be 



describing Charlie Parker: "He rejoices in the rugged and the barren no iess than in the 

smooth and fertile," says Crowley. "All things equaily exalt him. He represents the 

findinç of exstasy in every phenornenon, however naturally repugnant; he transcends al1 

limitations: he is Pan; he is All" (Book of '/3to/h 106). 

MlLES DAVIS: DARK MAGUS 

Miles Davis is the black aesthetic. 

-Greg Tate 

**********************X************  

My ego only needs a good rhythm section. 

-Miles Davis 

Of al1 the Stagolees that the sovereign figure of Charlie "Bird Parker undoubtedly 

-'gave birth" to, both within the musical world and outside of it, none surpasses his 

"student," Miles Dewey Davis III, who refines the advanced version of "masters without 

slaves" gutter-dandyism for a mass media that Parker-whose zealous predilection for 

limit-experience via narcotics and alcohol results in his death at 34 in 1954, and who 

enjoys little public recognition during his lifetime-is unable to utilize hlly. Throughout 

his long career, Davis constantly utilizes the destrucfuralist spiral as an ascesis by which 

to reinvent himself, coining a number of influentid musical styles and corresponding 

variations of the Stagolee persona, both of wtiich would sire rnyriad offspnng in non-jazz 

popular culture, musical genres such as rock and hip-hop / rap. 

Davis's version of gutter-dandyism is both inspired by and a critique of his life-altering 

contact with Charlie Parker. While Davis proceeds to work Parker's lawlessness, his sex- 

and-drug fed exploration of limit-experience into his own des~rucrura/;st awesis, this is 

tempered by what he sees as flaws in Parker's overall design, in his "cool": in particular, 

what he repeatedly calls Parker's "greed," his overall disregard for "taking care of 

business," for "getting over" in a hostile world, akin to Alexander's credo of "making a 

dollar out of 15 cents."" Too ofien lacking mry semblance of Apollonian control, 

Parker's flagrant indulgences limited his audience and îïnally ensured that his influence 

would be to a large degree posthumous. In a key passage fiom Miles, Davis relates the 

attitude that would see hirn become the most influentid "jazz" musician of al1 tirne: 



1 saw what happened to other great musicians, like Bird. 
One of the basic things 1 understood was that success in this 
industry always depends upon how many records you sell, 
how much money you make for the people who control the 
industry. You could be a great musician, an innovative and 
important artist, but nobody cared if you didn't make the 
white people who were in control some money. . . . As a 
musician and as an artist, I have always wanted to reach as 
many people as I could through my music. And 1 have 
never been ashamed of that. Because 1 never thought that 
the music caüed "jazz" was ever meant to reach just a small 
g o u p  of people, or  become a museum thing locked under 
çlass like al1 other dead things that were once considered 
artistic. 1 always thought it should reach as many people as 
it could, like so-dled popular music, and why not? (205) 

Davis's attitude here exemplifies both the Afro-Amencan imperative to "get over"lg 

and the Atncan notion of art as a living entity, a, force, something thatjhcrions. as 

opposed to an object to be contemplated, a "thing," a c ~ m m o d i t y . ~ ~  As we will see, Davis 

as Stagolee indeed demands it both ways: he c o d a t e s  the "serious" and the "popular" 

and in doing so becomes the Dark Magus, embodying "the two aspects of a single face 

which simultaneously penetrate and intersect one another, aiways taking on new forrn like 

the reflection in a kaleidoscope" (Müller, Baphomer 1 1). As poet and jazz scholar Amiri 

Baraka explains, Davis's "music was a constantiy shifting expression of his whole self. . . 

he could play, would play, whatever he wanted to, always with that provocative 'Me- 

ness' that allows us t o  identie his playing instantly." Davis, says Baraka, is 

"psychologically wired to the whole mad spectmm o f  Arnericana (as in the fliçht with 

Bird), his personai antics reflect a self-conscious desire to be 'outside' even while, in some 

ways, being inside (except he was Black)" ("Miles M e r   ile es").'^ Davis, however, is not 

only both sirnultaneously "inside" and "outside," and in fact travels past such binary 

conceptions to a space Foucault locates at the "fiontiers" of consciousness, "beyond the 

inside-outside alternative'' (fio-ircarrlr Reader 45). In this way, he fits Jessica Feldman's 

definition of the dandy as a figure who "casts into doubt, even while he underscores, the 

very binary oppositions by which his culture lives" (4)." 

BIRTH OF THE COOL 



In this life, therefore, it is Our chief endeavour to 
change the body of infancy, so Car as nature permits 
and assists, into another body which is fitted for many 
things. 

-Spinoza 

I f  1 don't have something on I like, 1 cao't play. 

-Miles Davis 

As he recounts in Miles, Davis was from an early age attracted t o  the notion o f  a ihir- 

e.~perietice. of  a possibly transgessive contact with a life-altering force. He recalls at age 

three being transfixed by the blue flarne 6 o m  a gas stove: "1 saw that flame and felt that 

hotness o f  it close to my face," he writes: 

1 felt fear, reai fear, for the first time in my life. But 1 
remember it also like some kind of  adventure, some kind of 
weird joy, too. I guess that experience took me someplace 
in my head 1 hadn't seen before. To some fiontier, some 
edge, maybe, ofeverything possible. . . . The  fear I had 
was almost like an invirafion, a challenge t o  go forward 
into something 1 knew nothing about. That's where 1 think 
my personal philosophy o f  life and my cornmitment to 
everything 1 believe in started, with that moment. (italics 
mine, 1 1 ) 

As he matures, the "flame" periodicdly reappears to Davis in the form of music and the 

men who play it. Raised in the city, Davis recounts trips t o  his grandfather's farm in 

Arkansas at "about age six o r  seven," when he and and his relatives 

would be walking on  these dark country roads at night and 
al1 of  a sudden this spooky music would seem to  corne out 
o f  nowhere . . . somebody would be playing guitar the way 
B.B. King plays. And I remember a man and a woman 
singing and talking about getting down! . . . that kind o f  
stuff stayed with me, you know what 1 mean? . . . That 
kirrd of sound in music, that blues, church, back-road fùnk 
kind of thing . . . f i e r  dark when the owls came out 
hooting." (29) 

Dionysian nature, fiee fi-om the constrictions of rniddte-class urban life, thus becomes 

for Davis inextricably intewined with his notion of music, so much so that even at such 

an eady age  he "already had some idea o f  what I wanted my music to sound like" (29). 



.4s he ages and begins playing the trunipet, Davis then finds, in the person of  one Levi 

Maddison, a fellow trumpet student, the other part of the equation crucial to his 

developing art: styte and attitt~de. "Levi had that air about him when he picked up the 

horn that you were going to hear something you'd never heard before in your life," he 

explains. "Only a few people had that attitude. Dizq [Gillespie] had it and 1 think 1 have 

it. But Levi was the man" (35). The crucial thing for Davis is not merely the accessing 

of. but the stylization, the presentation, the frafning of Dionysus. For Davis, the two 

processes were really one: when Baraka questions him as to  "how he knew it was music 

he wanted and why the trumpet," Davis replies: "Basicaily, it was how they looked when 

they were playing," refemng to the sovereip air ofjazzmen such as Charlie Parker and 

Dizzy Gillespie, whom he would see play in St. Louis. "I liked that. 1 wanted to look like 

that, too. 1 liked the way they held the horn, the way they stood. 1 wanted to do that" 

("Homage" 45). Here again was the flame, issuing its siren Song, its invitation to corne 

forward. toward the edge. Such is the confluence of personal style and artistic content for 

Davis. he explains to Baraka, that "1 have to hold my horn a certain way . . . When 1 went 

ta . . . check out how a band looked, 1 couid tell by the way a musician holds his horn. If 

he don't hold it right, he can7t play" (45). 

Davis's alchernical transmutation into Stagolee really begins when lured by the 

rhetoncal call. the "invitation" of the jazzmen and their art, he journeys to New York 

City in September, 19444eaving behind the trappings of his upper-middle class roots in 

St- Louis as the son of a dental surgeon-ostensibly to attend the Juilliard School of 

Music. Like Icebes Slirn, who throws away a scholarship in order to  gain access to the 

t ransformat ive street-sovereignty he  craves, Davis soon discovers that in order to begin 

the work of self-transformation, truly to become the sovereign author of himsell: he first 

needs to /ose, to "corne down in the worfd" and jettison the cultural expectations and 

encumbrances of his upbringing. As Tate puts it, Miles "was a bourgeois boy who opted 

to become a Street fighting man" (73), a path that will be followed by key gutter-dandy 

rock and rollers such as Mick Jagger, Jim Momson and Lou Reed. Davis's real 

education, however, takes place in the streets and the jazz clubs of New York City: 

"Juilliard was only a smokescreen, a stopover, a pretense 1 used to put me close to . . . 



Bird and D k "  he writes (Miles 52). Hanging out at famous clubs like Minton's, "the 

black jazz capital of the wor ld  (53), Davis is as affecteci by the fahion sense of  the 

musicians and their acolytes as he is by the music itself; even a Street hood and petty dmg 

deaIer named "Collar" f?om Davis's hometown has been alchemically transformed through 

contact with the scene: "So . . . here's CoUar up in Harlem, clean " as a broke-dick dog, 

white-on-white shirt, black silk suit, his hair ail slicked back and down to his shoulders," 

Davis marvels (53). Soon, d e r  some style lessons from farned m a n  Dexter Gordon3 

Davis himself becomes renowned as a natty dandy of the Baudelairean ilk, this hnctioning 

as a central component of the new musical style he ushers in. 

Along with fashion, another key component o f  Davis's developing ascesis is his soon- 

to-become legendary intake of dmgs. Basicalty abstemious upon amival in NYC, Davis 

soon discovers that the "King" of the entire scene, Parker, is usually high on heroin while 

he's playing; dunng a recording session &er he joins Parker's band, for instance, Miles 

notes that the saxman would take breaks and "corne back dl hcked up and shit. But after 

Bird got high, he just piayed his ass off' (76). Taboo in the middle-class world o f  Davis's 

upbringing, dmgs are a Li'estn~cftcralisf tool. giving Parker access to that crucial 

imaginative realm beyond the petty everyday world, the prepersonal chaotic flux that he is 

able to transmit back into the world through his art. Davis, too, soon develops what 

Reynolds cdls a "voracious" appetite for dmgs, though, as he notes, only "the most regal 

ones, heroin and cocaine" (135). Touring with another of his idols, dandified jazz singer 

Bilty Eckstine. Davis has his initial dmg experiences. and explains that for him and many 

others. dmgs were seen not merely as an escape, but as part of an overd  ascesis, a quick 

route to that Dionysian realm over which Parker was d e r  and sovereign: 

1 remember when I snorted cocaine for the first time. I 
didn't know what it was, man. Al1 I know is suddenly 
everything seemed to brighten up and 1 ki t  this sudden 
burst of energy. The first tirne I used heroin, 1 just nodded 
out and didn't know what was happening. Man, that was a 
weird feeling. But 1 felt so relaxed. Then the idea was 
çoing around that to use heroin might make you play as 
great as Bird. A lot of musicians did it for that. I guess 1 
might have been waiting for his genius to hit me. (96) 



Years Iater, Davis would clan@ his thinking conceming dmgs as creative tool dong 

Crowleyan lines: "Certain drugs might help you make up your mind, you know? They 

don't help you to play. . . . But if you're hesitating about playin' something, sometimes it 

can help you to  go  ahead and do it without any hesitation" ("My Ego" 164). However, 

Davis warns, drugs must be used active@, their paradoxical ability to  dissociate the 

Apollonian lines oC"reality" and provide focus applied in a purposefiil manner: "When 

you take dmgs and you got nothin' to do, that's when you get into trouble," he warns. 

"if you don3 put ail your energy in something you get paralyzed" (165)." In this, as 

with rnost things, Davis speaks fiom experience. 

Seasoned with these instructive experiences gleaned tiom New York jazz scene, and 

driven by his own yearning for sovereignty, Davis is not content to play second fiddle to 

heroes like Parker and Gillespie for long, and sets about leaving his "proper" rniddie-class 

self behind, creating his own version o f  Stagolee by launching what Francis Davis calls 

-'an ongoing critique o f  bop" which lasts until his death, a critique which encompasses 

both the music and the personal styles of his trumpet-playing forebears. This critique- 

which yields a number of kaleidoscopic shifis in musical style, fashion and persona--is 

predicated upon Davis's metamorphosis fiom Charlie Parker's tdented sideman into a 

sovereign Stasolee who will rule the jazz world for decades. Tellingly, the first 

recordings where he breaks into his own are sessions with his "Nonet" fkom the years 

1949-50 that will eventually be released under the title RMh of the Cotd in 1957, 

recordings in which Davis, in both style and persona, emerges with his own unique 

version of  black sovereignty. Both rnusically and stylistically, Birh of lhe Cool is based 

on Davis's "critique" of his heroes and mentors like Louis Armstrong, Parker and 

Gillespie, an application of  a Sadean uscesis of apathy seen earlier here in "Sweet's" 

tutelage of  Iceberg Slim: "You çotta be icy; understand kid, icy, icy?'(l62). 

On the musical side, Davis's move is fiom the heated, f i e ~ e d  fùry of  bebop, with "its 

impossible combination of the breakneck and the Byzantine7' (F. Davis 204), toward a 

"cooler," minirnalist sound. "Bir~h of the Cool came about as "a reaction to  Bird and 

Dizzy's music," Davis explains. "Bird and Diz played this hip, real fast thing, and if you 

weren't a fast listener, you couldn't catch the humor o r  the feeling in their music. Their 



musical sound wasn't sweet, and it didn't have harmonic lines that you couId hum out on 

the Street with your girlfiend trying to get over with a kiss. . . . But Birh ofthe Cool 

was diffèrent because you could hear everything and hum it aiso. . . . And that's why 1 

think it got over like it d i d  (Miles 1 10). The Davis formula on songs such "Budo7' and 

-'Deception" is a slowed, chilled version o f  bebop that allowed the musicians to "put their 

own personality on certain chords" (Davis, Miles 1 19), a merger o f  personal style and 

content that begets the label "cool jazz." "For me, music and life are ail about style," 

Davis reflects. "Like if you want to  look or  feel rich, you Wear a certain thing, a certain 

pair of shoes, o r  shirt, or  coat. Styles in music produce certain kinds o f  Feeling in people. 

If you want someone to  feel a certain way, you play a certain style" (398). ln the case of 

Hirth ofihe C'mi, Davis bnngs Parker's Dionysian fire under the impassive yoke o f  

Stagolee: the result is not a "cool in the sense of being dispassionate," but rather "focused 

emotional power aII the more effective for being so low-keyed, so apparently subdued in 

character" (Hirth liner notes). 

Around this time, Davis also begins to formulate an approach to his persona1 and 

performinç style that aiso fùnctions as a critique of his idols. In response t o  what he 

considers a kind of "Tomming," o r  acting childishly s u b s e ~ e n t  to white audiences, on the 

part of many black musicians, Davis develops an antithetical (some at the time rnight have 

said "heretical") approach: to  present audiences not with a ginning, bumptious 

Buckwheat, but with a surly Stagolee. "1 ain't never been no grimer, o r  sorneone who 

went out of his way to kiss somebody's ass," Davis declares. "As much as  I love Dizzy 

and Louis 'Satchmo' Armstrong, 1 always hated the way they used to laugh and grin for 

the audiences" (Miles 83). He reacts similarly to Parker's onstage decline, as  the 

deleterious effects o f  the saxman's overindulgent lifestyle take hold: "1 didn't like whites 

walking into a club where we were playing just to see Bird act like a fool, thinking he 

might do something stupid, anything for a l augh  (120). Ln response, Davis goes out of 

his way to remain impassive, even dour, onstage (recall here "Sweet's" admonition to 

Iceberç Slim: "You gotta stop that grinning. Freeze your 'map7 and keep it that way" 

[Pimp 1 62])? He also violates the stage decorum of t he day by refbsing t o  announce the 

names of songs and turning his back to  the audience when not playing? Al1 his 



movements are now filtered through a dandified sensibilitjl: "1 was into whether I should 

stand like this o r  that, should I hold my trumpet this way o r  that way when I played. 

Shouid 1 do this o r  that, speak to the audience, tap my nght foot or lefi foot. Should 1 tap 

my foot inside my shoe so nobody would see me doing it?" (Miles 133).'~ Here is a 

frarning of Dionysus &in to Baudelaire's "burning need to create for oneself a personal 

originaiity" (Painter 27), a "daemonization o f  the Apollonian" in action in the re-creation 

of the self as a "manufactured object," o r  "product o f  biology manipulated for art" 

(Paglia, Sem~aI 39 1, 489-5 1 1 )." Davis himself later tacitly acknowledges this journey 

d o w  the lefi-hand path of self-creation by calling himself the "Dark Magus" on an album 

of the sarne narne. With Rirth of the C'ml, Stagolee Davis has his cake and eats it too, as 

h e  paradoxically "commodifies" himself for public consumption while also staking out a 

form of defiant sovereignty, becominç a "black aesthetic signifier in the f lesh  (Tate 87) 

who witl continue t o  "corrupt" many generations to corne. 

THE JOURNEY TO ACHARTA 

As in the 'SOS and 'dos, in the '70s, (Miles1 emerged as 
chief prophet o f  musicality f o r  the next 20 years. Punk, 
hiphop, house, new jack  swing, worldbeat, ambient 
music, and dub are al1 presaged in the records Miles cut 
between 1969 and 1975. 

-Greg Tate 

One hal f  o f  Davis's sou1 was pure punk: his rage against 
whi te society, his coke-fuelled arrogance, his misogyny. 
But the other hal f  was pure  psychedelia, ful l  o f  mystical 
yearnings to  be drowned in ego-dissolving immensity. 
Miles Davis's late '60s / eady '70s music . . . seetheâ 
w i t h  the dread and the lu re  o f  oceanic feelings. 

-Simon Reynolds 

Davis's version of  gutter-dandyism, however, is far fiom finished with his initial 

declaration of sovereignty on Birth of the Cool: he has plans for Stagolee, and ends up 

takinç him where none had gone before and few have since, following the destmcturafisf 

spiral through a series o f  revolutions marked by remarkable musical innovations-such as 

the landmark "modal blues" of Kirtdof H h e  (1959) perhaps the definitive "jazz" album of  



al1 time--and transfixing variations of his gutter-dandy persona. Following the success of 

Hirth of rhe Cool, Davis continues his "education" in the ways of  Stagolee, becoming a 

street level heroin addict-going so far as to pawn his trumpet at one point-and a pimp, 

the final rejection of his çenteel upbringing, a total embrace of the Other, The Monster, 

both prodiçal and unholy." "Shooting heroin changed my perçonality From being a Nce, 

quiet, honest, caring person into someone who was the complete opposite," Davis writes 

(Miles 1 36)." From this point, until he reaches his artistic pimacle3' with his most 

experimental work in the period 1969- 1975, culminating in albums such as Live-Euil, 

/M Magrrs, Agharra and Pangaea, Davis's attitude in this era is encapsulated in the 

words of Gustav Meyrinck, who writes, "lt may be so that the one whose neck has not 

been wrenched violently back by the Devil will never behold the stairway of light on the 

continual path to the land of the dead. The one who wants to ascend must first step 

down. Only then can what is below tum into what is above" (qtd in Baphomef 5). T m  a 

number six in numerology, a perfect si&" Davis writes, "and six is the number of the 

Devil. 1 think I have a lot of the devil in me" (Miles 136). Yet Davis's sights were also, 

paradoxically--as encapsulated in the very album title Live-Lvif-set on the light, in, to 

quote rock çroup The Doors, "breaking on through to the other side and achieving that 

lofty vantage point where the Devil and God are revealed to be The Same: the "view tiom 

above" Pierre Hadot locates in the sages of  antiquity. "Miles worked black culture 

encyclopaedically," Tate writes, "from the outhouse to the penthouse and back again" 

(86), a remark whose connotations extend from the merely class-based and material to the 

metaphysical, invoking Davis's employment of Crowley's "magickal" Formula of the 

I.A.O. 

THE PULSE OF ACTAEON 

The dogs of  madness must be the mad god himself; 
transform these dogs into gods. Ln bcroic frenzy, the 
great hunter secs, and he himself becornes the prey. 
Actaeon, who with these thoughts, his dogs, searcheci 
for wisdom, beauty, and the wild beast outside himself, 
attaiaed them this way; once he was in their pmence+ 
ravished outside of himself by so much beauty, he 
bccame the prey of bis own thoughts and saw himself 



converted into the thing he was pursuing. 

-Norman O. Brown 

If thought is really to find a basis in lived experience, it 
has to be free. The way to achieve this is to  thinkuther 
in terms of the same. As you make youiself, imagine 
another self who wi l l  make you one day in turn. Such is 
my conception o f  spontaneity: the highest possible self- 
consciousness which is s t i l l  inseparable f rom the self 
and the worfd. 

-Raoul Vaneigem 

Things take tirne, you know, you don't just  learn 
something new and do it overnight. I t  has to get down 
inside your body, up into your blood before you can do 
it correctly. . . . Playing the new shit was a gradua1 
process. You don't just stop playing the way you used 
to play. You don't hear the sound at first. I t  takes 
time. When you do hear the new sound, it's l ike a rush, 
but a slow rush, 

-Miles Davis 

I f ,  until this period, Davis had refined a singular version of the Baudelairean dandy 

crossed with the Afro-Arnerican pimp-style of stagolee3' in the penod 1969- 1975, he 

moves through a new, transformative revoiution of the spiral. Feeling hemmed in, trapped 

by his own success, with audiences and citics demanding that he replicate Rirth of the 

(Oo/ and &r?d of Hhe for the rest of his career, Davis enacts one of the most 

breathtaking individual acts of potlatch ever undertaken by an artist of his stature, an 

embrace of creative self-destniction correlative to the sentiments in Nietzsche's Song of 

Zarat hustra: 

What is great in a man is that he is a bridge and not a goal; 
what can be loved in a man is that h e  is a pir~gucross and 
a dowrz-going. I love those who do not know how to [ive 
except their lives be a down-going, for they are those who 
are çoing across. ( I h s  Spoke 44) 

PreviousIy, Davis had embraced this act of dowrl-goiltg in order to rid himself of the 

strictures of his upbringing and go across (which translates into Stagolee slang as a 



metaphysicd version of "get over '7; now, he will ernploy a similar process to rid himself 

of the strictures of being "Miles Davis-" Davis lays the groundwork for this radical 

change with his mid-'60s Quintet, featuring soon to be jazz legends Herbie Hancock 

(keys) Wayne Shorter (sax), Tony Wîliiams (drums) and Ron Carter (bass). "The way 1 

had been playing before these guys came into the band was kind of getting on my nerves," 

he writes. "Like a favourite pair of shoes that you Wear al1 the time, &er a while you7ve 

sot to change them" (Miles 277). Taking his ongoing investigation of bebop to the lirnits 

with the Quintet over six studio albums inspired in part by the  innovations of saxophonist 

Omette Coleman, Davis finally exhausts the possibilities both of jazz as a "pure" art form 

and also of his icy, buttoned-down form of dandyism, and proceeds to turn both tipside 

hwt t  artd irlside ml. Opening his previously circumscribed, "uncontaniinated jazz world 

up to the more chaotic, Dionysian rhythms of contemporary black rock icons J imi  Hendrix 

and Sly Stone on the groundbreaking Bitches Brew (1969), Davis, contends Tate, "seems 

to have believed . . . that he would first have to lose some ego and enter their worlds not 

as a master but as a disciple" (74).  Later, "as he becarne a master of their language," he 

continues, Davis "would affirrn Jung's observation that in ritual sacrifice, the sacrificer 

çives of himself to become one with the sacrificee7' (74). With Bitches Hrw, Davis 

commences an ongoing act of musical potlatch that culminates in the recordings Agharra 

and I'attpa. in the process creating a musical language equivalent to Foucault's prose of 

Actaeon, "scattering the act of writing and the writer himself into the distance of the 

simulacmm in which he loses himself, breathes and lives" ("Prose" x~xviii).~~ 

The journey ta Agharta is thus accompanied by Davis's radical destructuring of psyche 

and image. Gone is the tightly button-downed dandy of the past: " I was changing my 

attitude about a lot of things, iike the look of my wardrobe," Davis writes of this period. 

"1 started wearing Afncan dashikis and robes and looser clothes . . . I had moved away 

tiom the cool Brooks Brothers look and into this other thing, which for me was more 

what was happenins with the times" (Miles 3 IO).Y The icy cool of Davis's previous 

musical units is also now supplanted by hot, sweaty Iive performances, fùelled by the 

leader's copious consumption of alcohol and cocaine. Yet so complete is Davis's ongoing 

"creative destruction" that the tmmpeter never appears to be "an old jazz hand who was 



trying to get hip to  the Youth and Sou1 movements o f  the day," but instead comes across 

as if "he was redefining cool for that generation too" (Tate 88). In Davis, Stagolee is 

thus reinvented so as t o  "get over" to a new generation. Having kicked heroin in the past 

using the "cold turkey" rnethod of sheer willpower, Davis now opts during this period of  a 

rapidiy spiralling destn4ctirraii.m t o  u t i l i e  massive arnounts o f  cocaine and dcohol  both 

as psychic destructuring devices-"çoing inwards, tracing consciousness back t o  to  its 

oriçins, working the spiral back through imploded galaxies" (Jeremy Reed, Bitter Bhe  

3 5)--and as painkillers for a chronic hip problem. Davis relates one particularly revelatory 

polypharmaceutical limit-experience from 1974 which l a d s  to a musical breakthrough, 

induding a telling reference t o  Charlie Parker: 

1 was in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and had been dnnking al1 this 
vodka and I smoked some marijuana--which 1 never did, 
but 1 was havlng such a great tirne and they told me it was 
so  good. Plus I took some Percodan and was doing a lot o f  
coke. When 1 got back to  my hotel room, 1 thought 1 was 
havinç a heart attack. 1 called the front desk and they sent 
up a doctor and he put me in the hospital. They had tubes 
up my nose and IVs attached to  me . . . everyone thought 1 
was going to  die. 1 thought to  myseif, This is it. But 1 
pulled through that one. . . . They had to cancel the show 
that night and reschedule it the following night. 1 played and 
blew everybody's rnind 1 was pfaying so good. 

They just couldn't believe it. One day 1 looked on the 
verge o f  death and then the next day 1 was playing my ass 
oK 1 guess they were looking at me the way 1 used to look 
at Bird, in total amazement. But that's the kind o f  stuff that 
makes legends. (Miles 330) 

Lest sexual experience be lefi out of the equation, Davis adds that he "had a bal1 with al1 

those beautihl women down in Brazil. They were ail over me and 1 found them great in 

bed" (3 3 0). 35 

Musicaily. Davis turns his music upside d o m  and inside out during this "electronic" 

period, until it is nearly unrecognizable. "As he progressed fùrther into electronics," Tate 

contends, Davis was compelled to "overtum his prior aesthetic sensibilities, and to  enter a 

zone of  musical creation as topsy-turvy as the world of  subatornic physics--which is to 

say, one çoverned by laws as seemingly random as those of material reality seem fixed and 



eternally observable7' (76). On key albums such as 011 The Corrier, Ger Up Wirh Ir and 

Live-hivil, Davis's myriad influences range tiom the "low" (James Brown, Sly Stone, J imi  

Hendrix and George Clinton's Parliament-Funkadelic, or P-Funk) to the "high" (avant- 

garde composers such as Paul Buckmaster and Karlheinz Stockhausen) as he and 

producer Teo Macero develop a cut and paste style wherein different takes and tracks 

from both live and studio situations are spliced together to form new compositions. Davis 

would also "direct, like a conductor" (Miles 299) as tracks were recorded, chançing the 

direction of the music as it was being piayed by writinç new parts on the spot or verbaily 

requestinç certain motifs as players ofien improvised around a single chord, usually 

anchored by a rock or CUnk rhythm à /a James Brown. The result is truly a "music of the 

blood" (corresponding to Henry Miller's "writing of the blood), or Dionysus fkamed, a 

"functionai" music of flux and process rather than of polished, fixed form. "It was Ioose 

and tiçht at the same time," Davis explains, "casual but alert, everybody was alert to the 

different possibilities that were coming up in the music. While we were recording 1 would 

hear sornethins I thought could be extended or cut back. So that recording was a 

development of the creative process, a living composition" (Miles 299). 

Most irnportantly, underlying this "loosely tight" amdgam of high and low influences 

were the radical democratic philosophies of saxophonkt Omette Coleman, whose 

"harmolcdics," a form of jazz as a way of life, were first heard on the 196 1 album / . k e  

.IL~z,'. Coleman's free jazz works toward the "collective polyphony" of early New Orleans 

jazz. On /.Tee J e ,  "everyone is a soloist . . . relatively independent and equal with" one 

another. "Everyone is equal, and in a sense everyone is at al1 times simultaneously leading 

(soloing) and supporting (complementing)" (Schuller, kree Jat= liner notes). 

Extrapolating from this model, Coleman's "harmolodics" encompasses both the music 

itself and non-musical etements such as fashion (Coleman's theoretical concern with dress 

also adds to his credentials as a dandy). with the desired end result for "everyone to leave 

féeling themselves more of an individual" (qtd in Tate 1 1 7). in harmolodics, al1 players 

are "fiee" to solo at any time, a form of collective individualism that Coleman posits as a 

model for al1 of Society, with "everyone making their contribution in perfect unison. That 

is the most radical thing that has to do with human expression, not oniy in music, but 



clothes. cars, ail things where you can bring your personal idea, seeing it make something 

better while everyone else is making theirs better" (1 17). Such a concept Vaneigem calls 

radical subjectivity: the consciousness that al1 people have 
the  sarne will to authentic self-realisation, and that their 
subjectivity is strengthened by the perception of this 
subjective will in others. This way of getting out of oneself 
and radiating out, not so much toward others but toward 
that part of oneself that is to be found in others, is what 
gives creative spontaneity the strategic importance of a 
launching pad. The concepts and abstractions which rule us 
have to be returned to their source, to lived experience, not 
in order to validate them, but on the contrary to correct 
them, to turn them on their heads. . . . This is a necessary 
precondition of people's immanent realisation that their 
individual creativity is indistinguishable fiom universal 
creativity. The sole authority is one's own lived 
experience: and this everyone must prove to everyone else. 
(Rerwlrrtio~r 196) 

Davis's genius is to have his version ofstagolee, the Dark Magus, hijack Coleman's 

theory and çet it across into popular culture in a way that Coleman never would, in the 

process remaking Stagolee into a vehicle for societal liberation, transcending the 

solipsistic individual sovereignty of the pimp. On the live albums Dar& Magns, Yangaea. 

and Agharm, Davis goes beyond Coleman by "having an entire band of improvising 

composers creating a pan-ethnic web of avant garde music locked as dead in the pocket as 

P-Funk" (Tate 80). By allowing "one human being's voice to assume universal 

proportions through self-expression in a collective fiarnework," Davis and his band 

"celebrate j a u  as a way of life and an aesthetic mode1 for the human community" (80). 

PARADISE PLAYED 

I knew what 1 wanted would corne out of a process and 
not some prearranged shit . . . that's what makcs jazz so 
fabulous, Any time the weather changes it's going to 
change your whole attitude about sometbing, and so a 
musician will play diffenntly, especially if everything is 
not put in front of him. A musician's attitude is the 
music he plays. 

-Miles Davis 

Recorded in Japan on the afternoon and eveninç of February 1, 1975, with an ailing 



Davis reportedly wired on cocaine and acid, the double-live albums A g h a  ("the name 

given to a spiritual center o f  power . . . whether it existed in the material world o r  not . . . 

a paradise o f  the fùture where earthly problems were resolved and transmuted to a higher 

plane" [Toop, Panthalassa liner notes]), and Pungaea ( "the primordial continent into 

which al1 the present ones are ingeniousiy fitted in jigsaw fashion" [Toop, Panthafassa 

liner notes]) represent the apex of Davis's work. On these releases, Davis renders his 

studio experiments "on stage, in real tirne," the band constructing "cinematic dissolves and 

jump cuts similar t o  those previously achieved o d y  at the editing block." The result is a 

polyrhythmic realm o f  radical subjectivity, a "temporary autonomous zone where music 

conventions did not apply and jazz critics were lost souls" (Toop, Parrthaiassa liner 

notes). In Miles's Agharta, high and low are melded, the Other finally revealed as  The 

Same in niusic that "worked according to  pnnciples that were Utopian yet realistic: 

rnystical yet plugged into the equally important world o f  platform shoes and hot pants" 

(Toop, /'mrfhaIassa liner notes). Here, on long, exploratory tracks like "Prelude (Part 

One)" and "Zimbabwe," a primordial stew of pan-global musical influences collide- 

wailing rock guitars, t hrobbinç Indian percussion, and Davis's shrieking trumpet played 

through a wah-wah pedal and rendered unrecognizable fiom the mellow Hirth of the Cool 

era--and Dionysus is reflected in a "loosely tight" kaleidoscopic frarnework defined by 

Reynolds [in reference to  the music of  the heavily Davis-influenced German group Can] as 

a fonn of LLflrr~d architecture" which "defies the laws of geometry and gavity" and 

*'ascends and descends between several plateaus: periods o f  calm alternate with turbulence 

like the agitation of molecules on the brink o f  the transition from water to gas" (196). For 

Tate. the Agharfa Pangaea ensemble's "cohesion amidst sonic chaos knows no parallel 

in fusion, Funk, rock, or  either the black o r  white avant garde," resulting in "the world's 

first full y improvisational acid-tùnk band" (82). 

Finally, the outer "frame7' which shapes this sonic chaos is Miles himself Through the 

sheer force o f  his ever-evolving Stagolee persona, he fashions a vehicle by which others 

can fiee themselves; paradoxically, while Davis transforms his bands into '-palettes which 

somehow work for him more like the democratic process than like pigments did for 

Picasso," Tate contends. "his charisma . . . has also made each band seem like the product 



of his genius alone" (72). In this way, Davis's gutter-dandy persona now fiinctions as an 

invitation to  realm of  Agharta, providing a passageway through which the listener may 

psychically pass into a fieer, more tnily democratic realrn, spumng on him o r  her to "seize 

power" and begin the work of  self-transformation- The siren's song of Agharra and 

Parzgaea is the revenge of the Dark Magus upon the Apollonian bourgeois Society he 

despises, in true Sadean fashion spawning a legion of  insurgent jazzers, rockers and 

rappers in the years to come. 

THE CUTTER-DANDY AS PUNK: LOU REED - TRANSFORMER 

I do not  condemn the music o f  words and al1 that it 
brings wi th  it by way o f  dissonance, harshness and new 
sweetness. But a modelling o r  the sou1 attracts me much 
more. To  oppose a l iv ing geomctry to the decorative 
charm o f  sentences. T o  have style and not  a style. . . . A 
style which would only be born by cut t ing something 
from me, f rom a hardening o f  thought during i ts brutal 
passage from the inter ior  t o  the exterior. . . . T o  expose 
o u t  phantoms to  the spray o f  a petr i fying fountain, not 
t o  leam how improve on ingenious objects, but to  
petrify, in passing, anything shapeless which comes out 
o f  us. To make concepts acquire volume. 

-Jean Cocteau 

We, the creative ones everywhere, must . . . seize control 
o f  the human process b y  assuming c o n t d  o f  ourselves. 
W e  must reject the conventional figure o f  'unchanging 
hi iman nature.' There is in fact no such permanence 
anywhere. There is only becoming. 

-Alexander Trocchi 

There are different parts t o  everybody's personality, 
you just  amplify one. . . . There are a lo t  o f  different 
b u  Reeds . . . sometirnes we have meetings. 

Lou Reed's rock and roll career, both in his first major band, The Velvet Underground, 

and as a solo artist, combines aspects of  the Crowleyan thread which runs through the 

swtter-dandyism of the second half o f  the twentieth-century, merging of the sovereign 



primi t ivist appeal o f  early Elvis and the more conceptual destnrctwaiist notions and 

Stasolee attitude o f  Miles Davis (whose bourgeois roots he shares) in one constantly 

shiftinç and mutating persona which collapses the mind-body dualism which permeates 

much of rock and roll to this day ("I'm like an Elvis Presley with brains, o r  a Bob Dylan 

with looks," is how a typically caustic Reed put it in 1978 [Cocks 611). In ReedTs music, 

primai three-chord garage rock m e t s  the theones o f  Davis and Omette Coleman. fùrther 

democratizing and demystiîjmç them, making them avaiiable to anyone with the 

inclination to pick up an electric guitar. Reed extends the geneaiogicd line of The Great 

Subculture into rock and roll, manifesting the theory and praxis of Sade and Baudelaire in 

a t o m  imbued with Crowley's democratic dictum "Do What Thou Wilt Shall Be The 

Whole Of The Law," where sovereignty is not a matter o f  class, of birth, but of the 

individual's will to obtain it, a notion made plain by Reed's constant recurring theme of  

"control," of "seizing power" tiom those outside forces that woufd moid you and using it 

to become the Creator o f  oneself, or, in the rhizomatic Reed's case, oneselves. If, as 

Jessica Feldman writes, Baudelaire's formula of the "vaporization and centralization of the 

self' meant that "to chart its expansions and contractions was to trace the very shifiing 

contours of dandyism," ( 3 ) ,  then Lou Reed is surely Baudelaire's greatest twentieth- 

ccntury hcir, o r  as biographer Victor Bockris calls tùm, "the Baudelaire of  New Y o r k  

( 7 i.urr.$urmer 7 1 ) . 

KING OF THE VELVET UNDERGROUND 

Make no mistake: the Velvets mattered. Take away 
The Velvet Underground and you remove the keystone 
o f  everything today we blithely dub 'punk rock,' and a 
whole lot else besides. 

-Keith Cameron 

So what do we blame The Velvet Underground for? 
EVERYTHLNG! 

-non Velvet Underground fan Steven Wells 

We al1 hated hippies. 



-Velvets guitarist Steriing Morrison 

Like Miles Davis, Brooklyn-bom Lou Reed is the product o f  a middle-dass 

upbringinç, the son o f  a Jewish tax accountant and a former beauty queen whose drearn it 

was for her son to become a doctor o r  a lawyer. His childhood, however, was anything 

but idyllic, and by the tirne he turns seventeen in 1959, the rebellious Reed7s perplexed 

parents have hirn cornrnitted for extensive electro-shock therapy in order to "cure" his 

"homosexual feelings" and "mood swings" (Trmsformer 13), a traumatic limit-experience 

he would document much iater in a searing rock Song cailed 'Ki11 Your Sons.'" 

According to Reed, this unwanted contact with the Dionysian, which lefi hirn blank, 

without mernory for short penods, in fact put him in contact with the void, where found 

himself living arnongst a myriad of personalities: "1 think everybody has a number of  

personalities . . . 'From Lou #3 to Lou #8-Hi!' You wake up in the morning and say, 

'Wonder which of  thern is around today?' You find out which one and send hirn out" ( 1  5). 

The treatments also inculcate in Reed a loathing of the "experts" later viiified by Foucault 

throughout Disciplirre ard Punish. society's agents of control who would, in their 

-'fùrious desire" to ''judge, assess, diagnose, recognize the normal and abnormal and claim 

the honour of cunng and rehabilitating" (304), come close to destroying him. These two 

îàctors would lead to a career in which Reed attempts to "seize control" over himself 

through the creation of  numerous musical personae which are ultimately indistinguishable 

tiom the "real" Lou Reed. As he would sing on  "The Black Angel's Death Song" from 

the first Velvet Underground album: "The myriad choices of his fate / Set themselves out 

upon a plate / For hirn to choose / What had he to lose?" (The Velvet U~ldergro~itdmd 

Nico) . 

Afler graduating with a B.A. in the Arts fiom Syracuse Lrniversity--where he dabbles in 

speed and heroin while the other midents of  the day puff marijuana--and spending tirne as 

an in-house songwriter for Pickwick Records in Manhattan, Reed forrns the Velvet 

Underground. whose very name, taken from a pulp novel of  the period, evokes the merger 

of high and low which marks the sensibiiity o f  the gutter-dandy, captured musically in the 

merger of his own brand of raucous rock y i t a r  prirnitivism--a sort o f  intuitive take on the 

"free" sax playing of  Omette Coleman, whom he idolizes while in college "-- and the 



trained, avant-garde virtuosity of Welsh multi-instrumentalist John Cale, his primary 

collaborator (the band is rounded out by Sterling Morrison on rhythm guitar and bass and 

Maureen "Moe" Tucker, rock's first female dmmmer). 

From the beginning, Reed plows a songwriting tùrrow dong the lefbhand path, taking 

the route ignored in the utopian rock music that was cohering in American hippie culture, 

with its agrarian nostalgia that finds its ultimate expression in the infamous Woodstock 

concert in 1969. While supposedly "organic" dmgs like marijuana and hashish are the 

main sacraments of the middle-class, heterosexually-one- colourfully adorned hippies, 

who look toward a Rousseauian society of human "equality" (at least for the men) in 

nature, Reed, coolly remote in dark sunglasses and leather, and his black-clad cohorts 

detail an urban realm of  alienated loners, drag queens, whores, and junkies who instead 

inject rnethedrine (speed) and heroin, indulge in transgessive and fetishistic se& and seek 

not equality, but the satisfaction of their ever-çnawing appetites. In earfy Reed songs such 

as "Wajting For The Man," "Venus In Furs" and "Heroin" are the "strategies, secret 

codes. impossible ambitions and loosed ids" of those "new urban hunters and 

gatherers . . . who have M e  connection to the surveilled corporate and suburban citadels" 

of America's ascendent bourgeois class (Benderson, n. pag.)." Sterling Morrison 

recounts the reaction to  the band's first concert, at Summit High School in November, 

1965: "Thc murmur o f  surprise that greeted Our appearance as the curtain went up 

increased to a roar of  disbelief once we started to play 'Venus' and swelled t o  a mighîy 

howl of outrage and bewilderrnent by the end of 'Heroin"' (Bockris and Malanga 22).  

On both disc and in performance, then, Reed and the Velvets are the antithesis of 

evcrything the nascent peace and love generation in America at the time stood for: by the 

time of their first album in 1967, "while rnost of the rock world was celebrating the 

Sumrner of Love. with its attendant emphasis on peace, the transfomative power of 

hallucinogens, and harmony." writes Larry McCafEety, the Velvets "laid d o m  the 

blueprint for many of the musical and thematic directions punk rock would pursue a 

decade later. The che f  departure made by Reed and his VU cohorts has to  d o  4 t h  the 

brutal honesty and sense of empathy brought to their depictions of a series of  shocking 

character types and situations . . . Reed presented people and situations that either never 



had appeared in popular music before o r  whose appearances had been utterly disguised o r  

romanticized" (304). Equally disturbing t o  audiences, however, is the band's "icy" image 

and attitude, in large part derived fiom Reed's musical heroes fiom the world of  jazz, 

Stagolee types like Charlie Parker and Miles Davis-whose practice of  playing with his 

back to the audience the Velvets adopt-combined with a fashjon sense which hearkens 

hrther back to Baudelaire. whose notion that black clothing, "from his lustrous high hat 

to his impeccably polished shoes," was syrnbolically "appropriate . . . to an age in 

mourning," and that society was not rnoving toward some imagined utopia, but rather was 

on "a declininç path, not upwards toward progress"(Moers 272), the band ~ h a r e s . ' ~  "The 

general attitude" of  the Velvets, recalls associate Ronnie Cutrone, 

was fùck you which was very punk but nobody knew what 
punk was. The Velvets hated everything. . . . Before The 
Velvet Underground almost without exception al1 groups 
came out and said, 'Hey, we're gonna have a good time, 
let's get involved!', faced the audience, said, 'This is a time 
o f  love, peace, happiness and sexual liberation and we're 
çonna have a wondefi l  time.' The Velvets on the other 
hand came out and turned their backs to  the audience. . . . 

For the performances they wore ai1 black. Everyone 
[else] was wearing balloon-sleeve Tom Jones shirts, 
necklaces, high boots. The Velvets were into amphetamine. 
They wore total black, white face. They were totally 
electric, extremely loud. They got nin out of Provincetown 
on a rail. (Bockris and Maianga 54) 

The key t o  Reed's gutter-dandy persona can be seen in one of  his most endurinç songs, 

"l'm Waiting for the Man," a choppy, angular rocker which draws on his experiences 

scoring heroin in Harlem while in college. ' T m  waiting for my man / Twenty-six dollars in 

my hand 1 Up to Lexington, 125 / Feel sick and dirty, more dead t han alive" (The Ekfvet 

Zhdergrow~d). Reed intones in a voice unlike anything heard in rock music until this 

point. The subject mattei here is delivered raw, and as Jeremy Reed points out. the song's 

meaninç "is not allegorical, as it is with Pink Floyd's 'See Emily Play,' or The Rolling 

Stones' '2,000 Liçht-Years From Home,' o r  the acid trip explored in The Beatles' 

'Strawberry Fields': on the contrary, Reed is coolly disinterested in the information he 

imparts" (Waifhg 29). Here Sadean apathy, in the appropnated voice of Stagolee, makes 



its debut in a four-minute rock s o n s  as the singer takes his Listeners on a tour of the mean 

streets of New York, depicting a world where one can live in direct opposition to the 

bourgeois conventions of accumulation, investment, and the deferment of pleasure. As he 

makes the druç connection, the singer takes note of the fùdcy, gutter-dandy attire of the 

dealer, "dl dressed in black," with a "big straw hat," as if taking notes for his own fùture 

version of  this street-hustling Stagolee. In the final verse, the singer has achieved his goal, 

and in his euphoric state tells his lover, "Baby don't you holler, darlin' don't you bawl and 

shout / I'rn feeling good I'rn gonna work it on out / I'm feeling good, I'rn feeling so fine / 

Until tomorrow, but that's just same other time" ( m e  Velvet Undergrminci). In T m  

Waiting for the Man" and other early to mid-period Reed songs, narcotic usage is 

described as an ascesis wherein, in the words of Bataille, sovereignty is recovered in the 

practice of joy before death in an "apotheosis of that which is penshable" resulting in a 

renewal of the "tragic jubilation that man 'is' as soon as he stops . . . glon@ing necessary 

work and letting himself be emasculated by the fear of tomorrow'' (Visiorts 237). The 

-'pure existence" of the heroin nod is ultimately implied to be worth the inevitable "wait." 

N o  caveaf empror is gven- This was a stance that virtudly guaranteed that the Velvet 

Underground would never be accorded radio play, even in the supposedly "liberated" 

atmosphere of the  late 1 960s, one that fnghtens benevolent liberal-humanists as much as it 

does riçht-wing conservatives. Reed's remarks later duriny his solo career, spoken in the 

same blunt, blackly comic Stagolee street-langage seen earlier in Miles, reveai a man who 

revels in his role as a gutter-sage, a "corruptei' of the youth of America who operates 

through the conversion vehicles o f  both the rock song and his own transgressive persona: 

The Velvet Underground were banned fiom the radio. I'rn 
still being banned. And for exactly the sarne reasons. 
Maybe they don? like Jewish faggots. . . . No, it 's what 
they think 1 stand for they don't like. They don't want their 
kid sitting around masturbating to some rock-and-roll 
record-probably one of mine. They don't want their kid 
ever to know he cm snort coke or get a blow job at schoot 
or fùck his sister up the ass. They never have. . . . With or 
without the radio, 17m still dangerous to parents. 
( l>ar?sformer 294) 



A DANDY WARHOL 

New York  was about drag queens and junkies, small- 
town freaks transforming themselves into gutter- 
aristocrats as they revolted against Amencrr's repressive 
homophobia. Warhol made these people 'superstars', 
and the Velvets . . . bymned them i a  speed-freak 
anthems l ike 'Sister Ray'. 

-Barney Eioskyns 

The great thing about the 'Exploding Pîastic Inevitable' 
was that it left nothing to the imagination. We were 
onstage with bullwhips, giant flashlights, hypodermic 
needles, barbells, big wooden crosses. . . . There was 
a clear image o f  what the group was conveying. 

-Ronnie Cutrone 

................................................ 
Andy would show his movies on us. We wore blrick so 
you could see the movie. But  we were al1 wearing black 
anyway. 

-Lou Reed 

Reed and the Velvets soon find their mentor in someone who shares their view that the 

tnie royalty of a bourgeois-dominated Amencan life is to be found in the gutters of its 

largest urban centres: Andy Warhol. Warhol's Pop Art aesthetic, the elevation of 

consumer society's refùse, such as the Campbell's Soup can, into "high art," was also put 

into practice in "real life" through his elevation of a variety of guttersnipes, transsexuais, 

dmç addicts and middle-class dropouts into "Superstars" who appeared in his many 

f i l r n ~ . ~  This dovetails with the aesthetic Reed and Cale are already developing and, dong 

with the Warhol's own propensity for gutter-dandyism, with his black leather jackets, 

black jeans, shades, silver wigs, taste for amphetamines and apathetic Sadean 

demeanour,'" leads to a marriage made somewhere south of heaven. "The Pop idea was 

that anybody could do anything," Warhol &tes of his democratic strain of gutter- 

dandyism. "Nobody wanted to stay in one category . . . that's why when we met the 

Velvet Underground at the end of '65, we were al1 for getting into the music scene too" 

(Popivm 1 34). A collaboration is thus quickly stmck up, with the artist conceiving the 



first conceptual tounng show in the history of rock music in the form of the Exploding 

Plastic Inevitable, or  E.P. I., a name which in itself suggests the movement between 

forrnless chaos and malleable form which comprises the desh~ctwalis! spiral. 

IMAGES: THE E.P.I, 

1 love images worth repeating, 
project them upon the ceiling 
Multiply them with silk screening 
See them with P different feeling 
Images / Images / Images / Images. ,, . 
Mechanical precision or so it's seeming 
tnstigates a cooler feeling. 

-Lou R d  and John Cale, "lmages" 

In the form of the E.P.I., Warhol and the Velvets put into practice in a live 

performance situation a state described by Foucault as "the sudden illumination of  

multiplicity itself-with nothing at its center, at its highest point, or beyond it," found in the 

artist 's mass-produced pop cultural images (Lu~~gziage 1 89). The mixed-media E. P. 1. is 

an electrified Dionysian conundrum, a chaos of swirling music, dancing and film images 

projected expertly by Warhol himself to create a maximal sense of vertigo descnbed by 

Foucault as "a flickerinç of light that travels even faster than the eye" revealing "the 

eternal phantasm" of the void (1  89). With the addition of icy German actress, mode1 and 

chanteuse Nico on occasional lead vocals, the efkct was cornplete. A kind of  mass 

invitation to Jesrrtrcrt~ralist conversion, the E.P.I. was, Bockris writes, 

for the mid-60s, an incredible sight. Two of Warhol's films 
were projected behind the band. The Velvets, al1 dressed in 
black, often tumed their backs to the audience. Nico, ail in 
white, sang under a harsh spotlight. In fiont of them, two 
Warhol dancers in black leather, Malanga and Woronov (a 
Warhol actress), one ofien brandishing a whip, acted out 
images from the songs. Over the stage Warhol hung a 
spinning mirrored ball. From a baicony at the other end of 
the hall, Warhol focused colored strobe lights on the stage. 
The colored lights played across the whole ensemble, and 
the spinning mirror ball sent slivers of light spiintering in a 
hundred different directions. This created a flickering 
effect, which, combined with the loudest rock music ever 
heard at the time, disorienteci the audience, with mixed-up 



messages of love, peace, hate and revenge. . . . Warhol's 
show filled the space with images as disturbing and abrasive 
as Reed's songs. ( Trwormer  12 1 ) 

Mile  rnany of Warhol's special effects would be soon pirated by more peace-and- 

love-oriented perfonners in rock and roil's "psychedelic" era ody the E.P.I. presented the 

full picture, creating an unsettling, transfomative environment where the Other was, as 

writer and queasy participant Steven Koch points out, revealed to be the Same in a loosely 

stnictured Sadean fiemy. "The effort to create an exploding (more accurately, imptoding) 

environment capable of shattering any conceivable focus on the senses was ail too 

successtùl," he recounts: "Seeing it made me realize how deeply the then dl-adrnired 

theories attacking 'ego' as the root of al1 evil . . . had become for the avant-garde the 

çrounds for a deeply engaged metaphor of sexual sadism for 'blowins the mind'. . . . 

Liberation was tuminç out to be humiliation, peace was revealing itself as rageY7 

(7i-a,1-~1rmer 122). For Rousseauian-rninded hippies, this was a revelation that was 

tantamount to heresy: that "getting back to the garden" was not about sunny, pot-smoking 

brothedsisterhood in the bosom of a benign nature, but rather an immersion in forces 

beyond the realrn of good and evil, an Artaudian "signalling through the flmes" bringing 

to mind Camille Paglia's admonition to such types that "the Dionysian is no picnic" 

(Sc'rnal5). In part, Bockris writes, this was tùelled by the E.P.L7s drug of choice: 

"Methamphetamine hydrochloride-speed," he contends, is "a key to understanding what 

set Reed and Cale's sound aside fiom the rnainstrearn of American pop in the second half 

of the 1960s. which was based more on sofl and halIucinogenic dmgs" ('Iiar~sformer 

95)." Speed is %tificial," an urban drug, a chernical produced in cheap labs, inorganic, in 

every way antithetical to marijuana, the hippies' sacred herb, and when used as a creative 

tool, it yields results that, when combined with Warhol's own speed-fed mentality, are 

deemed unacceptable by a large part of society, both "straight" and "counter~ultural.~' 

Just how antitheticaf the Exploding Plastic Inevitable is to the flower child mentality of the 

day is brouçht home when the show goes on the road to San Francisco--the home of the 

hippie movement and its mainstay bands such as The Jefferson Airplane and The Gratefùl 

Dead--and the Warhol contingent are accosted by the famed prornoter of the rock scene 



there, Bi11 Graham, who, incensed by the band's Iaissez faire approach to hard dmgs, 

explodes inevitably: "You disgusting germs from New York! Here we are, trying to c l a n  

up everything, and you corne out here with your disgusting minds and whips!" (Popism 

170)."~ It should be pointed out, however, that one Los Angeles-based group, The Doors, 

led by s inger -sonwter  Jirn Momson and inspired by the Iives and words of Rimbaud, 

Artaud and Kerouac," were pursuing a path very similar to that of The Velvet 

Underground, dbeit one more comrnercially rewarding. 

"HEROLN" 

Poppy! best flower whose bud 
Sends dreams to  men that die, 

4 drain thy drowsy flood 
That our impatient blood 

May mingle utterly. 

SO, Hennes, thou a r t  wed, 
So, Aphrodite, mine, 

In one sweet spirit shed 
In one ambrosial bed, 
In one fair trame divine. 

-Aleister Crowley 

We want to journey without steam or sail! 
Liven our prison cells' monotony. . . . 
And the least dim, who love DelirÎum 
Escaping the great flock which fate enfolds 
And taking refuge in vast opium! 

Al1 1 wanted to do was wri te songs that 
somebody like me could relate to. Why 
not have a litt le something on the side for 
the kids in the back row? 

The songs that Lou Reed proffers as part of  the E.P. I. experience could hardly have 

provided comfort to Graham and his ilk. In addition to "I'm Waiting For The Man," Reed 



and the Velvets essay other treatises which appear on their 1967 debut album, 77k Vefvet 

I/ndergrottnd and Nico, characterized by both their lyrical and sonic transgression as 

encouraged by the album's nominal "producer,'- Warhol, who insists on realism: that the 

band draw on life experience and not clean anything up for the recording, but instead leave 

al1 the "'dirty words in" (7ia1tsformer 130)." "Andy Warhol told me that what we were 

doing with the music was the sarne thing he was doing with painting and movies and 

writins-i.e., not kidding around," Reed explains. "To my mind, nobody in music was 

doinç anything that even approxirnated the reai thing, with the exception of us. We were 

doinç a specific thing that was very, very real . . . which was the only way we could work 

with him" (McNeil7).% To  this end, "Venus In Furs" couches a bleak tale of  upper class 

ennui and sadomasochism to music which sounds like psychedelia7s demonic Other; 

"European Son" features a noisy extended finaie of harmotodic fi-ee jazz style jamming a 

la Omette Coleman heretofore unheard of in rock and roll circtes. as each member of the 

band solos in unison; "Al1 Tommorow's Parties," sung by Nico, lyrically conveys a sense 

of very un-hip-pie urban ennui. Capping al1 of  this is perhaps Reed's most infamous song 

ever, the flatly titled "Heroin." 

Perhaps the ultimate destmtitralist s o n s  "Heroin" itself unfolds over seven minutes in 

a series of spirals which mirror the rush and the nod of  the ritualistic intravenous heroin 

high as transcribed fiom the singer's experience. A musical version of Crawley's notion 

of narcotic-ingestion intentionally appiied under the user's will as a form of mystical 

asce-sis, "t-Ieroirf writes Reynolds, is "rock's definitive smack hymn," with "imagery . . . 

uncannily appropriate t o  the notion of sovereignty" (Sex 1 27). As the song begins, Reed, 

accompanied by a subdued musical background of stmmrned electric guitars and a tom- 

tom drumbeat, infbrms the listener in a voice that radiates a cool detachment approaching 

impudence (well-described by McCafkry as a "bored-but-hyper-hipness" 1201): "1 don't 

know, just where I'rn going / But I'rn gonna try for the kingdom, if 1 can" (7he Lélvet 

UtrJL.rgruutzd). The y i t a r s  and drums then pick up the Pace dong with the lines, "Cause 

it makes me feel like I'rn a man / When 1 put a spike into my vein / Then 1'11 tell ya, things 

aren't quite the m e  / When I'rn rushing on my mn / And 1 feel just like Jesus' son / And 



1 guess that 1 just don't know" (repeated), before dropping back off t o  the subdued level 

of the song's start. This pattern repeats throughout "Heroin" until the singer's dmg rush 

peaks in its final third, where in a d e ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ r a f î s t  fienzy, the band breaks apart the song's 

structure arnidst squalls o f  howling guitar feedback and h t i c ,  arrhythrnic drumming as 

the singer defiantly outline his icy narcotic praxis: 

Heroin, it's my wife, and it7s my life (chuckle) 
Because a mainer to  my vein 
Leads to a center in my head 
And then 17m better off than dead 
Because when the smack begins to  flow 
Then 1 reaily don't care anymore 
About al1 the jim-jims in this town 
And al1 the politicians making crazy sounds 
And everybody puttin' everybody else down 
And al1 the dead bodies piled up in mounds. 

On his heroin high, the user here has attained "the view fiom above," a sovereign space 

o r  as h e  calls it, "kingdom" beyond worldy concerns and "above the categories o f  space 

and tirne" (Hadot 240). The body now fùnctions as a site for the mystical alchemy o f  the 

self, takinç the user to a place where he's "better off than dead," dead t o  the world yet still 

sentient, a limit-experience Foucault characterizes as "interior and sovereign" (Larlgirage 

33). As gutter-dandy/theorist and heroin enthusiast Alexander Trocchi writes in Cain 'Y 

Book,'7 "To be familiar with this experîence, t o  be able to attain . . . the serenity o f  a 

vantage point 'beyond' death, to have such a critical technique at one's disposai . . . my 

own sanity has from time to  tirne depended [on]" (Cait~ S 4 1 ). On heroin. Trocchi 

explains in a key passage which links Reed to his black jazz heroes like Charlie Parker and 

Miles Davis, "the organism has a sense o f  being intact and unbrittle, and above d l ,  

b .  For the attitude born of this sense o f  inviolability, some Arnericans have used 

the word 'cool"' (1  1).  DOM^ Alexander's previously cited definition of black cool-- 

-'Finding the essential sou1 while essentially being lost"-then connects here with the 

"Heroin" singer's admission, "1 don? know just where I'm going," and his eight 

repetitions (including the closing stanza) of the line, "And 1 guess that I just don't 

k n ~ w , " ' ~  while also declaring that the injected dmg makes him self-sufficient ( "it's my 



wife and it's my life" -- heroin nullifies the sex drive, eliminates physical craving) and 

"leads to a center in my head." 

Here, then, are the workings o f  Baudelaire's main tenet of dm~&-sme, the "vaporization 

and centralization of  the self," packaged in an accessible rock song format for the kids in 

the back row. As Jeremy Reed explains, with "Heroin" Reed cultivates "an objective 

subversion by which social values are exposed for their inadequacy to  make good 

individual grievance. . . . In 'Heroin' Reed's siding with the secular urban identity is 

apocalyptic'' (Waiting 4).49 On one level, 'Heroin' argues for the sovere ip  individuai's 

democratic right to  seize the "kingdom" for himself without interference fiom outside 

forces, the foolish "jim-jims" and "crazy" po1iticia.n~ with their agendas of  rnass control. 

As Trocchi passionately argues, "We cannot a o r d  to leave the potentiai power of dmgs 

in the  hands of a few governrnental 'experts,' whatever they cal1 themselves. Critical 

knowledge we must keep in the public domain" (Cain S 41). This is an argument that 

could have corne straiçht out Foucault's work: that notion that the "experience of  the 

author-fùnction" or  "the sculpting o f  the self' must be the cornerstone of  any worthwhile 

h ture  human societies, this including the Crowleyan use under will of  al1 manner of sex, 

dmgs. and "the breaking of al1 the prohibitions that form and guide the development of a 

normal individual" (/mt,gnage 222). 

ROCK AND ROLL ANLMAL: LOU REED IN THE '70s 

Journalist: Would it be correct to cal1 your music 
gu tter-rock? 

Lou Reed: Oh, yeah. 

I felt that meeting with Lou, somehow we had beea 
corrupted forever. You felt it  in some emotional, stark 
way. 1 mean Lou always seemed like he wanted to go 
darker than sen, murder, mutilation, further. And you 
always got the feeling that you were definitely an idiot 
around him. 

-Legs McNeil, Pirnk Magazine 

If with the Velvet Underground, who go  on t o  produce three more masterfui and low- 



selling  record^,^ but only one with the revolutionary ReedKale team intact--White 

Whife Heaf [1968], which includes the band's ultimate musical merger o f  fke jazz 

expressionism with blaring metallic rock noise, "Sister Ray," which lyrically depicts an X- 

rated party between a group of  drug-addicted and murderous transsexuals and some 

betùddled sailors on shore leave-Lou Reed remains a shadowy figure, his Warhol-inspired 

license to reinvent himself really takes off in the 1970s as he pursues his solo career, as if 

his immersion in the phantasmagoric conundrum o f  the E.P.I. and his concomitant 

(a1)chemical experimentation fiees him now to assume any number of forms and embrace a 

rnyrîad of mutating attitudes t o  become the ultimate rock charneleon. a polymorphic prince 

of perversity reflecting seductive Dionysian images. As Bangs writes in his famous blackly 

humourous treatise on Reed in the mid-'70s, "Lou Reed is a completely depraved pervert 

and pathetic death dwartànd everything else you want to  think he is . . . an artist 

continually in flux. . . . Lou Reed is the guy that gave dignity and poetry and rock 'n' roll 

to smack, speed, homosexuality, sadornasochism, murder, misoçyny, stumblebum 

passivity, and suicide" (Psychotic 170- 1). In the 1 970s, Reed literally becomes Miller's 

prodigious monster, mutating reality into any number of blackly seductive shapes and 

sounds. a rni1le~aria.n Rimbaud figure who navigates the parameters of an imagistic 

popular culture in spiraling destmrtrralisf movements of  attraction / repulsion in which he 

embraces the  low--decadence, depravity-in order to become hi&: a dow~-gohg which is 

al so a goirrg-ucro.s.s. 

Reed's past limit-experience had aliowed him to dissociate the Apollonian Lines o f  his 

upbringing and remodel hirnself, but at the dawn of the 1 WOs, with the Velvet 

Underground making little mass impact, he found himself in a paradoxical place o f  faifure, 

of commercial obscurity, yet also one of pure possibih'y, and seemuigly unlimited 

opportunities for fùrther exploration / mutation. "The seventies were a chance for me to 

se t  in on it," Reed explains of the "glam-rock" aesthetic which briefly held rock in thrall. 

"Since no one knew me fiom Adam particularly, 1 could say 1 was anything. I'd learned 

that fiorn Andy: nobody knows. You could be anything" (Hoskyns 35). Starting out 

tentatively and once again anonymously with his eponyrnous solo bow in 1970 (an album 



which rehashed a few Velvets' classics, a trend that would repeat throughout the decade 

as Reed reshaped his songs to fit whatever persona he was living at the time) as a 

somewhat beeQ, valium-becalmed singer-songwriter type newly married to a blonde 

named Bettye, Reed soon meets another galvanizing force a la Warhol in David Bowie, a 

British singer-songwrïter enamoured of the  Velvet Underground who has created a kind 

of Wildean dandy for the space-age in his alter-ego Ziggy Stardust, and aiso penned the 

Song "Andy Warhol," the Iyrics of which make the point that there is no discernable 

difference between Warhol and his art: "Andy Warhol looks a scream / Hang him on my 

walI / Andy Warhol, Silver Screen / Can't tell them apart at ail," sings Bowie (Htmky). 

For Bowie, Warhol is the plastic man, the "manufactured object" or "product o f  biology 

manipulated for art" who "teems with inorganic s e e d  (Paglia, Semal 39 1 )-and indeed, 

the admiring singer applies this Warholian formula of "daemonization" to himself to create 

Ziggy Stardust, the persona for which he is still most farnous. 

Reinvigorated by contact with his more farnous disciple, a newly glamourous, divorced 

Reed himself soon emerges with a new album whose title tells the story: 1972's 

ïra,t.~~-rner.~' But unlike Bowie--who, aside from his fiirtation with Warhol's crowd to 

this point is still coming more out of an British camp lineage fiom Wilde to Noel Coward 

to Anthony Newley and music hallS'-~eed's various personae are al1 infomed by his New 

York-bred assimilation of the Stagolee myth, and here his darker version of  glam-rock (he 

looks vampiric on the album's cover) really arnounts to  the offerings of a Stag in makeup" 

guiding his audience through a cool-minded trawl through the New York City back alleys 

where the superstars reside, al1 the while tossing off pithy Warhol-inspired hippie-liberal- 

baiting epit hets like "Vicious, you hit me with fiower" ("Vicious," Tra~~sfonner). With the 

involvernent of Bowie and his taiented guitarist, Mick Ronson, Reed manages to pull off 

one of the more subversive acts of his career, landing his only l'op 40 hit to date with 

-'Walk on the Wild Side," a jazzy hymn for Warhol's superstars replete with references to 

transsexuals engaging in fellatio and also including one of Reed's most overt public 

identifications with the street-pimp style of Stagolee, as he laconicdly calls on his "colored 

girls" to take over the "doo-doo-doo" chorus (7ramformer). Tellingly, the singer d so  



has high praise for those denizens of the demirnonde who never blow their streetwise cool: 

Candy Darling "never lost her head / even when she was givin' head," while Little Joe the 

hustler (male prostitute) "never once gave it away 1 everybody had t o  pay, and pay." 

"There are moments in every artist's life when past and present synthesize," Jeremy Reed 

astutely opines regarding "Wdk on the Wild Side," "and this seems to have happened for 

Lou Reed in writing this song. It might have belonged to Isherwood's Berlin, to thirties 

cabaret; it is tirneless as it pays tribute to those who [ive on the outside and create a 

panache, an inimitable lifestyie in doinç so" ( Waiting 79). As such, the song is a virtual 

ant hem of gutter-dandyism. 

THE MONSTER AWAKES 

The  man really knew his own  capacity. H e  wou ld  take 
pure  methamphetamine hydroehloride a n d  grind it 
down, a n d  include the whole experience in his 
music. , . . T h e  trouble is, coming o f f  the  drug makes 
you very nasty. 

--Steve Kab, producer o f  Rock 'N' Roll Animal 

[Lou1 was always t ry ing t o  move mental ly a n d  
spi r i tual ly  to someplace no one h a d  ever gone before. 
H e  was often very antisocial and  di f f icu l t  t o  w o r k  with, 
but he was interestr'ng, and  people were interested in the 
confl ict  and some of the good things that came o u t  o f  it. 

-Sterling M o r r i s o n  

O n e  day it dawned on me that  it was al1 l i k e  a movie. 
A n d  the thing about movies is tha t  if you don? l i ke  'cm, 
you can w a l k  out. As soon as that  became clear, it was 
al1 very simple. 

- b u  Reed 

Reed's reaction to his first taste of commercial success is to reverse course, and head 

for the ditch. Much as songs like "Vicious" and "Walk on the Wild Side" are in retrospect 

quintessential Reed, afier having been dven Iicense by Warhol to  become his own Creator, 

he seems to ovemeact t o  Bowie's benevolent influence dunng the Ïiam-jiwrmr period, as 



if he has relinquished his sovereignty to the reigning dandy of British rock through 

collusion. In response, Reed embarks upon a series of remarkable albums-Berlirr, Rmk 

',V ' RolI Alrimal, /,ou R e d  Live, SaIiy C'ml 't Dawe and the notorious Metai Machine 

Mtls~c--and tours unequalled in rock history wherein the singer, says Bockris, was "hitting 

the zeitgeist smack on the nose day afler day" (Ziansformer 255).  

The first post- Tramformer release, Berlin, is now thought of by many as being Reed's 

masterpiece, but at the time of the album's 1973 release the novelistic album's excursion 

through the disintegrating marriage (based on R d ' s  divorce From Bettye) of Jim and 

Caroline. two speed fieaks-4th cornrnentary provided by a icy, dispassionate narrator 

straight fiorn "Heroin" who calls himself "the waterboy" ("The Kids"), the man on the 

sidelines, and breaks fiom his litany of spousd abuse, infideiity, dmgs and suicide to 

inform us, "And me, 1 just don't care at all" ("Men Of Good Fortunev)- was met with 

harsh criticism and low sales figures. "Reed's delivery and material on this album have a 

self-centred indifference," Jeremy Reed writes of Reed's Stagolee stance on Berlin, "as if 

he reaily wouldn't bother to look up if someone was shot dead in the sarne room," this an 

extension of the "disengagement" characteristic of his Velvet Underground persona as the 

"cool leather cat who knows the whole scene" ( Wairiug 89, 9 1 ). Accordingly, Norman 

Mailer says of the hipster, the white Negro, that he "has almost no interest in . . . judging 

human nature from a set of standards conceived a priori to the experience" and thus 

"abdicates any sense of conventional moral responsibility because it would argue that the 

results of our actions are unforeseeable. and so we cannot know if we do good or bad [or] 

whether we have çiven energy to another, [or] what another would do with it" 

(AJver~isernet~is 353). This "beyond good and evil" stance, which pervades Reed's chiiled 

sensibility on & h l ,  is not only Warholian, Nietzschean and Sadean in tone, but in fact 

goes further back, to the medieval nullerinarian thought of the Brethren of the Free Spirit, 

who held that t h e  "enfiçhtened" sou1 "passes into a state of total indifference, in which it 

cares for nothing, not even God . . . not even . . . about its own sdvation." Such souls 

"cannot see themselves as good or evil" and "cannot judge whether they are converted or 

perverted" (Cohn 185). Reed's words thus echo: "And me, 1 just don? care at all." 



Supreme cool as enlightenment. 

Rightfûlly stung by the neçative reaction to  a mastefil, if difficult work, Reed, on his 

subsequent tour, his psyche fired by methedrine, to which he is now addicted, commences 

an ongoing act o f  destucrî~ruiism which lasts up to and including until 1978's iconoclastie 

7;rrke No Prisoners, a personal and artistic dowwgoing similar to the coke-fiielled joumey 

of Miles Davis fiom 1969-1975 which sees him implode the line between art and life to, as 

Rimbaud advocates, "make himself a monster, " or, in Reed's case. a "rock 'n' roll 

animal." Eschewing much of his solo work, Reed hits the road with a band fiaturing two 

flamboyant hard rock guitarists fiom Detroit, Steve Hunter and Dick Wagner, and 

proceeds to mutate his classic Velvet Underground songs in concert, turning them rrpside 

doww and inside U U ~  and finally into a heavy metal musical infemo, and then employing the 

same spiralling avcesis on himself Stick thin fiom appetite-killing methedrine injections, 

his head shaven Genet-style with iron crosses dyed into it, clad in head-to-toe leather 

adorned with bicycle chains, sportinç black lipstick, a studded dog collar and studded 

leather wristlets as well, Reed now embraces Rimbaud's dictum that the poetic monster 

should ingest poisons and implant warts on  his face, with the added advantage of his 

havinç the mass media there every step of  the way to transmit his corrosive images to the 

world. British rock cntic Nick Kent's hyperbolic recollection of meeting Reed during this 

period is especially mernorable: 

He (She? It?) stood there for al1 the world like one of  those 
rnang half-starved Mexican dogs . . . but transformai by 
sorne hideous rniscalculation of fate into human form. The 
hair was shaved as close to the head as possible, like 
Charles Manson's when he was graced with a prison cut, 
and went one step hrther, but mutilated by large random 
patches o f  diseased albino colounnç. It was only when 1 
got closer 1 noticed these areas . . . were specifically shaped 
like . . . iron crosses. Then there was the face which 
possessed not only the most uniquely grey and decayed 
fleshly pallor I've yet to witness on any human visage but 
also a fixed glazed look to the eyes like several hundred 
watts o f  electricity were being fired through his central 
nervous system. The body was skimy and emaciated 
almost beyond belief . . . 



It took me a good minute of solid staring t o  Msually 
equate this utterly dissipated apparition with any previous 
incarnation that was ever named Lou Reed. . . . I've never 
seen a man so utterly paralyseci, so completely devoid of  Iife 
while still managing to somehow keep breathing, as Reed 
had looked that night. (1 7 1) 

For al1 of this, however, Reed remains, however loosely, in command of  his 

des~rz~cturafisf praxis: "The really amazing thing was his control," explains his road 

manager Barbara Falk. "No matter how he carried o n  . . . Sometimes 1 had to carry him 

to the stage . . . the moment he went on he'd appear fùlly awake, aware and ready. f i s  

stage presence was absolutely consistent" (qtd in Waitirzg 106). From 1973 until nearly 

the end of the decade. Reed makes a spectacle o f  himself in a series of  publicaily lived-out 

dark images, his magnetically debauched persona fiinctioning as  a conduit to the shadow 

side of  Me, his aura "so concentrated that each syllable suggested a novel" (J. Reed, 

Wui~itrg 142). The rock 'n' roll animal, writes Jeremy R e d ,  "had become an impenetrable 

black masws, a figure who, like Aleister Crowley, represented the taboo, the Iefl-hand side 

of the magic spiral, the intersection with the Great Beast and his designation 666" 

( Wailii rg 1 42 ) .  

Nowhere is this latter point better heard than on the stunning live Rock 'N' Koii 

A~rimnl album o f  1 974, where Reed mutates "Heroin" into a gothic psychodrama 

described by Timot hy Fems of Rolii~~g Stone as creating "the atrnosphere of a cathedra] at 

Black Mass, where heroin is Cod" (qtd. in Bockris, Ti-aîrsfornrer 23 7). Reed here 

becomes a raging, leather-clad, speed-soaked Dionysus offering his flock "the ideal of  a 

total emancipation o f  the individual from society, even fiom external reality itself-the ideal 

. . . of self-divination7' (Cohn 286). Mirroring the desfntcfztmfisf jouniey of  original "cool 

cat." Mifes Davis. toward a "hot7' dandyisrn in the first ha1 f o f  the '70s, Reed now also, in 

contrast to the diffident chill of  the Velvet Underground and Heriir~, turns his white 

Stagolee persona inside-out, stoking his emotional fires and melting away his icy past. 

"Faced . . . with the absurd notion that his years with the Velvet Underground were the 

apoçee of  his career, Reed did the best thing possible . . . have Hunter and Wagner 

detonate the oriçinals," Jeremy Reed correctly contends. "The live version of  'Heroin' on 



. . . Rock 'N' Roll Animal makes the recorded 1967 version sound sedate- So too 

does . . . ' I'm Waiting for the Man', in which the song is afTorded a voiatility of  vocal 

drive absent fiom the original" (Waiting 95). On Rock 'NT Roll Animal, Reed continues, 

"the cold detachrnent of  Reed7s voice on The Velvet Underground recording is replaced 

by an energy dynarnic which has a score to settle. Reed had gone public . . ." (95). Any 

distance between the public grrtter-uriisre and the private man was closed as the dark 

magus of New York City now lived out his songs nightly on stage, doing a psychic 

tightrope walk across the void; during Ra.k 'N' Holl Animal S subsequent tour, Reed is 

often found alone in his dressinç room "sobbing uncontrollably" d e r  performances, 

unable to face anyone but his road manager, overcome by raw emotion ( Tratisformer 

256). "He was such a romantic figure at that point," commented a fnend. "He was as 

good as you can be . . . very much a Rimbaud figure" (261). 

THE END: MMM 

With Punk, rock 'n' roll had b e n  reduced to its most 
basic pulse. . . . Rock needs these periodic returns to 
reductio ad crudum. Just plug directly into the main- 
line teen valve and let whatever's bottled up blast 
through. 

-David Dalton 

I realize that any idiot with the equipment could have 
made this record, including me, you or Lou. That's one 
of  the main reasons 1 Iike it so much. 

-Lester Bangs on M d  Machine Music. 

From his Velvet Underground days through to his udeashed persona as a rockLn' roll 

animal, Lou Reed7s career is an exemplary of an aesthetic that will eventually become 

known as "punk,"a movement born in the streets of New York City but popularized by a 

British band called the Sex Pistols, whose singer. Johnny Rotten, has been accurately 

described as the "archetypal punk as fop, a reverse fop if you will, but a fop nonetheless. 

A dandy who not only lives in kont of a mirror, but is a kind o f  mirror hirnself, showing 

others their reflections" (Dalton 74). Closely examineci, however? punk's underclass 



philosophy of D.1.Y. (Do It Yourself) and its Crowleyan insistence on democratizing rock 

and roll and seizing creative license back fiom an elitist bourgeois business culture are 

mere extensions of the ideas put into play in both Warhol's pop art projects and Reed's 

own musical career. "1 just empty myself out so what people see is a projection of their 

own needs," Reed had said in pre-johnny Rotten 1974 (Tran.s$omer 50). So it should 

corne as no surprise then that Reed should release perhaps the ultimate punk statement, 

h f e~a l  Machine Music, in 1975, one year before the Sex Pistols are formed. Basically an 

hour of totally unmarketable white noise generated in his bedroom with a guitar and two 

tape recorders and then foisted by Reed on  RCA records, with whom he was embroiled in 

a tinancial dispute, M M ,  as it is known, is the nexus comecting glam and punk rock, 

with Reed's own raucous "rock 'n' roli" animal persona having a foot in both camps. As 

such, M M  "neatly signalled the end o f  glarn as a whole, while the emphasis of the record 

on nasty, unmusical noise heralded the punk explosion that was to erupt the following 

year" (Edwards qtd. in Bockris, 7i.arrsformer 282). Jeremy Reed astutely sees the album 

as "the first attempt to interpret amphetamine throuçh electronics" ( Waiting 1 1 1 ), and 

one miçht also see it as Reed's overt attempt to direct the de.~tnrc*turhg electroshock 

treatments h e  received back at the world: to dissociate the world. 

MMM, t hen, is the democratic redtrctio ad cnrdim of rock, a swirling vortex wherein 

anist and art, style and content merge and from which new forms may emerge. It remains 

unsurpassed as a pure gesture of gutter-dandyism, of the sovereign individual's ability to 

seize power from any and al1 outside forces which might impinge upon him. In doing so, 

it paradoxicaily posits spectacular faihre as the apex of success. Punk magazine founder 

John Holmstrorn puts it best: 

1 saw Metai Machine Music as  the beginning of  the punk- 
rock movement. It was the ultimate punk-rock album. It 
was the greatest punk statement ever made. It was fùck 
you to the record Company and everyone who bought it. It 
was, 'This is what 1 want t o  do the way 1 want to do it.' 
How can you çet more punk than that? It was more punk 
than the Sex Pistols, the Ramones, everything that came out 
afierward. 1 think he rneant it that way. . . . 
( 7TanMonner 287) 



Reed ends the decade at the fiontiers of gutter-dandyism, beyond the inside-outside 

alternative. As with Miles Davis following his initial desfmctwalist success with Ritches 

Hrew. Reed's sales figures plummet as he follows this revolution of the spiral to its 

conclusion. "He had become a wealthy loser, and only fiom that vantage point could he 

maintain so uncompromising a position," writes Jeremy Reed of the culmination of this 

period. "Poor, he would have to conform to certain elements of cornmercialism, but he 

had long ago had a consistent revenue fiorn a healthy back-catalogue of records combined 

with concert fees" ( Waifittg 178). 

It seems only fitting, then, to conclude this study of gutter-dandyism in Western culture 

wit h one of i ts greatest practitioners immersed in the life-art of destncfirralism. 



No tes 

1. Camp is a loaded and arnbiguous terrn, but also an unavoidable one when dealing with 
the exploits of the guiter-dandy in the realrn of poputar culture. Susan Sontag defines 
camp as "Dandyism in the age of mass culture," (289) and connects the (gutter) dandy's 
"vaporization and centraiization of the self," in Baudelairean tenns, to  camp when she 
writes: "To perceive camp in objects and persons is to understand Being-as-Playing-a- 
Role. It is the farthest extension, in sensibility, of the metaphor of life as theater" (280). 
Henry Miller's description of the enlightened, sovereign life as "dreaming when wide 
awake" also finds correspondence with the camp sensibility defined by Sontag as "the 
consistently aesthetic experience of the w o r i d  (287). Camp also has in cornmon with the 
gu tter-dandy the des~rz~cftwatis~ inversion and ultimate collapsing of t he distance between 
the polarities of  high and low, which are finally seen as equivalent, The Sarne. Camp 
"makes no distinction between the unique object and the rnass-produced object," Sontag 
contends, instead seeing al/ of reality as potentially transmutable, giving it a "democratic 
esprit' (289). Sontag's farnous characterîzation of camp as possessing "the sensibility of 
failed seriousness" is also relevant here, but only if we add that the guiter-dandy sees his 
"fkilure," his public depowermertf, as an essential component of his overall ascesis as an 
oppositional figure. His "failure" is thus contextual, taking place within and defined as 
such by a societal order which he, as part of  the Great Subculture, contests. "Failure" as 
such thus forms part of  his challenge to the status quo (see Genet, for instance, who sees 
harmony in bad taste as the height of elegance). The spectacular failure that throws the 
very idea of i'success" into question can be seen more recently in the suicide of Nirvana 
frontman and gîter-dandy Kurt Cobain - a definitive camp gesture. 

2. Perrett, especially, influenced by Lou Reed7s music and gutter-dandy persona and by 
Crowley ' s t heories (he even incorporates Crowleyisms iike "The Beast" and "The Whole 
of the Law?' into rock sons tities), is a fascinating example of contemporary gutter- 
dandyism taken to the lirnit: see Nina Antonia's excellent biography, The Chie and Ody: 
Perer Permrt: Homme I*afafe. 

3 .  Like Crowley, who strove to create a "Dionysian consciousness" for himself by 
constantly changins his appearance and his narne, Baphornet, the id01 of  the O.T.O., was 
itself a polymorphous God, described in "different and contradictory ways. He was a face; 
he was two faces; he was three faces; he had a beard; he was just a bare skull without any 
face or bard at d l .  Another opinion was that Baphornet had a beard, but that it was 
attached to the chin of a goat. A third opinion was that the id01 was in the shape of a cat." 
See Symonds 159. 

4. Crowley's "new age" or "aeon" commences in 1904, when he writes 71te Rook ofthe 
/.m. ln this aeon, symbolized by Horus, "the emphasis is on the true self or wiil, not on 
anything extemal such as gods and priests." See Crowley, Cortfessions 22. 

5 .  Foucault rnakes a very similar, if not identical, point to Crowley's when he extrapolates 
From Greek philosophy to imagine a fùture society where the sovereign subject "exercises 



his power correctly, i.e., by exercising at the same time his power on himself . . . which 
will regulate the power over others" (Fimi 8). 

6. This "star" qudity, the maferia prima, "is within everyone's reach," writes Vaneigem. 
"Poets are those who know how to  use it t o  best effect." See Revolrrfior~ 200. The idea, 
then. is for everyone t o  become an artist-the same notion Foucault advances in " M a t  1s 
Enlightenment?" 

7. "If thought is really to  find a basis in lived experience," Vaneigem writes, "it has t o  be 
tiee. The way to  achieve this is to  think ofher in terms of  the m e .  As you make yourself, 
imagine another self who will make you one day in his tuni- Such is my concept of 
spontaneity . . ." See Revoiurion 196. 

8. Richard Hel1 also recognizes the paradoxical, haecceitical nature of the American 
sutter-dandy: Elvis "redeemed the poor and simple," he m-tes,  "showed the big shots the 
beauty of a country boy set loose. The way he dressed and moved like a stud-sharp 
Negro, because he had the same tastes, but always with a disarming little smile that said, 
Ain't this funny, and he never left any room for doubt that first and most of  al1 he loved his 
marna- Jack Kerouac worked dong  the similar lines, when you could still be an 
unapologetic poet o f  the U.S.A. and do it for your mothe?' (Go Now 44). 

9. See "Stagoiee Versos the Proper Negro: The Treacherous Three Cross Over-Prince, 
Wynton Marsalis, and Eddie Murphy." In Fiyboy in the Rlcffermiik 48-55. 

10. Bmce Benderson explains that such notions are diametrically opposed to 
contemporary liberal-humanist thought: "Street people speak o f  appetites and aggressions, 
rathcr than of identity," he writes. "In light of  this, consider the absurdity of  the entire 
American liberal literary discourse being about identity - about 'finding oneself' In 
underclass life, sexual identity and ethnic identity cannot be conveniently sifted out and 
defined. Hunger, homelessness, or  drug addiction always take precedence" ("Toward the 
Degenerate Narrative" n. pag.). 

1 1. Drag's advice to  Slim here directly corresponds to William S. Burroughs' exhortation 
in A b v a  kipress to  "occupy the Reality Studio and retake their universe of  Fear Death and 
Monopoly" (Ïhrer 189). In both cases, the subject "seizes control" of his own situation 
creaiit'e[y, through sheer will, instead of having the will o f  others imposed by outside 
forces. 

12. InterestingIy, while the black prostitutes who provide this avenue to wealth are 
certainly doubly victimized here (by the customer, the "John," and the pimp himself) , 
Sweet discloses his own theory on the matter, explaining, "The broads were stupid 
squares. They fieaked for fiee for the white man. They wasn't hip to the scratch in their 
hot black asses" (Pimp 195). In Sweet's view, the pimp is in a way empowerirg black 
women! 



13. Parker, Davis explains, "was r d  spontaneous, went o n  instinct. He didn't conform to 
Western ways o f  musical group interplay by organizing everything. Bird was a great 
improviser and that's where he thought great music came tiom . . . His concept was 'fùck 
what's written down.' Play what you know and play that well and evetything will come 
together-just the opposite o f  the Western concept of  notated music7' (Miles 89). 

14. In "Hip and the Long Front o f  CoIor7" Andrew Ross notes the rhetoricd, "corrupting" 
tùnction of  f m o u s  gutter-dandies like Parker, and descendants like Jim Monson ,  Jimi 

Hendrix and Sid Vicious of the Sex Pistols within modem popular culture: "None were 
-rebels9 in overtly political ways," h e  writes, "yet the syrnbolic power of  the sharp images 
t hey projected . . . exercises the kind o f  affect for the collective youth consciousness t hat 
intellectual activism, organized o r  not, has striven, without success, to harness" (No 
Re.yecr 79). 

1 5. Parker "used to turn the rhythm section around every ni&&" Davis recalls. "Bird 
would start on the eleventh bar. As the rhythm section stayed where they were, then Bird 
would play when such a way that it made the rhythm section sound like it was on 1 and 3 
rather than 2 and 4. . . . Eventually Bird would come back to where the rhythm was, right 
on t ime" (Miles 1 0 1 ). Parker's musicai technique rnirrors the movement o f  Crowley 's 
1.A-O. de.stntcftwa/ist spiral: fiom form to chaos and finaily back to form again. 

16. Accordingly, today's "gangsta rappers" such as  Ice-T can ais0 can be traced back to  
Parker. 

17. See Miles, 65,  68. 

18. Amiri Baraka writes, "The night Miles called one of his oldest dearest friends to Say, 
-Hey, Jimi Hendrix sets thirty grand a gig!' was more like a farewell to one stage of 
himseIf than just awed information- After this, Miles told his agents he didn't want to be 
listed with the J a z z  players. He felt he could d o  what he wanted musicaily and it would 
still be hip, AND he could get paid!" ("Miles After Miles"). 

19. This notion. as Simon Frith points out, even extends to black street slang o r  "talking 
black," which Davis as Stagolee does (to more than one jazz cntic's chagrin) throughout 
the autobiography Miles. In such taik, he writes, "there is not (as in European and 
European-American cultures) a clear distinction between 'dramatic-type performance' and 
'other types of  interactional behavior.' Rather, workaday taik and conversation are 
constantly framed as performance," with the street becorning the stage in this life-as-art 
scenario. with both language and bodily gestures comprising what is cailed "styling," a 
democratic form of dandyism for ail. Furthemore, Frith writes, "black slang (oflen 
misunderstood when taken over into white taik) systematically describes performance as  a 
collective process-'doing your own thing' means taking your own part in a group drama; 
to 'diç it' means not to understand . . . but to get involved, t o  get into," placing Miles 
squarely in the rhetorical, "fiinctional" tradition of  both Afncan art and the Foucauldian 
experience-book (209-2 10). 



20. "Davis's music has always been just one component o f  a mystique that also involves 
his beautifid women, his up-to-the-rninute wardrobe, his expensive taste in sports cars, and 
his scowling black ançer," Francis Davis perceptively wrïtes of Davis's dandyism ("Miles 
Agonistes" 205). 

2 1 .  "The breaking through the barriers of perception is the highest goal of  a bicephaious 
recognition which sees both inside and beyond its own vision . . . The god is the true 
nucleus in ail its forms of manifestation: the endeavour is in entering the dreams and 
establishing the tmth in a state of waking consciousness. . . . " See Akron, Baphomer: Ïhe 
7arc1r Of The Uhderworid 1 1 . 

22. "Cleany is the term of the period for the highest degree of hipness in wardrobe. 

23. Davis had been wearing what he thought were hip, expensive Brooks Brothers suits, 
but Gordon advised him, "You can't hang with us looking and dressing like that . . . it 
ain't got nothing to do with money; it's got something to do with hipness. . . . You gotta 
get some of them big-shouldered suits and Mr. B. shirts if you want to be hip." See Miles 
1 1 1. Davis promptly gets himself a "zoot suit," which Ross calls "a dandified expression 
of the social aspirations of the ghetto teenager" (No Respect 82). and is accepted. Also 
see Cosgrove, "The Zoot Suit and Style Warfare," where the author claims that the "zoot 
suit was . . . an emblem of ethnicity and a way of negotiating an identity. The zoot suit 
was a refùsal: a subcultural gesture that refused to concede to the manners of 
subservience" (4). 

24. Cf Crowley: "Things like heroin and alcohol may be and should be used for the 
purpose of worshipping, that is, entering into communion with, the 'Snake that giveth 
Knowledge and Deliçht and bright glory' which is the genius which lies 'in the core of 
every star.' And, 'Every man and every woman is a star .' The taking of a dmg should be 
a carefully thought out and purposefùl religious act. Experience alone can teach you the 
right conditions in which the act is legîtimate, that is, when it assists you to do your will" 
( D i u ~ ~  ofa  D n g  bïerd 365). 

35. Davis as Staçolee also shows disdain for what Ice-T cal1s "House Niggers," or blacks 
who act in way suited to rniddle-class convention: "1 don't buy polish," he says. "With al1 
the diction and shit you got to be saying something to me. Polished Negroes are acting 
the way they think white people want them to act, so they can be accepted." See 
Crawford, "Mernories of Miles" 22 1 .  

26. "When we would go places to  play," Davis wrîtes, "1 was just cold to the 
mothertlckers. pay me and 1'11 play. I wasn't about to kiss anybody's ass and do that 
grinning shit for nobody. I even stopped announcing tunes around this time, because 1 felt 
that it wasn't the name of the tune that was important . . . A lot o f  people thought I was 
atoof, and I was." See MiIes 180. 



27. As Simon Frith explains in Perfonnirig Rites, in a concert o r  music video context, a 
musician's dress and body movements, his or  her overall style, fùnction to manipulate and 
colour the music he or she is playing, becorning part of the entire package: "the musician's 
body," he explains, "is also an instrument" (2 19). For Davis, who unlike rock musicians 
can7t rely on Iyrics to  convey attitude, this process is intensifiai. Comparing Davis's 
rnethods to those of Andy Warhol, Greg Tate astuteiy observes that "Miles came t o  use 
his visual presence and celebrity to manipulate the interpretation of his work and 
eventually made that stuff a part of the work as weli" (87). Warhol's main musical 
protégé, Lou Red, intensifies this process even fùrther. 

28. Davis also uses boxïng-which, like music, employs Apollonian methods to achieve 
Dionysian resuits--training as an ascesis, first using it to  help him kick heroin and then 
regularl y retuming to  it t hroughout his career to  offset his periods of extreme dissipation. 
Throughout Miles, Davis makes it clear that black boxers such as Sugar Ray Robinson 
were as important t o  his development as were musicians like Chariie Parker. For Davis, 
Robinson is a Stagolee figure exuding "the relaxed vinlity o f  the black Ijbmerzsch" 
typified by "a cool head attached to a hot body" (Tate, 134), exuding a quietly menacing 
air of sovereignty: "He'd be standing there," Davis recalls oftimes visiting Robinson's bar 
in New York City, "cleaner than motherfiicker, grinning, his hair ail processed back, 
smiling that crooked, cocky smile he used to srnile when he was daring somebody to say 
anything out o f  the way . . . Sugar Ray was king o f  the hill, and he knew it." Such was the 
rhetorical power of  Robinson's Stagolee style and charisma, Davis continues, that "1 
found myself even acting like him . . . taking on his arrogant attitude. Ray was coid and 
he was the best and he was everything 1 wanted to be in 1954" (Miles 180-3). Davis 
would later pay tribute to  his favourite sport by composing A ïi-ihrrfe 70 Jack JO~IISO~, 
the jazz-rock soundtrack to director William Clayton's 1 970 biopic of another black 
boxing champion rife with sovereign Stagolee style. Juridically framed because he married 
a white woman, Davis writes, heavyweight champ Johnson. a man with a "tnily 
sophisticated attitude," is exiled to Paris in the eariy 1900s. where "they say he had a pet 
leopard he'd walk while drinking champagne with crowds followinç." See liner notes, A 
7i-ihrrte li, Jack Jdmsot~. 

29. Stanley Crouch on Miles: "[lt] paints the picture of an ofien gioomy monster." See 
W a y  the Right Thing" 39. 

30. Simon Reynolds's theories on the relationship between heroin use and sovereignty are 
especially applicable t o  Davis: Reynolds theorires that while on a heroin high, the junkie 
"feels like a king, omnipotent, cocooned and resplendent in his solipsistic inwlnerability 
(especially if the heroin is cut with the ultimate megalomaniac euphorant, speed)," a 
stance that also applies t o  Davis's icy onstage demeanour when "cocooned within the 
narcotic of his music. Reynolds conjectures that the notion of  the junkie as a "twentieth- 
century king" is analogous to  Bataille's "notion o f  sovereignty as sterile spiendour," 
noting that the defining mark of  a sovereign is that he is, rather than does." Heroin, its 
name derived "fiom the German word 'heroisch,' meaning strong, powefil, heroic," 



provides, says Reynolds, "a retum to the inwlnerable self-sufficiency o f  the foetus, a total 
escape fiom the ignominy of  the productive world." See 7 % ~  Sex R W O ~ S  124, 126. The 
latter state is one Davis seeks out especially when at the mid-point o f  the destruct~~ra/ist 
spiral (the "A" point in Crowley's I.A.O. formula), usudly preceding a striking stylistic 
shifi on both the musical and personal Ievel. In fact, prior to deploying his last 
incarnation as a crowd-pleasing showman (!), Davis remains at point " A  for five years, 
from t 975- 1980, engaged in a massive bender o f  polypharrnaceuticai indulgence and kinky 
sex during which tirne he eschews music altoçether in a professional capacity. 

3 1 .  An arguable position. Some jazz purists see this period of Davis's work as a sell-out. 
For tfiis view, see Stanley Crouch, "Play The Right Thing." 

32. Tate writes o f  Davis's posture: "To the aristocratic mind o f  this East St. Louis scion 
of a pig farmeddentist, it naturally followed that if you were playing the baadest music on 
the the face of the earth with the baadest musicians living, then o f  course you were driving 
the baadest cars, wearing the baadest vines, and intimate with the most regal of  women 
and celebrated o f  artists, thinkers, and athletes." See "Silence, Exile, and Cunning" 86. 

33 .  Ironically, Bitches Brew becomes Davis's biggest selling record ever; however, the 
path it piaces him upon l a d s  to a place of virtual commercial invisibility: Agharta and 
Parrpea are not even originally released in North America. 

34. Tom Wolfe memorably details this mid-'70s biack Street dandyism (also depicted on 
Davis's Corky McCoy-illustrated album covers for On Ïhe C'orrrer arld Live In CVorlcert), 
in "Funky Chic," describing what he calls the archetype o f  the "high-heeled Pirnpmobile 
gor ro ger owr look o f  Dixwell Avenue," a description worthy of Huysmans himself and 
worth quoting here at length: "Dixwelt Avenue is the main drag o f  one of  New Haven's 
black slums. There, on any likely corner, one can see congregations o f  young men . . 
. eom the bottom end o f  the great greased poie of life . . . All the young aces and dudes 
are out there Iollygagging around . . . wearing their two-tone patent Pyramids with the 
tive-inch heels that swell out at the bottom to  match the Pierre Chareau Art Deco plaid 
bell-bottom baggies they have on with the the-inch-deep elephant cuffs taperinç upward 
toward the 'spray-can fit' in the seat, as it is known, and the peg-top waistband with self- 
covered buttons and the beagle-collar pattern-on-pattern Walt Frazier shirt, al1 of it 
surmounted by the midi-length piece with the welted waist seam and the Prince Aibert 
pockets and the black Pirnpmobile hat with the four-inch turn-down brim and the six-inch 
pop-up crown with the golden chain-belt hatband . . . and al1 of thern, every ace, every 
dude, out there just gettilrg over in the baddest possible way, corne to play and dress to 
slay . . . so that somehow the sons o f  the slums have become the Brummels and 
Gentlemen of  Leisure, the true fashion plates of  the 1970's. . . ." See Mmve  Gloves X 
Madmetr, ( 'httterr & Vine 206, 208, 2 1 3. 

35.  Davis's sex life is very active, but not particularly "transgressive" (though some insist 
he was actively bisexual) until the post-Agharta period of his "retirement" fiorn the music 



business fiom 1975- 1980. 

36. Jeremy Reed writes, "In the same year as Reed's birth, jean Cocteau was writing o f  
the perds o f  homosexual love in his Bkwy of mi Unkriuwti. He wrote o f  a society that 
endorsed 'humiliating interrogations and treating as mentally il1 those whose 
embarrassment causes them to  speak poorly in their own defence,' in which the outsider 
was 'cast as a monster by his family.' Reed was made into just such a victim with the 
shock t herapy" ( Waiting For 'The Mari 24). 

3 7. Reed hosted a college radio show called ~ ~ c ~ ~ r s i u n s  On A Wobbly Rad, named d e r  a 
tiee jazz composition by Cecil Taylor. ''1 was a very big fan o f  Ornette Coleman, Cecil 
Taylor, Archie Shepp," Reed recounts in tracing his roots in black music. "Then James 
Brown, the doo-wop groups, and rockabilly. Put it al1 together and you have me" 
(kzmforrner 32). As famed rock critic and Reedophile Lester Bangs accurately points 
out in relation to punk's do  it yourself attitude o f  democratic experimentaiism, Coleman's 
/+ce .hzz, reflected in the VeIvets songs like "Sister Ray" and Iggy & The Stooges'(of 
whom Miles Davis was a big fan) fiiiti House album, "practically started it dl. " See 
I'.ychofic ReactIom and C'arburetor Dtmg 48. 

38. Reed's gutter-dandyism anticipates Bruce Benderson's m i l l e ~ i a l  cail for an 
alchernical "mental coalition" between the disaffected bohemian and the culture o f  
poverty," a curative for "the gelded inhabitant o f  today's so-called counter~ul ture .~~ For 
Benderson, such a coalition is "the only possible action in the face o f  a voiceless, 
unacknowledged underclass and a strangufated middle class" where "dichotorny of middle 
class decency and urban degeneration" has never been greater. See "Toward the New 
Degeneracy" 5 1-2. 

39. Throuçhout his career, as Jeremy Reed points out, aside from a brief period o f  
peacock foppery while collaborating with David Bowie, Lou Reed's career has been 
characterized both sartorially and spintually by black: "black leather, black glasses, black 
T-shirts. And a psychic backdrop coloured by a dark aura" (Waitirtg 38). Reed's 
wardrobe and attitude dso intersect with rebellious 1950s film characten, most notably 
Marlon Brando's "Johnny" in Ilie Wild Orie. (the leader o f  the Black Rebels Motorcycle 
Club. who coolly responds t o  the question "What are you rebelling against?" with 
"What've you çot?') and James Dean's existentially brooding "Jim S t a r k  in /tebel 
Wirhorr t a Ca14se. 

40. h g n d  Superstar, Ultra Violet, transsexual Candy Darling, transvestite Jackie Cunis, 
Edie Sedgwick Nico and Viva, among others, were some o f  the Warhol superstars, many 
of whorn appear in Reed's biggest hit, "Walk on the Wild Side." 

4 1 .  In the politically correct atmosphere of the 1990s' Warhol's reputation has come 
under fire for his role, or  lack thereof, in the demise of  a number of  his "superstars," as 
seen in the rnovie I Shor Aridy Warhol, which attempts to makes a heroine o f  radical 
feminist Valerie Solanis, who attempted to murder Warhol in 1968. Warhol addresses this 



question in his book Popism: The Warhol '6Os, delineating a Sadean attitude strikingly 
similar to the "icy" ascesis of black gutter-dandies like Iceberg Slim, one that Jso is a key 
for an understanding the Lou Reed persona throughout the 1970s: "Now and then 
someone would accuse me of being evil-of letting people destroy themselves while 1 
watched, just so 1 could film them and tape record them. But 1 don't think of myself as 
evil--just realistic- 1 learned when 1 was little that whenever 1 got aggressive and tried to 
tell someone what t o  do, nothing happened . . . that you have more power when you shut 
up, because at least that way people will start t o  maybe doubt themselves." (Popism 108). 
In her account of her time as a Warhol superstar, Ultra Violet remarks that "Warhol is not 
interested in passion, 1 think, but the opposite . . . indifference, frigidity, iciness." She 
goes on to characterize Warhol as "the first reai plastic man. [t is not a put-on. It is 
authentic. It is the tmth of Warhol" (F'mms for 15 Minutes 32, 365). Warhol's notions 
of power and realism are given expression in mid-'70s Reed experience-songs such as the 
sutter-epic "Street Hassle" and "Kicks," and his "plasticity" is taken to the limit by his 
protege during this time in a series of musical and physical transforrnations/mutations. 

42. Bockris notes that while "Lou's most famous Song may be 'Heroin' . . . the drug most 
often associated with his image was undoubtediy amphetarnine," a drug he celebrates on 
the title track of the White Whife Heat album, the title refemng to "pure 
amphetamine." Bockris points to the Amphetamine Man#estu by Harvey Cohen to 
explain its attraction for Reed, a man drawn to lirnit-experience: "Methedrine rolls back 
the Stone fiom the mouth of the cave. It is the most profound of al1 drugs. the most 
unexplored and the fieakiest. It can be so many things; there's always a place to g o  
behind met hedrine that you've never been before." (Tkamforrner, 1 1 7). Certainly speed's 
ability to "be so many things" manifests itself in Reed's kaieidoscopic personae throughout 
the 1970s. 

4 3 .  E.P.I. dancer Mary Woronov's remarks make clear the split between the Velvets, who 
were extending the Sadean strain of the Great Subculture into rock and roll, and the 
Rousseauian West Coast hippies: "For one thing, we dressed in black leather, they dressed 
in wild colors. They were like, 'Oh wow man, a happening!' We were like reading Jean 
Genet. We were S&M and they were fiee love. We really liked gay people, and the West 
Coast was totally homophobic. So they thought we were evil and we thought they were 
st u pid ." See Pleuse Kill Me: The Ur1cer7sor.J Oral  Hisfory of Punk 1 7. Writer Ed 
Sanders sees this subcultural split as being in part class-based, a separating dong a divide 
between bourseois dilettantishness and a more desperate gutter-rebellion born of the need, 
to use the lexicon o f  black cool, to get over. "The problem was that there developed a 
hostility within the counterculture itself, between those who had, like, the equivalent of 
trust fund versus those who had to live by their wits. It's tme. for instance, that blacks 
were somewhat resentfùl of the hippies . . . because their perception was that these kids 
could get out of there any time they wanted to. They could go back home. Where 
someone who was raised in a project on Columbia Street . . . can't escape. . . . So there 
developed another kind of lumpen hippie, who redly came fiom an abused 
childhood-fi-om parents that hated them . . . that threw them out. . . . And those kids 



tèrmented into a kind of hostile Street person. Punk types" (Pleuse Kill Me 21-2). Both 
Reed, his bourgeois adolescence shattered by his parents' decision to make him take 
electroshock therapy, and Warhol, who grew up in an immigrant slum of  Pittsburgh, PA, 
thus easily found common ground within this "punk mileau. 

44. The Doors' career encompassed a paradoxical blend of  success and failure, the latter 
usually brought on by Morrison's sabotage o f  his own image (his self-bestowed moniker 
.'The Lizard King" reveais his life-long obsession with a Bataillean, atavistic and erotic 
form of sovereignty); the singer, writes David Dalton, felt that his "failures were in some 
way as important to him as the tnumphs. Success was, &er dl, part o f  the sickness, part 
of the platitudinous, cretinous Amencan Dream. . . . And hadn't al1 the Saints of 
Decadence declareci with their very lives that failure was the badge of  authenticity for the 
creator-madman?" (ME Mojo t 36). Momson, who struck up a c o ~ e c t i o n  with 
Warhol's camp through an f l a i r  with The Velvets' singer Nico, also felt little in cornmon 
with the West Coast hippie mentality, coming "from another tradition, the dark path, the 
poètes maudits. . . . Can you see Baudelaire and Rimbaud mouthing 'Al1 You Need 1s 
Love?" Dalton asks. "Neither could Jim. Miserable Miracles! Despised long-haired 
panhandlers. An era when everybody was singing about peace and love, Incense & 
Peppermints, and there7s Jeremiah Jim wailing on about night darkness, drowning, the Big 
Slecp, unconsciousness" (87). Doors aficionado Eve Babitz significantly calls Morrison 
"showbiz meets Aleister Crowley" (Hoskyns, Wait i~g  158), highlighting his merger of pop 
culture with the left-hand path of The Great Subculture; the fact remains, however, that a 
significant part of Crowley was equally "showbiz." He was a pop star before his time. 

45. Reed credits Warhol's powefi l  aura for allowing him the fieedom to "seize control" 
over the creative process dunng the recording of AI* Warhol Presenfs the Célvet 
Clrjdergrorrrzd and Nico. although the artist wasn7 t a producer in the music business sense. 
"He didn't want it to be cleaned up, and because he was there, it wasn't," Reed recalls: 
"And because of that, we always knew what it was like to have your way as opposed to 
these other assholes trying to d o  exactly the opposite OF what Andy wanted. By 
producing that LP, he gave us fieedom and power. He wasn7t the record's producer in 
the conventional way, but when record Company people would say, 'Are you sure that's 
the way it should sound?' he'd Say, 'Sure, that sounds great.' That was an arnazing 
freedorn, a power, and once you've tasted that, you want it always." See Bockns, 
ïratrsjrner 130. The resulting raw, "punky" delivery of the Velvets' sound on disc 
ensured that the album would be denied radio airplay, but also that it would become one 
of the most influential rock albums of  al1 time, a steady seller to  this day. The album's 
influence on  Iggy Pop (originally lames Jewel Osterberg from Detroit, Michigan), another 
key figure in the evolution of the punk aesthetic, was central: "The first time C heard the 
Velvet Underground and Nico record 1 was at a party on the University of Michigan 
campus," he recounts. "1 just hated the sound. You know, 'HOW COLnD ANYBODY 
MAKE A RECORD THAT SOUNDS LME SUCH A PECE OF SHiT? THIS IS 
DISGUSTING!' . . . Then about six months later it hit me . . . 'This is just a Fûcking great 
record!' That record became very key for me, not just for what it said and how great it 



was, but also because 1 heard other people who could make good music-without being 
any good at music. I t  gave me hope7' (Pleuse KIII Me 18). Here, the democratic 
implications o f  rock's original gutter-dandy, Elvis Presley, are self-consciously reclairned 
from a music business which had grown increasingly elitist, slick and professional, 
interested only in demographics and bourgeois aesthetics. The gutter-dandy's o r i g i n q  
historical role seen in the Brethren o f  the Free Spirit, where the individual "seizes powei' 
from God and becomes his own Creator, is replayed here as the rock musician wrests 
controi away fiom the God-like çorporate power of late twentieth century Arnerica. 
Whiie its initial sales figures are minimai, the Velvets7 debut album fùnctions like a 
rhetorical Sadean experience-book which continues t o  c o m p t  long f i e r  its author has 
vanished (or. in this case, after the band breaks up), leading t o  the truism that although not 
many people bouçht it, everyone who did formed a band, as was the case with Iggy Pop 
and another punk precursor, Jonathan Richman: "1 didn't start singinç or  playing until 1 
was 1 5 and heard the Velvet Underground," he rernembers. "They made an atrnosphere, 
and I knew then 1 could make one too!" Richman in Marcus, 'ipstick Timaces: A Secret 
H i s  f ory Of fie Twertfkfh (7enttu-y 6 1 . 

46. In this sense, Reed's songwriting fiom the first Velvet Underground album to  the 
present day is the naturd extension of the Great Subcultural Line of literary guiter-dandies 
like Genet and Henry Miller into the Pop realm. Miller's pronouncement that "What 17ve 
strived to do is get away fiom the fictive and down to redity . . . embrace every aspect o f  
one's being, look at it al1 clearly, boldly" finds its correspondence in Reed's remarks. See 
( b r r  i~ersalior~s 9 1 . 

47. Although the Scotsman Trocchi hasn't çotten the press that the more farnous junkie- 
writer and Amencan William S. Burroughs, has received, CCVairl's Rook and Trocchi's 
writing in general reveal him to be a more astute theorizer o f  destmc~trrafism than the 
oAen ambivalent Burroughs, whose experience-book Junky (where he writes, "1 have 
never regrened my experience with dmçs. 1 think 1 am in better health now as  a result o f  
using junk at intervals than 1 would be if 1 had never been an addict. When you stop 
growing you start dying. An addict never stops growing.") is his finest work in this regard 
(and also Lou Reed's favounte Burroughs' work), rather than the more often cited but 
philosophically rnuddled Naked hr lch .  See JicrlS., xv-xvi. 

48. In "Heroin, the Needle and the Politics of the Body," Martin Chalmers explains that 
"playing with the body with the needle is a means o f  breaking off speech. For the lefi and 
for liberals, defiance and the suffering out o f  which it cornes, has to  be brought to talk, to 
reason, in order to become meaningfùl suRering. The suffering has to be for something, 
for an end, for general principles, or  for material needs," he continues. "It has to  fit into a 
chain of cause and explanation. But the intensity o f  this play with pleasure and death, with 
the individual's own body, with conspicuous waste and an excess of sensation, can't be 
brousht to meaning in that way; it remains illegible and beyond sense." For Chaimers, 
then, "heroin, perhaps more effectively than any other subcultural strategy, evades 
imposed meanings and understandings" (1  53). Thus Reed's repeated refiain, "And 1 



Suess that 1 just don? know" in "Heroin," in part a deniai ~f'~victirn" status on the part of 
the user, a breaking off of the dialogue which helps explain the general antipathy arnongst 
1960s liberals for the music of The Velvet Underground. 

49. Chalrners sees IV heroin usage as a kind of form of technological sabotage, in which 
"the syringe, the most familiar emblem of medicine and prevention of  disease" which helps 
keeps bodies fit for work, "is transformecl into an instrument of excessive pieasure and 
self-destruction," a notion akin to Bataille's previously discussed "Practice of Joy Before 
Death." Here, "the needle is used to de@ the good sense which aims to make the body a 
healthy working machine, ready for labour and the conspicuous display of  consumer 
leisure time. Its transformeci use defies the constant injunctions and orders on how to 
maintain and improve the body. It proclaims an excess of defiance to  the heaithy order 
and to good sense." See Chalmers 150- 1. It is precisely this "excess of defiance" which 
informs Lou Reed's lyrics on "Heroin." 

50. Ellen Willis explains that the "fidure" of the Velvets commercially was built-in fiom 
the start: they were tailor-made to traverse the letl-hand path of The Great Subculture. 
"The Velvets were the first important rock-and-roll artists who had no r d  chance of 
attracting a mass audience," she correctly explains. "This was paradoxical. Rock-and-roll 
was a mass art. . . . But the Velvets' music was . . . like pop art, which was 
very much a part of the Velvets' world . . . antiart art made by antielite elitists." Likewise, 
she connects Reed to the Stagolee myth., explaining that in contrast to  the "prototypical 
rock-and-roll punk . . . the (usually white) working class kid hanging out on the corner," 
Reed's version was "closer to the bohernian (and usually black) hero . . . he wore shades, 
engaged in various forms of poiymorphous perversity" and paradoxically utilized "a mass 
an form to express his aesthetic and social alienation from just about everyone" (72-3). 
Others, such as Peter Perrett of The Only Ones, would sooon follow in Reed's footsteps. 

5 1 .  "Very few artists are capable of the generosity David Bowie extended to Lou Reed in 
the summer of 1972," opines Bockris, noting that the former invited his hero to perforrn 
with him at a headlining concert that July, where Reed, "dressed in blach" came onstage 
to pertorm "White Light / White Heat," "I'm Waiting For The Man" and "Sweet Jane." 
The next day, the two held a press conference to "publicize their music and images" where 
Reed appeared adorned in "make-up," a Bowie-designed "jumpsuit, six-inch platforms and 
black nail polish. With studied deliberation," Bockris writes, Reed " f i d y  planted a kiss 
on Bowie's m o u t h  and amounced that the latter would be producing his next album, 
which tumed out to  be ïra,>sforrner. See ïran.$%-rner 204. It is generally assumed that 
Bowie and Reed were aiso sexually involved, sornething Reed seems to  affirm in an 
obscene exchange with Lester Bangs in their infamous "Let Us Now Praise Famous Death 
Dwarves" interview . See l'sychoiic Reacfiom Alid Carhureior h n g  1 76. 

52. Bowie, however, does embrace Stagolee cool and American black sou1 on 1975's 
Yomg Arnericarr.~. . 



53. In tàct, makeup was nothing new for Stagolee types: as we have seen, Iceberg Slim 
recounts in Pimp keeping Sun Glow face powder in the glove wmpartment and making 
up before hitting the streets (1  17), and speaks admiringly of a colleague7s "blue mohair 
jacket" (1 56) and of another's "silver nail polish" (1 18). Foppish glamour, then, is 
nothing new to Stagoiee, who afier al1 does murder a man for messing up his hat. This 
mix of  camp and street attitude is noted by Red, who explains that '"Walk On The Wild 
Side' is about . . . you know, queens and hustlers and al1 that, and 1 wanted to do that, but 
that's a more dangerous thing, that's why it's done in a jive tone," the latter slang remark 
connecting the song to black street culture ( Waiiing 77). "Having an attitude was a big 
thing for Lou," adds his "drug associate" Bob Jones: "Attitude was the son of drug 
equivalent of what is called in the black world 'signi@ng "' (Transformer 252). 

54. Both Reed and Crowley share some rather arcane interests, taking the notion of 
debasement, of going low to become high, to the extremes of experience. Crowley, John 
Symonds notes, "Throughout his life, ate shit literally as well as figuratively. . . . This 
coprophagous habit, which he revealed in his first published work, Aceldama, 1898, 
remained with him until the end of his life." See Ihe K h g  viii. Duncan Hannah recalls 
being propositioned by Reed for an evening of similar adventures in Please KI/[ Me 97-8. 
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